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EXAMINATION OF RURAL HOSPITALS UNDER
THE MEDICARE PROGRAM

FRIDAY. MAY 9, 1986

U.S. SENATE,
COMMITTEE ON FINANCE,

SUBCOMMITTEE ON HEALTH,
Washington, DC.

The committee met, pursuant to notice, at 9:30 a.m., in room SD-
125, Dirksen Senate Office Building, the Honorable David Duren-
berger (chairman) presiding.

Present: Senators Durenberger, Dole, Heinz, Baucus, and Mitch-
ell.

[The press release announcing the hearing, the prepared written
statements of Senators Dole and Baucus and a background paper
follow:]

press s Release No. SC 024. Apr 7. 19861

FINANCE COMMITrEE SUBCOMMIIrEE ON HEALTH To EXAMINE RURAL HOSPITALS
UNDER THE MEDICARE PROGRAM

The condition of rural hospitals under the Medicare program will be examined at
a Committee on Finance's Subcommittee on Health hearing scheduled for May 9,
1986, Chairman Bob Packwood (R-Oregon) said today.

Senator Packwood said the hearing would begin at 9:30 a.m., Friday, May 9, 1986,
in Room SD-215 of the Dirksen Senate Office Building in Washington, D.C.

Senator Packwood said Senator David Durenberger (R-Minnesota), Chairman of
the Subcommittee on Health, would preside at the May 9 hearing.

Hospitals were given incentives to provide quality health care at lower costs when
Congress enacted the Medicare Prospective Payment System (PPS) in 1983, said
Senator Packwood. The time has come to examine the impact of PPS on the stabili-
ty of small, rural hospitals and consider whether access to quality health care in
rural communities is being preserved. In addition to any effects PPS may have had
an rural hospitals, the Committee is interested in knowing vvhat effect other pro-
gram elements (such as the swing bed, sole community providers and rural referral
center provisions) have had on rural hospitals.

Chairman Packwood said the Subcommittee on Health expects to receive testimo-
ny from the Department of Health and Human Services, as well as representatives
from the hospital industry, rural health care providers and others.

(1)
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STATEMENT OF SENATOR BOB DOLE

HEARING ON RURAL HOSPITALS

MAY 9, 1986

MR. CHAIRMAN, I WISH TO COMPLIMENT YOU FOR HOLDING THIS

HEARING AND FOR BRINGING OUR CONCERN FOR RURAL HOSPITALS TO THE

FORE. FIRST OF ALL, WHEN WE ENACTED THE MEDICARE PROSPECTIVE

PAYMENT SYSTEM IN 1983, WE KNEW HOW IMPORTANT ONGOING MONITORING,

FVALUATION, AND FINE-TUNING WOULD BE -- THAT'S WHY WE ASKED FOR

THE STUDY OF THE URBAN/RURAL PAYMENT DIFFERENTIAL. WE KNEW THAT

RIRAL HOSPITALS NEED PARTICULAR ATTENTION. IN PAST LEGISLATION,

WE CREATED THE SWING BED PROGRAM, SPECIAL PNYMENTS FOR SOLE

COMMUNITY PROVIDERS AND REGIONAL REFERRAL CENTERS AND, IN OUR .

MOST RECENT RECONCILIATION BILL, WE ESTABLISHED THE

DISPROPORTIONATE SHARE ADJUSTMENT WHICH PROVIDES AN ADDED PAYMENT

TO THOSE HOSPITALS, BE THEY URBAN OR RURAL, SERVING AN UNUSUALLY

LARGE NUMBER OF POOR ELDERLY.

THESE EFFORTS WERE MEANT TO PROTECT THESE VALUED RESOURCES TO

OUR RURAL ELDERLY, BUT THEY MAY NOT BE ENOUGH. IN ORDER TO

DETERMINE WHAT ADDITIONAL ASSISTANCE MIGHT BE NECESSARY, WE NEED

GOOD, SOLID INFORMATION. I HOPE THE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND

HUMAN SERVICES WILL GIVE US THE RESULTS OF THE STUDIES SO THEY

CAN BE OF USE TO US AS WE SEEK ANSWERS TO TODAY'S PROBLEMS. BUT
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I SUPPOSE WE ARE GOING TO BE HEARING ABOUT STUDIES IN PROGRESS,

NOT THE RESULTS WE NEED. QUITE FRANKLY, IT IS A BIT PERPLEXING

WHEN, ON THE ONE HAND, THE ADMINISTRATION GOES ON RECORD WITH A

COMMITMENT TO INSURE APPROPRIATE AND EQUITABLE PAYMENTS TO RURAL

HOSPITALS AND THEN, ON THE OTHER HAND, FAILS TO EVEN ACKNOWLEDGE

THE OVERDUE URBAN/RURAL, PAYMENT DIFFERENTIAL STUDY.

HOWEVER, I AM GRATIFIED TO SEE TIHE OUTSTANDING PANEL OF

WITNESSES WE HAVE WITH US TODAY. OF COURSE, I TAKE EXCEPTIONAL

PLEASURE IN WELCOMING MR. CURTIS C. ERICKSON, WHO HOLDS THE

DOUBLE DISTINCTION OF BEING THE PRESIDENT AND CHIEF EXECUTIVE

OFFICER OF THE GREAT PLAINS HEALTH ALLIANCE, PHILLIPSBURG,

KANSAS, AND WHO IS ALSO A NEWLY APPOINTED COMMISSIONER OF THE

PROSPECTIVE PAYMENT ASSESSMENT COMMISgION REPRESENTING RURAL

HOSPITALS. I AM PLEASED THAT WE WILL DERIVE THE BENEFIT OF YOUR

INSIGHT AND EXPERIENCE, AND I KNOW THAT YOUR CONTRIBUTION TO THIS

HEARING AND TO THE PROSPECTIVE PAYMENT ASSESSMENT COMMISSION WILL

BE MOST VALUABLE. YOU HAVE ALREADY PROVEN YOURSELF TO BE A GREAT

RESOURCE TO KANSAS, ESPECIALLY TO OUR RURAL CITIZENS. THANK YOU

FOR COMING TODAY. AND MY THANKS TO MR. EON WILSON, THE EXECUTIVE

DIRECTOR OF THE KANSAS HOSPITAL ASSOCIATION FOR HIS SUPPORT AND

ASSISTANCE AS WELL.
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Statement by

Senator Max Baucus

ou the

Impact of Medicare Prospective Paymensts ou, Small

Rural Hospitals

May 9, 1986

Mr. Chairmati, small rural hospitals are uoi

the critical list. Arid their vital life sigus are

weaker itg.

According to the report prepared by Lhe

Congressional Research Service for today's hear-

Ing, 80 -perceist of the hospitals that closed last
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year were small, and most were located lit rural

commute ties.

li the future, the hospitals that are most

likely to close are small ated rural.

Right row, nearly 70 percetit of the rural

hospitals with utider 50 beds are titable to cover

their costs with reveitues from patietits.

Whea these hospitals

to turti to their commutittt

of these same commutitties

survive. They may iot be

hospitals much longer.

have losses, they have

es for hell). But maisy

are also struggling to

able to bal I out these

Without small rural hospitals, patient care

suffers. The communities suffer by lost employ-

mevat atid tew restdet ts avid busite.qses have tio

reason to move to towit. Avid Medicare suffers,

too, if patietits are forced to seek cart. it more

distafit, atid more costly urbati cetters.
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Atid Jio some cases, especially its states like

Motitaisa, there may be too other hospital itearby tu

take their place.

Wte we started dowts the prospective paymet

path, we all ktiew that some hospital-; would close.

The cri tIcal questiote is what happetis whe,,

the "wrong hospital" closes? The remote hospital

that serves aee etst ire region -- the hospital that

is critical to basic access to care for the entire

populattoa? What happetes to the elderly who are

the highest users of health care, who dispropor-

tiotrately live ius rural America, who are less

mobile, ated whose health care tteeds are more acute

anid immediate?

The sad fact is that we dots't have att answer

to that quertiot right tiow.

Competitiote woiu't solve that problem. Well-

meatsicug rhetoric wots't help either.

It's time to decide tiow how we are goiteg to

face that situation. Before it is too lat-e for

rural America.
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Earlier thits week, I atid Seiaator Grassley

it ruduced the Rural Ileal th Care Improvemeout Act

This legislation has two objectives:

Fi rst ,

at t e [It i o If t

i

0

t would requi re FillS to pay more

rural health care coiocerits by:

o req

aild Medical

ui

d

r

r

bi g a rural Impact test ot,

egulatioua, before they are

Med i t:i re

i issued .

o manda

futids be used

t

0 establI

within HCFA.

Second, i

to small rural

ing that 10 perceiit of research

to explore rural health Issues.

ishitig a rural health policy office

t would provide for fairer paymetits

hospitals by:

o payig Medicare bills oi time.

o pay lig

extremely high

small

coSt

hospitals a fair amount for

"outlier" cases.
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o maintainitg predictable, stable payments

for capital expenses of sole community provider

hospitals.

We thik that this

first step. It's not a

hospitals won't close.

into the central debate

about the future of hea

It's high t

attenttiot to the

legislation, is a solid

guarantee that rural

But it brings them more

going on irn this town

Ith care.

ime that Washington started to pay

se iseeds.

I hope that today's witnesses will let us

know if the bill can be improved. If other

measures are needed.

I also hope to hear whether today's witness

believe that all small rural hospitals belong on

PPS iu the first place. Or whether the sole

community provider program is working as planrned.

Together we can work to ensure that access to

quality health care is a reality for all

America, s.
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RURAL HOSPITALS AND MEDICARE'S PROSPECTIVE PAYMENT SYSTEh

Background Paper

Prepared for the Use ot the Members or
the Committee on Finance

May 1986
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RURAl. U.-;PITALS AND MEDICAL RI. PROSPECTLVFl pAV.4YET SYSTEM

I NTR Di'(C f IoN

Thit ; a.'kgruxod paper proe.-e% -t m , tei. , m, i r i.., e. wilich have been

raised about rural hospi tals , part icu lar lY t hose issues rel ated to Medicare's

system for hospital payment, known a,-. tie Pro,;pective Payment System (PPS).

The prospectively-determined, fixed PPS ;1avmk-nt rates have had a significant

impact on certain hospitals, particularly no-.pitals such as rural hospitals

which tend to have large Medicare patient loads. It should he kept In mind,

however, thiat many rural hspLtal probim,;.s predat, the implementation of PPS,

which began in October 1983.

this paper is presented in five sections. Section I provides some general

inlormation on characteristics of rural hospitals. Section Ii discusses

features ol PPS which impact on rural hospital . Section ill presents otner

rural hospital issues, particularly those related to the financial problems of

rurai hospitals and the impact of rutal hospitals on their communities.

Section IV describes certain efftorts undertaken by rural hospitals to help

address some ot these problems. Sect ion V summarizes rural hospital legisla-

tion related to the Medicare program.

Rural areas of the united State,; havrt their own unique characteristics

wclich set them apart from urban areas. These characteristics include "low
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population density, . • . distance from urban resources, the relative predtm-

inance of an unperturbed natural ecology, and the small sizes of t.e

involved cowmunities."I/ There is no consensus about how to define a rural

area. A number of approaches have been used, generally using population size

on which to base a demographic classification system.

This background paper uses the terms "rural and urban" as they are defined

by the Medicare program; i.e.. based on the geographic classification system

known as Metropolitan Statistical Areas, or MSAs. This system, which is

maintained by the federal Office of Management and Budget, defines an MSA (or

urban area) as a city or urbanized area of at least 50,000 population, with a

total metropolitan population of at least 100,000. MSAs are defined as entire

counties, except in New England where they are defined in terms of cities and

towns. In addition to the county containing the main city, an NSA also can

include additional counties having economic ahnd social ties to the central

county. Rural areas are those not located within MSAs.

Hospitals located in rural areas have characteristics which generally set

them apart from hospitals in nonrural areas. They are smaller, have fewer

personnel and specialized services, lower occupancy rates, and serve a popula-

tion more likely to be uninsured or under-insured as well as older than

average. Rural hospitals are more likely to be owned by local governments and

are generally less costly to operate than urban hospitals. The rural hospital

also is more likely to be the focal point for the health care provided within a

large geographic area.

Recently, considerable attention has been devoted to the perceived

problems of rural hospitals. Rural hospitals, like other hospitals, are being

1/ Rosenblatt, Roger A., and Ira S. Moscovice. Rural Health Care. New
York, John Wiley & Sons, Inc. 1982. p.9 .
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affected by changes In the U.S. health care system, such as the efforts to

reduce health care costs, changes in hospital reimbursement systems. and

increasing competition from other hospitals and other type of providers.

These changes have resulted in fewer hospital admissions, decliningg lengths of

stay, and increasing severity of illness of the patients who are admitted to

hospitals. Although these changeb pose problems for all hospitals, iome

experts believe rural hospitals are affected more severely because their

financial situation is more precarious than that of urban hospitals; for

example, their costs must be spread over .% smaller number of patients, or they

may be just breaking even in terms of their costs compared to reveuiues, leaving

little leeway for adverse financial changes.
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I (;FNIKAl. INFORMATION ON RURAl lOSPITAiALS

A. l)istribut ion

Almost halt ot all community hosptils 2/ are rural, outside ot Metropoli-

Ean Statistical Areas. According to t984 data trom the American Hospital

Association (AHA), 4t the 5,759 co'mmunitv hospitals in the United States, 47

percent (2,b9%) were located in rural arvas and 3 percent (1,0b3) were located

in urban areas (see table i). This proporLion varies by region. For example,

in the West North Central region, 75 percent o community hospitals were rural;

in tihe Middle Atlantic region, 18 percent .)I hospitals wet! rtural.

Unless otherwise noted, hospital data in this paper are limited to

community hospital dita.

2/ The American Hospital Association defines community hospitals as all
nontederal short-term general and other special hospitals (excluding hospital
units of institutions) whose facilities and services are available to the
public.

/
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TABLE I. Hospital Distribtit i. by LocatLion anid Region, IY8S

Number of Percent
hospitals of total

United States
Rural
Urban

Lensus Division 1,
New England
Rural
U r ban

Censub Division 2,
Middle Atlantic
Rural
Urban

Census Division 3,
South Atlantic
Rural
Urban

Census Division 4,
East North Central
Rural
Urban

5,759

249
85

1 t)4

)O3
1071
49h

823
353
470

888
362
526

300.02
4b.8X
53.2%

100. 0

34.1%

I '. 7Z
82.3t

100.0%
42.9%
57.1%

100.02
40.82
59.2Z

Number of Percent
hospital-; of total

Census Division 5,
Euqt South Central
Rur a 1
,irban

Census Division 6,
West North Central
Rural
L r ban

Census Division 7,
'e:.t South Cenc i-at
Ru r'I I
Urban

('en.;us Division 8,
Muunt a in
Rural
i'rban

Census Division 9,
Pacific
Rural
Urban

491
114

1'7

792
595
191

842
453
389

37!
261
lIt)

700
166
534

1985 Edition.

100.O2

36. OX

300.0t
75.12
24.92

0I oo 02g
53.8z

46.2%

100.0z
70.4%
29.6%

100.0%
23. 7%
76. 3'

SOURCE: American Hospital Association, Hospital Statistics,
Data from the American Hospital Association 1984 Annual Survey.
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H. Bed Si ze

f :hte I Million hospital btds i I .N. 2 perct.lt (230,000) we~re

ruril ht-d; jind U7 percent (180,u0)) were kirban beds, according to the 19H4 AHA

data (see table i).

kin average, rural hospitals 4ere abotit one-third as large as their urban

counlterparts. The average rural hospital had 1b beds; the average urban

hospital had ?5b beds. The distibution by bed size is shown in table 2. In

198,4, 71 percent of all rural hospitals had fewer than 1li0 beds while 21

perce-nt Of .111 urban hospitals had lewer than 100 beds.

State-by-Stare information on the percentage ol hospitals and the percen-

tage of beds located in rural areas can be found in the Appendix, Item A.
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TABLE 2. Bed Ster bv L.ocation, 1984

United St *t,,- Rural lh

Number ot beds 1,017,05 232,746 784,311

(Percent of U.S. total) 100.t) 22.9 77.1

Average bed size J77 86 256

Bed size distribution
6-24 beds 215 181, 33
25-49 beds 981 /99 188
50-99 beds 1,408 932 476
100-199 beds 1.378 606 772
200-299 beds 734 131 b03
300-399 beds 436 34 402
400-499 beds 269 6 263
500 or more beds 332 6 326

SOURCE: Number of Beds--American hospital Associazion, Hospital Statis-
tics, 1985 Edition. Data from the Americaan Hospital Association 1984 Annual
Survey. Bed Size Distribution--American hospital Association, Unpublished data
from the American Hospital Association 1984 Annual Survey.

C. Utilization

In 1984, rural hospitals accepted 21 percent (7 million) of the nation's

35 million admissions for inpatient services (see table 31. Urban hospitals

admitted 79 percent (28 million) patient-.

Statistics on average daily hospital census (the average number of

patients receiving care each day) show a -Lmilar pattern. The average daily

census in rural hospitals accounted for 20 percent of thy total daily census

for all hospitals (141,000), while the average for urban hospitals was 80

percent (5bO,00). The per day ce,,sus average for the entire U.S. was 702,000.
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The occulpancy rate tor rural hospi: I' w.I., theret ork. .il most I I perr'e.t

lower than the urban rate it 19h4. 1ht. ,-,-4iapiacv rate is dt-.iti(ed a- the r. i i)

Of the average daily census t) the iv.tgv ntarber ot beds. Rural ho;,pttal.- ot

average' tilled 61 percent ot their heds; tirhan hospitals tilled 72 per-ent.

The national average Occipancy rate was tq percent.

Rural hospitals provided roughlv ot--sixth ot all surgical operations and

one-fifth ot all births in 19H4. (it the almost 20 million stirgtcal operations,

rutal hospitals provided 17 percent (I trillion) and urban hospitals provided 83

percent (l million). The number of intants born in U.S. community

hospitals was 1.5 million. Rural hsi,tt.Is accowinted for 19 percent (670,000)

o( these births, urban hospitals tqtr hI percent (I million).
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TABLE 3. Ut i11 7.1t I'll 1 IAhCJt too 194

United Stft,-. iCural Ur ba it

Admissions 35,l)S,4b2 ;,449,69b 21,705, bn
(Percent of U.S. total) l)0.0 21.2 78.8

Average Daily Census 7Cl ,rU 141,2/2 5bO,41
(Percent of U.S. total) In).,) 20. 1 79.9

Occupancy (Percent) o..7 11.5

Surgical Operations 19,9U8,241 3,382,218 16,525,963
(Percent of U.S. total) iO.) 17.0 83.0

Births 3.4',. 108 6h1.t225 2,785,083
(Percent of U.S. total) 10. 0 19.4 8o.t

SOURCE: American Hospital Association, Hospital Statistics, 1985 Edition.
Data frcm the American Hospital Associati,,n 1984 Annual Survey.

0. Occupancy Trends

In recent years, the average occupancy rate foi all hospitals has declined

from 76 percent in 198U to 69 in i984 ('ce table 4). Rural hospitals have

experienced a larger decline in occupancy, falling from b9 percent in 198J to

61 percent in 1984. Urban hospital occupancy fell from 18 percent in '980 to

72 percent In 1984.

The largest annual decline irt occupancy percentages occurred between 1983

and 1984. The average U.S. hospital experienced a -6 percent change. The

occupancy rate of rural hospitals decreased more severely, with a -8 percent

change. Urban hospitals faced a -6 percent change.
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TABLE 4. Occupancy Rates by Location, 1980-1984

United States Rural Urhan

Occipancy (Percent)
1980 5. h 68.b 77.9
1981 76.0 68.h 78.4
1982 75.3 67.9 77.6
1983 13.5 b6.1 75.8
1984 69.0 60.7 71.5

Percent change 1983-1984 -n.l -8.2 -5.7

SOURCE: American Hospital Association, Hospital Statistics. 1985 Edition.
Data from the American Hospital Association 1984 Annual Survey.

E. Medicare and Medicaid Volume

In 1984, rural hospitals had a larger proportion of Medicare discharges

per total admissions than did urban hospitals. Rural hospitals discharged 3

million Medicare patients and had 7 million total inpatients admissions, for a

37 percent proportion of Medicare discharges to total admissions. (see table

5). Urban hospitals discharged 9 million Medicare patients and had 27 million

total inpatient admissions, for a 31 percent proportion.

Medicaid discharges represented about 10 percent of total inpatient

admissions for both rural and urban hospitals.
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TABLE 5. Medicare and 4e Ii atd Volume by LocatLon, 19b4

United St.,ts kilal IIi ban

Medicare Discharges 11,461,554 2,781,709 8,09,845
(Percent of total admissions)a/ 32.6 i7.3 31.3

Medicaid Discharges 3,621,594 734,550 42,889,044
(Percent of total admissione)b/ 10.3 9.9 10.4

Total Admissions 35,155,462 7,449,696 27,705,7b6h
(Percent of total admissions) 100. 0 100.0 100.0

a/ Proportion of Medicare discharges to total inpatient admissions.
b/ Proportion of Medicaid discharges to total inpatient admissions.

SOURCE: Medicare Discharges and Medicaid Discharges--American Hospital
Association, Unpublished data from the American Hospital Association 1984
Annual Survey. Total Admissions--American Hoopital Association, Hospital
Statistics, 1985 Edition. Data from the American Hospital Association 1984
Annual Survey.

F. Expense Trends

On the average, treating patients in a rural hospital is less costly than

in an urban hospital, according to AHA data. In 1984, the average expense for

a rutal admission was $1,962 (see table 6). The average expense for an urban

admission was $3,277. The national average expense per admission was $2,995.

Per inpatient day, the average expet.se for a rural hospital was $284, and for

an urban hospital was $443. The national average per inpatient day was $411.
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TABLE 6. Expenses 1by L.oattIon, 1980-184

i;ni ted St it es Kira| i r bal

Tot ,il EKpenses (in thousands)
198o S $1,851 ha, $12,745,541_ $ 64,105,f)06
1981 90, 572, 422 1 .L647,811 16,924,605
1982 104,875,bid4 I5,8IN,304 89,ob5, 124)
1983 11b,4-T7,t)15 b,727,I8 99,110.567
1984 12 1, J i),420 17,217,571 I106,58,849

Percent ot U.S. total, 1984 Il1.0 14.0) 86.0

AdJ.isted Expenses. Per Admission a!
19M0 $l ,8o.'b $1,223.41 S2,,6li. I7
1981 2,171.20 1,418.61 2,19o.11
19K.2 2,5t .M) 1 ,64.4 2,752.oi
1981 2, ,'4. 18 1 814.87 3,05S. 8o
1984 2,9945. i8 1,9b1.92 3,2/6.55

Ad'Ilsted Expenses, Per Inpatient Day a/
198k) $2-,.1 $l7b.)2 $265.5b
1981 284.33 199.11 301.69
198) 21.17 228.95 354.42
1983 3t)4.49 255.65 399.33
1984 411. 1) 283.88 443.47

a/ Der Ived by subtract itg outpat ient expenses t rom total expenses.
This number, representing inpatient expenses, is divided by total
admissions to derive the average expense per hospital stay.

SOURCE: American Hospital Associati.n, Hospital Statistics, 1981-198
Editions. Data from the American Hospital Associatien 1980-1984 Annual
Surveys.
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G. Profitability

Data from the Healthcare Financial Management Absociation's (HFMA)

Fis.ancial Analysis Service show that, despite recent increases in operating

margins for all hospitals, rural hospitals still have lower operating margins

relative to urban hospitals. The operating margin ratio is a measure of

profitabittlty--the excess of revenues over expenses. The ratio is defined by

the HFKIA as the proportion of operating revenue retained as income (i.e.. the

dilterence ot total operating revenue minus total expenses, all divided by

total operating revenue). The median operating margin for rural hospitals rose

from 1.7 percent in 1980 to 2.3 percent in 1984 (see table 1). The median

operating margin for urban hospitals rose from 2.1 percent in 1980 to 3.3

percent in 1984. Overall, the national median operating margin rose from 1.9

percent in 1980 to .1 percent in 1984.

TABLE 7. Operating margin Ratio by Location, 1984

United States Rural Urban

Operating KargLn Ratio a/
1980 .019 .017 .021
1981 .020 .014 .021
1982 .020 .014 .021
1983 .023 .016 .026
1984 .031 .023 .033

a/ (Total operating revenue - operating expenses) / total opetiting
revenue.

SOURCE: Healthcare Financial Management Association's Financial Analysis
Service as reported in Prospective Payment Assessmenr rC0npsaion, Medicare
Prospective Payment System: Report to the Congress, February 1986.
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11. Hospital Closings

Ot the 49 cotrasunity hot 14tal c ,a;'- iii 4'h .a 21 ,,ct-trred In riral .a e a

2t$O 2h doecarred iii tirban areas i. et. tali * 9). ihree riral specialty ho-pit.t ,s

cl.,sed aaIl nine trban speciality haspit -i closed, fir a total of 12 specialty

ho',pit tl closings.

TABLE 8. Hospital Ct,.sing% by Locatton, 1985

United States Rural Urban

Commt t it f al itkpt 164 2 1 28

Specialty Hospital. 12 3 9

Si.URCE: Aarican Hospital Asioc-tz iwi, .s reported in Hospitals,
April %, 198b, p. 93.
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II. THE PROSPECTIVE PAYMENT SYSTEM AND RURAL HOSPITAL ISSUES

A. Background

Medicare payments for inpatient hospital care are made according to the

Prospective Payment System (PPS). PPS was authorized by P.L. 98-21, the Social

Security Amendments of 1983 (April 20, 1983), and became effective for hospital

cost reporting periods that began on or after October 1, 1983. Under PPS,

Medicare-eligible hospital inpatients are classified into one of 468 diagnosis

related groups (DRGs) based on their diagnosis, and the hospital is paid a

predetermined rate based on the patient's DRG classification. A number of

PPS features, described below, have been identified as having an impact on

rural hospitals, including the urban/rural DRG payment differential, the wage

index adjustment, payments for outlier cases, and special payment provisions

for sole community providers, referral centers, and hospitals serving a

disproportionate share of poor patients.

B. The Urban/Rural Payment Differential

P.L. 98-21 provided that different PPS payment rates would apply to

hospitals located in urban and rural areas of the country. The law defines an

urban area as "an area within a St.ndard Metropolitan Statistical Area (as
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defined by the Office of Management and budget) or within such similar are , as

the Secretary has recognized . . . by re.,ulation; and the term "rc al area'

means any area outside slich an area or -.imilar area." P.1.. 98-21 required the

Secrtaty of Health and Human Servic.s (it.s) to study and report to Congress by

the end of 198M on the feasibility and impact of eliminating or phasing out

eparate urban and rural PPIS rates; titt, -;tudy (including a number of other

orhai/rtiral issues) is in progress and Ieas iim.. vet been submitted to Congress.

In October 1981, when PPS was first implemented, the Department of Health-

and dsiman Services (illS) chose to use tle Office ot Management and Budget's

Metropolitan Statistical Area (MSA) desigtnations (which replaced the Standard

Metropolitan Statistical Area deslgnatil-,,. in June 1983) in determining whether

a hospital is classtftlcd as urban or rural. 11l1S indicated at the time (in

regtlIat ions issued Jan. 3, 1984) that the MSA system was "the only one that

neets the requirements for use as a .- l..-.iiication system in a naLional payment

program."

Separate urbdn and rtirol PPS rates were calculated by updating urban and

risral hospital data from a Sase pre-'PS period. Since on average the base

rural hospital costs were lower than the orban hospital costs, the standardized

PPS payment amounts calculated each year since October 1, 1983 have been lower

tor rural hospital-, than for urban hospitals. These cost differences exist

even after adjustments have been made tor teaching activity, area wage differ-

ences, and DRt; case mix. For example, t-e Fiscal Year 1985 national standard-

ized PPS payment amount per case was 2u percent (or approximately $500) lower

for rural hospitals than for urban hospitals. During the transition period

(Fiscal Years 1984-1987) when the PPS rates are composed of a blend of regional

and national I)RG rates, the difference, between the rural and the urban standar-

dized payment amounts can vary even more by region. (See the Appendix, Item B,

lot a map showing States by region.) For Fiscal Year 1985, the smallest
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difference was for the Middle Atlantic rt.gion (PA, N.1, and NY) where the roral

amount was 9 percent lower than the urban amount; the largest ditfe ence W.I. in

the West North Central region (1A, KS, M,, MO, NR, ND, and SD) where the rural

amount was 23 percent lover than the ,irban amount.

As the Prospect!'- Payment Assessment Commission (ProPAC) described In it,;

April 1, 1986 report to Congress,3/ the method used by iHKS to calculate thF PPS

standardized payment amounts has also co. ributed to the diterences in payment

between urban and rural hospitals. The standardized payment amounl:s were

developed by calculating the average cost per discharge for each hospital,

adding them together for all hospitals, and then dividing by the number of

hospitals. This approach does not take the hospital's number of Medicare

discharges into account, but instead give,; each hospital an equal weight.

ProPAC suggests that the standardized amount also could have been

calculated by weighting the calculation by the number of discharges; i.e., to

multiply each hospital's cost per case by its total Medicare discharges, to add

them together for all hospitals, and then to divide by the total number of

Medicare discharges. ProPAC's analysis 4/ indicates that using the discharge-

weighted method instead of the current hospital-weighted method would remove

about $90 (15 percent) of the $600 difference between the Fiscal Year 1985

urban and rural standardized amounts. Using discharge-weighting to calculate

the Fiscal Year 1985 national standardized amounts would have raised the rural

amount by 3.1 percent and lowered the urban amount by 0.5 percent. The

3/ Prospective Payment Assessment commission . Technical Appendixes to the
Report and Recommendations to the Secretary, U.S. Department of Health and
Human Services, April 1, 1986. Washington, U.S. Govt. Print. Off., 1986.
pp. 32-34.

4/ Ibid., p.33.
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differences are even greater if looked at by region. For example, the rural

standardized amount for the West North Ceictral region wct.ld be b.3 percentt

higher using disLharge weighting; the urban standardized amount for the South

Atlantic region (DE, DC, FL, GA, MD, NC, SC, VA, W V) would be 1.8 percent

lower.

Although P.L. 98-21 provided that the urban/rural payment differential

would be a permanent feature .. PPS, considerable debate exists about whether

the PPS payment rates should vary depending on a hospital's urban or rural

location. Supporters of the urban/rural payment differential argue that the

historical data on hospital costs indicate that, on average, urban hospitals do

have higher costs than rural hospitals. An important question, however, is why

urban hospitals have higher costs. Some argue that if higher urban costs are

due to certain factors which may be characteristic of urban hospitals, such as

treating more severely ill patients or providing a greater intensity of

services to patients, then a higher payment rate is Justified. However,,others

argue that if the higher urban costs instead are.due to greater inefficiencies

in the operation of urban hospitals relative to rural hospitals, then it is not

appropriate for urban hospitals to receive higher Medicare payments to cover

these higher costs.

Opponents of the urban/rural payment differential argue that PPS is a

national payment system which, after the transition period, will be paying

hospitals on the basis of national payment rates; therefore, a hospital's

geographic location should not determine its payment amount. Rural hospitals

argue that their fixed costs are sometimes even greater than those of urban

hospitals since they must maintain certain services even though the demand (and
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thus the payment) for such services may Il tictoate. Rural hospitals located

across an lSA boundary Line from an urham hospital argue that the ,rices they

pay for wages, services, and supplies -ire no different" from those paid by the

nearby urban hospitals located within an MSA, although the urban hospitals are

paid a higher payment rate.

C. The Wage Index

P.L. 98-21 required that the PPS payment rates be adjusted for different

area wage levels: "The Secretary shall adjust the proportion, (as estimated by

the Secretary from time to time) of hospitals' costs which are attributable to

wages and wage-related costs ... for area differences in hospital wage levels

by a factor (established by the Secretary) reflecting the relative hospital

wage level in the geographic area of the hospital compared to the national

average hospital wage level."

HUS developed a wage index which reflected the average hospital wage level

in the geographic area in which a hospital was located compared to the national

average hospital wage level. The index was calculated based on wage and

employment data from 1981 employment, wages and contributions for hospital

workers maintained by the Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS), U.S. Department of

Labor. HHS developed wage indexes for each Metropolitan Statistical Area and

one wage index per State for all rural areas in a State. Hospitals with higher

wage indexes are paid higher PPS payment amounts.

HHS officials have acknowledged that the BLS wage data have certain

limitations. The most serious is the lack of information on hours of employ-

ment. As a result, the area wage indexes produced from these data do not

62-009 0 - 86 - 2
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take Into account differences in the mix of part-time and full-time employees.

Rural hospitals frequently employ a greater proportion of part-time employees

than do urban hospitals. Concern has been expressed that the wage index based

on BLS data tends to understate actual rural wage levels. The use of a single

wage index for all rural hospitals in a State is another concern for rural

hospitals. Rural hospitals argue that a single wage index does not reflect any

variations within the State in rural wage costs. In addition, rural hospitals

Located near urban areas argue that they must pay wages that are competitive

with the urb-n areas and thus should not receive a lower wage index adjustment

to their payment rate.

Because of the concerns with the BLS wage data, HHS surveyed PPS hospitals

directly to obtain new wage and employment data, and developed two new wage

indexes which were described in a March 29, 1985 report to Congress. One

index, known as the "gross wage index," was derived from total gross hospital

wages, including salaries 3nd wages for contracted labor, interns and resi-

dents, personnel employed in nonhospital cost centers, and hospital-based

physicians. P.L. 99-272, the Consolidated Omnibus Reconciliation Act of 1985

(April 7, 1986) required that HHS use the new gross wage index to adjust the

PPS payment rates for hospital discharges occurring after May 1, 1986.

Although the implementation of the gross wage index, which is based on

better wage and employment data, may resolve some of the wage index-related

problems cited by rural hospitals, it makes no changes in, and thus does not

address any problems related to, the use of MSAs to provide labor market

definitions or the "boundary" problem for rural hospitals located close to

urban areas. Research on the issue of labor market definition is being
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conducted by HHS, by ProPAC, by Health Ltconomics Research, !nc.(for HHS and

I'roVl'AC), knd by the Congress tona I udgt ,hltc'..

D. Outlier Payments

P.L. 98-21 required that additional amounts be paid to hospitals for

atypical cases, known as "outliters," which have either (1) extremely long

lengths of stay or (2) extraordinarily high costs compared to most patients

classified in the same DRG. Based on provisions in the law, HHS has calculated

outlier payments as follows:

(i) For Fiscal Year 1985 through April 30, 1986, an outlier based on

a long length of stay (or "day" oitaller) would be one for which the length of

stay exceeds the average length of stay for that DRG by the lesser of 22 days

(17 days beginning May 1, 198b) or 1.94 standard deviations. The additional

payment to a hospital for each outlier day beyond the threshold is 60 percent

of the hospital's Federal payment amount for the DRG dividted by the national

average length of stay for the DRG.

(2) A "cost" outlier for Fiscal Year 1985 through A rii 13P, 198b, is

one that exceeds the greater of two times the hospital's Federal payment amount

for the DRG or $13,000 ($13,500 beginning May 1, 1986). The additional payment

for ctsts beyond the threshold is 60 percent of the difference between the

hospital's adjusted charges for the patient and the threshold. if a hospital

qualifies for an outlier payment according to both the day and cost thresholds,

it is paid according to the day outlier payment methodology.

P.L. 99-272, the Consolidated Omnibus Reconciliation Act -f 1985 (April 7,

1986) requires HHS to review and report to Congress by January 1, 1987, on the
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impact of PPS outlier and patient transfer policies on rural hospitals (par-

ticularly those with less than 100 beds). including recommendations for changes

in policies that adversely atfect rural hospitals.

Many hospitals, urban as well as rural, have argued that the outlier

payments are not adequate to cover the cost of care for unusually expensive

patient%. They also argue that the criteria used to qualify for outlier

payments are too restrictive ind that using length of stay as the primary

criterion for determining the outlier payment may provide a lesser payment than

using the cost criteria. Rural hospitals have argued that problems with the

outlier payment methodology may affect them more than urban hospitals because

their often precarious financial status may m;ke them less able to absorb any

financial losses from outlier payments that do not cover their costs.

E. Sole Community Hospitals

P.L. 98-21 required that a special payment methodology be applied to sole

community hospitals, which are defined as hospitals that by reason of factors

such as isolated location, weather conditions, travel conditions, or absence of

other hospitals (as determined by the HHS Secretary in regulations) are the

sole source of inpatient hospital services reasonably available in a geographic

area.

HHS defines a sole community hospital as one located in a rural area and

meeting one of the following three conditions: (1) It is located more than 50

miles from other like hospitals; (2) it is located between 25 and 50 miles from

other like hospitals and meets one of the following criteria: (i) No more than

25 percent of the residents or, if data on general resident utilization are not

available, no more than 25 percent of the Medicare beneficiaries in the hospi-

tal's service area are admitted to other like hospitals for care, (ii) it has
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less than 50 beds and the PSRO or intermediary certifies that the hospital

would have net the criteria in Item (I) were it not for the fact tl'.t some

beneficiaries or resideits were forced to seek care outside the service ara.

due tom the unavailability of necessary specialty services at the community

hospit-il, or (iii) because of local topography or periods of prolonged severe

weather condtitons, the other like hospitals are inaccessible for at least one

month out of each year; or (3) it is located between 1I' and 25 miles from other

like hospitals hut because of local topography or periods ot prolonged severe

weather condition, the other like hospitals are inaccessible for at least one

month out ot each year.

Sole community hospitals are paid permanently on the same basis as all

other hospitals were paid in the first year of the transition period (Fiscal

Year 1984); i.e., 75 percent of the paymetir is based on the hospital's actual

cost s aid 2) percent is based on the regional Federal DRG rate. For hospital

cost reporting periods beginning on or atter October 1. 1983 and before October

1, 1986, P.L. 98-21 also provided that sole community hospitals can receive an

additional payment amount if, due to circumstances beyond their control, they

experience a decrease of more than 5 percent In their number of inpatient

cases. There were 360 designated sole community hospitals as of May 6, 1986.

(See Appendix, Item C and D, for lists of sole community hospitals by State.)

P.L. 99-272, the Consolidated Omnihs Budget Reconciliation Act of 1985

(April 7, 1986) requires HHS (effective for hospital cost reporting periods

beginning Oct(-:)er 1, 19f.3, and before October 1, 1989) to adjust the PPS

payment rates to compensate sole community hospitals that experience a

significant increase in operating costs due to the addition of new inpatient

facilities or services. HHS is also required to study and report to Congress

by January 1, 1987, on the effects of this provision and recommendations for a

permanent mechanism to take Into account needed expansions of services.
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According to a study conducted by the National Center for Health Services

Research and Health Care Technology Assessment, HHS, S/ nearly all 1982 sole

community hospitals (which received sole community hospital status under

Medicare's pre-PPS hc.spital reimbursement system) were small hospitals (nearly

85 percent had fewer than 100 beds) located in rural areas.

As expressed by Kenneth A. Shull representing the American Hospital

Association (ARA) in November 12, 1985 testimony before ProPAC on the impact of

PPS on rural hospitals, the PPS treatment of sole community providers is

inadequate tor several reasons. He stated that it is difficult for many small

hospitals, particularly those in the eastern United States, to obtain sole

community hospital designation because of their relative proximity to other

h.-spitals.

In addition, HHS has not developed rules specifying how hospitals could

apply for a payment adjustment to compensate for decreases of more than 5

percent in inpatient volume. In an April 9, 1986, letter to HHS commenting on

proposed regulations to change the hospital specific calculation in certain

circumstances for sole comunity hospitals, AHA Executive Vice President Jack

W. Owen indicated that to date, AHA is not aware of any hospital receiving this

special adjustment. While expressing the possibility that no sole community

hospital experienced an admission decline of more than 5 percent, the letter

stated that the "more critical problem may be the failure of the original PPS

rulemaking to define the exact process for requesting this adjustment and the

nature of the relief that will be provided." ABA urged HHS to provide more

specific information on how to obtain this payment adjustment and to support

5/ National Center for Health Services Research and Health Care Technology
Assessment. Sole Comunity Hospitals: Are They Different? Department of
Health and Human Services Publication No. (PHS) 85-3348. Washington, U.S.
Govt. Print. Off., 1985. p.3 .
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the AiA In their effort to seek a legislative change extending the period .f

lime for this adjustment, which expires to r hospital cost reporting periods

beginning atter October 1, 1986.

AHA testimony before ProPAC also stated that in many cases, the sole

community provider payment adjustment (75 percent hospital specific rate and 25

percent regional rate) provides a lower payment than the hospital would receive

under the normal PPS payment rules. This situation occurs if the hospital

specific rate is less than the hospital's regional rate or if the hospital's

case mix index increases from that in the base period.

F. Regional and National Referral Centers

P.L. 98-21 required the Secretary to provide for such exceptions and

adjustments to the PPS payment amounts as the Secretary deems appropriate to

take into account the special needs of regional and national referral centers

(including those hospitals of 500 or more beds located in rural areas).

IHS has defined such referral centers in regulations as follows: rural hospi-

tais having 500 or more beds; (2) hospitals meeting certain criteria related to

percent referrals from other hospitals and distance of patients' residence from

the hospital; or (3) rural hospitals meeting certain criteria related to case

mix index, number of discharges, and one of the following: staff specialty

requirements, distance of patients' residence from the hospital, or percent

referrals. There were 167 designated reterral centers as of May 1986. (See

Appendix, Items C and E, for lists of referral centers.)

Referral centers are paid on the basis of the higher urban PPS rates

rather than the rural rates, since these hospitals attract patients referred

from a wide geographic area because of their broad range of specialized

services. Rural hospitals have argued that the criteria for classification as
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a referral center are too restrictive, %uch as the requirement that the rural

hospital have a minimum number of discharges of either 6,000 (the n.ttonal

discharge criterion) or the median number of urban discharges for the region in

which the hospital is located (which ranges from a low of 5,564 to a high of

9.928, depending on the region).

P.L. 99-272, the Consolidated Omnibhis Budget Reconciliation Aet of 1985

(April 7, 1986) permits rural osteopathic hospitals to meet the referral center

discharge criterion if they have at least 3,000 discharges in a year.

G. Disproportionate Share Fayments

P.L. 98-21 required the Secretary to provide foe exceptions and adjust-

ments to the prospective payment rates as the Secretary deems appropriate to

take into account the needs of hospitals that serve a significantly dispropor-

tionate number of low-income patients or Medicare Part A beneficiaries.

Although UHS has studied this issue, such an adjustment was never provided.

P.L.. 98-369 (the Deficit Reduction Act of 1984) required the Secretary, prior

to December 31, 1984, to develop and publish a definition of disproportionate

share hospitals and to provide a list of such hospitals to the Senate Committee

on Finance and the House Committee on Ways and Means. On December 31, 1985,

the Defartment published a definition of such hospitals in the Federal Register

and provided a list of hospitals meeting the definition to the required Con-

gressional committees.

P.L. 99-272, the Consolidated Omnibus Reconciliation Act of 1985 (April 7,

198b) requires that for Jischarges occurring after Kay 1, 1986, and before

October 1, 1988, XHS must make additional payments to PPS hospitals which serve

a disproportionate share of low-income patients. A hospital's percentage of

low-income patients is defined as the slim of (1) the total number ot inpatient
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days attributable tc those eligible for both Federal Supplemental Security

Income and Part A of medicare divided by the total number of Medica-e Part A

patient days, plus (2) the number of Medicaid patient days (for those not

eligible for Mcdicare Part A) divided by the tutal patient days. Urban

hospitals with 100 or more beds having a low-income patient percentage of at

least 15 percent will receive a PPS payment adjustment of 2.5 percent plus one-

half of the difference between 15 percent and the hospital's percentage ot low-

income patients, up to a maximum adjustment of 15 percent. Urban hospitals

with les% than 100 beds having a low-income patient percentage of at least 40

percent will receive a PPS payment adjustment u 5 percent. Rural hospitals

having a low-income patient percentage of a least 45 percent will receive a PPS

payment adjustment of 4 percent. Urban hospitals with 100 or more beds whose

net inpatient care revenues (excluding Medicare and Medicaid revenues) for

indigent care from State and local government sources exceed 30 percent of

total revenues will receive a PPS payment adjustment of 15 percent. The

Congressional Budget Office is required to study and report to Congress by

January I, 1987, on the impact of this provision on hospitals.
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Ill. ADDITIONAL RURAL HOSPITAL ISSUES

A. Financial Status

Some experts believe that rural hospitals may be financially more

vulnerable to various cost containment measures, including Medicare's Prospec-

tive Payment System (PPS), because of their special characteristics. They

point out that rural hospitals have smaller operating margins and lower

occupancy rates than their urban counterparts.

Operating margIns are a measure of the excess of revenues over expenses,

also called profitability. Hospitals require a certain margin in order to

replace or add to their existing facilities and equipment. Despite recent

improvementa In profitability for the hospital industry overall (see table 7 in

section I above), rural hospitals have consistently had much lower operating

margins than urban hospitals. 6/ The American Hospital Association argues that

a hospital's reserves and its operating margins are important because hospital

payment systems like PPS, as opposed to earlier cost-based reimbursement

methods, put hospitals at risk for the difference between costs and the payment

rate. Changes in patient volume and severity of patient illness, the ARA

6/ Cleverly, William D. Hospital Industry Analysis Report 1980-1984. Oak
Brook, Illinois, Healthcare Financial Management Association, 1985, pp. 58-59,
126-129.
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states, can cause significant shifts in average costs. Small hospital% are

particularly at risk; according to the AHiA, a single expensive outlier patient

can make the difference between breaking even and running a substantial

deficit. I/

One of the reasons rural hospitals have lower operating margins may he

their lower occupancy rates. One theory why rural hospitals have lower

occupancy rates is that isolated hospitals must keep a cushion of beds for

occasional heavy influxes of patients who cannot be easily referred elsewhere.

H/ Another reason for decreased occdpaitcy may he increased competition from

urban hospitals and their satellite facilities. A hospital with low occupancy

rates must obtain revenues to cover its costs from fewer patients. This can be

a problem it the payers for these patients pay a fixed rate, as does PPS.

Rural hospitals on average are smaller than urban hospitals. More than 70

percent ot all rural hospitals had tewer than 100 beds, in 1984. Very small

hospitals may find it difficult to cut fixed costs, according to their admini-

strators, because a hospital must have a minimum number of employees regardless

of patient volume. For example, a hospital visually requires aa administrator,

three shifts of nurses, a laboratory technician, an x-ray technician, a medical

records person, a billing clerk, cooks, and maintenance and housekeeping

personnel. 9/

7/ American Hospital Association. Statement of the American Hospital
Association in hearings before the Subcommittee on Health of the Committee on
Finance of the United States Senate on Hospital Operating Margins, February 21,
1986, p.7.

8/ Can Rural Hospitals Survive? Washington Report on Medicine and Health
Perspectives, May 6, 1985, p. 1.

9/ Lefton, Doug. Rutal Hospitals Fight for Survival. American Medical
News, February 9, 1985, p. 32.
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Different patient demographics also may place a relative tinancial strain

on rural hospitals. Rural residents are on average more likely to tave

Inadequate or no health insurance. They are are also on average more likely to

be older ind eligible for Medicare. lo/

The Prospective Payment Assessment C.ommission, in its April 1, 1986 report

to the Secretary of Health and Human Services, discussed another financial

strain on rural hospitals: "...like their irban counterparts, rural hospitals

continue to have inadequate investment levels to meet replacement of their

current assets; as a result, rural hospitals may require substantial borrowing

to acquire replacement assets. This level of borrowing may not be feasible in

light ot their financial conditions." ProPAC also stated, however, that

because rural hospitals' occupancy rates are relatively low. the hospitals may

not find it desirable to replace all existing assets. Il/

B. Closures and Consolidation

Rural hospitals that do not receive sufficient revenue to cover their

costs are faced with few options. Some rural hospitals seek additional funds

from other sources, such as their communities. If no sources are available or

are inadequate to support the hospital, the hospital may be forced to close.
V

1/ Moscovice, Ira. Testimony presented at Rural Health Caucus hearing
conducted by Senator David Durenberger, April 1, 1986. Minneapolis, University
of Minnesota, 1986, p. 6.

ii Prospective Payment Assessment Commission. Technical Appendixes to
the Report and Recommendations tn the Secretary, U.S. Department of Health and
Human Services, April 1, 198b. lashington, U.S. Govt. Print Off., 1986, p. 69.
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in 1985, according to the American Hospital Association, urban community

hospital closings slightly outnumbered rural community hospital cloings 28 to

21. The same statistics showed that small hospitals were the most likely

candidates for closure. Nearly 80 percent of the community hospitals which

closed (39 of the total 49 community hospitals closings) had fewer than 100

beds. The average community hospital which closed in 1985 had 63 beds. Only

one community hospital with 300 beds or more closed in PQH. Future hospital

closings Ire predicted to take place mainly among small, non-tear-bing hospi-

tals, most of which are located in rural treas. 12/

Arguments in favor of consoLidating) rural inpatient care into fewer and

larger hospitals are supported by studios which show that rural hospital care

could be provided at a lower average cost per patient day by using larger

hospitals with higher occupancy rates. 13/ However, overall expenditure

savings may be small. Schwartz and Joskow estimate that closing 7 percent of

all hospital beds would save approximately I percent of total hospital expendi-

tures. 14/ It is also important to note that these results do not take Into

account any increased costs and risk of morbidity due to increased travel. 15/

12/ Moscovice, Ira, and Roger A. Rosenblatt. A Prognosis for the Rural
Hospital: Part Ii: Are Rural Hospitals Economically Viable? The Journal of
Rural Health, July 1985, p. 14.

13/ Finch, Larry E., and Jon B. Christianson. Rural Hospital Costs: An
Analysis with Policy Implications. Public Health Reports, September-October
1981, p. 432.

14/ Schwartz, W. and Joskow, P. Duplicated Hospital Facilities How Much
Can We Save by Consolidating Them? New England journall of Medicine, 1980, pp.
1149-1157. As cited in Moscovice and Rosenblatt, A Prognosis for the Rural
Hospital, p.14.

15/ Koscovice and Rosenbiatt, A Prognosis for the Rural Hospital, p. 13.
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In addition, the results cannot take tnto account many other effects a hospital

closure can have on its community.

C. Hospitals' Impact on Community

Some say that rural hospitals, to a greater degree than urban hospitals,

play a role in the community which goes beyond the provision of inpatient

hospital services. A hospital attracts health care personnel to a community

and often is a large employer of rural residents.

In rural areas, hospitals may be important factors in attracting health

care personnel. The rural hospital is important to physicians because it

serves as a workshop for those activities that require the use of sophisticated

technology and specialized staff. The financial risk to physicians of starting

and maintaining a medical practice with a wide variety of services is reduced.

Physicians can decrease their investment in expensive, infrequently uaed, and

rapidly outdated technology because the costs are borne by the hospital. 16/

Hospitals also are important factors in attracting registered nurses.

Hospitals may often be a rural community's first or second largest

employer. The hospital's payroll is therefore an important part of the local

economy.

16/ Rosenblatt and Moscovice, Rural Health Care, pp. 174-175.
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IV. RURAL HOSPITAL lNiTIATIVES

A. Diversification

Many rural hospitals are attempting to generate new revenues by diversi-

fying into nonacute care services. Some -xamples include the provision of

primary health care. sometimes detined as basic medical services provided at

the first or entry levei of personal health care services, including the

diagnosis and treatment of common illnesses and diseases; preventive health

services; home care services; and uncomplicated minor surgery and emergeaicy

care. Hospital-based primary care generally involves greater emphasis on care

delivered in the outpatient department or emergency room of the hospital.

Several forms of hospital-based primary care in rural areas have been ident-

ified, including the hospital-based, physician-sponsored program where the

hospital is linked to a multispecialty group practice (such as the Marshfield

Clinic in Wisconsin); the hospital-based, hospital-sponsored program where the

hospital delivers the primary care (such as Indian Health Service clinics); and

the primary care satellite facility sponsored by the hospital to provide

primary care in isolated areas (such as those sponsored by Rural Health

Associates of Maine).
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Another example of diversification is the use of what is known as the

"swing bed" program to provide long-term care services in the hospt'=al setting.

A "swing bed" is one that is approved by the Medicare program for payment

purposes to be used for either an acute care patient or a long-term care

patient. The national swing bed program was authorized under Medicare legisla-

tion contained in P.L. 96-499, the Omnibus Reconciliation Act of 1980

(December 5, 1980). Rural hospitals with fewer than 50 beds that have been

granted a certificate-of-need for long-term care services are eligible to

participate in the program. Medicare payment for skilled nursing facility

(SNF)-type care provided in a swing bed is made at the average rate per patient

day paid for SNF routine services under the State's Medicaid program. As of

July 1985, 688 hospitals were certified by Medicare to provide swing bed care.

(See the Appendix, Item F, for the number of -wing bed hospitals by-State.)

in 1981. the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation began funding the Rural

Hospital Program of Extended Care Services, a national swing bed demonstration

project cosponsored by the American Hospital Association and administered by

the Program in Health Policy and Management at New York University. The purpose

of the demonstration is to promote the swing bed concept by setting up models

of how small, rural hospitals with underutilized acute care beds can provide

long-term care services in areas with a shortage of nursing homes. In 1982,

hospital associations in Kansas, Mississippi, Missouri, New Mexico, and North

Dakota were funded for four years to provide technical assistance to small

rural hospitals in their States that meet the swing bed program requirements.

In January 1983, four-year grants were made to 26 small, rural hospitals in

those same 5 States to set up swing bed programs.
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P.L. 9b-499 required an evaluation of the swirog bed program which It being

condutcted by the Center for Health Services Research, University ot Colorado

Health Sciences Center. Preliminary findings from the evaluation ll/ indicate

that:

" about one-third of eligible hospitals in rural areas are certified

to provide swing bed care;

" hospitals are more likely tc. participate in the program it they

have low occupancy rates;

e serious competition between swing bed hospitals and nursing homes

for long-term care patients does not appear to exist since hospital swing beds

are used either to retain long-term care patents until a nursing home bed

becomes available in the community or to provide subacute care to long-term

care patients with more medically intense needs until the patient can be

discharged home or to another institutional setting;

* hospitals generally believe that reimbursement under the program Is

inadequate;

* it is not possible at this time to determine whether the waiver of

several SNF conditions of participation has had deleterious effects on the

quality of long-term care provided in swing beds; and

* a potential weakness of the program is whether it tends to suistain

unneeded rural hospitals by providing them an additional revenue source.

17/ Shaughnessy, Peter, et al. Hospital Swing Beds in the United States:
Initial Findings: Executive Summary. Denver, Center for Health Services
Research, University of Colorado Health Sciences Center, November 1985.
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Other examples of rural hospital diversification include the establish-

mentof community education and wellness programs and the construction of

physician office buildings and housing tor the elderly.

B. Multi-Hospital ArranAements

Some rtiral hospitals have entered into multi-hospital arrangements (with

either tor-profit or not-for-profit systems) to help deal with mounting

financial pressures. These arrangements can include affiltations, shared

services, consortium, contract management, leases, corporate ownership with

separate management, and complete ownership. According to the American

Hospital Association, 452 rural hospitals were owned, leased, or sponsored by

such a system in 1983, and another 442 rural hospitals were managed by such a

system.

The advantages to the rural hospital of joining a multi-hospital arrange-

ment include cost savings from joint purchasing and shared service arrange-

ment,; certain operating advantages such as increased productivity and lower

scatting requirements; and improved access to capital resulting in lower

borrowing costs. Disadvantages may inclmade the rural hospital's loss of

autonomy. 18/

An example of a multi-hospital arratigement that allows the rural hospital

to maintain its autonomy is the regional partnership arrangement established by

the Voluntary Hospitals of America Inc. (VtA), where larger hospitals are used

an anchors, providing smaller hospitals with access to VHA programs and serv-

ices. Another example of this networking approach is the 4-year demonstration

project known as the Affordable Rural Coalition for Health (ARCH) established

18/ Moscovice and Rosenblatt, A Prognosis for the Rural Hospital, p.17.
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by the Lutheran Hospital and Homes oc-,.tv (LHHS) ard the Office of Rural

Health of the University of North Dakota. Under this program, loc a LHHS

hospitals (which have 50 beds on average.) will act is hubs, coordinating health

care services in rural areas.

Alternatives exist for the provision )f health, care services in rural

areas without a hospital. These include the use of a network of rural clinics

which are linked with a central hospital, perhaps in an urban area. One

useful component ot a rural health network could he the use of air ambulance

services to transport high-risk patients (such as neonates, obstetrical

patients, and severely traumatized accident victims) to designated hospitals

having the necessary specialized services.
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V. RUkAL HOSPITAL LEGISLATION REI.ATED iO li E MEDICARE PROGRAM

Several b1u pertaining to rural hospitals and the Medicare program have

been introduced in the 99th Congress and are summarized below.

A. I.R. Ib82 (Skelton), Introduced March 21, 198S

Effective for hospital discharges in cost reporting periods occurring, and

fiscal years beginning, on or after Octowher 1, 1985, this bill provides for a

new way of calculating the payment rate tinder the Medicare Prospective Payment

System %PPS). The PPS payment rate lor any Diagnosis Related Group, or DRG

(the groupings used under PPS to classify hospital inpatients according to

their diagnosis) would be a blend of national and hospital specific rates based

on the coefficient of variation for the i)RG. The coeffi.ient of variation

ret lects the relative statistical distribution, from the mean, of the costs of

discharges within that DRG.

For DRGs for which the coefficient ot variation is not greater than .1,

the PPS paymeift would equal the national adjusted DRG rate; where it is 1.0 or

greater, the payment would equal the ho';pital's target amount; and where it is

greater thdn .1 but less than 1.0, the payment would equal a combination of the

national adjusted DKG rate and the hospital's target rate, which would vary

with the coefficient of variation.
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The bill would eliminate the distificti-n in the PPS rates between turban

and rtirai hospitals. In addition, the bill would require i new method fot

calculating the wage index by (!) Identi!ying labor markets using a statistical

cloister a.ialysis to group together idj-cent counties or comparable political

subdivisions with similar average hourly hospital compensation rates, and (?)

establishing a methodology for determining the proportion oi hospital costs

attributable to wages and wage-related costs and the relative hospital wage

level In each identified labor market compared with the national average

hospital wage level, taking into account differences among hospitals in part-

time and full-time employment patterns.

B. H.R. 1745 (Sikorski), Introduced March 26, 1985

Effective upon enactment, this bill amends Medicare and Medicaid legisla-

tion to provide that payments to hospitals for the provision of skilled nursing

and intermediate care services on a swing bed basis could not exceed the

amounts paid by the State Medicaid program for such services to skilled nursing

facilities (SNFs) or intermediate care facilities located in the same area as

the hospital.

The bill changes the criteria for eligibility as a swing bed hospital from

one having less than 50 beds to one having a total capacity of fewer than 50

beds, with total bed capacity defined as the number of beds that the facility

has been licensed for, or that the facility was designed to hold, whichever is

lower.

Before payment could be made to a swing bed hospital, the State certifi-

cate of need agency would have to determine that at least 96 percent of the

beds being used for SNF services in SNFs located in the geographic region of

the hospital were occupied at the time the hospital applies to be a swing
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bed hospital. Medicaid legislation wouii he amended such that the same

requirement would apply to the use of -,wing beds for the provision I inter, -

mediate care services.

rhe hill requires swing bed hospital to wneet the same requirements

applicable, to SNFs and inter-ediate care tcilities, including all State and

Federal requirements for certifi, ation, licensing, and staff training.

The Secretary ot Health and itHiman Services would be required to extend a

swing bed agreement witn a hospital heyoiid the initial i2-month period it the

hospital meets all requirements at the time it applies for stuch extension.

C. tH.R. 3000 (Dorgan), Introduced July 16, 198S

The bill provides additional criteria to allow hospitals to provide swing

bed services under the Medic_&re program: the hospital must be located ir, a

rural area, have at least 50 beds and not more than 150 beds, and must certify

that the average daily census per year oft Individuals receiving extended care

services in the hospital does not exceed 4u.

No payment could be made for extendt:jare services which are furnished

after the end of the 5-day period beginning on an availability date for a bed

in a skilled nursing facility, unless the patient's physician certifies that

the transfer of the patient to the facility is not medically appropriate on the

availability date.
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D. H.R. 3767 (Tauke et al.), Introduced November 14, 1985

The bill provides an additional payment under Medtcare's Prospective

Payment System to certain high cost rural hospitals. To receive the additional

payment, the hospital must document that the ratio of the hospital's unit

Inpatient costs to the unit inpatient costs for hospitals located in the

nearest urban area, exceeds the ratio ot the hospital's average Medicare

payment to the average Medicare payment to hospitals in the urban area nearest

the hospital. However, the additional payment to eligible rural hospitals

could not result in a total payment to the hospital that exceeds the amount the

hospital would have received it it had been classified as an urban hospital.

To be eligible for an additional payment tinder the bill, a hospital must

also be located in a rural area but within 75 miles of the nearest urban area,

and must meet the following two requirements: (1) the current ratio of (a) the

amount by which the average Medicare payment to hospitals located in the urban

area nearest the hospital exceeds the average Medicare payment to the hospital,

to (b) the average Medicare payment to the hospital, must exceed that same

ratio ad of October 1983, and (2) the average Medicare payment to the hospital

must be less than 85 percent of the average Medicare payment if the hospital

had been classified as an urban hospital.

Under the bill, a hospital's request for an additional payment amount

would be deemed to have been approved by the Secretary of Health and Human

Services If the hospital files in a timely fashion, in a form and manner

approved by the Secretary, and the Secretary has not disapproved the request

within 60 days of its filing. The Secretary may require hospitals to submit to
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an audit to validate information contained in their application. The bill

establishes an appeals process for applicatons disapproved by the S:cretary.

E. S. 2410 (Baucus and Grassley), Introduced May 6, 1986. Also to be
Introduced by Congressman James R. Jones et al., the First Week of
Iay, t986)

As described in summaries available before the introduction of the bill,

the proposed bill would:

1. require the Secretary of Health and Human Services (HHS) to analyze

the impact of all Medicare and Medicaid regulations on rural hospitals,

2. for sole community provider hospitals, continue the current method of

payment for capital-related costs, even if the current method is changed for

other hospitals,

3. require the Secretary to develop standards that ensure that Medicare

outlier payments to small rural hospital and small sole community provider

hospitals are no more or less than the percentage of payments made to all other

hospitals,

4. require HHS to (a) set aside 10 percent of existing funds to provide

for research and demonstration program activities on improvements in rural

health care and (b) develop an annual agenda of projects funded under the set-

aside authority,

5. require the Secretary to make timely payments to small rural hospitals

(within 30 days, or less if the Medicare contractor pays other non-Medicare

bills faster than 30 days), and

6. establish an office of rural health care within the office of the

Administrator of Health Care Financing at HHS, which would advise the
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Administrator on the effects of HHS rules, budgets, and legislative proposals
I

on rural health care and oversee compliance with the regulatory anaAyses and

research and demonstration project agenda provisions required by the bill.
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Item A

SELECTEC RURAL hCSPITAL STATISTIC,$ 1584
RURAL REGISTEPED CCMPUNITY HCSPITAL. AND IeEGS
AS A PERCENTAGE OF TCTAL REGISIEREC COPPUNJI',

--- tOS IPt1-AtiS- --ef.OS --tY- AT E -

STATE PERCENT
-- CF SIP

14CS,?S

ALABAPA
ALASKA
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ARKANSAS
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CCKNECTICU7

-£t L.ARE-- --

FLCRICA
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ICAhC
ILLIhCIS
FNCIAN ,

ICkA
KANSAS
AEh%-CKY

LCLISIAKA
PAINE
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PIC1IGAh
0INhE-SC-1
PISSISSIPPI
PISSCLRI

hEeRASKA
NEVACA
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FENNSVLVAI.A
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SCUTP CAQCLINA
SCLI#- GAKCIA-
TENNESSEE

EXA S
-L 7 Al-
VERPChl
VIRGINIA

UEST VIRGIfIA
kISCChSIh

55.4
61.1
417.5

1 2.C
5f,0
t3*.O13.5

0.0
5CG

57,4
51.4

93.
36,E
45.1

8C.C
65.4
7COA

52.5
76.2

12.

'35.3

51.'

84.3
45.C
6607-

0-0
74.4
22.1
55.2
83.C
32,5

64.4
53.3
2C. 1
7.1

55.6
54.7
5C.7
47,C

5rf.C
87.5
4.C
4 '1-
12.3
52.S

PERCENT
'OF S
bECS

45.1
1 b,05 "
52.6

4.2

6.1
0.0

7.4
35 * 
26.4
d3.5
16.6
24.eCi
40.7
St. 1

;,6.5

7~24

':.l

I'vo 1

25.1

49.*C
13. 1

0.0
49.1
9.7

41.1
61.1
io.l

1Il . 3
33.1

37.4

7':; . -0
16.2
31.4

71.5

2e.f

54.2
34.2

Source: American Hospital Association, 1984 Annual Survey of Hospitals.
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Item C

Number Of Sole Community Providers And Rural Referral Centers
In Each State, Percentage Of Hospitals In Each State. 1984

State I
Alabama ............ -
Alaska ............ .. . 11
Anzona .............. 13
Arkansas ....... ..... 1
California ............. 3
Colorado. ............ 17
Connecitcut .......... -
Delaware ........ .. ... .
Florida ....... ........ 6
Georgia ......... ...... I
Hawaii ................ 4
Idaho .................. 3
Illinois 4............. ... 4
Indiana ................ -
Iow a .................. I
Kan* s ............... 7
Kentucky .............. 6
Louisiana ..... ........ 5
Maine ................. 9
Michigan ............... 6
Minnesota ............. 5
Mississippi ............. 1
Missouri ............... 6
Montana ............... 28
Nebraska .............. 26
Nevada ................ 7
New Hampshire ......... 3
New Mexico ............ 21
North Carolina .......... 1
North Dakota ........... 21
Ohio ................. 1
Oklahoma ........... .. 7
Oregon ................ 11
Pennsylvania ........... I
South Carolina .......... I
South Dakota ........... 15
Tennessee ............. 2
Texas ................. 11
Utah ................... 12
Vermont ............... 6
Virginia ................ 6
Washington ........... 12
West Virginia ........... 3
Wisconsin ............. -
Wyoming .............. 13

Sole Community
Providers

% Of Hospitals
In State

42.0%
16.5
1.0
6.5

17.3

2.4
0.5

15.4
5.8
1.4

0.7
4.2
5.0
3.2

19.1
2.6
2.8
0.8
3.6

41.8
23.6
26.9

8.8
37.5

0.6
36.2
0.4
4.9

13.3
0.3
1.1

22.1
1.2
2.0

27.3
31.6
4.4
9.8
4.0

41.9

2

11

8

4
7
2

1

3

3
4
5
4

Rural Referral
Centers

% Of Hospitals
p In State
1 0.7%
6 23.1

1 0.2

1 71
2 0.8
7 3.7

5 9.6
4 1.4
5 3.8
5 3.6
2 1.2
7- 5.8
? 1.3
? 4.3
5 2.2
? 1.1
8 6.8

0.6
4.5
1.8

5.9

5.7
3.4
4.7
5.6
4.8

02.2
2.2
1.5
0.6
0.5

5.3
2.2
3.3
6.7
2.5

Source: Fiscal Year 1984 Health Care Financing Administration
Provider Specific Files, as reported in Prospective Payment

Assessment Commission, Technical Appendixes to the Report and

Recommendations to the Secretary, U.S. Department of Health
and Human Services, April 1, 1986.

Rural Referral
Center And Sole

Community Provider
% Of Hospitals

I In State

1 3.8%

1 1.0
1 1.5

2 1.7

1 0.4
1 0.6

1 1.5
2 1.8

1 1.8

1 0.6

1 1.5

1 0.7

Sole CommuntyPraytiers% Of Hospitals



Sole Community P:ovlaer Hospitals
as or May 6, 1986

Provider Htspttal
State Number Name

ALASKA 02-0008 BARTLETT MEM HJSP
02-0024 CENTRAL PENINSULA GENERAL HOSPITAL
02-0010 CORDOVA COMMUNITY HOSPITAL
02-0012 FAIRBANKS MEMORIAL HOSP
02-0016 FAITH HOSP
02-0004 KETCHIKAN GENERAL HOSPITAL
02-0013 KODIAK ISLAND HOSPITAL
02-0005 NORTON SOUND REGL HOSP
02-0009 PETERSBURG GENERAL HOSPITAI.
02-0011 SEWARD GENERAL HOSP
02-0002 SITKA COMMUNITY HOSPITAL
02-0014 SOUTH PENINSULA HOSPITAL
02-0007 WRANGELL GENERAL HOSPITAL

ARIZONA 03-0054 BENSON HOSP
03-0086 BULL-HEAD COMMUNITY HOSP
03-0027 COPPER QUEEN COMMUNITY HOSPITAL
03-0023 FLAGSTAFF HOSP MED CENTER
03-0007 MARCUS J LAWRENCE MEMORIAL L HOSP INC
03-CO55 MOHAV GEN HOSP
03-0048 MORENCI HOSP
03-0068 MT GRAHAM COMMUNITY HOSP
03-0062 NAVAPACHE HOSP
03-0039 NEW CORNELIA HOSP
03-0047 PAGE HOSP
03-0067 PARKER COMMUNITY HOSP
03-0034 SOUTHEAST ARIZONA MEDICAL CENTER
03-0046 WHITE MOUNTAIN COMMUNITIES HOSP
03-0012 YAVAPAI COMMUNITY HOSPITAL
03-0013 YUMA REGIONAL MEDICAL CENTER

CALIFORNIA 05-0019 AVENAL DISTRICT HOSPITAL
05-0352 BARTON MEMORIAL HOSP
05-0618 BEAR VALLEY COMM HOSP



05-0397 COALINGA DISTRICT HOSPITAL
05-0566 EASTERN PLUMAS DISTRICT HOSP
05-0434 ESKATON COLUSA HEALTHCARE CENTER
05-0433 FEATHER RIVER DISTRICT HOSP
05-0189 GEORGE L MEE MEM HOSP
05-0092 GLENN GEN HOSP
05-0433 INDIAN VALLEY HOSP
05-0443 JOHN C FREMONT HOSPITAL
05-0542 KERN VALLEY HOSPITAL
05-0273 KLAMATH/TRINITY COMMUNITY HOSP
05-0476 LAKESIDE COMM HOSP
05-0251 LASSEN COMM HOSP
05-0528 LOS BANS COMM HOSP
05-0638 MAMMOTH HOSPITAL
05-0366 MARK TWAIN HOSP
05-0569 MENDOCINO COAST HOSPITAL
05-0429 MODOC MED CTR
05-0430 MODOC MEDICAL CENTER
05-0450 MONO GENERAL HOSP
05-0260 MOUNTAINS COMMUNITY HOSPITAL
05-0419 MT SHASTA COMMUNITY HOSP
05-0469 NEEDLES DESERT COMMUNITY HOSP
05-0015 NORTHERN INYO HOSPITAL
05-0423 PALO VERDE HOSP
05-0148 PLUMAS DISTRICT HOSP
05-0539 REDBUD COMMUNITY HOSPITAL
05-0172 REDWOOD MEMORIAL HOSP
05-0448 RIDGECREST COMM HOSP
05-0478 SANTA YNEZ VALLEY HOSP
05-0417 SEASIDE HOSP + MEDICAL CLINIC
05-0333 SENECA DISTRICT HOSP
05-0355 SIERRA VALLEY DISTRICT HOSP
05-0482 SOUTHERN HUMBOLDT COMM HOSP DISTRICT
05-0388 SOUTHERN INYO HOSP
05-0042 ST ELIZABETH COMMUNITY HOSPITAL
05-0494 TAHOE FOREST HOSPITAL DISTRICT
05-0379 WEST SIDE DISTRICT HOSPITAL

06-0057 ASPEN VALLEY HOSPITAL
06-0042 CLAGETT MEMORIAL HOSPITAL

COLORADO



06-0088 ELIZABETH KNUTSSON MEMORIAL HOSP
06-0070 GUNNISON COUNTY PUBLIC HOSPITAL
06-0066 HUERFANO MEMORIAL HOSP
06-0090 KRE4MLING HOSPITAL
06-0062 LINCOLN COMMUNITY HOSPITAL.
06-0076 LOGAN COUNTY HOSPITAL
06-0081 Mc NAMARA MERCY HOSP FAIRPLAY
06-0046 MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
06-0006 MONTROSE MEMORIAL HOSP
06-0025 PIONEERS MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
06-0007 PROWERS MEDICAL CENTER
06-0073 RANGELY DISTRICT HOSP
06-0049 ROUTT COUNTY MEMORIAL HOSPITAL.
06-0018 SOUTHWEST MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
06-0043 ST JOSEPH HOSPITAL OF THE PLAINS
06-0023 ST. MARYS HOSP
06-0029 ST VINCENT GENERAL HOSP
06-0096 VAIL VALLEY MEDICAL CENTER
06-0075 VALLEY VIEW HOSP
06-0047 WEISBROD MEMORIAL COUNTY HOSPITAL

CONNECTICUT 07-0003 DAY-KIMBALL HOSP

FLORIDA 10-0024 FISHERMEN'S HOSP INC
10-0027 GULF PINES HOSP
10-0108 HAMILTON CO MEM HOSP
10-0004 MADISON CO MEMORIAL
10-0160 MARINERS HOSP
10-0044 MARTIN MEMORIAL HOSP
10-0018 NAPLES COMMUNITY HOSP INC

GEORGIA 11-0146 GILMAN HOSP
11-0185 CHARLTON MEMORIAL HOSP

HAWAII 12-0014 G N WILCOX MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
12-0016 HONOKAA HOSPITAL
12-0019 KONA HOSP
12-0015 LANAI COMM HOSP
12-0002 MAUI MEMORIAL HOSPITAL



ON IDAHO 13-0024 BONNER GENERAL HOSPITAL
13-0015 COMMUNITY HOSPITAL0 
13-0021 LOST RIVERS HOSPITAL
13-0012 MCCALL MEMORIAL HOSPITAl

ILLINOIS 14-0001 GRAHAM HOSPITAL ASSOCIATION
14-0005 HARDIN CO GEN HOSP
14-0112 MASON DISTRICT HOSP
14-0058 PASSAVANT MEMORIAL AREA HOSPITAL
14-0189 SARAH BUSH LINCOLN HEALTH CENTER

IOWA 16-0048 RINGGOLD CO HOSP

KANSAS 17-0020 HUTCHINSON HOSP CORP
17-0166 MORTON COUNTY HOSPITAL
17-0097 NORTHWEST KANSAS MED CENTER
17-0084 NORTON CO HOSP
17-0027 PRATT REGIONAL MEDICAL crR
17-0068 SOUTHWEST MEDICAL CTR
17-0023 ST CATHERINE HOSP

KENTUCKY 18-0050 HARLAN APPALACHIAN REG HOSP-
18-0029 HAZARD APPALACHIAN REG HOSP-
16-0128 HUMANA HOSPITAL LOUISA
18-0132 HUMANA HOSPITAL (LAKE CUMBERLAND)
18-0129 MARY BRECKINRIDGE HOSP
18-0028 MCDOWELL APPALACHIAN REGIONAL HOSP-
18-0125 MORGAN CO APPALACHIAN REGIONAL HOSP
18-0093 REGIONAL MED CTR OF HOPKIN CO.

LOUISIANA 19-0048 LADY OF THE SEA GENERAL HOSPITAL
19-0156 MADISON PARISH HOSP
19-0007 NATCHITOCHES PAR TSH HOSPITAL,
19-0059 POINTE COUPEE GEN HOSP
19-0037 SOUTH CAMERON MEMORIAL HOSP

MAINE 20-0055 CALAIS REGIONAL HOSP
20-0023 CHARLES A DEAN MEM HOSP
20-0027 DOWN EAST COMM HOSP
20-0037 FRANKLIN CO HEM HOSP



20-0026 HOULTON REGIONAL HOSPITAL
20-0052 NORTHERN MAINE MED CTR

20-0063 PENOBSCOT BAY ED CTR
20-0016 RUMFORD COMMUNITY HOSP

20-0013 WALDO CO HOSP

MASSACHUSETTS 22-0012 CAPE COD HOSP
22-0123 MARTIIAS VINEYARD HOSP

22-0081 NANTUCKET COTTAGE HOSP

MICHIGAN 23-0036 ALPENA GEN HOSP
23-0239 CHIPPEWA CO WAR MEM HOSP

23-0034 COMMUNITY MEMORIAL HOSPITAL

23-0081 MERCY HOSPITAL

23-0222 MIDLAND HOSPITAL ASSOCIATION
23-0101 ST FRANCIS HOSP

23-0100 TAWAS ST JOSEPH HOSPITAL

MINNESOTA 24-0119 COOK COUNTY NORTH SHORE HOSPITAL

24-0072 INTERNATIONAL FALLS MEM HOSP

24-0163 NORTHERN ITASCA HOSPITAL

24-0088 RICE MEMORIAL HOSP

MISSISSIPPI 25-0109 NOXUBEE GEN HOSP

MISSOURI 26-0064 AUDRAIN MED CTR

26-0182 MERCY HOSP-TRI COUNTY

26-0189 REYNOLDS CO MEM HOSP

26-0172 SALEM MEM DISTRICT HOSP

26-0173 SCOTLAND CO HEM HOSP

MONTANA 27-0028 BARRETT MEMORIAL HOSPITAL

27-0053 BIG SANDY MEDICAL CENTER

27-0006 BROADWATER HOSPITAL

27-0009 COMMUNITY HOSPITAL OF ANACONDA

27-0021 COMMUNITY MEMORIAL HOSPITAL

27-0042 DAHL MEMORIAL HOSPITAL

27-0036 DANIELS MEMORIAL HOSPITAL

27-0052 FALLON MEMORIAL HOSPITAL

27-0044 FRANCES MAHON DEACONESS HOSP



27-0u)0 GARFIELD COUNTY HOSPITAL
27-0)02 HOLY ROSARY HOSP
27-0027 LIBERTY COUNTY HOSPITA,
27-0043 MCCoNE COUNTY HOSP
27-0O61 MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
27-()o73 MINERAL COUNTY HOSPITAL
27-0068 MOUNTAINVIEW MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
27-0032 NORTHERN MONTANA HOSPITAL
27-0039 PONDERA MEDICAL CENTER
27-0060 POPLAR COMMUNITY HOSPITAL
27-0041 POWELL COUNTY MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
27-0016 ROSEBUD COMMUNITY HOSP
27-0017 ST. JAMES COMMUNITY HOSP
27-0003 ST PETERS COMM HOSP
27-002b TOOLE COUNTY HOSPITAL
27-0024 TRINITY HOSPITAL
27-O03s WHEATLAND MEMORIAL HOSPITAL

NEBRASKA 28-0118 BOX BUTTE GEN HOSP
28-0048 CHADRON COMM HuSP
28-0021 COMMUNITY HOSP
28-0090 COMMUNITY MEMORIAL HOSP INC

28-0075 GORDON MEM HOSP
28-0116 PIONEER MEM COMM HOSP
28-0061 WEST NEBRASKA GEN HOSP

NEVADA 29-0019 CARSON-TAHOE HOSPITAL
29-OO0 CHURCHILL PUBLIC HOSPITAL
29-0027 GROVER C DILS MED CTR
29-0016 HUMBOLDT GENERAL HOSPITAL
29-0002 LYON HEALTH CENTER HOSPITAL
29-0015 MT GRANT GENERAL HOSPITAL
29-0011 PERSHING GENERAL HOSP

NEW HAMPSHIRE 30-0022 ANDROSCOGGIN VALLEY HOSPITAL

30-0006 HUGGINS HOSPITAL
30-0015 MEMORIAL HOSPITAL I P ECUL
30-0010 SCEVA SPEARE HEM HOSP

I



NEW MEXICO

NORTH CA\RoLINA

NORTH DAKOTA

34-0146 IIIGHLANDS-CASHIERS HOSP- INC

35-U06
35-00' 1
35-Uoo3,
35-0045
35-0010)
35-0039
35-O27
35-0009
35-0058
35-0049
35-0013
35-0017
35-U93)
35-004h
35-002.
35-00 18
35-0007
35-0o03

,: 'AL1E R COUNTY MEM HOSP
, ITY HOSPITAL
DICKEY COUNTY MEMORIAL HOSP
GOLDEN VALLEY COUNTY HOSPITAL
GOOD SAMARITAN HOSPITAL.
HAZEN MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
HILLSBORG COMMUNITY HOSP
JAMESTOWN HOSPITAL
LINTON HOSPITAL
MCINTOSH COUNTY MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
MERCY HOSPITAL
MERCY HOSPITAL
MERCY HOSPITAL
ROLETTE COMMUNITY HOSkITA.
ROLLA COMM HOSPiTAl.
ST ALOISiUS HOSPITAL
ST ANDREWS HOSP
ST JOSEPH'S HOSPITAL

32-0030
32-0053
32-0037
32-0011
32-0004
32 -006 7
32-0063
32-0013
32-9065
32-0033
32-0018
32-o0o3
32-0U49
32-U36
32-002 i
32-0046
32- 1()1
32 -0t 12
32-,11 m

ART6SIA (;EN HUoSP
BELEN GEN KOSP
CIBOLA GEN HOSP
ESPANOLA HOSP
GERALD CHAMPION HOSP
GUADALUPE GENERAL HOSP
GUADALUPE MEDICAL CTR
HOLY CROSS HOSP
LEA REGIONAL HOSP
LOS ALAMOS MEDICAL CENTER
MEMORIAL GENERAL HOSP
NORTfHEASTERN REGIONAL HOSP
NORTHERN COLFAX C) HIOSP
REHOBOTH CHRISTIAN HOSP
ROOSEVELT GENERAL HOSPITAL
RUIDOSO HONDO VkLLEY GEN HOSP
SAN JUAN HOSP
sr VINCENT HOSP
T.NIN Co GENERAL HOSP



OHIO

OKLAHOMA

OREGON

PENNSYLVANIA

SOUTH CAROLINA

SOUTH DAKOTA

35-0014 TOWNER Co MEM HOSP
35-0033 UNION HOSP
35-0019 UNITED HOSP
35-005, WISHES CollMlNITY HOSe'

36-0109 COSHOCTON COUNTY MEMORIAL HOSPITAL

37-0168 E P CLAPPER MEMORIAL MED CTR
37-0022 JACKSON CO. MEMORIAL HOSP
37-0125 MANGUM CITY HOSPITAL
37-0048 MCCURTAIN MEMORIAl. HOSPITAL
37-0007 NEWMAN MEM HOSP
37-015b PAULS VALLEY GEN HOSP
37-0139 PERRY MEM HOSP
37-0089 TAHLEQUAH CITY HOSP

38-0078 BLUE MOUNTAIN HOSP
38-0072 CURRY GENERAL HOSPITAL
38-0n 39 EASTMORELAND GENERAL HOSPITAL
38-0035 GRANOE RONDE HOSPITAL
38-0043 HARVEY E RINEHART HOSP-
38-0083 NORTH LINCOLN HOSPITAL
38-0019 PIONEER MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
38-0011 ST ELIZABETH COHMUNIY HOSPITAL
38-0023 THE GOOD SHEPHERD HOSP
38-0070 TILLAMOOK COUNTY GENERAL HCSP
38-0031 WALLOWA MEM HOSP

39-0130 MINERS HOSP OF NORTH CAMBRIA

42-0080 HILTON HEAD HOSP

43-0043
43-0076
43-0034
43-0051
43-0038
43-0065
43-0039
43-0025

BAPTIST HOSPITAL
BENNETT COUNTY MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
COMMUNITY MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
CUSTER C0MUNITY HOSPITAL
DAY COUNTY HOSPITAL
DEUEL COUNTY MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
DOUGLAS COUNTY MFMORIAL HOSPITAL
FAULK COUNTY MEMORIAL HOSPITA:



43-0'U42 GETTYShURG MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
43-0060 HOLY INFANT HOSPITAL
43-0011 HURON RL 'IONAL MEDICAL CTR
43-0007 MADISON COMMUNITY HOSPITAL
43-0022 MARSHALL COUNTY MENOR HOSP

43-0018 MID-DAKOTA HOSPITAL
43-0077 RAPID CITY REGIONAL HOSP
43-0012 SACRED HEART HOSP
43-0044 SOUTHERN HILLS GENERAL HOSPITAL
43-0015 ST MARYS HOSP

TENNESSEE 44-0083 FENTRESS CO GENERAL HOSP
44-0180 JELLICO COMM HOSP

TEXAS 45-0150 BIG BEND MEMORIAL HOSP
45-0587 BROWNWOOD REGIONAL HOSPITAL
45-0355 COON MEM HOSP
45-0322 GENERAL HOSP
45-0583 KIMBLE HOSPITAL
45-0092 MAVERICK CO HOSP DISTRICT
45-0210 PANOLA GEN HOSP
45-0178 PECOS CO HEM HOSP
45-0177 UVALDE HEM HOSPITAL
45-0246 WAGNER GENERAL HOSP

45-0050 WARD MEMORIAL HOSP

UTAH 46-0016 ALLEN HEM HOSP
46-0030 ASHLEY VALLEY HOSP
46-0011 CARBON HOSPITAL
46-0021 DIXIE MEDICAL CENTER
46-0019 DUCHESNE COUNTY HOSPITAL
46-0022 FILLMORE LATTER-DAY SAINTS HOSP
46-0024 MONUMENT VALLEY HOSP
46-0033 PANGUITCH LATTER-DAY SAINTS HOSP
46-0020 SAN JUAN CO HOSP
46-0029 SANPETE LATTER-DAY SAINTS HOSP
46-0007 VALLEY VIEW MEDICAL CENTER
46-0036 WASATCH COUNTY HOSPITAL
46-0027 WEST MILLARD HOSP



VERMONT 47-0010 COPLEY HOSP
47-OG4 GIFFORD MEM HOSP
47-0008 NORTH COUNTRY HOSP
47-0024 NORTHWESTERN MEDICAL CENTER INC
47-0006 PORTER MEDICAL CENTER INC
47-0005 RUTLAND HOSP

VIRGINIA 49-0126 ALLEGHENY HOSPITAL
49-0099 BATH COUNTY COMMUNITY HOSPITAl.
49-0022 MARY WASHINGTON HOSP
49-0037 NORTHAMPTON-ACCOMACK MEMORIAL HOSPI
49-0123 RAPPAHANNOCK GEN HOSP
49-0090 SOUTHSIDE COMM HOSP
49-0084 TIDEWATER MEMORIAL HOSP

WASHINGTON 50-0094 DAYTON GENERAL HOSPITAL
50-0098 FERRY CO MEM HOSP
50-0090 GARFIELD MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
50-0059 JEFFERSON GENERA. HOSPITAL
50-0085 KLICKITAT VALLEY HOSPITAL
50-0061 MARK E REED MEM HOSP
50-0073 MORTON GENERAL HOSP INC
50-0100 MT LINTON HOSPITAL
50-0028 NORTH VALLEY HOSPITAL
50-0096 OCEAN BEACH HOSPITAL
50-0101 RITZVILLE MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
50-0069 WILLAPA HARBOR HOSPITAL

WEST VIRGINIA 5i-0(,18 JACKSON GENERAL HOSP

51-0028 MONTGOMERY GENERAL HOSPITAL
51-0081 ROANE GEN HOSP

WYOMING 53-0002 CAMPBELL CO. MEMORIAL HOSP
53-0031 CROOK COUNTY MEM HOSPITAL
53-0025 IVINSON MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
53-0004 MEMORIAL HOSP OF HOT SPRINGS
53-0011 MEMORIAL HOSF OF SWEETWATER CO
53-0002 MEMORIAL HOSPITAL OF CAMPBELL COUNT
53-0009 MEMORIAL HOSPITAL OF CARBON COUNTY
53-0006 MEMORIAL HOSPITA. OF SHERIDAN COUNT



53-0021
53-0012
53-0027
53-0017
53-0015
53-0023
53-0016
53-0003

MEMORIAL HOSPITAL OF UINTA CO
NATRONA COUNTY MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
NIOBRARA MEMORIAL HOSP

SOUTH LINCOLN HOSPIAL DISTRICT
ST JOHN S HOSP
STAR VALLEY HOSPITAL
WEST PARK COUNTY HOSPITAL
WESTON COUNTY MEMORIAL HOSPITAL

I

NOTE: Based on information from the September 1935 HCFA Provider-Specific File,

updated to May 6, 1986 through telephone conversations with HCFA staff.

Table prepared by Congressional Research Service, Education and Public Welfare Division



Regional Referral Centers

State

ALABAMA

ALASKA

ARKANSAS

CONNECTICUT

CALIFORNIA

COLORADO

DELAWARE

FLORIDA

GEORGIA

Provider
Number

01-0029
01-0118

02-0012

04-0014
04-0069
04-0078
04-0C20
04-0041
04-0098
04-0088

07-0003

05-0506

06-0023

08-0004

10-0236
10-0105

11-0054
11-0025
11-0001
11-0038
11-0122
11-0095
11-0016

Hospital
Name

EAST ALABAMA MEDICAL CTR
SELMA MED CTR HOSP

FAIRBANKS MEMORIAL HSP

CENTRAL ARKANSAS GEN HOSP
CHICKASAWBA HOSP
OUACHITA MEM HOSP
ST BERNARDS REGIONAL MED CTR
ST MARYS HOSPITAL INC
UNION MEDICAL CENTER
WARNER BROWN HOSP

DAY-KIMBALL HOSP

SIERRA VISTA HOSP

ST. MARY'S HOSP & MED CTR

KENT GEN HOSP

FAWCETT MEM HOSP
INDIAN RIVER MEMORIAL HOSP-

FLOYD CO MEDICAL CENTER
GLYNN-BRUNSWICK HOSP
HAMILTON MEDICAL CENTER
JOHN D ARCHBOLD MEM HOSP
SOUTH GEORGIA MEDICAL CENTER
TIFT GEN HOSP
WEST GEORGIA MEDICAL CENTER INC

-3 I



IDAHO 13-0028 BANNOCK MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
13-0014 CALDWELL MEM HOSP
13-0018 IDAHO FALLS LDS HOSP
13-0013 MERCY MEDICAL CENTER

13-0003 ST JOSEPH S HOSPITAL

ILLINOIS 14-0015 BLESSING HOSP
14-0160 FREEPORT MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
14-0164 MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
14-0064 ST MARY'S HOSPITAL

INDIANA 15-0112 BARTHOLOMEW COUNTY HOSPITAL
15-0075 CAYLOR-NICKEL HOSP
15-0006 LA PORTE HOSP
15-0011 MARION GENERAL HOSPITAL
15-0048 REID MEMORIAL HOSPITAL INC

IOWA 16-0057 BURLINGTON MED CTR 0

16-0030 GREELEY MARY MEM HOSP
16-0001 MARSHALTOWN AREA COMM HOSP
16-0089 OTTUMWA HOSP 0

16-0064 ST JOSEPH MERCY HOSP
16-0016 TRINITY REG HOSP

KANSAS 17-0012 ASBURY HOSP
17-0144 HALSTEAD HOSP

KENTUCKY 18-0048 EPHRAIM MC DOWELL MEM HOSP
18-0005 HIGHLANDS REGIONAL MEDICAL CENTER
18-0132 HUMANA HOSP LAKE CUMB.
18-0102 LOURDES HOSP
18-0127 KING'S DAUGHTERS MEM. HOSP
18-0027 14URRAY-CALLOWAY CO HOSP
18-0049 PATTIE A CLAY INFIRMARY
18-0093 REGIONAL MED CTR
18-0013 THE MEDICAL CTR AT BOWLING GREEN
18-0104 WESTERN BAPTIST HOSP
18-0069 WILLIAMSON APPALACHIAN REG HOSP-

LOUISIANA 19-0086 LINCOLN GENERAL. HOSP
19-0017 OPELOUSAS GENERAL HOSPITAL



MAINE 20-0015 KENNEBEC VALLEY MED CTR
20-0039 MID-MAINE MEDICAL CENTER

MICHIGtAN 23-0036 ALPENA GENERAL HOSP
23-0022 COMMUNITY HEALTH CENTER
23-0030 GRATIOT COMMUNITY HOSPITAL
23-0097 JAMES DECKER MUNSON HOSP
23-0054 MARQUETTE GENERAL HOSPITAL
23-0105 NORTHERN MICHIGAN HOSPITALS

MINNESOTA 24-0093 IMMANUEL HOSP ST JOSEHS UNIT
24-0088 RICE MEMORIAL HOSP
24-0075 ST JOSEPHS HIOSP

MISSISSIPPI 25-0082 DELTA MEDICAL CTR
25-0081 F G RILEY HOSP
25-0078 FORREST CO GEN HOSP
25-010 GOLDEN TRIANGLE REGIONAL MEDICkL -T
25-u1U4 JEFF ANDERSON REGIONAL MED ICAL CTR
25-0094 METHODIST HOSP
25-0004 NORTH MISSISSIPPI MEDICAL CENTER
25-0069 RUSH FOUNDATION HOSP

MISSOURI 26-0183 ST FRANCIS MED CTR

MONTANA 27-0051 KALISPELL REGIONAL HOSPITAL
27-0023 MISSOULA COMMUNITY HOSPITAL
27-0017 ST. JAMES COMMUNITY HOSP
27-0014 ST PATRICK HOSPITAL

NEBRASKA 28-0009 GOOD SAMARITAN HOSP
28-0023 ST FRANCIS MEDICAL CTR
28-0061 WEST NEBRASKA GENERAL HOSP

NEW HAMPSHIRE 30-0019 CHESHIRE MEDICAL CENTER
30-0003 MARY HITCHCOCK MEM HOSP

NEW MEXICO 32-0063 GUADALUPE MED. CTR.
32-0065 LEA REGIONAL HOSP.



33-0224 BENEDICTINE HOSP
33-0136 MARY IMOGENE BASSETT HOSP

NORTH CAROLINA

NORTH DAKOTA

OHIO

34-0109
34--0021
34-0131
34-0090
34-0115
34-0147
34-0040
34-0013
34-0050
34-0126

ALBE MARLE HOSP
CLEVELAND MEMORIAL HOSP- INC
CRAVEN CO HOSP
JOHNSTON MEMORIAL HOSP-
MOORE MEM HOSP
NASH GENERAL HOSP
PITT CO. HOSP
RUTHERVORD HOSP INC
SOUTHEASTERN GENERAL HOSP-
WILSON MEMORIAL HOSP-

35-0006 ST JOSEPH S HOSPITAL
35-0043 TRINITY MEDICAL CENTER

3)-o 125
36-0193
36-0095
36-0180
36-0028
36-0096
36-U039
36-0054
36-0011
36-0159
36-0185
36-0008
36-0010

37-0054
37-0022
37-0018
37-0034
37-0047
37-0025
37-0006
37-0049
37-0020

OKLAHOMA

ASHTABULA GENERAL HOSP
BETHESDA HOSP ASSOC
BLANCHARD VALLEY HOSPITAL
CLEVELAND CLINIC HOSP
COMMUNITY MEDCENTER HOSPITAL
EAST LIVERPOOL CITY HOSP
GOOD SAMARITAN HOSP
HOLZER HOSP
MARION GENERAL HOSPITAL
MEDICAL, CENTER HOSPITAL
SALEM COMMUNITY HOSP
SCIOTO MEMORIAL HOSP
UNION HOSP

GRADY MEM HOSP
JACKSON CO. MEM HOSP
JANE PHILLIPS EPISCOPAL MEM MED CTR
MC ALESTER GEN HOSP
MEMORIAL HOSP OF SOUTHERN OKLAHOMA
MUSKOGEE GENERAL HOSP
ST JOSEPH REG N OK PONCA CITY CAMPUS
STILLWATER MEDICAL CENTER
VALLEY VIEW HOSP AUTHORITY

NEW YORK

C'o



OREGON

PENNSYLVANIA

SOUTH CAROLINA

SOUTH DAKOTA

TENNESSEE

TEXAS

VERMONT

VIRGINIA

38-0090
38-0014
38-0050
38-0047

39-0163
39-0168
39-0006
39-0016
39-0048
39-0171
39-0079

42-0068
42-0071
42-0070

43-uo7 7
43-0012
43-0014

BAY AREA HOSPITAL
GOOD SAMARITAN HOSP
MERLE WEST MED. CTR
ST CHARLES MED CTR

ARMSTRONG COUNTY MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
BUTLER MEMORIAL HOSP
GEISINGER MEDICAL CTR
JAMESON MEM HOSP
LSWISTON HOSP
OIL CITY HOSPITAL
ROBERT PACKER HOSP

ORANCEBURG REGIONAL HOSP
SELF MEMORIAL HOSP
TUOMEY HOSP

RAPID CITY REGIONAL HOSP
SACRED HEART HOSP
ST LUKES HOSP

44-0002 JACKSON-MADISON CO GENERAL HOSP-

45-0112
4 5-0447
45-0007
45-0196

MCCUISTION REGIONAL MED CENTER
NAVARRO REG HOSP
SID PETERSON MEMORIAL HOSP
ST JOSEPHS HOSP INC

47-0005 RUTLAND HOSP
47-0012 SOUTHWEST VERMONT MED CTR

49-0013
49-00212
49-0079
49-0004
49-0005

HALIFAX COMM HOSP
MARY WASHINGTON HOSP
MEM HOSP MARTINSVILLE
ROCKINGHAM MEM HOSP
WINCHESTER %fEM HOSP



A

WASHINGTON

WEST VIRGINIA

WISCONSIN

50-0016
50-0072
50-0003
50-0041
50-0002

51-0047
51-0024
51-0006
51-0001

52-0088
52-0028
52-0037
52-0002

CENTRAL WASHINGTON HOSPITAL
OLYMPIC MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
SKAGIT VALLEY HOSPITAL
ST JOHNS HOSP
ST MARY COMMUNITY HOSP

FAIRMONT GENERAL HOSPITAL
MONONGALIA CO GENERAL HOSP CO
UNITED HOSP CTR INC
WEST VIRGINIA UNIV HOSP

ST
ST
ST
ST

AGNES HOSPITAL
CLARE HOSPITAL
JOSEPHS HOSP
MICHAELS HOSP

NOTE: Based on Information from the September 1985 HCFA Provider-Specific File,
updated to May 6, 1986 through telephone conversations with HCFA staff.

Table prepared by Congressional Research Service, Education and Public Welfare Division
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I ten F

Distribution of Certified Swing-Bed Hospitals by State an,!
rime Period.

Number of Hospi tal s
Certified for Swing-Bed Care

State 12/83 3/84 7/84 10/84 12/84 7/85

Alabama 0 0 0 0 0 0
Alaska 1 1 1 2b
Ari zona 0 4 6 6 6 6
Arkansas 1 1 5 8 16 25
California 3 3 4 5 6 6
Colorado 2 9 13 I5 16 23b
Conrecticut 0 0 0 0 0 0
Delaware 0 0 0 ( 0 0
Washington D.C. 0 0 0 0 0 0
Florida 0 0 0 0 0 0
Georgia 0 3 4 5 6 9
Hawaii 2 2 2 2 2 1b
Idaho 3 3 4 4 4 9b
Illinois 0 1 2 5 8 16
Indiana 1 1 2 2 2 4
Iowa 33 37 44 44a 86 92CKansas 7 10 16 16a 40 63b
Kentucky 1 0 1 1 1 lb
Louisiana 0 0 0 1 1 4
Maine 0 0 0 0 0 0
Maryland 0 0 0 0 0 0
Massachusetts 0 0 0 0 0 0
Michigan 0 0 0 0 0 0
Minnesota 3 4 24 56 63 79
Mississippi 4 4 4 4 8 30 b
Mi ssour i 7 13 16 16 a 32 44
Mbntana 9 13 1 7 19 20 26
Nebraska 5 3 5 5a 14 36c
Nevada 4 4 4 4 4 3b
New Hampshire 2 2 2 2 2 2
New Jersey 0 0 0 0 0 0
New Mexico 8 8 8 9 9 13b
New York 0 0 0 0 0 0
North Carol ina 1 4 7 7 7 8
North Dakota 14 20 20 21 21 29 b
Ohio 0 0 0 2 2 2
Oklahoma I I 1 1 4 13
Oregon 0 0 0 0 0 0
Pennsylvania 0 0 0 0 0 0
Rhode Island 0 0 0 0 0 0
South Carol ina 0 0 0 0 0 7
South Dakota 19 20 21 22 23 27b
Tennessee 0 1 1 3 3 7
Texas 2 2 4 8 17 26
Utah 7 7 7 8 8 job
Vermont 0 0 0 0 0 1 b
Virginia 0 0 0 0 0 0
Washington 2 5 8 8 9 lobWest Virginia 0 0 0 0 0 0Wisconsin 6 7 15 16 24 38

Wyoming 1 5 5 5 5 12b

TOTALS 149 198 273 332 471 688

aThese counts are based on July 1984 data due to temporary record-
keeping problems at the Kansas HCFA Office.

bStates that provided Medicaid reimbursement for swing-bed care
at both the skilled and intermediate levels, as of late 1984 or
early 1985.

CMedicaid swinq-bed reimbursement at the skilled level only.

Source: Health Care Financing Administration Regional Offices,
as reported in Shaughnessy, Peter, et al. Hospital Swing Beds
in the United States: Initial Findings; Executive Summary.
Denver, Center for Health Services Research, University of
Colorado Health Sciences Center, November 1985.
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Senator DURENBERGER. Good morning gentlemen and women,
today's hearing will examine the effect of the Medicare prospect of
payment system on rural hospitals and more broadly, we will also
examine the concerns that we all have as Americans about the ef-
fects of the changing health care system on access to health care in
rural America.

Last month I held hearings and participated in conferences back
in Minnesota, Wisconsin, and Illinois, focusing on rural health.
Through these experiences and many roundtables, and one on one
discussions on rural areas over the past couple of years, it has
become clear to me and other members of the subcommittee, like
Senator Baucus, from Montana, that the face of rural health care
delivery is changing significantly. Several factors appear to be at
work. Not only the ongoing process of Medicare reform, but the na-
tionwide crises of the rural economy, the growing population of el-
derly, even the increased demand for variety of services, including
mental health.

First the financial crises of American agriculture and its dramat-
ic effect on farmers, the rural business community, and the rural
governments is taking its toll on rural health care. Net farm
income fell nationwide nearly one-third from 1979 to 1983. The av-
erage farmer in southwestern Minnesota had a taxable income of
just about $5,500 in 1985. At the same time, farm land values have
plummeted; again in southwestern Minnesota the sale of farm land
averaged $2,200 in 1979, rose to nearly $3,000 by 1981, and then
dropped to $955 per acre in 1985.

Keep in mind that property taxes are responsible for more than
20 percent of all local government revenues. That means less fund-
ing for central community services.

Health insurance in routine and preventive health care are often
neglected when family finances are put under stress. Most people
in rural areas are self-employed or they work for small employers
who might not be able to offer employees tax-subsidized health in-
surance plans.

Clearly the question of whether a major purchase, like health in-
surance is made the pretax dollars or after tax dollars is an impor-
tant factor in determining the priorities of a family budget.

Rural Americans as a group are more likely to do without health
insurance than are city dwellers. In my State of Minnesota, the
number of rural uninsured is double the urban rate. This in part
has translated into $21 million worth of uncompensated care given
by Minnesota hospitals in 1985, and $25 million have been written
off as bad debts.

Nationwide the cost of uncompensated care by community hospi-
tals was $6.2 billion in 1982. Over 45 percent of the Nation's hospi-
tals are government owned, which usually means city or county
governments.

With less and less money to work with, local government officials
are digging down into nearly empty pockets to cover the charity
care their local hospitals are offering to farmers, and others, who
are going broke and are without insurance.

This scenario is repeating itself over and over in rural communi-
ties across the country. Some States like Montana, Kansas, and
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Oklahoma are facing the double whammy of agricultural crises and
an oil price slump.

So, you can multiply what I have said about Minnesota by ump-
teen percent for them. On top of the financial woes, rural America
is growing old at a rapid rate. Since 1960, the total rural popula-
tion grew 10 percent, but the older group, those over age 65, grew
30 percent-three times as fast.

As this older group needs and uses more health services than the
younger, it will tax an already financially burdened rural health
delivery system. Using my State again as an example, as of the
second quarter of 1985, Medicare patients accounted for 24 percent
of total admissions of hospitals in Minneapolis and St. Paul, where
half our population lives. While in the most rural counties of Min-
nesota, where the other half live, more than 42 percent-almost
twice as many admissions-were Medicare.

There is another factor I mentioned earlier that has been getting
short shrift in the health policy debate, that the crises in the rural
economy is not only affecting the financial stability of hospitals
and medical professionals and the ability of rural residents to get
adequate medical care, but it is also putting incredible stress on
the mental health of rural Americans.

At my hearing in Minneapolis, I heard from a mental health
worker from southwestern Minnesota, who reported that between
1983 and 1985, her mental health center experienced a 30-percent
increase in out-patient mental health services, and a 330-percent
increase in the number of people using the center's 24-hour crises
drop-in program.

It is clear, both Medicare and Medicaid have a long way to go in
recognizing the importance of mental health services. The time has
come for us to start thinking about mental health as prevention
and treating these services with the same concern as we do for
acute Medicare and Medicaid services.

Now, how does the prospective payment system fit into this pic-
ture of rural health care? Congress made the decision to gradually
phase in PPS so problems could surface and be addressed before
the system is 100 percent in place.

Some of the rural problems we have been able to fix and some
still need a lot of work. ProPAC's April report to HHS warns any
problem rural hospitals are now facing will only be exacerbated
when PPS is totally in place. I have outlined the reasons this
morning, and I know our witnesses today will elaborate on them.
Rural hospitals are especially sensitive to changes in Medicare pay-
ment rules.

According to the HHS inspector general's report submitted in
the hearing we chaired February 18 regarding hospital profits, it is
true that both rural and urban hospitals are profiting under pro-
spective payment. But, the average net profit realized by rural hos-
pitals is a fraction in my State of Minnesota, one-tenth of the aver-
age profit, of the urban hospitals.

It is this slim Medicare profit margin that is literally keeping
rural hospitals alive.

Many rural hospitals have also benefited from being designated
as sole community provider or regional referral centers or by par-
ticipating in the Swing Bed Program. There is also something that
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I worked on last year which is now in the Budget Reconciliation
Act, that will require the Secretary to implement the new gross
area wage index

Beyond these the system needs further reform. Rural hospitals
that are classified as rural for DRG payments, but are close to
urban areas and urban hospitals are treated unfairly. On top of
that rural hospitals are more financially vulnerable to fluctuations
of patient volume and case mix. And, we are still waiting on a
decent severity of illness index for rural hospitals.

So, we have our work cut out for us in the up coming months to
give a fair shake to rural hospitals and correcting true rural-urban
inequities in PPS. I think we are going to do it for some reason or
other in a new and different spirit around this place, just in the
last couple of days. I am sure that those who thought the adminis-
tration was going to make law this year on a budget will have an-
other thing coming, thanks to what Dan Rostenkowski did yester-
day and what we intend to do in reconciliation.

In the next couple of weeks, I trust that this hearing and the
people who are the witnesses at this hearing will give us the guid-
ance we need to accomplish that effort successfully.

With that, let us go to our first witness. Our first witness is the
Honorable Wes Watkins, U.S. House of Representatives from the
State of Oklahoma. Wes, take a seat in the middle, wherever it is
appropriate, we appreciate your coming, and your full statement
will be made a part of the record. You may proceed.

STATEMENT OF HON. WES WATKINS, U.S. HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES, STATE OF OKLAHOMA

Mr. WATKINS. Thank you Mr. Chairman. First and foremost, I
want to thank you, members of the committee and staff for your
interest and also having this particular hearing. I think it is very
timely as you have indicated.

I would like to begin by saying that rural health care is not only
on the critical list, it is on the deathbed list in many of the court-
ties in my State. We have hospitals that are actually closing the
door.

Briefly, Mr. Chairman, I want to discuss how Medicare changes
have affected rural hospitals in terms of the urban rule differential
in the wage index. The law passed in 1983 was not all that bad.
What is wrong is the lack of equity. The unfair treatment of rural
hospitals under the new policy, medical diagnosis related areas spe-
cifically.

The price rates should not distinguish between rural and urban
hospitals, however, they do. Rural Oklahoma hospitals receive the
lowest DRG prices in the country. Inappropriate low prices for
their services when compared to similar services in the urban
areas. In order to kindly focus on that, I made part of my testimo-
ny a chart that I would like to make sure is part of the record.

Senator DURENBERGER. It will be made part of the record.
Mr. WATKINS. It shows the differences between the rural hospi-

tals in Oklahoma and the four major urban areas of our State. I
think, Mr. Chairman, this solidifies the point I'm trying to make.
The latest figure I have indicates that rural hospitals in Oklahoma
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receive Medicare payments averaging 36 percent less than urban
hospitals for those same medical procedures. Let me give you an
example. Gall bladder surgery at a rural Oklahoma hospital would
bring approximately $2,959 in payment from Medicare. The same
surgery at the Oklahoma City or Tulsa hospital would have a
$4,802 Medicare reimbursement. That is completely out of line. It
is this fairness and equity that I am talking about and it is this
fairness and equity that you and I have got to make sure occurs if
we are going to allow rural hospitals to stay in place.

Just yesterday with Senator Baucus, we had a press conference
on rural hospital legislation and I pointed out, Mr. Chairman, that
some rural hospitals in my district have as high as 89 percent of
their patient load that is Medicare. Farm people have left and our
young people have gone to college. They can't come back for jobs.
The description of the population in those areas happen to be elder-
ly and poor. As a result it has become a disaster and an undue load
for those few private patients who are left in those rural areas.

Now, you cannot tell me that the costs for services in rural areas
are a third less than what it costs in urban areas. Second, the wage
index that is used to compute the DRG price, lacks equity also. It is
not fair.

Rural hospitals compete for personnel just like all the others. Let
me point out three or four examples to this committee, because I
think we want to know the facts. The area wage index currently
used by Health Care Financing Administration to adjust average
standardized amounts to each particular locality indicates that the
wages paid in rural Oklahoma are about 19.3 percent less than the
wages paid in the Oklahoma City metropolitan area, and 17.4 per-
cent less than the Tulsa metropl itan hospital area.

Now, with that fact and what HCFA is actually using, let me
give you some comparisons that I have checked on personally. The
starting salary for RN's in rural northwest Oklahoma receive
about $11.52 per hour. Their counterparts in Oklakoma City are
paid $11.46 an hour. The rural hospitals have to pay more than the
urban areas. The respiratory therapists are paid $9.57 per hour in
rural southwest Oklahoma and $9.49 in Oklahoma City area. And,
I can give you other examples. But, all of them proves we have to
pay more in rural areas.

So, they are using the wrong formulas by not providing fairness
and equity. On both of the issues that I have spoken, rural Amer-
ica is no different basically than urban areas. Rural hospitals need
to be treated with the same equity and fairness as our urban broth-
ers and sisters receive if we are going to keep the hospitals open.
And, I appreciate this committee looking into these inequities.

Another topic I would like to briefly address is the capital pass
through issue. The best thing we can do is make sure we have in
rural areas some of the finest equipment and be able to give the
state-of-the-art facilities and services needed by our constituencies,
if we are going to maintain those.

Mr. Chairman, in Oklahoma we depend upon oil and gas, and ag-
riculture which is on its deathbed. We find that our rural hospitals
are in the same position. Land prices are dropping for the first
time since the Great Depression. They are voting local sales tax to
try and maintain these facilities. Health care is dying in Oklaho-
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ma. Rural hospitals are dying with a silent death, unless you and I
and others are not only willing to sound off but willing to stand up
and push legislation forward. And I want to commend you and
your committee for looking into this and I know you will do more
than just look into it, you will act and try and correct it.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for letting me join you this particular
day at this Senate hearing.

Senator DURENBERGER. Thank you, Wes. I think one of the reali-
ties of, maybe a reality as we look at rural hospitals, is a lot of this
change was taking place out there even before the Medicare pro-
spective payment system came along. Part of that change was of
course that certain rural hospitals in the larger cities were getting
bigger, more specialists were coming on, medical specialists were
coming to these hospitals, so, there is a certain amount of drain off
from the small hospitals to certain rural hospitals. Is that your ex-
perience in-I know that was my experience in Minnesota. Was
that your experience in Oklahoma?

Mr. WATKINS. Yes, I have people that must travel 50, 60, 70 miles
to visit specialists in hospital care. And, they are basically turning
their former hospital care into clinics, just for the kind of care they
can afford to get on an emergency basis. You described it perfectly.

Senator DURENBERGER. Would you compare a person who lives in
Tulsa or Oklahoma City or Minneapolis and St. Paul with some-
body who needs to travel 50 or 60 miles for one part of their service
or just the fact that they can go back home sooner or later and get
a rehabilitation service-that is a whole different set of costs. It is
a whole set of expectations, it is a whole different set of require-
ments. It is a broader group of professionals that are required to
deliver service with the same DRG, or whatever, as somebody who
can go 1 mile or a mile and a half from one place in Tulsa to an-
other place in Tulsa, is it not?

Mr. WATKINS. That is correct.
Senator DURENBERGER. And, also you know the inequities in the

payment of physicians in rural areas. We have a dual type system
and-there they get the same type of repayment into the various
medical people as they do in the urban areas, so that makes it even
hard to get the specialists out there to do it.

Mr. WATKINS. Mr. Chairman, I would like to make an additional
point; I would be remiss if I didn't, because I came to Congress
fighting for rural America, for rural development. Evidently, I
have done a terrible job since, it seems like it has gone the other
way. I can preach the gospel of rural America and do everything I
can, but some people do not understand. I see what is happening in
rural America, and it is literally being pulled apart at the seams;
the values are being destroyed that allowed this country to stand
strong. Now, Mr. Chairman, a lot of that we cannot turn around
immediately, but I want to point out one thing as I tried to yester-
day.

I have been trying to get industry into the rural areas, so our
farmers can have a part-time job or a full-time job and they can
farm part time. Mr. Chairman, if we lose our hospitals, we might
as well give up trying to attract industry to rural America.
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If we lose our rural hospitals, then they are not going to come to
the rural areas and locate their plants or branch plants because
they have no health care for their employees. So, I think it is vital
that we do everything we can to keep health care within commut-
ing distance. A viable health care program is needed if we are
going to rebuild rural America.

Senator DURENBERGER. Wes, I am glad to hear you say that you
came to Congress to help rural America and near the end of this
month, precisely about May 21 or 22 the study that we are doing in
the Intergovernmental Relations Subcommittee on- Impact and
Change in Rural America is going to be ready. And, I think what
that study is going to tell us is that there are very serious problems
that face this country, when it suits its policies to the scale of
urban America and then tries to apply those same policies, wheth-
er they are health policies or telephone bills or transportation or
you name it to a different kind of society that exists in rural Amer-
ica. One that is heavily impacted by deregulation, heavily impacted
by foreign competition for products and all that sort of thing.

I think it is going to show us the dimensions of the problem that
ou face in trying to help rural America cope with change and I
ope that you will read the report and that maybe together on

both sides here we can all take on the challenge of stopping the
division in this country between urban America and rural Amer-
ica, which only works to the detriment-and policies that I have
been watching happen in the last few years were destroying even
the investment in trying to help it turnaround.

Mr. WATKINS. My area has had 40 to 50 years of double-digit un-
employment and low per capita income since cotton and coal went
out. We never rebuilt, we have been in that depression since those
days, when a lot of other areas were having a strong economic re-
covery in Oklahoma. A lot of the area I represent never had that
recovery.

Senator DURENBERGER. Senator Baucus.
Senator BAUCUS. Wes, I want to thank you. Ever since I have

known you, it has been 12 years now, you have been a champion of
rural America. You are continuing to do that, persistently advocat-
ing the cause and I appreciate very much everything you have
said.

Mr. WATKINS. I have not let up, Max, but it does not seem like I
have been hitting any homeruns. [Laughter.]

Senator BAucus. Well, as you all know we have two choices, we
try or do nothing about it.

Mr. WATKINS. That is right.
Senator BAucus. And you have been-trying and I must say that

at the press conference and at the introduction of our bill, a couple
of days ago, you brought out a lot of salient points, which I thought
were very compelling. I just hope, frankly, that if enough folks pick
up on what you have been saying and enough other folks read or
see on the television or hear on radio what you have been saying,
more people will understand the problem, and we can correct it. I
tip my hat to you, you have done a great job.
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Mr. WATKINS. Like you say, we can leave them on welfare or we
can try and build a future for them. And, we have got to build a
future for them.

Senator BAU&. Thank you.
Mr. WATKINS. Thank you.

[The prepared written statement of Hon. Wes Watkins follows:]
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Mr. Chairman, and other distinguished members of the Committee,

thank you for allowing me the opportunity to appear before this

Subcommittee to discuss i subject that I h ,ve a deep concern about;

hospitals in rural America.

Ltt me begin by saying, rural health care is on the critical

list. Many Oklahoma rural hospitals are on that list. Granted,

economic conditions h - contributc-d to the problem. But, a reduction

in oil and gas revenues happened long after our problems with rural

hospitals began. Our problems began long ago, and became worse when

changes weLe made in Medicare p.olicy with the passage of the Social

Security Amendments of 1983.

Briefly, I would like to discuss how Medicare has affected rural

hospitals in terms of the urban/rural price differential, and the wage

index. Adultionaily, I would like to discuss the capital costs issue.

The law that Congress passed in 1983 to make changes in Medicare

was not a bad bill. What is wrong, is the inequitable and unfair

treatment of rural hospitals under the new policy. Medical Diagnosis

Related Group (DRG) price rates should not distinguish between rural

and urban hospitals. Rural Oklahoma hospitals receive the lowest DRG

prices in the country and an inappropriately low price for their

services when compared to similar services rendered in comparable

hospitals in metropolitan areas. The DRG prices established for the

region in which Oklahoma is included are the lowest prices paid in any

of the nine DRG regions in the country, and within that region, rates

for rural hospitals are much lower than for urban hospitals.

I h.ive attached a chart which illustrates the different amounts

paid to similar hospitals in rural and urban areas for performing the

same procedures. The chart compares the average prices paid in each

of the four Metropolitan Statistical Areas (MSA) in Oklahoma as well
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as four hospitals in rural areas for each of five surgical DRG's and

five medical DRG's. The hospitals selected are of similar size and

provide similar services. I think you can easily see the differences

in rural and urban payments.

The latest figure I h.Ave indicates that rural hospitals in

Oklahoma receive medicat,2 p, yments averaging 36 percent less than

urban hospitals for the , , medical procedures. Gall bladder surgery

at a rural Oklahoma hospital would Uring a $2,959 payment from

Medicare; the same surgery at an Qo:lahoma City or Tulsa hospital would

have a. $4,802 Modicare teinbirsement. Is this fair and equitable?

How can our rutal hospitals kep their doors open with these kind of

discrepancio.s in payment?

TVe current system of ,-stat-lisi inq DRc, prices by MSA is arbitrary

and results in inequitable payment -,o neighboring hGspitals who happen

to be outside the MSA and vho compet,; in the s.mt labor and supply

markets for tn ir goods anu services. The 'ame service cannot cost

.-n-third le.ss in a n ighborinq instLitut ion merely because of some

imagintry bound.;ry and the Medicare program should not pay such

differtng amounts tor ?Sr1ntLally similar services.

Secondly, t!e wage index used to compute DRG prices is not

equit ib]Ie. Rural nhspitals compeeL- for personnel with one another and

with hospitals located in nearby urban areas. In many instances,

tuchnica1 and prfssion:,. workers have to be recruited to work in

rurai ar,-as by pay .'(:.nt of wae leviels at least as high or higher than

th;s, pijd , nei ] boring urban areas.

Tne area wage index currently used by the Health Care Financing

Admnn!str,ition HCFA; ,c idjst- averag,, standardized amounts to each

part icud',r loc, lity .ntiica ,', , that wagts paid in rural Oklahoma are

about 19.3% lowr.r th.,n ttn- wvges pii.] by Ok2ahoma City netropolitall
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methodology. Tri v , k.,.p trn, Mdicare progr,ir paying its faIr

s nar cht tri uMe'&icj tr --cp in t. A deIlay in .mp Iem ntatlon of any

'-h Mod, , t, , .'a r c, pital reirnbrsrnent fur-ct 1. n ;-rredcd for at

.L-.j'.t :lrctiH , f sca1 pe:rJoi. Tr surest w y to close' small rural

toS lti',is to sharply -irtal I ncspi tal's ability t, maintain both

itrj'j-r;f-the-drt facilitists, srvLce'. and equIpmo:it. Laistly, tnhs is

a ,gisl-it r- issue and sfuuld not b. left to trie discretion of the

In s.lmr.,rr, if significant chanqtie is not made in how rural

hospit-is rt- trea'.eu under currt-nt Medicare policy, we can bid health

.r ,i in ri.r. I A .Ir'c fr-r . ! . 1'heir economic ht-...ith is in eopardy.

I repc-at, r,;r -4 ,nalti c,.r# ,s or tht, cri tic,-il list. Yesterday, I,

along witri a number of ih ous and Senat;? colleagues, have introdUced a

bil to corr, c r, r.y fA the inq,1tiL-s of the current system. Your

close ,o:id* , t i,-,n of the bill is appreciated.

Th ;,,;v, ou '-r. :hrirman for thi3 orprrtuni ty to testify.
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Senator DURENBERGER. Thank you very much. The next witness
is the Honorable Tom Tauke from the U.S. House of Representa-
tives from the State of Iowa. Tom, we are also very pleased to have
you with us here today. Tom is the chief author of H.R. 3767,
which will provide additional payments under Medicare prospec-
tive payments system to certain high cost rural hospitals. We wel-
come you Tom and your commitment to rural America and your
full statement will be made part of the record.

STATEMENT OF HON. THOMAS J. TAUKE, U.S. HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES, STATE OF IOWA

Mr. TAUKE. Mr. Chairman and Senator Baucus it is good to be
here. I commend both of you for your leadership in the entire
health care area, and specifically in the area of rural hospitals. I
feel a little bit like I am preaching to the high priests of the cause,
this morning.

Obviously, there is growing frustration in both the House and
the Senate over the lack of effort to correct the obvious inequities
that we have in the prospective payment system. Now, these in-
equities are not surprising. For years Congress has been aware of
the fact there were potential problems with the prospective pay-
ment system.

When the legislation was first put in place and in subsequent
legislation we have called for studies to look at some of the prob-
lems that would confront rural hospitals.

To date, I might point out not one of these studies has been done
by the Department of Health and Human Services, and that cer-
tainly calls into question the commitment the Department has to
deal with the problems that confront rural hospitals under the pro-
spective payment system as well as its responsibility in meeting
the obligations that Congress has set forth for it.

The rural hospitals, I think we have to understand, are the hub
of the rural health care system. They provide more than just hospi-
tal care. In addition to acute care they are the hub of providing
skilled nursing care, home health care, respite and adult day care
programs and preventive programs.'

So, if you lose the rural hospital, you lose all of that health care
that the rural hospital provides. If you lose the rural hospital you
have difficulty in attracting and retaining physicians. And, as my
colleague Wes Watkins pointed out, it is very difficult to keep em-
ployers in rural areas if there is no hospital.

Yet, we see a problen. as the American Hospital Association
points out, where we have sharp declines in rural hospital operat-
ing margins and in admissions. Hospitals with fewer than 25 beds
showed a negative 7-percent operating margin for the 10 months of
1984.

Total patient days for hospital with fewer than 50 beds dropped
19 percent in the first 10 months of 1984, with admissions dropping
nearly 9 percent. Admissions for all U.S. hospitals have been drop-
ping, which has been part of what we hope would have happened
with prospective payments. They dropped 2 percent from 1982 to
1984. The admissions to the rural hospitals dropped 17 percent. So,
we have the impact being much greater on rural hospitals, and in
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1985 the American Hospital Association survey indicates that all
these trends are continuing.

On the prospective payment system, ideally, how a hospital fares
depends upon its ability to provide needed high-quality, cost-effec-
tive services and that should be the task. But, the reality for rural
hospitals is quite different. They are seriously disadvantaged under
this system.

In my own State, the rural-urban labor and nonlabor reimburse-
ment differentials result in underreimbursement of many rural
hospitals. The difference in the labor reimbursement is 23 percent
in my State; in the nonlabor reimbursement, the difference be-
tween urban and rural is 54 percent. So, we have hospitals, for ex-
ample, in Davenport, IA, and Clinton, IA, 25 miles apart, one serv-
ing a city or metropolitan area of some 500,000 and another serv-
ing a city of 30,000. They operate in essentially the same market-
place, only 20 some miles apart. They have the same labor costs,
but one receives reimbursements more than a third greater than
what the other receives. They just cannot make it under those cir-
cumstances.

As Wes has already mentioned this morning, legislation has been
introduced to try to deal with some of the problems. You, Mr.
Chairman, mentioned the bill that I had introduced, H.R. 3767.
Senator Baucus, you and others, along with myself introduced an-
other measure yesterday which would require analysis of the
impact upon rural hospitals of the proposed and final regulations
offered by HCFA. It retains the current law for capital cost reim-
bursement for sole community providers. It requires more equita-
ble payments to rural hospitals for the outliers, because they are
particularly hard hit by the outliers, among other things.

I think it is instructive to us to note that the Prospective Pay-
ment Assessment Commission Report underscored the problems
posed for rural hospitals. And, with your permission, I will quote
just a few relevant passages from this report, which I think sum up
the case. The Prospective Payment Assessment Commission said:

In particular the financial vulnerability of small rural hospitals to fluctuations in
volume and case mix has caused concern.

For larger institutions, minor fluctuations in volume and case mix are less criti-
cal. Larger hospitals can average these fluctuations from year to year and over a
large number of cases. Small rural hospitals can not take advantage of this law of
large numbers. If such hospitals are located in relatively isolated areas and the de-
teriorating financial position results in the closure of the facility, Medicare patients
access to services may be severely compromised...

In the end, the Congress or the Secretary or both may have to determine whether
it is appropriate to pay slightly more money or pay differently to avoid insolvency
among certain rural hospitals. It may be cost effective for Medicare to pay slightly
more or slightly differently for care in these hospitals, if, by doing so, rural patients
are not required to seek care in distant urban hospitals where the care is less acces-
sible and more costly.

So, the case has been made time and again, Mr. Chairman, and I
know you and others are on the cause and are pushing for action.

Thank you for this opportunity to testify.
Senator DURENBERGER. Tom, thank you very much for being

here. Obviously, those of us who have been working in health
policy are impressed by what people in Iowa have been doing over
the last 3 or 5 years to anticipate the problems that a lot of people
knew were coming to the medical professions and to the hospitals.
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But, with all of that, the pressure comes on employers in Iowa, for
example, to cut down the costs. To change the way people buy hos-
pital and medical services. All of that would combine with the pro-
spective payment system.

I take it has been sort of a sudden shock to a lot of rural hospi-
tals. One of the problems we have in Minnesota is coping capacity.
If you are a large hospital, you have a larger coping capacity than
a small 50-bed hospital or less with a limited population, which is
rough.

One of the things that is happening in my State, and I am curi-
ous to know the degree to which it might be happening in Iowa, is,
"How do we do this transition to a national average of PPS rate
more sensitively. A large hospital, that might be sort of a center. of
a geographic area, either directly through the hospital or through
medical professionals that ari located in that area, are starting to
link up with small hospitals in the area. They are providing a vari-
ety of relationships that are designed to benefit both the larger
hospital and the smaller.

Is that sort of thing going on in Iowa, to what degree and might
there be something that you think we should be sensitive to here
as we make policy in the Medicare area?

Mr. TAUKE. Well, it is happening in Iowa. I think rural hospitals
have become- remarkably creative in the way they have tried to
survive under some difficult circumstances. For example, in my
own congressional district, St. Luke's Hospital in Cedar Rapids has
established relationships with a number of rural hospitals in com-
munities within 50 miles of Cedar Rapids. In that way, some of
those hospitals have been able to survive. It has been good for St.
Lukes; it has also been good for the hospitals in the rural areas.
That has been very helpful.

We do, however, continue to have hospitals that are rural, more
isolated, that have very high Medicare patient load levels, who are
just having difficulty in making it, because they have not been able
to enter into that kind of relationship or even with that they are
having difficulty in surviving.

Senator DURENBERGER. I made reference in my opening state-
ment to the fact that Medicare patients in particular and patients
generally, in rural hospitals are both older and in this period of
time, sicker in a sense. Based on specific reference to mental
health problems.

As I look at the southern tier of Minnesota counties the ones
that are closest to Iowa, the problems are bigger, because the
wealth of farm families rose so high on the inflation ride in the
seventies. When they fell off the edge of the cliff in the last 2 or 3
years, the third and fourth generation farmer has sort of turned on
himself and took all the blame on himself and there are a whole
lot of those kinds of problems that seem to be complicating the
tasks of doctors and hospitals in rural areas that they do not face
in urban hospitals.

Now, Iowa is like just one little part of Minnesota and you must
be seeing a great deal of that kind of thing?

Mr. TAUKE. I have a district, as you know, Senator, where the
farm land prices were almost throughout the district $3,000 an acre
and in many cases had risen well over $4,000 an acre. So we have
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experienced a very steep decline in value of that land and huge
capital losses that come with that. As I indicated in my statement,
60 percent of the rural hospitals in the country, and I suspect a
higher percentage in Iowa, cannot make it on the payments they
receive from patients. In large part-in many cases-well over half
of the patients are on Medicare. They have got to rely on outside
community support. Just at the time they are getting the crunch
from Medicare, all the economic problems that are confronting
those rural areas have diminished the ability of the local communi-
ty to provide support for those rural hospitals. That is one of the
reasons they are having difficulty

It doesn't make any sense to le those hospitals close when they
provide services for a patient at 70 percent of the cost or at 60 per-
cent of what the patient or what we will have to pay if that hospi-
tal closes, forcing the patient to go to an urban area nearby. Not
only will the patient have less access to care, but it will cost us
more-the Government, the taxpayer-more to care for them in
the urban area. We ought to keep some of those. I am not saying
there are not some that should close just because of lack of busi-
ness, but I think that overall we should not let these hospitals go
under; we should try to keep them, because they are the most cost-
efficient, most effective, highest quality way of providing care to
those people.

Senator DURENBERGER. Tom, I am wondering, have you given
any thought to whether prospective payment system should be an
entirely different system for small rural hospitals. That is, should
we revamp the two-tier system, should we move to a regional
system? Should small rural hospitals, perhaps, go back to the old
cost reimbursement system as opposed to the nonsmall rural hospi-
tals.

Mr. TAUKE. My reaction is that we have a two-tier -system right
now. That is part of our problem, at least in a State like mine. The
urban hospitals receive substantially more reimbursement than the
rural hospitals do, because of the labor and nonlabor differentials
between urban and rural. If they all received the same, the rural
hospitals would be in fat city, frankly. They would be doing very
welL So, I think that instead of saying should we have a two-tier
system, I would say we should get rid of the two-tier system--

Senator DURENBERGER. I said should we revamp the two-tier
system?

Mr. TAUKE. Maybe-I do not know that we should revamp it. I
think that the prospective payment system can work in its basic
form for rural hospitals if we make some of the changes that have
been called for some time by you and me and a number of others. I
am not ready to say that I would sell out the system, yet. I think it
can be made to work for rural areas. The problem is that the tin-
kering we have done so far in the system has been to the disadvan-
tage of rural areas and that is hurting.
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Senator DURENBERGER. Thank you. George Mitchell,
Senator MrrcHLL.. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. No questions,

thank you.
Senator DURENBERGER. Tov- thank you very much for your testi-

mony.
Mr. TAUKE. Senators, Mr. Chairman, thank you so much.

Senator DURENBERGER. We appreciate it a great deal.
[The prepared written statement of Hon. Thomas Tauke follows:]

62-009 0 - 86 - 4
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Statement of the Honorable Thomas J. Tauke
Before the Senate Finance Committee
*Impact of the Prospect4ivq Payment System
on Rural Hospitais

May 9, 1986

Mr, Chairman, I commend you for convening thi's hearing on
the impact of the prospective payment system on rural hospitals,
and I appreciate the opportunity you have given me to testify.
But I must admit to the deep frustration I feel and I know many
.other members of Congress from rural areas share over the lack of
action to correct obvious inequities in the prospective payment
system's treatment of rural hospitals.

* Congress was aware that the prospective payment 'system could
create problems f3r rural hospitals and mandated studies on a
number of rural hospital concerns in the 1983 prospective payment
implementing legislation. Several.other studies were mandate in
the 1985 Deficit Reduction Act. To date, not one of these
studies has emerged from the Department of Health 'and Human
Services. This record of inaction and the enormous struggle
required to wrest the report on the revision of the seriously
flawed area wage indexes from the Department and the Office of
Management and Budget call into serious question this
Administration's commitment to the preservation of rural
Americans' access to high-quality, community-based health care
services.

The rural hospital is the hub of the rural health care system
and many rural hospitals are in serious trouble, threatening the
fabric and quality of our rural health care delivery system and
the overall quality of life in rural areas.

In addition to providing community-based acute care
services, rural hospitals often provide skilled nursing care,
home health care services, preventive services, respite care
services, and other services. It isg';ifficult to attract
physicians to or keep physicians in areas without hospitals.
Finally, rural hospitals are often the major employers in their
communities.

Data from the American Iospitai Assoclration-paint a bleak-.-
picture of the condition of s a11 rural hospitals. The complete
data, available at this time only for 1984 and prior years,
reveal sharp declines in. small t:ural hospital operating margins.
Hospitals with fewer thani25 beds showed a negative 7 percent
operating margin for the first ten months of 1984. Hospitals
with 25 to 49 beds showed a positive 5 percent margin, down- 23
percent from the same period in 1983. Total patient days in
hospitals'with fewer than 50 beds dropped more than 19 percent in -
the first ten months of 1984, compared with the same period in
1983. Admissions dropped nearly 9 percent, while the averagelength 6f stay dropped from 5.4 to 4.6 days.

N
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While the admissions to all ,.S. hospitals dropped two
percent from 1980 through 1984, admissions to rural hospitals
dropped17 percent. Approximately 60 percent of small and rural
hospitals experienced net patient revenue operating margin
deficits over this period.. .

-The American Hospital Association's recently completed
survey of 1985 trends indicates that the picture may b growing,,,
even bleaker for small rural hospitals. "Admiss ions are
continuing to decline, as are patient revenue net operating
margins.

The Medicare .prospective payment system is contributing td-
this distress because it inequitably under-reinburses many rural
hospitals and bcause it fails to recognize the unique
circurnstances'of small rural hospitIs.--

IdeaWl-y -, how a hospital fares In a competitive health care
delivery system and under-a prospective payment system depends
upon its ability to'offer high-quality, cost-effective, needed
health care services. .The reality for rural hospitals under the
Medicare prospective payment system is quite different. They are
seriously disadvantaged.

The prospective payment system-is a numbers game.
Hospitals are expected to balance losses on some DRG cases with
profits on others. Rural hospitals have fewer total admissions "
-and a higher percentage of Medicare patients. Thus, they are J
particularly dependent upon Medicare revenues and do not have the
number of~admissions to effectively balanco-losse-agains-. j
profits. Substantial losses on one or two DRG cases may
seriously jeopaz-dize the viabirity of a hospital.

The rural/urban differentials in the prospective payment
system result in the under-reimbursement of many rural hospitals
and place theut at 4 severe competitive disadvantage with suburban
and many urban hospitals. In Iowa, for example, the federal
payment for labor costs is approximately 23 percent greater for
urban than for rural hospitals, and the non-labor differential is
a staggering 54 percent. While labor and non-labor costs may be
somewhat lower in the rural areas of my state, they are not 23
and 54 percent lower. Something is seriously wrong with a-system
which gives us differentials of-this magl~tude.

The Health Care Financing Administration argues otherwise,
pointing out that the federal standardized rates are. based on
hospital cost reports. If that is in fact the case, then we may
wqll have put in place a system which rewards hospitals with
historically high costs and penalizes those which have'
historically held down their costs, which is precisely what we
sought to avoid doing In ,::eating the prospective payment system.
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The way in which the federal rates are established for urban
and rural reimbursement also disadvantages rural hospitals. The
urban rates are an average of hospital cost report data for
hospitals within standard metropolitan statistical areas. The
rural rates, on the other hand, are an average of reported costs
for rural hospitals across the state. Thus, the urban rates are
much more reflective of_the. experience of particular urban

' hospitals. Much more deviation from the average occurs for-
pazt cular rural hospitals.

Perhaps nowhere is the very crude andt inequitable nature of
the Medicare prospective payment system's use of geographic,:
location as the basi' of hospital reimbursement more evident than
in the situation of rural hospitals located near urban areas.
Thebe hospitals are generally competing for staff in the same
labor markets and paying comparable or in some cases higher
salaries to attract .and retain staff. These hospit al' experience.-
comparable non-labor costs. Yet they are reimbursed
substantially less simply because they happen to fall outside-the
border of a Standard Metropolitan Statistical Area,.-'-

I have introduced legislation which will" correct this
inequity. This measure, H.R. 3767, which now has 44 Republican
and Democratic cosponsors, allows rural hospitals within 75 miles
of an urban are &'*to file with the Secretary of Health and Human
Services for an increase in reimbursement reflecting their actual
labor and/or non-labor costs. To be eligible for a reimbursement
increase, the rural hospital must-demonstrate that (1) its costs
are comparable to the costs of hospitals ii" the nearest urban
area and its Mediq'are reimbursement fails to reflect these costs:
(2) itz average Medicare payment is less than 85 percent of what

..it would receive if it were located in the nearest urban area;
and (3) the reimbursement differential is greater now than it was
prior to the implementation of the prospective payment system.
H.R. 3767 also establishes an appeals board to which hospitals
may appeal denials of reimbursement increases.

I am pleased to report that Senator Grassley introduced this
legislation yesterday to correct one of the most .serious
inequities in-the prospective payment system's treatment of rural.
hospitals.

Yesterday, Senators Chuck Grassley and Max Baucus and
Congressmen Ike Skelton, Jim Jones, Wes Watkins, Beau Boultex,
and I introduced a more comprehensive bill to ensure that rural
hospitals will no longer be treated inequitably and their unique
characteristics and neds ignored as health care policies and
regulations are i ieented. Specifically, this legislation:,

(1)- Requires te L-epartment of Health and Puman services to
analyze the impact of proposed and final regqidticns on small
rural hospitals awd publish the analysis in the Federal Register
at the time the prbpcsed and final regulations are published.
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(2), Retains the current law for capital cost reirburserent for
,sole cco:%nu:iity providers ,ntil the ±.-:act of any capital cost
reform which'.may be adopted by Ccngress is clear.

(3) Requires the Departrent of Health ard Huw.an Services to
develop ut .dards to ensure that rural hospitals are -eceiving
• a.ore dqute payment for ur.-iy high cost cases outlierss).

(4) Sets aside 10"percent of research and demonstrations funds
for research and demonstrations on rural health care concerns.

t ) ?,:q . :,:: t r-2y cry-e;t to r.....- hosb4tals0 ",hich.. arc-

part r~y dependent on ::eliare rven.e.,

(6) Establishes an Off ice of Rural Health Care within the Health

TL,: Pi'r jective iay.cnt A'g r. nt Cozission, an
tb(Xdy of e.xPertz establi hed Ly Congiess to monitor

-'the prospective payment system and mAke yearly recommendations
for changes, recerltAy issued its 1986 report. The report
underscores the need to recognize the unique characteristics of
Szura.] hospitals in health care Ooiicytaking and to adjust the
prospective payment system to ensure more equitable reimbursement
for these hospitals if they are to remain viable. .Let me share
with you several key passages from t1iis report: "

Jn particular, the financial vulnerability of small
rural hospitals to fluctuations in volume and case mix
has caused concern. For larger institutions, minor
fluctuations in volume and case mix are less critical.
Larger hospitals can average iese fluctuations froin

-- year to year and over a large nu!-ber of cases; Small
rural hospitals cannot take advantage of this "law of
of larg-numbers." If such hospitals are located in
relatively isolated &reas, and a deteriorating
financial position results in closure of. the facility,
Medicare patients' access to serv-ices may be severely
compromised...

In the end', the Congress or the Secret'ady. or
both may have to dete-rmine whether it is appropriate
to pay slightly more money or pay differently to avoiQ
insolitncy among certain rural hospitals...It may be
cost-ef activee for Medicare to pay slightly' more or
slightly differently for care in these hospitals...if,
by doing o., rural patients-ar'e not required to seek
c'.re in distant urban h.Qspitals where the care is lens
A-ces:;-Lie and more costly.

Tho- (curin: ior. notes that ',n.-r:'-as aware that t.'-
~rr|,ectiv . ymont system could p As, ,rLems for rura;
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hospitals and strongly urges the Department of, Health and Human
Services to complete and issue\the reports on rural hospital
issues that Congress has mandated to provide-the basis for
refinements of the system.

I urge you, Mr. Chairman andCommittee Members, to join me
in pressing for these reports and in enact-ing refinements in the
prospective payment system to ensure that we are equitably
reimnSursing rural, hospitals. Rural hospitals have been the step-
children in health care policymaking for too long, now. We must
give them a strong voice in this Congress or run the risk of the
deterioration of 'th4 fabric of rural health care services in this
nation.

Thank you for your attention to my testimony.

A

V.
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Senator DuRENBERGER. Max: do you have an opening statement?
Senator BAucus. Yes, I do. Mr. Chairman, first I want to thank

you for these hearings; I thjnk these hearings today are criticial.
They are very important, basically because, hearings today address
a component of national health care policy which has been long
neglecte; that is the demise of small rural hospitals.

In fact, small rural hospitals are on the critical list. Their vital
signs are- also weakening. According to the report prepared for
today's hearing by the Congressional Research Service, 80 percent
of the hospitals that closed last year were small and 43 percent
were located in rural communities.

That study also shows that in the future the hospitals that are
most likely to close are small and rural. Today nearly 70 percent of
the rural hospitals with under 50 beds are unable to cover their
costs with revenues from patients.

Unfortunately, -when these hospitals have losses they have to
turn to their communities for outside support to survive. Many of
these, same communities today, are also struggling themselves to
survive; part iularly due to the economic crisis facing rural Amer-
ica todhy. They may not be able to bail out these hospitals any
longer.

Without rural hospitals, patient care suffers. The communities
suffer by lost employment. People move -out, they leave those
towns. New residences and new businesses also have no reason -to
move into those communities.

Medicare suffers as well, if patients are forced to seek care in
more distant and- more costly urban areas. In some cases, especially.
in States like Montana and other nearby States, there may be no
other hospital nearby to take their place.. .....

When we started down the road of prospective payment, we all-----
knew that some hospitals would hav to close. After all that is the
theory of the PUS system. The. critical question is, What happens
when the wrong hospital closesthe emoWLhospita1 that serves the
entire region? The hospital that-" is-_itffcal to basic access to care
for the entire population. What happens to the elderly with the
highest users of health care, who disproportionately live in rural
America, who are less mobile, and whose health :care needs are
more acute, more immediate. The sad fact is we do not have an
answer yet, to that question.

-Competition will not solve it and well-meaning rhetoric will not
solve it. Rather we have to get our heads together .and solve it our-
selves.

Earlier this week, Senator Grassley, I, and others introduced the
Rural Health Care Improvement Act. Basically, that legislation has
two objectives: First it requires HHS to pay more attention to rural
health care in several ways. By requiring, the rural impact test on
Medicare and Medicaid regulations before they are issued. By man-
dating that 10 percent of research funds be used for rural health
issues. And, by establishing a rural health. office within HCFA.
Second, the bill provides for fairer payments- to small rural hospi-
tals.

One, by paying Medicare bills on time, without delay, on time.
-By paying hospitals a fair amount for- their extremely high costs,
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that is outlier cases. And, by maintaining predictable, stable pay-
ments for the capital expenses of sole community providers.

We think this legislation is a solid first step. It is not a guarantee
that rural hospital will not lose, but it brings them more into the
-,central debate that is going on in, this town about the future of
rural health care.

It is also high time that both the Congress and the administra-
tion begin to pay attention to these problems.

Mr. Chairman, I hope that.today s witnesses let us know if this
bill can be improved or if further measures are needed. I also hope
to hear, whether today's witnesses believe that al small rural hos-
pitals belong in PPS in. the first place or whether the Sole Commu-
nity Provider Program is working as planned.

Together we can work to insure that access to quality care is a
reality for all Americans. Thank you.

Senator DURENBERGER. Max, thank you. I was reminded today by
Dr. Sterling Hayward, how long you and I haveF been at this issue
of health care delivery in rural America, because h-6 recalled for
me in 1981, that we held a hearing in Billings on this subject and
that was before anyone knew what a DRG was or ,PPS. Probably
very few people had a feeling for the dimension for the problem,
but you did. *That is why I was in Montana with you, and that is
why we are having this hearing today. So, I very much appreciate
that. George Mitchell.

Senator MITCHELL. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. I am
pleased to participate in the hearing. I commend you for holding
the hearing and commend you and Senator Baucus for the leader-
ship you have shown in this important area.

Those of us on this subcommittee, who represent rural States are
well aware of the problems which have arisen, particularly since
the implementation of the prospective payment system in 1983.
While we have evidence of dramatic reductions in length of stay in
, hospitalization under the DRG system, they are also aware of the
strain the system has placed on small rural hospitals in our States
and across the country.

This involves a lot of pe ple and a lot of hospitals. Thirty-four
percent of the community Tospitals in New England are rural hos-
pitals,. nationwide the figure is nearly 47 percent. While the DRG
system has been successful in reducing hospital costs nationwide, it
has proven to be insensitive to conditions of life in rural areas. We
must not forget those rural hospitals which often provide the only
acute care available in large geographic areas.

-Can we afford to have such, hospitals driven out of business as a
result of prospective system or other factors. -

What will be the consequences to the elderly in rural America as
Senator Baucus said and disproportionately represented, there, if
we allow this to happen. It is clearly our responsibility to help con-
trol the'costs 'of the Medicare Program and the rising -medical
costs, generally.

It is equally our responsibility to protect the quality of care for
the elderly and all Americans living in rural areas. It seems to me
we must examine innovative approaches to health. care -in rural
hospitals' including alternative ways of providing both acute and

" nonacute care in.those hospitals, which.can make better use of ex-
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.isting facilities and help the rural hospitals survive under the prc-
spective payment system.

I commend Senator Baucus and Senator Grassley for their legis-
lation and look forward to working on -that and receiving the teti- /

. mony here today. I hope this committee can work the health-carei
community and rural States. and, to improve the condition of rural -,
health care under the Me4icare programs. Thank you, Mr. Chair-
man. ,*

Senator DURENBERGER. Thank you very much. Our next witness
will be Beirt Fleming the Acting Deputy Administrator for Health
Care Financing Administration.

Bart, we thank you for being here today. I presume we have your
statement and it will be made part of the record.

STATEMENT OF BARTLETT S. FLEMING, ACTING DEPUTY ADMIN.
ISTRATOR, HEALTH CARE FINANCING ADMINISTRATION,
WASHINGTON, DC " --

Mr. FLMING. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. Let me just
read a brief summary of that statement and as you said the entire
statement has been submitted and I trust will appear in the record.
Before I do that, let me introduce the gentlemen who are with me.
On my right is Mr. Robert Streimer, Director of the Bureau of Eli-
gibility, Reimbursement, and Coverage, and Mr. Al Dobson, on my
left, is Director of the Office of Re eah.

I am pleased to be here today to discuss the health of rural hos-
pitals and report on our activities in assuring continued access to
quality care in rural areas. After over 2 years experience-with the
prospective payment system, evidence indicates that the s tem is
working and hospitals are reaping the benefits of careful utiliza-
tion of resources.

- Both urban and rural hospital stays have declined significantly.
In addition, several recent studies have reported that a -large ma-
jority of both urban and rural hospitals show positive profit mar-
gins under PPS. In spite of this positive outlook, though, we are
aware of concerns about rural health resources. These stem we
think, in, part from the more limited ability to implement neces-
sary efficiencies under PPS because of rival hospitals smaller' Size,
scope of services and lower occupancy rates.

We want to be responsive to PPS payment problems, but we be-
lieve that we must first identify the exact nature and magnitude of
the problems before changes are considered to assist rural hospi-
tals.

The major studies that we have underway will use recently avail-
able cost data, which are more reliable than those-used in earlier
studies, and will put us in a better position to determine if refine-.
ments in payments to rural hospitals are in fact appropriate.-

Provisions Congress enacted in current law, such as separate
payment rates for hospitals in rural areas, were designated to re-
flect the variations in circumstances and costs between.urban and
rural hospitals. In addition, under other statutory provisions, rural
hospitals can qualify as sole-community providers or rural referral
centers and receive adjustments to their PPS payments.

4 -*
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To date, 359 hospitals have qualified as sole community providers
and 7 of these have applied for additional payments permitted to
reflect decreased' admissions. One hundred, and sixty-six hospitals
have qualified as rural referral centers and are being paid using
the urban payment rate.

We have alsor seen a significant increase since the implementa-
tion of prospcive payment in the number of hospitals which elect
to swing beds from an acute level to a skilled level as patient needs
fluctuate. This allows hospitals to maintain higher occupancy
levels, generating revenues from beds that would otherwise remain

I empty, and provides a broader access to skilled care for Medicare
beneficiaries in. rural areas, where there is a shortage of such care.

To date 771 hospitals are participating in the swing bed program,
including 56 in Miiinesota, 31 in Montana, and 18 in Oklahoma. I
would also like to mention that rural health clinics, although not
hospials, also broaden access to primary health care services in
rural communitiosin- 198§almost $6 miliron.-was reimbursed to
428 such ruraj health clinics.

Hospitals which change classification because of redesignation
from an urban area to an rural area are also provided adjustments
to their prospective payments for 2 years to ease the impact of
lower payments W6 are now making adjusted payments to 51 hos-
pitals in 49 couijties that were redesignated as rural.

We are also implementing the recently enacted payment adjust-
ment for rural hospitals which serve a disproportionate share of
low-income and Medicare beneficiaries. -They will receive a 4-per-
cent increase in their payment rates for discharges on or after May
1. While we make these payment adjustments, we continue our
studies to better define hospital labor market areas and identify
disproportionate share hospitals.

We are I also conducting several other major studies dealing with
rural issues. We have recently completed a study required by the
PPS legislation on equitable methods of paying sole community
providers. The study- addresses such issues as differences' in case
mix, changing the payment blend, and modifying payment adjust-
ments for decreased utilization. That report is currently under
review in the Department.

We have almost completed a single report on several separately
mandated studies on interrelated urban-rural issues. The report
will address such issues as phasing out separate urban and rural
rates including a regional rate component, variation. in the labor
and nonlabor portions of the rate and payments for outliers.

We are also making plans for studies mandated by the recently
enacted, Consolidated Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of '1985,
that address the impact of PPS policies regarding outliers and pa-
tient transfer on payments to rural hospitals.

We recognize that the dramatic changes over the last several
years in the health care industry have had a significant impact on
all providers, not the least of which are rural providers.

We are monitoring the impact of PPS and examining areas of
possible refinement. However, it is important for me to emphasize
we are philosophically skeptical about the ability of a pricing regu-
latory system to cure all of the ills hospitals are now encountering.Instead, we believe we need to look to new ways of 'providing neces-
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sary health care, such as capitation-reliance on competitive incen-
tives to assure appropriate utilization and quality of care. -

In the meantime, I assure you. Mr. Chairman and members of
this committee, we have no intention of endangering the accessibil-
ity of necessary health care for our beneficiaries in rural areas. We
will actively continue our efforts to ensure that appropriate and eq-
uitable payment is made to both urban and rural hospitals.

And just let me conclude by saying that we are here .today to
learn along with you. We are anxious to hear what the other wit-
n sses have to say. We believe, as I said in my opening remarks,
that'it is important for us to understand the definition of the prob- -
lem and-get at the causes before we jump right into a specific solu-,
tion. So, we are interested here today to find out what the views of
disparate interests in the health community are. Your colleagues
from the House have already testified, and as I. said, we are here to
learn and take notes carefully.

Senator DURENBERGER. Well, I thank you for your statement. I
thank you particularly for the tone of the statement. I think it is a
little difficult-first, let me say on a positive sense, HCFA has, done
a very, good job of coming in her every time we have a hearing
and taking a lot of crap, from all ol us. [Laughter.]

That is because we do not have nybody else to yell at. For so
long a period of time the Departnient of HHS and its so-called
policy side, which normally you would expect to be giving generalpolicy guidance within which poli y implementation guidance
within which we would operate. They would operate within ours, I
guess that is the way it is supposed to Jwork. I have become so used
to it going the other way around. It ha4 really beeA very difficult to
get a concensus on the problem and th4n get some action chi it. I do
not know when the last time I had -thq sense that n this adminis-
tration at HHS there was a sense of policy where somebody could
have a feel about rural America as something othethan statisti-
cal.

And, so I want to begin by saying that HCFA has had a difficult
job to do. I appreciate the tone of your response here which is that
you are open. I appreciate the difficulty of coming to grips with
some of the questions that have been raised, but I think you will
note from those of us here a real sense of impatience about getting
on with the job of suiting health policy in this new environment'
and the PPS system and everything else. To some realities that
have existed for a number of years and realities that could have
been predicted. I said earlier, Max and I were out in Montana in
1981 dealing with many of these same problems. The -only differ-
ence is now we have a PPS process to work with.

The main problem, the problems of access to health care, were
there in 1981. Yet, it has been very, very difficult to get any sensi-
tivity to how Medicare, -Medicaid, and other Federal policies ought
to relate to that.

One of the problems that I know you have to deal with, -you re-
ferred to earlier in your statement, which wasthe cost data prob-
lem. We had the HHS inspector general in here in February, I

-----think, some-time It was on a report on hospital profits and it got
attention all over the country. AI1 these hospitals are making lots
of profits that we did not think they were making. And, then if you

!
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did not read the story too deeply, it looked is though we were over-
paying in the prospective payment system. We are giving them,
these hospitals, too much money.

The reality is, I suppose, there were a lot of hospital profits on.
Medicare patients. But, compared to where Medicare was reimburs-
ing earlier, I suQpect the profits have somewhat slimmed' ]own. If
we only had, sort of accurate data on which to measure thgt analy-

Now, I met with th I ople yesterday with the regard to Min-
nesota, because Mini6 happened to e one of the demonstra-
tion States. It is quite cl ar that one of their frustratiotis in trying
to bring us up to date in 1986 is that their report w;s based on
1983 data, which obviously is somewhat difficult to p ject into-
1986.
-Now, to what degree do you have. probleml-or do we, with this

whole business of having accurate costs data in which to premise
*some of our j~idgment.

Mr. FLEMINVG/Mr. Chairman, I know that is an important ques-
ti~p and we have discussed fit], staff to staff a number of times that
we do have accurate cost data. The problem is not whether or not

" we'have adequate or accurate cost data, the problem has been one
of timing. Let's just stop for a minute to look at when the cost data
comes'inte the Agency. The Prospective Payment System became
effective in-1983. The hospital's reporting period began at the start
of its- fiscal year and some of those hospitals' fiscal years did not

* begin until the following July. This meant that their reporting
year was not complete until July of 1985. So, then we had to wait.
90 days before their bost reports came in, and then go through the
audit procedure. We really did not get completed 1983 cost data
until just about a year ago. -.

Now, we are trying to simplify that process by using a sample of
roughly 1,200 hospitals to first do an audit of their cost reports and
then project on the as submitted reports of hospitals that deviation
off of*the cost reports that are submitted by the universe of hospi.
tals. We hope that will speed things up and givb us the ability to
respond a little bit more quickly.

Senator.DURKNBERGER. One of the problems that I think each of
us alluded to earlier was the problems of outlier policy. During the
course of the rest of the morning, we are going to hear complaints
about outlier policy. People arguing that the criteria used to qual-
ify for outlier payments are much to restrictive and I think you
know the problem of most rural hospitals, the really difficult cases,
'the ones that pay well under the DRG system, are not going to the
rural hospitals. They are going into the much more expensive terti-
ary care hospitals in large cities, where gaming programs and
things like-that are attracting a whole lot of patients. They are not
getting the cases that can make the money, yes, in effect, those are
going into the cities.

By the same token, every once in awhile they're going to get a
very, very expensive patient, expensive to care for, and all it takes
in some small hospitals is one of those to break the back at least
for that year of the hospital. Then that gets loaded onto the com-
munity and its tax base and you have all those kinds of problems.
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Where are we now on that topic. Have I exaggerated the nature
of'the problem of outlier?

Mr. FLEMING. It is a concern we have and while we are looking
at that I am going to ask Al Dobson, from our office of research, to
talk about outliers.

Mr. DoapS. We are looking at outliers across the board, not
only at rural hospitals, but urban hospitals as well. I think-that the
problem with outliers is even more difficult than it appears at first,
because of the way we 'calculated budget neutrality with respect to
outliers.

We took away the same amount, 5 percent from all hospitals,
and we paid back differentially urban to rural. And, because urban
hospitals tend to have a larger percentage of outliers,-we tend to
give back a bit more mony_..urban hospitals at the expense of
the rural hospitals. V

What we probably ought to do, at least, is think about the way
we do our calculation of budget neutrality or the way we take the
outlier money out before we pay it baek. If, we could get to where
we take from the rurals and we give back to the rurals proportion.-
ately, then I think we would have a better outlier payment system.
We are devoting a great deal of thought, as to how that might be
done, so there would be more equity. That is how to take out and
give back the same proportion, as opposed to taking out dispropor-
tionately of the rurals and maybe giving a little bit of a subsidy
over to the urban hospitals.

Mr.-FJMING. There is a lot of work that can be done there.
Senator DURENBERGER. Well, is there some prbspect within-some

nearlerm that we are going tQ see some change in that realm.
Mr. DoesoN. Well, I think what've have to do is get the cost data"

that Mr. Flefihing just mentioned* and make -sure that our, early
speculations on this are right. And, after we get the.cost data, as.
we move through the summer and get out of this regulatory proc-
ess, I think we will be able to discuss this much more accurately,
And, our speculations will be better founded than they are at this
point. 16

Senator DURENBERGER. One of the-I do not have a specific ques-
tion that sites the facts of this, but I have just noticed lately that a
lot of people are complaining about the deliberate policy on the
pait of the Government to pay late on Medicare claims. What I
have read in the newspapers, sort of looks like the Government,

.whatever that is, acknowledges it is a deliberate policy, that we
pay late like everybody else does. We make a little money on the
side-now that is again a particular probl6f-m'r arn-all hospitals
and a particular problem for rural hospitals.

To what degree is that the payment policy in HHS and why? -

Mr. FLEMING.- What we have committed to do-consistent with
our resources-is to move to a paymentfschedule that more closely
approximates the guidelines,.of the Prompt Payment Act. Now,
Medicare is not restricted by the Prom'pt Payment Act, but-that
Act was passed by Congress to set some guidelines for the rate at
which Government would pay its bills. Generally, industry is oper-
ating on a 30-day cycle. We do not think that is an unreasonable
cycle and we do. not want to stretch it beyond that. But, it is gradu-
ally moving tO roughly a 30-day payment cycle.
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Senator DURENBERGER, Max.
Senator BAUCUS. Mr. Fleming, there have been several studies

that generally address the differences between urban and rural
hospitals, that Congress has asked of HCFA, which are overdue.
Where are they? . I

* Mr, FlEMING. Senator, we are in the process of putting together
• the cost report data on which those# reports need to be based in

order for us to give you an accurate reflection as to what has hap-
penbd. Had we completed "those reports earlier, they would have
been based on cost data that did not reflect prospective payment,
and we feel it is important to look at what has happened in the
behavior and the costs of hospitals: since prospective payment has
been passed: " . t

Senator BAucus. Let me just tell you what those reports are. In
1983, under the Social Security Act Amendments, you were asked
to study the impact of eliminating separate urban and rural PPS
rates and that was due at the end-of last year. Also, in the 1983
Social Security Act Amendments, you were asked to study fair re-
imbursement for sole community providers; that was due on April
I, 1985. In 1984, the reconciliation bill asked for the appropriate-
ness of urban, and rural differential payments for DRG's with high
technology and low labor costs. That was also due the end of last
year.

When Mr. Neuman came before this committee, sitting in the
exact same spot where you are now sitting, he promised that, if
anything, his sole goal was to get reports in on time. He prided
himself on that. Here it is, mid-May practically, and some of these
reports are way overdue. When are we going to get them?

Mr. FLEMING. Senator, the Department is making a very concert-
ed effort to move a number of the reports that are overdue, not just
those due from HFCA, but other agencies in the Department as
well.

Senator BAUCUS. I do not mean to be difficult, Mr. Fleming. I
know you are making an effort. I give you the benefit of the doubt
by saying you are making an effort, but my question was, when?

Mr. FLEMING. Senator, when we are able to complete and use the
cost data that is compiled from the 1984 cost reports, we will be
able to complete those reports. I would hope fall to winter.

Senator BAUCUS. Is it HCFA 's policy to just do whatever HCFA
wants and pay no attention to or completely disregard the law. The
law says those reports are due by a certain date and I can under-
stand that if in the judgment of HCFA, perhaps information is not
fully available, but the law is the law. And, is it HCFA's policy to
disregard the law and for HCFA just to willy-nilly do whatever
HCFA wants to-do despite the law.

Mr. FLEMING. Senator, certainly not--
Senator BAucus. That seems to be the case, your answer seems

to suggest that.
Mr. FLEmING. Our interest is in getting to the Senate the very

best report possible, so that you can make the very best decision
possible.

Senator BAUCUS. Should not that. be the. judgment of the Con
gress, if the Congress makes legislation to have a report due by a
certain date? Should not that be the judgment by the Congress,
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whether the data is sufficient or insufficient? Is not that the judg-
ment of the Congress? Not for HCFA willy-nilly to do whatever
HCFA wants to do, thumb its nose at the Congress and say we do
not care what you have enacted in law; wd are going to do what we
want to do. That is what it sounds like.

Mr. FLEMING. Well, first of all, Senator, I do not believe that
HCFA or the Department has thumbed its nose at Congress. We
have spent a lot of time working with the staff of this subcommit-
tee and individual Members of the House and Senate to work out
differences and problems in a wide variety of issues that surface.

Senator BAUCUS. I raise this--basically, because your whole
statement-has said we are studying this, and we are studying that.
I wish I had A dollar for the number of times you mentioned the
word "study" in your statement. It is particularly surprising to me
that .you mentioned study without* reference to the studies that
Congress has previously" asked for and mandated and which were
due months ago, in one case, 1 year ago. And, yet, you just blithely,
go about everything and just talk about studies. And, ind your state-
ment you* did. not-give any indication as to when these studies you
are talking about are going to be submitted to the Congress. So, if
you could just tell me when your studies are going to be completed.

Mr. FLEMING. Senator, I understand your concern. I believe my
statement did refer specifically to the studies. The cost data is in,
and we will look to having those reports to* this body as I said, fall
or winter. We want to do a good job.

Senator BAUCUS. Which?
Mr. FLEMING. Winter. [Laughter.]
Senator BAUCUS. What year? [Laughter.]
Mr. FLEMING. We'will try to do it in the year of 1986; sir.
Senator BAUCUS. Winter of 1986.
Mr. FLEMING. Yes, sir.
Senator BAUCUS. Second question.
Mr. FLEMING. We went through this a couple of weeks ago, re-

member?
Senatur BAUCUS. Yes, we did.
Senator DURENBERGER. Remember Henry DesMarias' wife was

going to have a baby and you predicted that the physician payment
report would get out before the baby. The baby is here, the report
is not.Senator BAUCUS. That is right, Mr. Chairman, at that point I
made a remark that there is a vast difference between Mother
Nature and human nature.

Senator DURENBERGER. I will call that. [Laughter.]
Senator BAUCUS. You can predict Mother Nature, but you cannot

predict human nature.
Mr. Fleming, the core of the problem seems to me to be this- the

PPS system is based upon the premise'that efficient hospitals 'will
thrive, prosper and that inefficient hospitals will not. That is the
basic premise of the PPS. Now, there is an unarticulated premise
that an inefficient hospital under PPS will not stay, in business.
Doors will have to close and the patients that live in that commu-
nity can go to a nearby more efficient hospital, that is .open.

Now, the problem is that in rural America there often is no
other nearby efficient hospital, if an inefficient one closes. The
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question is, What are we goingto do in those cases? Who has the
responsibility? Should the Federal Government have the responsi-
bility for those patients, 3ople that live in those communities,
where there is no nearby efficient hospital?

Now, you well know that this country is diverse. Eastern United
States, coastal areas are much more populated, they are much
more dense. Rural America, interior America, Rocky Mountain
States, and many parts of other States, are not densely populated.
There are vast distances between communities and most communi-
ties are very small..

So, what do you think our policies should be in those cases, that
is where people do 'not have any place to go to? There is no effi-
cient hospital they can go to.

Mr. FLEMING. Senator, I come from such a State-Arizona, with
a widely 'dispersed population, two major population centers-and
have been an elected office in that State and have served on a
board of a hospital in Phoenix. So, I am not unfamiliar with those
concerns.

To go back to your opening remarks on this question, yes, the
PPS is based on a premise that efficient hospitals will do well, less
efficient hospitals will not do as well. But, there is another
premise, that is perhaps implicit and that is that inefficient hospi-
tals will work to become efficient. We realize that rural hospitals
work under a considerably different set of constraints than do the
urban hospitals.

We do not assume inefficiently operated hospitals will close. We
suspect that that may happen, but we did not set out intentionally
to see that some hospitals close down. What ve set out to do was-to
change the incentives, so that hospital administrators and all those
who were responsible for administering care in a hospital would
have a different set of incentives to motivate their behavior, and of
course we have seen that take place. h

We recognized that there would be sonm hospitals that would not
be able to -make' those adjustments and perhaps make some other
.changes. We provided some options for them. In fact, prior to PPS,
the swing bed program was implemented and a number of rural
hospitals have taken advantage of that.

We established the sole comjnunity hospitalsand the rural refer-
ral centers and built in some cushion to absorb some of this shock
for them. In spite of that, there are still some hospitals that we un-
derstand are having troubles. We want to be sensitive to those
needs, but the core of your question really is a philosphical one and
that is, whose responsibility is it should that one hospital, I believe
you phrased it, in your opening-+emarks, the wrong--

Senator BAUCUS. While you are answering the question, it is im-
portant to bring another component. The small rural hospitals are.
operating under a severe disadvantage compared with urban for
various reasons: No. 1, they have a much higher fixed costs propor-
tionate to their revenue, much higher. And, when HCFA comes up
with regulations, which.tend to pose a cost upon all hospitals, there
often is a disproportionate burden placed on small rural hospitals.
Second, revenues are declining everywhere in all hospitals and par-
ticularly declining in rural hospitals, particularly again, where the
agricultural crisis and economic crisis is facing the rural America.
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In addition, there are tremendous payments to urban hospitals,
that rural hospitals do not receive. For example, there is the two-
tier system, which in many cases pays much more, up to 30-percent
higher payments to urban hospitals compared with payments for

.-the same DRG's to small rural hospitals. On top of that, teaching
hospitals get an additional amount, about an 81/2-percent payment,
which obviously by definition small rural hospitals do not get.

'Furthermore, there is the disproportionate share provision in the
law, based upon the number of elderly that are in a community. It
turns out that again, only about 50 rural hospitals received, this

Jshare.
Reason upon reason, Why urban hospitals get more payment,

they are helped more. compared with rural hospitals. So, again, I
ask the question, whose responsibility is it, when some of the rural
hospitals, through no fault of their own-partly due to payment
policies,'Rartly die to economic and demographic trends, partly
due to just the lack of the law of large numbers, which urban hos-
pitals can benefit from and rural cannot-are forced to -close: As
you well know, the communities, the'people, the town fathers in
these small communities are making up the difference. They want
their hospital to stay open. And, they are scra'pping, they are scrap-
ing, they are doing everything they can to come up with additional
funds to basically keep their hospitals open, which is not the case
in urban America:.

Mr. FLEMING. That is correct.-
Senaitor BAUCUS. Is it fair, I ask you, when the net result of all

these policies, folks in small towns, small communities, have to
pay--:come up'with-extra funds somewhere just to keep the hospi-
tals open, where that, is not the case in urban America.

Mr. FLEMING. That is basically, a philosophical question.
Senator BAUCUS. It is also a very practical question. .
Mr. FLEMING. Yes. it is a very practical question.
Senator BAUCUS. It is a very practical question for those folks

who live inl those- om-niu-itVitea-those, senior citizens and those
-eiderly, who are deprived of commensurate health care.

Mr. FLEMING. I am very reluctant to say that- it is a responsibil-
ity of the Federal government to maintain individual hospitals in
rural communities. The Medicare Program was established to pro-
vide acute care to its beneficiaries. That is our desire, and we-work
very hard to ensure that our beneficiaries are well taken care
of--

Senator BAu.ctJs. Is it the responsibility of the Federal Govern-
'ment or a HCFA to address this -problem.

Mr. FLEMING. It is and we do want to address it..We want to ad-
-dress it when we understand the problem and the cause of the
problem, so we can come up with and supply this %ody the proper
solution.

Senator BAucus. Are you saying you do not understand thp prob-
lem?

Mr. FLEMING. What we want to understand is the definition of
the problem precisely. To what degree is there is a problem. And,
under what circumstances does the problem exist.

Senator BAUCUS. Well, I hear what you are saying, Mr. Fleming,
and I must tell you I am not fully satisfied that we are going to see
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much action here. But, what I am telling You here, there is going
to be a change. And, I just hope that you come along willingly,
rather than unwillingly. Because if you come along unwillingly, it
is going to-cause a lot of problems for you and a lot of other folks.
So, I encourage you to act very quickly.

Mr. FLEMING. I assure you that we will work with you, this com-
mittee and your chairman.

Senator DURENBERGER. George Mitchell.
Senator MITCHLL. Tlknk you very much, Mr. Chairman. I would

like to focus on one of the factors that, which Senator Baucus and
others have referred to, that is -the wage differential. In Maine
the-one of the largest cities is Bangor and it has a major hospital,
Eastern Maine Medical Center. Less than 30 miles away is- the
town of Ellsworth, where there is also a hospital. The hospital in
Bangor you find is urban, the one in Ellsworth is rural and there-
fore, they actually, find in fact compete for personnel directly,oone
is reimbursed at urban rate and one at the rural rate. I have a
series of questions on tlis same subject, so that I have asked them
all and then ask you to deal with them in a single response.

Are you aware as to whether or not this situation occurs often.' It
seems to be most inevitably for given the urban-rural definition in
your -opinion is there really a significant different wages, which
those in rural areas are expected to be paid as compared to those
in urban areas, particularly where there are as in this case, just a
few miles apart and effectively live within the same region? and, in
your opinion is it fair to reimburse rural hospitals at a lower rate
based upon the expectation that if a hospital is in a rural area its
labor costs must inevitably be lower Than hospitals in an urban
area.

Mr. FLEMING. We will try to address all three of those questions.
I am going to ask Mr. Bob Streimer of the Bureau of Eligibility,
Reimbursement and Coverage to begin.

Mr. STREIMER. I think there are two dimensions that we need to
focus on, Senator. One is the wage differential itself. That wage dif-
ferential has been developed from actual wage and salary data
from all the hospitals; so, it reflects the -real experience. I think
that the key issue comes up when you draw lines tQ separate urban
and rural areas. No matter where you draw the line, you are going
to have instances pop up where someone is close to the line or
there are two hospitals that straddle the lin6.

The lines that have been drawn in the statute the Metropolitan
Statistical areas. We are studying actively other ways of drawing
those lines, perhaps with an eye toward changing theldefinition,
using some other data base or perhaps modifying substantially _the
ways rural wage indexes are grouped together. Right now, they re
grouped statewide. Maybe we should be looking at other ways of.
grouping the rural hospitals, but it is inportait to remember that -

the data from which the indexes are derived are directly from hos-
pital wages and salaries.

Senator MITCHELL. Are you familiar with the provision in the
legislation that Representative Tauke talked about and that Sena-
tor Grassley has introduced that addresses this specific problem.

Mr. STrREIMER. No, I am not, sir.
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Senator MITCHELL. Well, I would appreciate it if you would
review that a~nd provide the committee with _your judgment on
whether that provision would be at least one effective way to .deal
with that specific problem.

Now, in Maine, our experience is that, rural hospitals in several
cases are experiencing ,declining occupancy rates. At the same
time, in our State, almost in all areas and certainly in all -rural
areas, we have a shortage of long-term care facilities. Are there not
any viable 'alternatives for utilizing empty beds in rural hospitals?
Is the swing bed concept difficult to establish?

Our commissioner of human services in Maine is working on a-
hopefully what will .prove to be a workable reimbursement scheme,
is this true in other States, is this occurring nationally. Are you
doing anything to encourage it, participate in developing an effec-
tive reimbursement mechanism to encourage utilization of existing
facilities that would permit these hospitals to survive and at the
same time meet an existing need in a directly related health care
area?

Mr. STREIMER. I think the popularity of the swing bed program is
evident by the 771 hospitals that particip te. The long-term care
issue becomes very much of a Medicare-Medicaid issue also. Many
of the State Medicaid programs have also adopted -swing bed pro-
grams. Unfortunately, Maine is not one of the States that chose to
do s0. States also tend to control the number of beds that become
nursing home beds through internal certificate of need processes,
and many States have been reluctant to allow beds to be converted
to nursing home beds because of their certificate of need laws.

Mr. FLEmING. Senator Mitchell. One of my colleagues would like
to add one comment to one question on there.

Senator MITCHELL. Yes.
Mr. DOBSON. I think it is very important to realize when we talk

about rural hospitals, we have to separate out prospective payment
from other payers, from nonpayers. The payment levels that were
set for prospective payment in rural areas were based upon the
actual costs reflected in the 1982 cost reports. So, on the average
across rural areas, the payments that we make for rural hospitals
reflect the costs and the charge structures that rural hospitals had
incurred historically. While there is a difference between the rural
and the urban hospitals, that is a historical perspective and we are
reflecting that.

Furthermore, when you look at the'relationship between the rev-
enues 'and costs of rural hospitals from a prospective payment
point of view, it looks as if prospective payment is doingovery well
by most rural hospitals. We pay, on average, more than rural hos-
pitals, costs as near as we can tell from 1984 data simulating the
costs and revenue streams. It looks as if prospective payment is
strengthening rural hospitals on average, not weakening them.

Senator MITCHELL. I think that is a matter of some dispute. I see
my time is up, not only the majority leader has a very tight sched'
ule, so I will be pleased to yield to him. I have several other ques-
tions I would like to submit them in writing and asked that they
receive responses at your earliest opportunity, Mr. Leader.

Senator DOLE. In absence of the Chairman, I would ask him that
my statement be made a part of the record and I want to comple-
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ment the chairman, and also Senator Baucus for their continuing
interest in this area. I have also been one orthose who has been
writing letters from time to time, asking: "Where is the report?"
We hope to see it soon-it is long overdue. You say we might have
the report in the winter of 1986?

Mr. FLEMING. This coming winter.
Senator DOLE. Christmas. But, if we are not here, be sure some-

one mails it to us. [Laughter,]
Are we going to be here, I do not know?
1 also would like to make my statement a part of the record and

certainly want to acknowledge the presence of my friend, Curtis
Erickson, who holds the double distinction of being the president,
and chief executive officer of the Great Plains Health Alliance in
Phillipsburg and also a newly appointed Commissioner of the Pro-
spective Payment Assessment Commission, representing rural hos-
pitals. I would ask that- my statement be made part of the record.

Senator DURENBERGER. Without objection, it will..-
Senator DOLE. I want to ask one question, we have a problem in'

western Kansas with respect to rural referral centers. I believe Mr.
Erickson will make this problem clear in his statement. Basically,
there have been a series of criteria constructed to determine eligi-
bility of the hospital to receive the higher urban PPS rate. We
have found, for example, that the requirement that you have a
minimum of 6,000 discharges may biitoo restrictive. Can you tell
me how this number is arrived at? I understand you are now look-
ing at 3,000 -number for osteopathic hospitals. Why the distinction
and why not have some lower number? We. meet five of the six,_as
I understand it, but we are eliminated because of this discharge re-
quirement. Hadley Hospital is a very fine hospital.

Mr. FLEMING. YOur question is on the criteria for determining
the six.

Senator DOLE. Well, , if you want to .make it five out of six, you
would qualify.

Mr. DOBSON. I cannot- speak to the five out of six, but in general,
the analyses we have done suggest that rural hospitals with a
larger- volume of discharges aiid larger numbers of beds have
higher cost structures that more closely approximate urban hospi-
tal cost structures. And, the idea of having a threshhold, a relative-
ly high threshhold, was that hospitals'would be so identified that
would more closely approximate the urban cost structures. As yourecall, this provision allows the hospitals to have some proportion
of the urban payments. We .wanted to make sure when we put the
provisions in place, that we were indeed paying hospitals that were
more alike in the payment structure that we were providing them.
Now, I cannot speak to.the five out of six, but for that one issue,
that is the logic behind the high threshhold.

Senator DoLE. We never required that it be perfect around hpre,
but we always said if you meet 5 out of 6 or 4 out of 5 criteria, in
our case we meet 1 of 10, then we are qualified. [Laughter.] • -

It seems to me you might want a little flexibility there_and it
is.an. issue that Mr. Erickson will touch on directly. Just- one
other question, because I know there are a number of witnesses. I
think Senator Baucus was pointing out indirectly that, in addition
to providing necessary health care, medical services, rural-
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hospitals are also important to our economy in rural areas. While
we recognize the limitations of the Federal Government, we are
concerned.

We-also are concerned that rural hospitals receive fair treatment
under the prospective payment system. The Prospective Payment
Assessment Commission has recommended using a discharge
weight .standardized payment amount to recognize the higherthan
average amount of care these institutions provide to Medicare
beneficiaries. Could you please comment on the Department's
thinking concerning this strategy?

Mr. STREIMER. It's something we are actively reviewing right
now for purposes of preparing the June Notice of Proposed Rule-
making in which we will respond to all the Prospective Payment
Assessment Commission recommendations. And, we expect that-
will be published onJune 2.

Senator DURENBERGER. Do you want to comment on it in some.
way?

Mr. STREIMER. Well, I think it is still under active discussion in
the Department.

Senator DURENIERGER. Are you prohibited by law from speaking
about thinmgs that are under active consideration or something.

Mr. FLEMING. Senator, as far as I know, it has not even come up
for discussion in any policy meeting. It is being discussed at a staff
level right now in preparation of the regulation.

Senator DURENBERGER. Do you have any views? I think the lead-
ers are trying to find out what is going on in your heads right now
on the subject and June is next month, I think.' [Laughter.]

Mr. FLRMING. Several weeks.
Senator DOLm. That is the day we start the tax bill, June 2.
Senator DURENBERGER. We will not have time.
Senator Doi&. We will obviously take a look at the report. I

know the administration has a very difficult job and I think in
many areas we seem to be critical on this side but there are a
number of bright spots too, as you have indicated. Howeverwhen
it comes to treatment of rural hospitals, we are certainly aware of
the problems. As you must understand and do understand; we
bring to your attention the areas that are causing concerns. You
never hear about those without problems. So, thank you very
much.

Mr. FLEMING. Thank you:
Senator DURENBERGER. Max, do you have any other questions?
Senator BAUCUS. Yes, a couple of questions, Mr. Chairman,

thank you. .Mr. Fleming, what is the savings or the costs of-the
delay in the payments under Medicare? What is the dollar amount,
sa to a 15-day differential?

Mr. FLEMING. To the trust" fund, I believe over a year we are
talking about.$106 million, but let me submit the exact number for
the record, but it is in-the $100 to $200 million ballpark.

[The information of Mr. Fleming is to follow:]
For each day the payment cycle is increased, $1.8 million in contractor expendi-tures are avoided. A iF teen-day delay in payment would save $27 million in contrac-

tor funding annually. Each day of increase in the payment cycle also allows $8 mil-
lion in interest to accrue to the trust funds. A fifteen-day increase would result in'
$120 million in interest added to the trust funds annually. @
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Senator BAUCUS. What I am trying to get at is, how much is
Uncle Sam gaining by delaying of payments out of the trust fund,
15 days and commensurately, how- much are hospitals losing be-
cause of a potential 15-day-on-average delay in receiving payment.
I 'am just trying to figure out what-to determine what that
amount is.

Mr. FLEMING. To the trust fund, it is in the $100 to $200 million
dollar range and I wNill get the figure for you.

Senator BAUCUS. $100 to $200 million.
Mr. FLEMING. Yes, to the trust funds.
Senator BAUCUS. For every 15 days.
Mr. STREIMER. Per year.
Mr. -FLEMING. Per year, for a year, now.
Senator BAucus. Now, what is per year.
Mr. FLEMING. Well, when you expand the payment cycle by 15

days, the annualized effect of that is $100 to $200 million positive
interest for the Trust Fund. .I

Senator BAUCUS. Does Uncle Sam have the capability to speed up
payments? If HCFA wanted to speed up payments, could it?.

Mr. FLEMING. Do we have the physical ability or the knowledge
to do it?.Yes, we do.

Senator BAucus. Why is HCFA not doing it, then?
Mr. FLEMING. The constraints that we have under Gramm-

Rudman and trying to do our part in solving the Federal. deficit,
force us to make some economies in the various parts of the pro.
gram, the administration of the program.

Senator BAUCUS. Do you think that is a proper way to make
those economies? IS there a better way for HCFA to find some
other savings rather than take it out of the hide of hospitals?.

Mr. FLEMING. Senator, I suspect if we found it some place else,
this committee would simply be on us for that issue as well. So, we
try to do it in the way that we feel is least damaging, that will let
us continue to operate the program as efficiently as we can, to the
benefit of our beneficiaries. •

Senator B3AUCUS. So, just that I get, the record straight, what I
hear you saying is that it is the policy of HCFA to delay payment
in order to. make up revenue for whatever reasons,_ Gramm-
Rudman or otherwise. It is the policy to delay payment.

Mr. FLEMING. It is the policy to go to a 30-day cycle,, consistent
we think with the guidelines.set by the Congress in the Prompt
Payment Act.

Senator BAucus. Now, what-how short could the payment cycle
reasonably be, you gay you intentionally delayed to go to 30 days.
So, my question is, what is a reasonable period within .which
prompt payments could be made if you work hard at it? How many
days would that be as opposed to 30?-.

Mr. FLEMING. I really cannot answer, because I do not deal daily-
in the operations area- of the program, but I will answer that for
the record for you if you would like.

Senator BAUCUS. Mr. Roper was here, I asked him about capita-
tion and other models of payment. And he said, yes, he is going to
push HMO's and capitation systems, but he also said that it prob-,
ably will not work in the rural areas.
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Your statement was the opposite, or at least it said that we are
pushing for capitation models and HMO's and so forth and that is
not what Mr. Roper said.

Mr. FLEMING. I have not read Dr: Roper's statement. We have
chatted on this subject, because, obviously, we are concerned about
the.success of HMO's and the principle of capitation. HMO's are
not the only way to capitate and it is probably true if he said
HMO's will not work: as well in a rural setting; I think I Would
probably agree with that. What I-would say is that the capitation
principle does not die- because an HMO is not the vehicle. We have
in a number of States groups of -physicians that are, looking at
statewide provider organizations and their ability to provide state-
wide coverage in a capitated system, So, there are other' capitation
approaches other than just the. HMO vehicle that may be applica-
ble.

We think those are solutions that ought to be considered before
jumping. into a very hasty reaction to the perceived problem of the
rural hospitals.

Senator BAucus. Do you have any comments you want share
with us today, reactions to the bill that Senator Grassley and I in-
troduced.

Mr. FLEMING. We have just taken a very quick look at it. There
has been no discussion on it as yet and I would rather reserve that
until we have an administration position on the bill. Thank you.

Senator BAUCUs. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator DURENBERGER. Max, thank you.
Senator BAUCUS. Thank you very much.
Mr. FLEMING. Mr. Chairman, I was--
Senator BAUCUS. You are a very busy man and I wonder if you

are going to be here for this whole hearing? I would like Mr. Flem-
ing to stay for this entire hearing. There are a lot of witnesses, who
are going to come up and lot's of good testimony, it is a very impor-
tant issue and I think it is important that Mr. Fleming, himself
stay for the entire hearing as we both will, so that we all get the
benefit of their testimony.

Mr. FLEMING. I was planning on it. -
Senator DUIMNBIERGER. I am sure in the spirit of his opening

statement he would be more than willing to do that, Mr. Dobson
and Mr. Streimer might want to stay too. Fill three chairs on the
front row, all of their assistants can leave. [Laughter.]

[Prepared statement of Barlett S. Fleming follows:]
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I AM PLEASED TO BE HERE TODAY TO REPORT ON.THE HEALTH OF

RURAL HOSPITALS UNDER THE PROSPECTIVE PAYMENT SYSTEM (PPS)

AND TO DISCUSS OUR ACTIVITIES IN ASSURING THE CONTINUED

ACCESSIBILITY OF QUALITY HEALTH CARE IN RURAL AREAS,

TWO AND ONE-HALF YEARS INTO THE IMPLEMENTATION OF PPS,

EVIDENCE INDICATES THAT THE SYSTEM IS SUCCESSFULLY

PROVIDING A POSITIVE INCENTIVE FOR HOSPITALS TO CONTAIN

COSTS WHILE MAINTAINING THE QUALITY OF CARE. INDUSTRY-

WIDE COST INCREASES HAVE SLOWED AND HOSPITALS ARE REAPING.

THE BENEFITS OF CAREFUL UTILIZATION OF RESOURCES$

ALTHOUGH DEFINITIVE DATA ON THE IMPACT OF PPS iS STILL

BEING DEVELOPED FOR THE FIRST YEAR OF THE SYSTEM'S

OPERATION, EARLY ESTIMATES INDICATE THAT HOSPITALS IN BOTH

URBAN AND RURAL AREAS HAVE EXPERIENCED A GENERAL

IMPROVEMENT IN THEIR FINANCIAL POSITION SINCE THE

IMPLEMENTATION OF PPS. IN A RECENT STUDY, THE RAND

CORPORATION DERIVED COST ESTIMATES BASED ON PPS AND PRE-

iYS COST REPORTS AND SAMPLE CLAIMS DATA. IN APPLYING

RAND'S WORK TO ALL PPS CLAIMS, THE PRELIMINARY RESULTS

FOUND THAT A LARGE MAJORITY OF BOTH URBAN AND RURAL.

HOSPITALS SHOWED A POSITIVE MARPIN OVER THEIR COSTS FOR

MEDICARE PATIENTS$
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THIS IS IN LINE WITH OTHER STUDIES, INCLUDING THOSE

PERFORMED BY THE DEPARTMENT'S INSPECTOR GENERAL AND THE

AMERICAN HOSPITAL ASSOCIATION, WHICH ALSO SHOWED THAT

HOSPITALS EXPERIENCED A POSITIVE PROFIT MARGIN DURING THE

FIRST YEAR OF PPS IMPLEMENTATION.

OTHER INDICATORS DEMONSTRATE THAT PPS IS WORKING. FOR

EXAMPLE* OUR DATA SHOW THAT BOTH URBAN AND RURAL HOSPITALS

HAVE DEMONSTRATED A SIGNIFICANT DECLINE IN THE.,AVERAGE

LENGTH OF STAY:.CURRENTLY URBAN HOSPITALS ARE EXPERIfNCING

AN AVERAGE OF 8.2 DAYS AND RURAL HOSPITALS AVERAGE 6.7

DAYS. THIS HAS BEEN ACCOMPLISHED WITH NO EVIDENCE OF AN

OVERALL DECLINE IN THE QUALITY OF CARE BEJNG PROVIDED.

BACKGROUND.
NEARLY HALF OF ALL HOSPITALS PARTICIPATING IN MEDICARE, OR

OVER 2,700 HOSPITALS, ARE LOCATED IN RURAL AREAS. IN

1984, THESE HOSPITALS ACCOUNTED FOR ABOUT ONE QUARTER OF

ALL MEDICARE ADMISSIONS AND RECEIVED ABOUT. 15 PERCENT OF

MEDICARE PPS PAYMENTS, PRIMARILY BECAUSE THEY TREAT LESS
SEVERE CASES WITH SHOTER LENGTHS OF STAY.

IN SPITE OF THE POSITIVE FINANCIAL POSITION OF THE LARGE

MAJORITY OF RURAL HOSPITALS, WE ARE AWARE OF CONCERNS

ABOUT R(RAL HEALTH RESOURCES. THESE CONCERNS STEM, IN
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PART, FROM THE MORE LIMITED ABILITY OF RURAL HOSPITALS TO

IMPLEMENT THE NECESSARY EFFICIENCIES PROMPTED BY THE PPS"

BECAUSE OF THEIR HISTORICALLY SMALLER SIZE AND SCOPE OF

SERVICES. IN ADDITION, BECAUSE OF CHANGING POPULATIONS IN

THEIR SERVICE AREAS, RURAL HOSPITALS MAY HAVE GREATER

DIFFICULTY IN MAINTAINING OCCUPANCY LEVELS,

WE WANT TO BE RESPONSIVE TO PPS PAYMENT PROBLEMS THAT WE

CAN DEFINE AND WHERE WE CAN PINPOINT THE CAUSE,

NEVERTHELESS, WE BELIEVE THAT REALISTICALLY IT IS NOT

POSSIBLE TO ACHIEVE A PERFECT PRICE REGULATORY SYSTEM,.

SUCH AS PS, BASED AS IT IS ON AVERAGES. REFINING PPS

PAYMENTS OFTEN RESULTS SIMPLY IN A REALLOCATION OF MONEY,

WITH THE CONSEQUENT "WINNERS AND LOSERS,"

BEFORE ANY FURTHER COMPLICATING CHANGES ARE CONSIDERED TO

ASSIST RURAL HOSPITAL, IT IS ESSENTIAL THAT WE IDENTIFY

THE EXACT NATURE AND MAGNITUDE OF THE PROBLEMS HEY ARE

EXPERIENCING. A NUMBER OF STUDIES, WHICH I MENTIONED

EARLIER, HAVE ALREADY BEEN CONDUCTED WHICH.EXAMINED THE

FINANCIAL STATUS OF HOSPITALS, BOTH URBAN AND RURAL,

BECAUSE OF THE LIMITED AVAILIABITY OF PPS COST DATA AT

THAT TIME, THESE STUDIES DID NOT PRESENT A CONSISTENT

PICTURE, WE NOW HAVE A NUMBER OF STUDIES IN THE PLANNING
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STAGES AND UNDERWAY TO EXAMINE MORE PRECISELY THE

IMPORTANT ISSUES CONCERNING RURAL HOSPITALS, THESE

STUDIES ARE COMPLEX AND OFTEN HAVE HAD TO BE MODIFIED IN

MIDSTREAM BECAUSE OF SUCCEEDING CHANGES TO THE PROSPECTIVE

PAYMENT SYSTEM. IN ADDITION, COMPLETION OF THE STUDIES

HAS OFTEN BEEN DELAYED BY THE UNAVAILABILITY OF RELIABLE

COST DATA.. THOSE DATA HAVE RECENTLY BECOME AVAILABLE

THROUGH THE 19$4 HOSPITAL COST REPORTS. As THEY PROGRESS,

THESE STUDIES, WHICH I WILL DISCUSS LATER, WILL CERTAINLY

PUT US IN A BETTER POSITION TO IDENTIFY WHETHER

REFINEMENTS ARE APPROPRIATE FOR RURAL HOSPITALS.

--RURAL HOSPITAL PROVISIONS

TODAY, I WOULD LIKE TO PROVIDE YOU WITH A SUMMARY OF THE

STATUS OF RURAL HOSPITALS UNDER PPS AND DESCRIBE OUR

ACTIVITIESCONCERNING RURAL ISSUES.

PAYMENT RATES'

DURING THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE PROSPECTIVE- PAYMENT

LEGISLATION IN 198-, CONGRESS WAS CONCERNED-ABOUT

ACCOUNTING FQR TtlE VARIATIONS IN CIRCUMSTANCES AND COSTS

EXPERIErCED BY URBA 4AND RURAL HOSPITALS. CONSEQUENTLY*

TH 64INAL LSGISLATIONPROVIDED FOR BLENDED RATES WITH

STANDARDIZED AMOUNTS TO BE COMPUTED FOR BOTH URBAN AND

RURAL HOSPITALS WITHIN 9 CENSUS DIVISIONS. AS WELL AS
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NATIONALLY. UABAN AREAS ARE DEFINED AS METROPOLITAN

STATISTICA. AREAS (KAS) AND EQUIVALENT LOCALES; ALL O1HER

AREAS ARE RURAL. THE DETERMINAT N OF WHETHER AN AREA IS

URBAN OR RURAL IS MADE BY THE OFFICE OF MANAGEMENT AND

BUDGET AND IS PERIODICALLY CHANGED BASED ON SHIFTING

DEMOGRAPHIC,.ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL FACTORS.

OTHER PROVISIONS WERE INCLUDED IN THe PPS LEGISLATION TO

ASSURE'THt EQUITABLE TREATMENT AND FINANCIAL VIABILITY OF

RURAL HOSPITALS, INCLUDING ALLOWING THEM TO QUALIFY AS

CERTAIN TYPES OF HOSPITALS WITH APPROPRIATE ADJUSTMENTS IN

MEDICARE PAYMENTS, MOST.RURAL HOSPITALS TO WHICH PPS

APPLIES ARE SHORT-TERM, ACUTE-CARE HOSPITALS THAT ARE

DISTINCTIVE MORE BECAUSE OF THEIR RURAL SETTING THAN

BECAUSE OF ANY PARTICULAR TYPE OF SERVICE OR PATIENT MIX.

HOWEVER,-BECAUSE SOME RURAL HOSPITALS MAY FACE UNIQUE

CIRCUMSTANCES, THE PPS LEGISLATION MAKES SPECIAL PROVISION
FOR CERTAIN HOSPITALS SUCH AS SOLE COMMUNITY PROVIDERS AND'

REGIONAL REFEkRAL CENTERS.

SOLE COMMUNITY PROVIDERS

A HOSPITAL CAN BE CLASSIFIED AS A SOLE COMMUNITY PROVIDER
IF:

0 IT IS LOCATED IN A RURAL AREA ISOLATED BY MORE THAN 5U

MILES FROM A HOSPITAL PROVIDING SIMILAR SERVICES; OR
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0- IT MEETS CERTAIN CRITERIA REGARDING ADMISSIONS

PATTERNS, BED CAPACITY AND LOCAL WEATHER AND ROAD

CONDITIONS,

THE MAJORITY OF THE CURRENT 359 SOLE COMMUNITY HOSPITALS

QUALIFY DUE TO ISOLATE JNS MAKING THEM THE SOVE

SOURCE OF INPATIE SERVICES REA NABLY AVAILABLE IN A

GIVEN GEOGRAPHIC AREA. - -

SOLE COMMUNITY PROVIDERS ARE PAID A RATE BASED ON THE 75

PERCENT HOSPITAL-SPECIFIC AND 25 PERCENT FEDERAL RATE

BLEND APPLICABLE FOR THE FIRST YEAR OF THE TRANSITION

PERIOD FOR ALL PPS HOSPITALS. UNLIKE OTHER HOSPITALS

UNDER PPS WHICH WILL EVENTUALLY BE PAID ON A FULLY

NATIONAL FEDERAL RATE, SOLE CON'UNITY PROVIDERSWILL

REMAIN AT THE 75/25 RATIO. 

FURTHER, SOLE COMMUNITY HOSPITALS MAY RECEIVE ADDITIONAL

PAYMENTS IF THEY EXPERIENCE A DECREASE OF MORE THAN 5

PERCENT IN TOTAL DISCHARGES DUE TO CIRCUMSTANCES BEYOND

THEIR CONTROL. TO.DATE, 7-SOLE COMMUNITY HOSPITALS HAVE
-'APPLIED FOR ADDITIONAL PAYMENTS, WHICH WILL BE MADE TO

THOSE WHO QUALIFY BASED ON DOCUMENTATION DEMONSTRATING THE

REASONABLE COST OF NECESSARY CORE STAFF, THE HOSPITAL S

FIXED COST AND THE LENGTH OF TIME THE HOSPITAL HAS
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EXPERIENCED DECREASED UTILIZATION, ALTHOUGi THERE IS NO

STATUTORY AUTHORITY TO CONTINUE THIS VOLUME ADJUSTMENT

BEYOND THE TRANSITION PERIOD, WE ARE STUDYING EQUITABLE

METHODS OF PAYING SOLE COMMUNITY HOSPITALS THAT TAKE INTO

ACCOUNT THEIR VULNERABILITY TO VARIATIONS IN OCCUPANCY.

REGIONAL REFERRAL CENTERS

IN ADDITION TO QUALIFYING FOR SOLE COMMUNITY PROVIDER

STATUS, HOSPITALS IN RURAL AREAS NAY QUALIFY AS REFERRAL

C.ENTERS. BY ESTABLISHING CRITERIA FOR REFERRAL CENTERS,

WE CAN ADDRESS THE PROBLEMSOF RURAL HOSPITALS WHICH OFFER

A COMPREHENSIVE-RANGE'OF.COMPLEX SERVICES, SERVE AS

REGIONAL RESOURCES AND THEREFORE HAVE COSTS WHICH ARE NOT

TYPICAL OF RURAL HOSPITALS, To QUALIFY, HOSPITALS MUST:

-0 HAVE AT LEAST 50U0BEDS, OR

O HAVE 50 PERCENT OF THEIR MEDICARE PATIENTS REFERRED

FROM OTHER HOSPITALS OR NONSTAFF PHYSICIANS, AND

DEMONSTRATE CERTAIN PATTERNS OF ADMITTING AND PROVIDING

SERVICES TO MEDICARE PATIENTS WHO LIVE AT LEAST 25

MILES FROM THE HOSPITAL, OR

/
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O DEMONSTRATE CHARACTERISTICS OF URBAN HOSPITALS, THIS

ALTERNATIVE TO QUALIFYING AS A REGIONAL REFERRAL CENTER

WAS ADDED BY THE DEFICIT REDUCTION ACT OF 1984 (buI..Q.

To QUALIFY, HOSPITALS MUST HAVE A CASE-MIX INDEX EQUAL

TO THE NATIONAL OR MEDIAN URBAN REGIONAL VALUE; HAVE

6,000 DISCHARGES ANNUALLY; AND MEET ONE OF THREE OTHER

CRITERIA DEALING WITH THE QUALIFICATIONS OF THE MEDICAL

STAFF, THE SOURCE OF INPATIENTS AND THE VOLUME OF

REFERRALS.

IN ADDITION, AS A RESULT OF THE RECENTLY ENACTED

CONSOLIDATED OMNIBUS BUDGET RECONCILIATION ACT OF 1985

(LOBRA), RURAL OSTEOPATHIC-HOSPITALS MAY QUALIFY AS

REFERRAL CENTERS WITH A LOWER NUMBER OFDISCHARGES;

THAT IS, 3,UU RATHER THAN THE 6,000 FOR OTHER REFERRAL

CENTERS.

(HOSPITALS MEETING ONE OR MORE OR THESE CRITERIA WILL BE

PAID USING THE URBAN STANDARDIZED AMOUNT OF THE PAYMENT

RATE, ADJUSTED BY-THE HOSPITALS' WAGE INDEX. TO DATE, 166

HOSPITALS HAVE QUALIFIED FOR PAYMENT AS RURAL REFERRAL

CENTERS, WITH EACH HOSPITAL RECEIVING AN ESTIMATED

ADDITIONAL $60UuO0 ANNUALLY BECAUSE OF THIS DESIGNATION.

62-009 0 - 86 - 5
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SWING BED HOSpITALS

IN 1980. PRIOR TO THE PASSAGE OF THE PPS LEGISLATION#

PROVISIONS WERE ENACTED TO PERMIT RURAL HOSPITALS WITH

FEWER THAN 5U BEDS TO MSWINGo BE-DS FROM AN ACUTE LEVEL OF

CARE TO A SKILLED LEVEL-AS PATIENT NEEDS FLUCTUATE. WHILE

REIMBURSEMENT FOR SKILLED CARE IS AT A LOWER RATE THAN FOR

ACUTE CARE, THE PROGRAM ENABLES SMALL HOSPITALS TO

MAINTAIN HIGHER OCCUPANCY LEVELS, GENERATING REVENUES FROM

BEDS THAT WOULD OTHER WISE REMAIN EMPTY, AND PROVIDING

MEDICARE BENEFICIARIES IN RURAL AREAS, WHERE THERE IS A

SHORTAGE OF SKILLED NURSING FACILITIES, BROADER ACCESS TO

CARE. TO DATE, 771 HOSPITALS-ARE PARTICIPATING IN THE

SWING BED PROGRAM, INCLUDING 56 IN MINNESOTA. 75 IN

KANSAS, 31 IN MONTANA, 18 IN OKLAHOMA, 14 IN LOUISIANA, 11

IN WYOMING AND ONE IN PENNSYLVANIA. AT LATEST COUNT 17

STATES ALLOW REIMBURSEMENT UNDER THE MEDICAID PROGRAM FOR

SWING BED CARE, :INCLUDING 15.THAT COVER SERVICES AT THE

INTERMEDIATE LEVEL OF CARE.

QTE PROVISIONS CONCERNING URBAN/RURAL CLASSIFICATIONS

LET HE MENTION SEVERAL OTHER PROVISIONS WHICH HAVE

AFFECTED RURAL HOSPITALS. IN JUNE 1983, 49 COUNTIES WERE

REDESIGNATED BY THE.OFFICE OF MANAGEMENT AND BUDGET FROM
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AN URBAN TO RURAL AREA. HOSPITALS LOCATED IN AREAS

RECLASSIFIED AS RURAL WERE EXPECTED TO EXPERIENCE LOWER

PAYMENTS AS A RESULt OF THIS SHIFT IN STATUS. HOWEVER.

DEFRA AMENDMENTS PROVIDED FOR A TWO-YEAR TRANSITION PERIOD

FOR REDESIGNATED HOSPITALS TO BECOME ACCUSTOMED TO THEIR

NEW CLASSIFICATION. PAYMENT IS BEING ADJUSTED FOR 51

HOSPITALS FOR THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE URBAN AND RURAL

RATES DURING THIS-TIME TO EASE THE IMPACT OF LOWER PAYMENT

RATES.

OTHER RURAL HOSPITALS THAT BORDER ON METROPOLITAN AREAS

HAVE VOICED THE BELIEF THAT THE COSTS THEY TYPICALLY INCUR

ARE MORE SIMILAR TO URBAN HOSPITALS THAN OTHER RURAL

HOSPITALS. INITIAL STUDIES HAVE SHOWN, IN FACT, THAT

THESE HOSPITALS HAVE DONE LESS WELL IN THE FIRST YEAR OF

PPS THAN HAVE RURAL HOSPITALS ONE OR TWO COUNTIES REMOVED.

WE RECOGNIZE THAT THE CURRENT ISA/NON-fSA DEFINITIONS MAY

NOT PRECISELY ACCOUNT FOR WIDELY VARYING HOSPITAL LABOR

MARKET CONDITIONS, ESPECIALLY AMONG RURAL COUNTIES. WE

AGREE WITH THE PROSPECTIVE PAYMENT ASSESSMENT COMMISSION

(PROPAC) THAT LABOR MARKET AREA DEFINITIONS NEED TO BE

IMPROVED AND WE ARE LOOKING'AT ALTERNATIVE MEANS OF

CLASSIFYING COUNTIES TO MORE APPROPRIATELY REFLECT

HOSPITAL LABOR MARKETS.
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1 WOULD ALSO LIKE TO NOTE THAT WE HAVE IPLENENTED-A-NEW-------

WAGE INDEX FOR ADJUSTING THE LABOR COMPONENT OF THE

PAYMENT RATE. BY DISTINGUISHING-BETWEENFULL AND PART-TINE

EMPLOYEES, THE NEW WAGE INDEX MORE ACCURATELY REFLECTS THE

ACTUAL WAGE LEVELS OF THE URBAN OR RURAL AREAS IN WHICH-

HOSPITALS ARE LOCATED.

DIS0ROPORT1ONATE SHARE HOSMTALS

ANOTHER OF THE CURRENT ISSUES CONCERNING THE PPS PROGRAM

IS THE EXTENT TO WHICH PAYMENT ADJUSTMENTS SHOULD ADDRESS

HOSPITALS SERVING A DISPROPORTIONATE SHARE OF LOW INCOME

AND MEDICARE PATIENTS, PROVISIONS RECENTLY ENACTED IN THE

CONSOLIDATED OMNIBUS BUDGET RECONCILIATION ACT OF 1985

ESTABLISH SEPARATE DEFINITIONS OF DISPROPORTIONATE SHARE

FOR BOTH URBAN AND RURAL HOSPITALS. UNDER THESE

DEFINITIONS, RURAL HOSPITALS WITH 45 PERCENT OF PATIENT

DAYS ATTRIBUTABLE TO LOW INCOME PATIENTS WOULD HAVE THE

FEDERAL STANDARDIZED AMOUNT OF THE PAYMENT RATE INCREASED

BY FOUR PERCENT, LOw INCOME PATIENT DAYS ARE DEFINED BY A

FORMULA SPECIFIED IN THE LAW WHICH TAKES INTO ACCOUNT THE

NUMBER OF INPATIENT DAYS UTILIZED BY FEDERAL SUPPLEMENTAL

SECURITY INCOME (SSI) AND MEDICAID RECIPIENTS WE HAVE

RECENTLY ISSUED INSTRUCTIONS TO OUR FISCAL INTERMEDIARIES
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TO IDENTIFY HOSPITALS MEETING THE DEFINITION OF

DISPROPORTIONATE SHARE, WE HAVE PROVIDED THE

INTERMEDIARIES WITH SSI DATA TO BE USED ALONG WITH

MEDICAID DATA REPORTED BY HOSPITALS IN DETERMINING WHETHER

ADDITIONAL PAYMENTS WILL BE NADE. INTERMEDIARIES WILL

BEGIN PAYING HOSPITALS THE DISPROPORTIONATE SHARE

ADJUSTMENT FOR DISCHARGES ON OR AFTER MAY I AS SOON AS

PRACTICABLE. IF NECESSARY, RETROACTIVE ADJUSTMENTS WILL

BE MADE.

WE HAVE ALSO BEEN TRYING, THROUGH A NUMBER OF METHODS, TO

ACCURATELY DEFINE DISPROPORTIONATE SHARE HOSPITALS. To

DATE, THE DATA THAT HAVE BEEN AVAILABLE HAVE NOT PROVIDED

VALID-AND RELIABLE RESULTS. HOWEVER, WE ARE ANALYZING THE

RECENTLY RECEIVED COST REPORT DATA FROM FY 1984 TO

DETERMINE THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN MEDICARE AND MEDICAID• /

UTILIZATION AND MEDICARE OPERATING COSTS PER DIStHARGE.

.-WE ARE ALSO CONTINUING WITH THE COMMITTEE'S RECOMMENDED

STUDY TO ESTIMATE THE PROPORTION OF EACH HOSPITAL'S

MEDICARE PATIENTS HAVING LOW INCOMES ON THE BASIS OF'THE

'HOSPITAL'S PROPORTION OF MEDICARE PATIENTS FROM LOW-INCOME

ZIP CODE AREAS. WE EXPECT TO HAVE RESULTS FROM BOTH THESE

EFFORTS LATER THIS YEAR.

I
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RURAL hEALTH CLINICS

FINALLYs LET ME BRIEFLY MENTION ONE OTHER HEALTH CARE

PROVIDER WHICH, ALTHOUGH NOT A HOSPITAL, BROADENS ACCESS

TO PRIMARY MEDICAL SERVICES IN RURAL COMMUNITIESs RURAL

HEALTH CLINICS NAY BE AFFILIATED WITH ANOTHERjEDICARE

PROVIDER OF SERVICES OR BE AN INDEPENDENT FACILITY. THE

CLINICS RECEIVE COST-BASED REIMBURSEMENT FOR PHYSICIAN

SERVICES AND FOR MEDICAL SERVICES PROVIDED BY NURSE

PRACTITIONERS AND PHYSICIAN ASSISTANTS.- IN 1985, ALMOST

$6 MILLION WAS REIMBURSED TO 428 RURAL HEALTH CLINICS.

RESEARCH ACTIVITIES

IN ADDITION TO THE STUDIES I HAVE JUST MENTIONED REGARDING

THE WAGE INDEX AND DISPROPORTIONATE SHARE, WE ARE ALSO

CONDUCTING SEVERAL OTHER STUDIES DEALING WITH RURAL

iSSUES. LET ME BRIEFLY MENTION THE MAJOR ACTIVITIES.

SOLE COMIUN!TY PROVIDERS
THE PROSPECTIVE PAYMENT LEGISLATION MANDATED A NUMBER OF

STUDIES, INCLUDING SEVERAL SPECIFICALLY RELATED TO RURAL

ISSUES. WE HAVE RECENTLY CONPLETeD THE REQUIRED STUDY ON

EQUITABLE METHODS OF PAYING SOLE COMMUNITY PROVIDERS. THE

STUDY LOOKED AT SUCH ISSUES AS DIFFERENCES IN CASE-NIX,
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CHANGING THE CURRENT PAYMENT BLEND AND MODIFYING THE

PROVISION FOR PAYMENTS FOR DECREASES IN ADMISSIONS. THE

REPORT IS CURRENTLY UNDER REVIEW WITHIN THE DEPARTMENT$

URBAN/RURAL DISTINCTIONS

WE HAVE ALMOST CUOPLETED THE STUDY OF ISSUES CONCEkNING

URBAN/RURAL DISTINCTIONS. THE REPORT WILL ENCOMPASS'

SEVERAL SEPARATELY MANDATED STUDIES BECAUSE OF THE

INTERRELATIONSHIP OF THE URBAN/RURAL ISSUES. THE SINGLE

REPORT WILL ADDRESS, PHAStNG OUT SEPARATE-URBAN AND RURAL

RATES, THE INCLUSION OF A REGIONAL COMPONENT IN THE PPS

RATES, VARIATION BY DRG IN THE LABOR AND NONLABOR PORTIONS

-OF THE RATE, AND OTHER ISSUES AFFECTING RURAL HOSPITALS

SUCH AS PAYMENT FOR OUTLIERS. WE- HAD ORIGINALLY INTENDED

TO INCLUDE THE RESULTS OF OUR STUDY ON THE APPROPRIATENESS

OF PAYMENTS TO RURAL REFERRAL CENTERS IN THIS REPORT, BUT

WILL BE UNABLE TO DO SO BECAUSE COST REPORT DATA,

NECESSARY TO COMPLETE THE STUDY, HAS JUST RECENTLY BECOME

AVAILABLE.

'SWING BED PROGRAM

WE ARE-EVALUATING THE IMPACT OF THE SWING BED PROGRAM ON

THE ACCESS. QUALITY AND COST OF LONG-TERM CARE IN RURAL
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*AREAS AND EXPECT TO HAVE A REPORT AVAILABLE IN 1987. THE

SWING BED'PROGRAM WAS SLOW IN EVOLVING AND DID NOTrGET OFF

THE GROUND UNTIL 1984s WITH TRE ENACTMENT OF'PPS, THE

NUMBER OF HOSPITAL ELECTING THE SWING BED OPTION

ACCELERATED. THE NUMBER HAS INCREASED FROM 149 HOSPITALS

IN DECEMBER 1983 TO 771 SWING BED HOSPITALS AT THE

BEGINNING OF THIS YEAR, IT APPEARS THAT PPSAAS INCREASED

THE ATTRACTIVENESS OF THE SWING BED OPTION, TO EXPLORE

THE IMPACT OF PPS ON THE SWING BED PROGRAM, WE EXPANDED

THE WORK BEING PERFORMED BY THE EVALUATION CONTRACTOR, WE

WILL INCLUDE THE FINDINGS IN OUR PPS IMPACT REPORTS,

OTHEL STUDIES
WE ARE ALSO MAKING PLANS TO STUDY THE IMPACT OF PPS

POLICIES REGARDING OUTLIERS AND PATIENT TRANSFERS ON

PAYMENTS TO RURAL HOSPITALS, ESPECIALLY THOSE WITH FEWER

THAN 100 BEDS. THIS STUDY WAS MANDATED BY THE RECENTLY

ENACTED COBRA LEGISLATION AND IS TO BE REPORTED TO

CONGRESS BY JANUARY 1. 1987, IN ADDITION, AT THE

DIRECTION OF THE SENATE APPROPRIATIONS COMMITTEE, WE ARE

MAKING PLANS TO STUDY THESHORT- AND LONG-RUN IMPACT Of

PPS ON RURAL HOSPIT 4.S4
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-CONCLUSION*

IN CONCLUSION, LCT ME SAY THAT WE RECOGNIZE THAT THE

REVOLUTION" THAT HAS TAKEN PLACE IN THE HEALTH CARE

INDUSTRY IN BQTH THE FINANCING AND DELIVERY OF CARE OVER

THE PAST SEVERAL YEARS HAS HAD A SIGNIFICANT IMPACT ON ALL

PROVIDERS* INCLUDING RURAL HOSPITALS* WE ARE CLOSELY

MONITORING THE DATA WE RECEIVE ON THE IMPACT OF THE

PROSPECTIVE PAYMENT SYSTEM AND ARE DEVOTING.CONSIDERABLE

EFFORT TO EXAMINING ISSUES WHERE POSSIBLE PAYMENT

REFINEMENTS WILL GO FURTHER TO PROTECT RURAL HOSPITALS,

HOWEVER* WE ARE PHILOSOPHICALLY SKEPTICAL ABOUT THE

ABILITY TO CURE ALL ILLS HOSPITALS ARE ENCOUNTERING WITH A

PRICE REGULATORY SYSTEM. INSTEAD* WE MUST LOOK TO NEW

WAYS OF PROVIDING NECESSARY HEALTH CARE THAT RELY ON

COMPETITIVE INCENTIVES TO ASSURE APPROPRIATE UTILIZATION

AND QUALITY. WE HAVE MADE A DRAMATIC START IN THIS

DIRECTION WITH THE MEDICARE HEALTH'MAINTENANCE

ORGANIZATION/COMPETITIVE MEDICAL"PLAN PROGRAM# AND BELIEVE

EXPANDING CAPITATION OPPORTUNITIES WILL OFFER ATTRACTIVE

RNEFITS TO BOTH MEDICARE PATIENTS AND PROVIDERS,
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IN THE MEANTIME, LET ME ASSURE YOU THAT WE HAVE NO

INTENTION OF ENDANGERING THE ACCESSIBILITY OF NECESSARY

CARE FOR OUR BENEFICIARIES IN RURAL SETTINGS. WE WILL

ACTIVELY CONTINUE OUR EFFORTS TO INSURE THAT APPROPRIATE

AND'EQUITABLE PAYMENT IS NADE TO BOTH URBAN AND RURAL

HOSPITALS, -
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Senator DURENBERGER. Alright, our next witnesses are a panel
consisting. of Joyce Jenson, vice president of National Research
Corp. from Lincoln, NE; Ira Moscovice, doctor, associate director of
Center for Health Science-Health Services Research from the
University of Minnesota; Jeffrey Merrill is assistant vice president
of-Robert Wood Johnson Foundation and Dr. Anthony Kovner, pro-
fessor and director of Program Health Policy Management from
New York University, NY, and senior program consultant with the
Robert Wood Johnson Foundation. Independent experts. Joyce we
will begin.,with you. AU of our witnesses have submitted state-
ments, all of which will made part of the record and you may pro-
ceed to summarize those statements in 5 minutes or less. Thank
you. Joyce.

STATEMENT OF JOYCE JENSEN, VICE PRESIDENT, NATIONAL
RESEARCH CORP., LINCOLN, NE

Ms. JENSEN. Senator, as we all know rural hospital have been hit
hard by the DRG regulations which reimburse them for Medicare.
As many of these facilities have more than their share of the elder-
ly. And, with the accompanying inpatient lower occupancy levels,
real hospital administratorsoare scrambling to keep- their hospital
viable.

But, they are not just sitting back, they are not just waiting to be
rescued. They are studing their markets. They are talking to
people in their communities about their medical needs and how
that hospital can help to provide them.

They are actively recruiting physicians, sometime through joint
ventures. They are entering into shared arrangements and hospital
-afiances to gain knowledge from other members. And, they are di-
versifying into other areas, making the most sense for their situa-
tions. Oftentimes for long-term care or for outpatient services.

The purpose of my testimony is to provide a broad basic perspec-
tive on rural hospital administrators 'view on the current situa-
tions and anticipated strategies continued viability.

This is perspective is based upon ongoing national research- stud-
ies that we do of hospital adminjisrators across the country, both of
rural and urban hospitals, anf also on national. surveys we do of
consumers across the Nation. And, yet, another perspective comes
from working on a one-on-one basis with rural hospitals to assess
their markets.

Through these studies rural hospitals are asking pointed ques-
tions to their comunities. Are people going out of the area for serv-
ices and if they are, where and for which services? And, most im-
portantly, what can be done to keep those health dollars in the
local community?

What are they finding? On a national basis they are finding that
4 out of 10 people think they are not sophisticated in specialized
medical facilities in their area. Three out of ten people across the
Nation say they are actually going-out of the area to receive, these
services. Half of the time they are going out to oee specialists, phy-
sician specialists, and tertiary care. A fourth of these are going out
of the area just for inpatient hospitalization, not necessarily for
specialized hospitalization, and for testing.
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The remaining quarter are going ouLof their areas for all types
of medical care, icluding regular physician relationships. And,
when residents are leaving the area for physician care the rural.
hospital business looks really bleak.

In order to prevent losing these patients to their metropolitan
neighbors, rural hospitals are trying to convince local residents
that they do provide care there. No. 2, they are trying to focus
their energy on recruiting quality physicians.

Oftentimes residents are unaware of what the hospital does pro-
vide. Rural hospitals are now informing them. They are also using
sales people out to businesses and to their physicians, which brings
up the physician component.
• The physician relationship becomes extremely important in rural
hospitals, not only in trying to increase referrals by onstaff physi-
cians, but in developing new staff relationships by relocating physi-
cians to their communities. Even with the increasing oversupply of
physicians, many rural areas have trouble recruiting. Larger met-
ropolitan areas obviously have the advantages of more cultural and
social offerings.

Physician arrangements that have been working though are ones
where rural hospital associate with group practices or clinics,
whereby physicians and specialists, and surgeons are sent to rural
areas on designated days of the week to provide medical care.
That's referring patients, who can be referred, to the local hospital,
the small rural hospital, there the others being admitted to metro-
politan facilities.

The rural hospitals are facing a new challenge as the urban fa-
cilities start putting satellite centers there to start draw in those
patients.

As we are all aware the occupancy levels have, declined. Sixty-
percent of rural facilities say they have not made a profit in the
last year. Seven out of ten rural facilities have experienced ocCU-
pancy declines.

Most hospitals are going to diversifiction in order to make up
some of the difference, but they cannot always diversify the way
that a large hospital can, mainly because of their capital and fi-
nancing problems.

Nursing homes, swing bed programs, outpatient services, con-
tract management for technical expertise, shared services, and so
forth are ways they are trying to handle the problem. With all the
problems that rural hospitals are facing, they evidently are looking
at them as opportunities, because they are not giving up.

When we asked rural hospitals across-the nation, what they
would- have to do in order to stay viable, only 5 percent they would
have to merge with larger institutions.

Rural hospitals do serve a real need and see this also from
coming from southwestern Nebraska where the the closest hospital
was 40 miles away and that was a rural facility. The closesturban
hospital was 200 to 300 miles away.

We need to continue to support them in their situations need to
be understood,- so, that the reimbursement legislation will help
insure their viability. Thank you.

[The personal statement of Ms. Jensen is to follow:]
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Finance Committee Subcommittee on Health to Examine Rural.
Hospitals Under the Medicare Program
Hearing - May.9, 196

By: Joyce Brubaker Jensen
National Research Corporation
Lincoln, Nebraska

The purpose of my testimony is to provide a broad, basic
perspective on rural hospital administrators' views on the
current situations and anticipated strategies for continued
viability.

This perspective is based upon ongoing national marketing
research studies of hospital administrators from both the rural
and metropolitan sectors. The studies, conducted by National
Research Corporationh-# Llicbln, Nebraska, questioned
administrators on various topics to determine their views and
reponse to the changing healthcare provider business. NRC also
conducts ongoing studio of consumers on a national basis td -
determine their needs and viewpoints regarding changes made by
healthcare providers.

And yet another perspective comes from-working on a one-on-one
basis with rural hospitals to assess their markets* Through
market-research studies, rural hospitals are asking pointed
questions to their communities -- are they going out of the area
for services, and if so, where? And for which services? And,
most importantly, what can Oe done to keep those healthcare
dollars in the local community?

What are they finding?

On a national basis, four out of 10 (42%) consumers located in
non-metropolitan areas of the nation say they do not believe
specialized and sophisticated medical services are available in
their areas. Three out of 10 people interviewed by NRC in
September, 1985, said they have gone to larger population
centers in order to receive specialized medical care.

They are traveling to nearby communities to access physician
specialists, hospitals and more sophisticated testing facilities
than are available locally. Of those leaving their areas to
receive medical attention, almost half are doing so to be
treated by a physician specialist. Most often these are cardiac
or cancer specialists, but general.women's OB/GYN services are
also being sought.
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Another one-fourth have used hospitals or other surgical
facilities and a smaller segment have traveled for testing
facilities. And 22% of those who travel outside their areas for
health care do so for all types of medical care, including for
general practitioners or family physicians.

And when residents are leaving the area for physician care, the
hospital business looks bleak.

In order to prevent losing these patients to their metropolitan
neighbors, rural hospitals are doing a couple of things: 1)
trying to convince local residents that their hospitals do
indeed provide not only high quality general services, but also
a number of specialized services and, 2) focusing their energy
in recruiting quality physicians.

Informing CoMaunity

Oftentimes local residents are unaware of medical services
provided in their communities. tremedy this, many rural
hospitals are relaying the message to their communities through
the advertising vehicle. Eighty percent of rural hospitals are
advertisinqtheir institutions and/or their services and classes
to the general public. Though their advertising budgets as a
rule are much smaller than metropolitan hospitals, the overall
usagef.fadvertising by rural hospitals is similar to
metro tan facilities.

And to the other sectors, rural hospitals are using sales people
in their marketing efforts. Almost one in 10 (9%) rural
hospitals are currently utilizing a sales person to market to
local businesses and physicians.

This brings us to the physician component.

The physician relationship becomes extremely important in these
rural hospitals, not only in trying to increase referrals by
on-staff physicians, but also in developing new staff
relationships by relocating physicians to their communities.
Even with the increasing oversupply of physicians, many rural
areas have trouble recruiting. Larger metropolitan facilities
are doing a great deal to cement physician relationships, such
as advertising the physician services, directors and assisting
in setting up their practices. Rural hospitals are now becoming
more involved in these types of arrangements also to insure
physician recruitment, but often have a disadvantage, as it is
hard for the rural hospital to match the cultural and sound
offerings of metropolitan areas.

-Three out-of 10 (29%) rural hospitals are forming joint ventures
with physicians and another two out of 10 (20%) are planning to
implement this procedure to procure qualified physicians to
their areas.
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Other physician-arrangements include arrangements with group
practices or clinics whereby physicians, specialists and
surgeons are sent to rical areas on designated days of the week
to provide medical cave on a regular basis. This prevents
residents from seeking care in metropolitan areas. Thus, those
qases which can be handled at the local hospital are admitted
there and the more specialized cases are admitted to
metropolitan area hospitals.

But, rural hospitals are facing a new challenge from urban
hospitals who are developing networks of satellite facilities,
such as physician clinics or ambulatory care centers, in the
rural communities. Thus, some patients are being drawn to the
-larger metropolitan areas who could legitimately be cared for in
the local community.

As we'are all aware, occupancy levels in many rural hospitals
have hit bottom... In NRC's 1985 National Study of Hospital
Administrators, seven out of 10 rural facilities reported
occupancies of less than 60% compared to three out of 10
metropolitan hospitals noting occupancies under 60%. And rural
hospitals are not ap able to withstand lower occupancies as well
as their metropolitan neighbors. Along with these decreased
occupancies, and thus decreased revenue, 60% of rural hospitals
report not having made a profit during their last fiscal year.
One-fourth of these rural hospitals indicate it is costing them
more to provide the services to Medicare patients than the
amount being reimbursed by the government under the DRG system.
This -ts'specially true in those hospitals with lower
oc.cupandies.

£pJ!flttion For Lower OcCUPgngig_

Twenty percent of rural hospitals think diversification is theanswer to remaining viable in the upcoming five years. Though
rural hospitals have diversified to some extent, most of them
have limited resources with which to do so, as is evidenced by
their citing finances and capital as the most pressing problems
facing them today. And rural hospitals can't always diversify
the way a large hospital can. For example, most rural hospitals
couldn't generate enough enrollees to support their own HMO or
PPO.

Due to limited diversification opportunities, rural hospitals
are looking at reverting back to being primary care providers as
opposed to offering a multitude of services. They are looking
at diversifying in a direction in which they have some already-
established resources -- to providing ongoing care for those
residents in their communities.
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NursLna Hones

One way rural hospitals are compensating for their low
occupancies is by becoming licensed to convert unused patient
wings into nursing home units in order to offset fixed costs.
The fact that many elderly people live in rural areas ano wish-
to. stay close to their friends and relatives gives the nursing
h'oe tt tiioh widespread appeal. One-third (32%) of rural
facilities currently are offering nursing home facilities
through or in conjunction with their hospitals, meaning some
nursing home units offered by rural hospitals are asa satellite
facility.

Outpatient Services

Another way of compensating for lower inpatient admissions is
through increased usage of outpatient facilities. An additional
15% of rural hospitals had experienced increased usage of their
outpatint services in 1985 as compared to 1984, with plans made
to increase usago in 1986.

Contract Management

Behind the scenes, contract management and shared services are
playing a big role in rural institutions' survival. Half of all
rural hospitals have at least one department under contract
management,-- 38% of those who are contracting have contracted
one department, 31% two departments, 15% three departments, 13%
four departments, and the remaining.3% have five or *ore
services being contracted outside.

Though many hospitalsturn to contract management as a way of
saving money, the majority cite recruitment as the primary
reason they are using contract management. Of those rural
hospitals using outside contract management firms, four out of
10 say the reason is for the recruiting of skilled technicians
compared to two of 10 citing cost savings. Rural hospitals are
most likely to contract services such as respiratory therapy,
pharmacy or physical therapy.

Shared Services

Rural hospitals are realizing that they need to join other
organizations to attain "strength in numbers" -- and they can
still maintain autonomy and control through shared services and
multiple hospital alliances and purchasing organizations.

Cgonclusion-

With all the problems rural hospitals are facing they
evidentally are looking upon them as opportunities, as few are
ready to give up." When rural hospital administrators were asked
what they thought they would have to do in order to stay solvent
and viable in the upcoming years, only 5% suggested
consolidating or merging with other institutions. They do,
however, feel they need to contain or reduce costs, get W~volved
in marketing and strategic planning, and diversify in a
direction in which they have already established resources.
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Senator DoLz. Next we will hear from Dr. Ira Moscovice.

STATEMENT OF IRA MOSCOVICE, PH.D., ASSQCIATE DIRECTOR,
CENTER FOR HEALTH SERVICES RESEARCH, UNIVERSITY OF
MINNESOTA, MINNEAPOLIS, MN
Dr. Moscovicx. Thank you, Senator Dole and Senator Baucus.

The recent replacement of the Medicare cost based reimbursement
system with PPS signified a landmark effort to encourage the effi-
cient provision of inpatient hospital services.

PPS was developed with the intent to change the behavior of
health institutions and professionals responsible for providing inpa-
tient services. Potential hospital responses to this new mode 'of re-
imbursement include: Decreasing length of stay, decreasing and/or
using different inputs in the production process, moving services
outside the hospital, specializing in selected services, diversifying
the hospital product line and increasing volume in profitable serv-
ices.

Some hospitals have been able to significantly improve their op-
erating.margin under PPS by using one or more of these approach-
es. These hospitals are more likely to be larger hospitals located in
urban settings.

On average, rural hospitals have simply not fared as well as
other hospitals under PPS. Approximately one-third of rural hospi-
tals in the midwest lost money in 1984, with close to one-half in
1985. Reasons for the poorer economic conditions for rural hospi-
tals under the PPS environment include: Rural hospitals have ex-
perienced greater proportionate reductions in the their volume of
hospital admissions and length of stay as compared to urban hospi-
tals. This decreased patient day base has resulted in increased av-
erage cost per case in many rural faciliti egand has made it- more
difficult for these facilities to cover their fixed expenses.

Second, rural hospitals are more dependent on Medicare reve-
nues for their financial stability than urban hospitals. Substantial
reductions in Medicare revenues cannot be offset by the limited
private pay patient base at most rural hospitals.,

Rural hospitals are simply trapped by the economies of scale ar-
gument. As one colleague has suggested, rural hospitals are not
able to lose some on each case, but make it up on volume.

Third, many rural hospitals had very limited operating margins
prior to- PPS. They are unable to balance reduced Medicare reve-
nues with their existing hospital reserves and operating margin.Fourth, the depressed rural economy has substantially increased
the burden hospitals to provide -uncompensated care. This extra
burden reduces the ability of rural hospitals to operate in the PPS'
environment-

Fifth, the PPS system created differences between urban and
rural payment rates. In some sense, hospitals were penalized for
their lower average costs in the past. Although different payment
rates may be appropriate for some of the patients treated in rural
hospitals, they are. certainly not appropriate for all patients treated
in rural facilities.
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Sixth, there have been 'technical aid conceptuttjficulties"asso-
ciated with the development of area wage indices in the designa-
tion of rural referral centers and sole community providers.

The Prospective Payment Assessment Commission has identified
the area wage index issue as one immediate concern. Problems
with the designation of rural referral centers in sole community.
providers ilhould have been expected, given the dependence of PA
on the geographic location of hospitals.

Seventh, a few outlier cases or severely ill Medicare Igatients can
literally bankrupt rural hospitals. Rural hospitals do not have a
large enough volume of admissions to make up the losses associat-
ed with their outlier cases.

PPS will have a dramatic impact on the distribution of hospital
revenues. At present, there are some big winners and big losers
under PPS. Yet, it is not clear that a hospital's fate rests primarily
with its ability to efficiently provideservices.

In the short term, I have two recommendations concerning PPS.
First, there should be a 1-ypar delay in the transition from pay-
ments based primarily on .hospital s specific costs to payments
based on national and regional cost averages.

PPS needs to become more sensitive to individual hospital differ-
ences. Efficient rural hospitals are not necessarily appropriately re-
warded under the current PPS.

At the present time, transition to a PPS system based on nation-
al rates will make a* difficult situation, potentially life threatening
for many small rural hospitals. A 1-year delay is necessary to work
out the technical and conceptual difficulties inherent in the cur-
rent PPS system that threaten the viability of rural hospitals.

Second, the inequity and difference between rural and urban
payment rates must be eliminated. PPS was designed to appropri-
ately pay hospitals for the product that they produced. For similar
patients, differences in payments should reflect differences in input
prices of both labor and nonlabor factors and not reflect differences
in geographic location.

A rural hospital should not be penalized because it is located
near an urban area or because it is in a specific region of the coun-
try. Rural hospitals need to be able to compete on an equal basis.

The structure of the reimbursement system must reward the ap-
propriate delivery of rural health services. The current PPS system
must be adjusted so that accurate measurement of input prices and
case mix are the primary basis of differential in payment rates. Ge-
ographic location should not be the driving force behind payment
rate differentials.

There is a crisis in rural health care in the United States today.
The financial viability of rural hospitals is dt the center of the
crisis. The economic problems of rural hospitals have been exacer-
bated by the implementation of PPS.

Yet, there are clearly other factors threatening the survival of
rural hospitals, not the least of which is the demise of the rural
economy. The future appears precarious for rural hospitals, con-
tinuation of the-status. quo will undoubtedly lead to more frequentclosures of rural hospitals.

The rural hospital must assume a new role and mission if it is to
remain a viable entity, yet, pOwerful external forces threaten its fi-
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nancial viability. Rural hospitals can be the conduit for change in
rural -cowmunities, but they can only accomplish this goal if they
are not overburdened with the'cost containment efforts central to
current Federal health policy.

Senator DURENBERGER. All right, thank you.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Moscovice follows:]
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INTRODUCTION

Rural .merica is in transition.. This transition is being fueled by

changes in basic social, economic, and demographic factors. A dramatic reversal

in long term population trends occurred during'the past decade. For the first

time in this century, n1nmetrooli tan areas grew faster than metropolitan areas

in the United States. However, in the past few years, 'hese population

increases have disappeared as the rural economy has weakened. Demographic

shifV$in rural areas will have important implications for the future status of

rural-health care systems.

Rural populations have traditionally lagged behind more de'Asely populated

regions in the acquisition of basic services, including health care. The

relative deficiency of rural health resources is unambiguous. These

deficiencies exist despite evidence of increased need for health services by

rural populations, due to disproportionate subgroups of the elderly and the poor

in rural areas.
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The rural hospital is a vital component of the rural health care system and

an important institution in rural communities from a functional, symbolic and

economicc perspective. The hospital, along with the church and the school,

represent the elements through which rural communities define themselves. It is

not by chance that rural communities continue to hold onto their hospitals.

In recent years, considerable concern has focused on the future of rural

hospitals, many of which have experienced serious problems in maintaining

financial viability. Rural hospitals have been labelled an endangered species

because of their tenuous fiscal status. Many rural hospitals currently face

declining occupancy rates, a reduced patient day base. decreased patievit

revenues, increased uncompensated care, and increased costs. The abive symptoms

of a fiscally troubled institution have resulted in increased average costs per

patient day in rural hospitals, as the fixed costs of providing inpatient

services must be allocated over a reduced patient day base.

.The problems facing many rural hospitals today result from a number of

interrelated factors that determine the environment within which the rural

hospital operates and affect its. performance. These factors include

demographic changes (particularly the increased number of elderly living in

rural communities), inadequate supply of personnel including physicians and

nurses, difficulty with incorporating new technology, availability of capital,

increased competition from providers' in saturated urban inarkets, and the

restrictive reimbursment environment created by the dual pressure of public

and private payors. Although the discussion today will focus on the impact of

the Medicare Prospective Pa)lent System (PPS) on rural hospitals, it is

important to recognize that PPS is but one of many forces affecting the.economic

viability of rural hospitals.

C)
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RURAL HOSPITALS IN THE PPS ENVIRONMENT /.

(he recent replacement of the Medicare cost tated reimbursement system with

the prospective payment system signified a landmark effort to encourage the

efficient provision of inpatient hospital services. The prospective payment

system was developed with the intent to change the behavior of health

institutions 4nd professionals responsible for providing inpatient services.

Potential hospital responses to this new mode of reimbursement include

decreasing length of stay, decreasing and/or using different inputs in the

production.process, moving services outside the hospital, specializing in

selected services, diversifying the hospital product line, and increasing volume

in profitable services. Some hospitals have been able to significantly Improve

their operating margin under the.PPS system by using one or aore of these

approaches. These hospitals are more likely to be larger hospitals located in

urban settings.

On average, rural hospitals have simply not fared as well as other

hospitals under the'PPS system. Approximately one-third of rural hospitals in

.the Midwest lost money In 1984 with this proportion expected to approach

one-half- in 1985. Reasons for the poorer economic condition of rural hospitals

under the PPS environment include:

1. Rural hospitals have experienced greater proportionate reductions in

their volume of hospital admissions and length of stay as compared to urban

hospitals. This decreased patient day base has resulted in increased average

costs per case in many rural facilities and has made it iore'difficult for these

facilities to cover their fixed expenses.

2. Rural hospitals are more dependent on Medicare revenues.for their

financial stability than urban hospitals. Substantial reductions-in Medicare

revenues cannot be offset by the limited private pay patient base in most rural
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hospitals. Rural hospitals are simply trapped by the economies of scale

argument. As one colleague has suggested, rural hospitals aren't able to *lose

some on each case, but make it up on volume."

3. Many rural hospitals had very limited operating margins prior to PPS.

They are unable to balance reduced Medicare revenues with their existing

hospital reserves and operating margin.

4. The depressed rural economy has substantially increased the burden on

rural hospitals to provide uncompensated care.-Tfhis extra burden reduces the

ability of rural hospitals to operate in the PPS environment.

S. The PPS system created differences between urban and rural payment

rates. In a sense, rural hospitals were penalized for their lower average

costs in the past. Although different payment rates may be appropriate for some

of the patients treated in rural hospitals, they certainly are not appropriate

for all patients treated in rural facilities. It can cost the same amount of

money to 'treat sume patients In either a rural or urban facility.

6. There have been technical and conceptual difficulties associated with

the development of area wage indices and the designation of rural referral

centers and sole community providers. The development of appropriate area-wage

Indices is central to the question of urban/rural payment differentials. The

Prospective Payment Assessment Codwission has identified this as an issue of

immediate concern. Problems with the designation of rural referral centers and

sole community providers should have been expected given the dependence of the

PPS system on the geographic location of hospitals.

7. A few outlier cases/severely Ill Medicare patients can literally

bankrupt a rural hospital. Rural hospitals do not have a large enough volume of

admissions to make up the losses associated with their outlier cases.
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RECOMENDATIONS FOR CHANGE

The PPS system will have a dramatic impact on the distribution of hospital

revenues. At present, there are some big winners and big losers under PPS, yet

it is not clear that a hospital's fate rests primarily with its ability to

efficiently provide services.

In the short term, I nave two recommendations for public policymakers

concerning PPS. First, there should be a one year delay in the transition from

payments based primarily on hospital specific costs to payments based on

national and regional cost averages. PPS needs to become more sensitive to

individual hospital differences. Efficient rural hospitals are not necessarily

apprcpriately rewarded under the current PPS system. At the -present time,

transition to a PPS system based on national rates will make a difficult

situation potentially life-threatening for many small rural hospitals. A one

year delay is necessary to work out the technical and conceptual difficulties

inherent in the current PPS system that threaten the viability of rural

hospitals.

Second, the inequity in the difference between urban and rural payment

rates must be eliminated. The PPS system was designed to appropriately pay

hospitals for the "product" they produce. For similar patients, differences in

payments should reflct'differences in input prices (both labor and non-labor)

and not reflect differences in geographic location. A rural hospital should not

be penalized because it is located near an urban area or because it is in a

specific region of the country. Rural hospitals need to be able to compete on

an equal basis with urban hospitals. The structure of the reimbursement system

must reward the appropriate delivery of rural health services. The current PPS

system must be adjusted so that accurate measurement of input prices and casemix

are the primary basis of differentials in payment rates. Geographic location

should not be the driving force between payment rate differentials.
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CONCLUSION

There is a crisis in rural health care in the United States today. The

financial viability of rural hospitals is at the center of the crisis. The

economic problems of rural hospitals have been exacerbated by the implementation

of the PPS system. Yet there are clearly other factors threatening the survival

of rural hospitals, not the least of which ls the demise of the rural economy.

The future appears precarious for rural hospitals. Continuation of the

status quo will undoubtedly lead to more frequent closures of rural hospitals in

the future. The rural hospital must assume a new role and mission if it is to

remain a viable entity, yet powerful external forces threaten its financial

viability.

Rural hospitals can be the conduit for change in rural communities. They

can only accomplish this goa if they are not overburdened with the cost

containment efforts central to current federal health policy.

.0
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Senator DURENBERGER. Jeff Merrill.

STATEMENT OF JEFFREY C. MERRILL, ASSISTANT VICE PRESI.
DENT, ROBERT WOOD JOHNSON FOUNDATION, PRINCETON, NJ
Mr. MERRILL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I would just like to

briefly make five points if I can.
First of all, this is a real problem. I think you have heard that

quite sincerely and importantly this morning. I do not say that as
an advocate on-the foundation attempt to identify areas of con-
cern in the health care-system and then develop programs in some
limited ways to address those.

As we examine problems created by the rapid changes in that
system, the plight of rural hospitals became increasingly evident. I
think, though the most important point here is it is not as though
a million in the health care field acknowledge that this is a prob-

A--Am is they mitigate the importance of this problem. They consider
these small isolated hospitals in as such are not as important- to
the system as the vast medical centers in large 'urban- areas that
treat larger groups of population.

Second, the problem of rural hospitals not only rural hospitals,
it is rural health care in general. The lack of a rural hospital has a
lot to do with the attracting other physicians in other health care
providers. Second, it is not only health care, as some people -have
said before, it is the economy of the area.

In attracting industry and in providing employment. I think we
sometimes forget that health care is probably the single largest em-
ployer in the United States and that is certainly soJn the rural
areas as well.

The second point that I wpuld like to make is that the problem of
rural hospitals is not caused by any single item, rather it is a con-
fluence of a lot'of events that seem to be occuring at once, that are
exacerbating difficulties.

Let me just briefly talk about four of those. One, we all know is
declining' utilization. Although, this is a problem in the country in
general it is a particular problem for rural hospitals. In between
1980 and 1984 the decline in occupancy rate for hospitals under 60
beds dropped to 41 percent. These were hospitals that already have
low occupancy rates and further declines were going to be consider-
ably more important to their survival fIin they Were for hospitals
in general.

Second, I think we can ignore the farm crisis that is clearly af-
fecting our country right now. In many of these hospitals, 50 per-
cent are publically supported, often county institutions. And, the
decline in revenue base of the rural area clearly has affected titeir
ability to survive.

Also, while we have a problem in general with lack of health in-
surance for many of our people, I think this is particularly so in
rural areas. In 1984 there were over a 11 -million rural Americans
without health care. So, even those, who did use these hospital
often did not have any coverage to pay for these services.

Third, is the issue of competition, which while being extremely
important in terms of the health care system has had some unto-
ward effects on rural hospitals. It has exacerbated this situation in
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the sense that large urban hospitals are competing for this popula-
tion. Often the inability of rural facilities to attract the sufficient
manpower and to raise capital, to modernize their facilities has
made them even more vulnerable to competition.

Fourth, and I think most important and I do not want to dwell
on it, because it has been adequately addressed so far is the issue
of prospective payment. Let me just underline two points as regard
to that. One has to -do with care for the poor. The teaching adjust-
ment that is available to urban hospitals did not only reflect teach-
ing costs but clearly reflected care to the poor. It was a way of ad-
justing for that. That benefit has not been made available to rural
hospitals, which are seldom teaching hospitals. Therefore, some-
thing that has often saved hospitals that take care of a large per-
centage of the poor has not been available to them. The recent
changes in the law with regard to disproportionate share have
made some improvement in that, but'I think to some extent it dis-
criminated against rural hospitals by setting a very high thresh-
hold, even qualified for and then a very low adjustment, once the-
even if they do qualify.

Second, is the issue of the law of the law of large numbers, which
has been mentioned. I think the whole success or failure of the pro-
spective payment system is- based upon the law of large numbers.
Rural hospitals just do not have that and I think of that problem is
clearly of concern.

Let me just quickly say that the issue is not one Of closure or
bailout, I think we sometimes make this a binary choice I feel that
there are a number of immediary steps that can be taken to ad-
dress the issue, without closing a facility. Converting that facility
to other purposes, regionalizing with other facilities in the area
and downsizing existing fsacilties are all possible solutions. -

In that respect, fourth, I think it should be pointed out that rural
hospitals have not been passive. I think there are a lot of very ex-
citing-things that are going on around the country, that rural hos-pitals are attempting to address their situation. Let me just briefly
mention a few.

In North Dakota, rural hospitals have formed a consortium to re-
gionalize services jore appropriately among the facilities. In North
Carolina, rural hospitals are negotiating with large urban facilities
to provide needed physicians, training and services and' in turn
they are referring more complex patients to those urban hospitals.
In Kansas, the State Hospital Association is providing a team of
consultants to help rural facilities address these issues.

Since my time is short, let me just include a fifth point, I think
there is hope for the situation, however, I think this will require
the necessary information and expertise be made available to hos-
paitals, that some limited support must be necessary to them. At
east the hospitals receive equitable treatment through the reim-

bursement system. Lastly, that we recognize that.this is simply not
a problem with health care in some small communities, but it a
problem that affects almost half out citizens and is related to the
overall economic well being of our nation. Thank you.

Senator DuRENBERGE. Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Merrill follows:]

e #
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May 13, 1996

knthony R. Koyner, Ph.D.., Director
Rural Hospital Program of Extenied
Care Services

New York University
113 University Place, Ninth Floor
New York, New York 10003

Dear Dr. Kovner:

To follow-up on your testimony-at the May 9, 1996
Subcommittee on Heilth hearing on the status of rural
hospitals under the liedicare oroqram, Senator Packwood
would like you Oo answer the attached qu-stion.

Your response should be typed on letter-size paper and
double spaced. To meet our printing schedule, please
provide your answer no later than June 6. 1986. Send
your response to:

United States Senate
Committee on Finance

attention: Shannon Salmon
Washington, D.C. 20513

If you hive any questions, Ms. Salmon may be reached
at 202/224-45A.

Sincerely

EO4U4D J. *41HkLSK'I, C.P.1.
Diouty Chief. of Stiff

for. Health Po~icy
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Follow-Up Ouestion-_rom Sen3tor Packwood for Nnthony

Kovner, Ph.D.

1. Have you found that there are any differences in

receptivity (from patients, hospital administrators,

state officials, long-term c-re., interests, etc) to the

swing bed approach in the 5 States included-in your

swing bed demonstration'

Are there areas of the country where the swing

approach is more or less appropriate'

bed

(C0549)

7J

I
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New York Universily /

Rural Hospital Program of Eatrnded-Care Servces

113 Umversty Place. Ninth floor
New York. N.Y. 10003
Telephone: (212) 59-057

_- May 22, 1986

Ednnd J. ihalski, C.P.A.
Deputy Chief of Staff

for -Health Policy
United States Senate
Committee on Finance
L.:shirnjton, D.C. 2051T
Dear Mr. Mihalski:

In response to Senator Packwood's question/differences in

receptivity to the swing-bed approach In the 5 states included in our

demonstration related primarily to nursing hone occupancy and

availability in a given. area and to state medicaid reiubursement. lihere

nursing hoe beds were unavailable and hospital reimbursement for

swing-beds adequate, there was receptivity to the program.

Swing-beds are nost appropriate in those areas of the country where

there are few or unavailable skilled nursing hone beds, where bo i&l

occupant y is low and where there is a high elderly populatio')4 ather

than teiN an alternative to distinct "part" nursing I-one urnits in

hospitals, swing-beds should exist side by side with distinct parts for

those five to ten patients on any day who can occupy beds for long-term

care in acute care patient units.

Please contact me if you wish further information.

ncerely, J'"

Antlny.R Kovner, Ph.D.
Program Director

ARK: jb
The Rural Hospital Program or Extended-Care Services is a national program of the Robert Wood Johnsorn Foundation.
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Introduction:

Between 1980 and 1984, 61 rural hospitals in closed. however, by the

end of this century, it is estimated that 600 of the approxinmately 2700

rural hospitals are projected to close. Many others are also reporting.

financial distress. While less than half of all hospitalsreport operating

deficits, almost two-thirds of rural hospitals have negative margins.

In part, this testimony will describe why current conditions may make

future closures more likely. Additionally, the testimony will suggest sam

possible approaches to inproving this current trend.

Background

Rural hospitals represent less than half the hospitals in America.

However, bAause most of them are small 94 percent have fewer than 200

beds and 72 percent have fewer than 100 beds - they represent only one-

fourth of this nation's total in-patient capacity. Nevertheless, for

almost 95 million Americans, these facilities serve as a major "source of

health care. In fact, many of these rural hospitals are the sole providers

of care in their communities.

Additionally# rural hospitals are often the first or second largest

employer and purchaser in the area. The rural hospital also helps local

economies by making a community attractive, for businesses that may not want

to locate in areas with accessible health care for their employees. Physi-

cians are more likely to settle and remain in coauiities with hospitals

tian in conuunities without hospitals. -Thus, the rural hospital plays a

significant role, both as a health care provider, and as an important fac-

tor in the overall economic well-being of many conmunities.
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The Problemci

Rural hospitals have never been totally secure financially. Declining/

rural populations high standby costs resulting from lower occupancy rates,

and difficulty in attracting adequate manpower increaaingly plagued the

financial viability of these institutions during the 1970s. An informal

FICFA stud) done in 1980 showed that the majority of hospitals in this

-nation with negative operating margins were rural hospitals. Public urban

facilities were the only other group to share this level of financial die-

tress.

Yet, the problem has deteriorated considerably since then. As with

most public policy issues, there is no single cause of this accelerated

decline. Rather, the problems are co plex and interrelated. They involve

both changes taking place throughout the health system arid factors peculiar

to rural hospitals. I would like to summarize what I would consider the

major factors that have put .rural, hospitals at risk in today's health care

environment:

1. Declining Utilization: Between 1980-84, all community hospitals

have had fewer admissions and lower occupancy rates. But the decline

in these measures was greater for rural hospitals:

o discharges from the hospitals declined 2 percent for all U.S. hos-

pitals but 17 percent for rural hospitals;

o in 1984, occupancy rates averaged 69 percent for all U.S. community

hospitals, relative to 75 percent in 1980; in rural hospitals, the

average occupany was 60 percent, relative to 68 percent in 1980. For

the nearly 1000 rural hospitals with ftrwerothan 60 beds, the average

62-009 0 - 86 - 6
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occupancy rate in 184 had dropped to 41 percent.

Thus, while declining occupancy rates represented a problem for

hospitals throughout the nation, it was particularly problemmatic for

rucal hospitals. Not only were the declines more dramatico but they

affected facilities with already lower Kates of occupancy.
¢

2. Depressed Rural Economies: The depression in many farm communi-

ties has contributed significantly to the probleits confronting rural

hospitals. The farm crisis has reduced local revenue bases which, in

turn, has decreased these communities' ability to sport their hospi-

tals. Since 50 percent of all rdral hospitals are tax-supported, this

problem has exacerbated the financial difficulties of nany of these

institutions.

Additionally, the depressed rural economy has forced many indivi-

dvals to leave and apve to Urban areas where employmnt opportunities.

are enhanced. Thiesfurther decreases the population bas for these

hospitaM.

This depressed economic situation has also placed many local

banks in jeopardy. This has made it harder for rural hospitals to

access capital both for operating purposes and for the upgrading and

modernization necessary to ccepeto for staff and patients.

Lastly, a deteriorating rural economy can lead to an increased

number of people without qdsquate health coverage., Ihile no trend

data is available on the uninsured, the rural unemployment rate roee

trcm 7.1 percent in 1980 to 9.2 percent in 984. Further, in 1984,

there were almost 11 million people in rural areas without health

insurance. At a time when ocopancy rates are already dngerously

low, it appears that a large portion of those who do use hospital care
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my hAve little or no insurance to cover the cost of that care. This

places even greater financial stress on many of these hospitals.

3. Increased Cegetition: As larger hospitals in urban areas tace

declining utilization, they are attempting to increase their market

share into rura areas through advertising and setting up satellite

clinics. Improvement in the nation's highways has often wade the

larger facilities more accessible to rural populations. Als , an ina-

bility on the part of many rural facilities to attract sufficient mn-

power and to raise capital to modernize has node them even more

vulnerable to competition from urban hospitals.

While it nay make mrwe sense in--many such areas for the rural

facilities to close, his may not always be the must desirable solu-

tion.. Where the rural care can be upgraded,. a local hospital may

represent a less .expensive and mor4 personal. form of care than its

larger urban counterpart.' Particularly for the elderly and the poor,

without adequate transportation, acss to that larger facility may be

very difficult both for patients and their families. Further, the

closure of the hospital can also make it more difficult or impossible

to attract physicians to the area. Lasqy, as mentioned before, the -

closure of- a local facility nay have an adverse economic impact on

oommunities already facing financial difficulties.

This does not imply that all rural hospitals must be maintained:

The quality of care provided, the hospital's financial situation,

access to other hospitals, alternative uses for the existing facility,

and the economic status of the area, all affect the decision to con-

tinue support for a rural hospital.' Nevertheless, the competition

from large. facilities and the improved transportation system are

I
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making sbch decisions more inevitable.

4. Reimbursement Changes: Recent increased pressures from public and

private third party payors has also mde the plight of rural hospitals

more dittfiult. Private payors have attempted to tighten up on their

reiuturoenento particularly as employer pressure mounts. Medicaid has

also roved away from cost-based reimburse ent in many states towards

more controlled mechanism for payment to hospitals. * Nevertheless, in

my opinion the mast significant reimbursement change that has affected

rural hospitals has been the Medicare Prospective Payment Syste

(PPS).

Although rural hospitals experienced financial difficulties prior

to PPS, this new reimbursement system is of particular concern because

50-70 percent of patients in a rural hospital are typically covered by

Medicare. It ha s been argued that, because of how PPS treats rural

facilites, they are often paid 20-35 percent, and- so times as much as

50 percent, less than urban hospitals.

As with all reimbursement approaches that attempt to respond -

on a national basis - to the diverse needs of multiple types of

institutions, PPS is bound to affect certain groups of hiits

adversely. In my opinion, many rural hospitals way be io;luJsd in one

of those groups.

While ose accommodations were made in the development'of PPS Wo

acknowledge legitimate differences between rural and urban facilities,

the overall effect may, in fact, have been de -rimnta--to rurai Jiospi-

tals. For example, there was an implicit assumption that costs for

rural facilities would always be lower for their urban counterparts.

This applied to overall operations as well as to persornel. However,

W
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this may no always be the case. The higher costs of transporting

goods to rural areas, the lack of opportunities for bulk or group pur-l

chasing, and the higher costs associated with lower occupancy rates

all may, in fact, make it more expensiLve to operate a rural facility.

FurtheiJ while wage rates can be lower in many rural areas, this

is not always the.case. Often rural comunities must draw their man-

power from the same 'pool as urban areas and, thus, pay comparable

salaries. Second, in order to even a ttract personnel to rural commun-

ities, higher salaries often must be offered to prospective employees.

--Thua giving special treatment to rural areas may have

incorrectly assumed that the general tendencies towards lower costs

were universal. Will changes have occurred in PPS to correct some of

this, and some retroactive adjustments have been made, the problem has

not been totally addressed.

In addition, there are other, possibly more serious problems

resulting from PPS: One reason many urban hospitals ,have done well

has been the teaching adjustment to the DRG payment. While there is a

correlation between higher costs and teaching status, this adjustment

also serves as a mechanism to account for other, unreTated factors

that increase a hospital's cost. The most important of these fadtor6

is care to the poor.

Since rural hospitals seldom have teaching programs, they. do not

benefit frU this adjustment. They do, however, care for the poor and

if, as the data suggest, hospitals with a higher percentage of the

poor incur greater costs, they may be penalized under PPS. While

recent legislation will provide some relief by making adjustments for

rural hospitals with extremely high Medicaid populations, this may not
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totally solve the problem, particularly for those hospitals in states

with- poor Medicaid coverage. Further, while urban public hospitals

benefit under this provision even without meeting the Medicaid thres-

hold, this same advantage has not been-afforded to tural, public

facilities.

A last issue related to PrS concerns parent for outlier cases.

While paying for costs that exceed the outlier trim points certainly+.,+.

ease the burden for larger hospitals, this relief may be too late for

a smil facility. The burden of absorbing a cost of $10-15,000 in a

few cases may be enough to tilt a wmll hospital towards financial

collapse. Further, PPS implicitly assume that hospitals will have a

sufficient number of cases so that the law of large numbers will be in

effect: That is, for every case where the hospital loses under PPS,

the probability is that there will be another case where the DRG pay-

vent will exceed the costs. For a hospital with many fewer

discharges, the law of large numbers is not applicable. It is possi-

ble that, in a given year, a hospital my have the vast majority of

its cases cost more thun the DRG payment. This may be particularly so

given the lower rural reimbursement rates and the lack of the favor-

able teaching and Medicaid adjustments discussed above.

Soom Solutions

Clearly, then, rural hospitals are confronted with a series of

problem@, each of which may- not be sufficient to create a crisis.

However, in coii'nation, they may represent a burden that places the

future of rural hospitals in sonm jeopardy.

One might argues and there would be considerable justification

for such an argument, that we are dealing in the marketplace and, if
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some hospitals just cannot survive in the current environment, so be

it. Further, many rural facilities have had difficulties in attract-

ing qualified manpower, and maintaining a modern facility that

reflects current medical practice. Thus, an argument can be made that

facilities who cannot provide high quality carV should not remain

open.

These are w.gll-justified points of view. Nevertheless, there are

some facilities who represent the sole or major access point into the

health care system. To let these close might respond to market

forces, but may not be in the best interests of the community they

qerve. Second, this is not necessarily a binary choice between clo-

sure and continued operations at current capacity. Facilities can be

downsized, converted to alternative use, or merged with other facili-

ties as part of a regional system. Thus, there are clearly intermedi-

ate choices short of closure. Thirdly, if it is deemed thac a hospi-

tal should continue to exist, and quality is o problem, then a major

priority must be to upgrade that facility in terms of plant, equip-

ment, and manpower.

As with the causes of the problem, there are also no simple solu-

tions. Further, whatever the solutions, the rural hospital system in

the year 2000 will look different from what exists today. Closures,

mergers, regionalized arrangements, greater diversity of services and

different financing approaches will greatly alter the current array

and operations of rural hospitals.

Lastly, it should be clear that rural hospitals have not been

passive about their current plight. A number of exciting and innova-

tive initiatives are being attempted to address the problems they
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For example, in North Dakota, rural hospitals have ford a conwotium

to regionalize services more appropriately among the facilities. In

North Carolina, a rural hospital has been negotiating with a large

urban facility to provide needed physician training and services. In

return, that rural facility would drastically reduce its bed cofple-

ment and refer more complex cases to the urban hospital. In Kansas,

the state hospital association ia providing team of consultants to

help rural facilities determine their financial viability and to

develop specific plans for the future. These are only examples of the

considerable activity going on around we country.

I would like to devote the remainder of my testimony to some

suggestions for the types of activities that might enhance the future

of rural facilities. Generically, any efforts of this kind must

assess need, ensure financial stability, increase cost-efficiency, and

improve the quality of care. In my view, three general strategies are

possible. They include: (1) improving organizational arrangements;

(2) enhancing cdst-efficiency: and (3) expanding and diversifying

revenue bases.

(1) Inprove organizational arrangements: Rural hospitals can be

strengthened by forming linkages with other hospitals, either through

regionalized systems of care or through affiliations with large urban

health centers. Regionalization can take two basic forms: (a) merger

and closure where a group of facilities might consolidate their opera-

tions at one facility, possibly using the other hospitals as satel-

lites to provide, for example, out-patient or long-term care; or (b)

the allocating of services among the hospitals so that one hospital

might provide in-patient pediatric care while another uiight be the
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regionalized provider of emergency medicine. Both form of regionali-

zation might result in reductions of unnecessary capacity and redun-

dnt services, increased oost-efficiency, and improved quality due a

to concentration of the available expertise. Affiliation with large

academic medical centers could result in many of the same irprove-

ments. Further, by rotating specialists from the affiliated medical

center through rural hospitals and, in turn, promoting referrals to

the tertiary-care institutions, the quality of care would be enhanced.

A combination of regionalizing services among rural hospitals and then

affiliating that system to an urban center might also be possible

(2) fomote cost-efficiency: Related to efforts to streamline organ-

izational structures are strategies to enhance efficiency through

improved management, mergers, closure and/or conversion, and roduc-

tions in facility size and services. These steps can, of course, be

taken by individual institutions independent of regionalization or

affiliation.

Another strategy for increasing cost-efficiency is the promotion of

shared services, purchasing, or data systems. Sharing a mobile Cr

scanner, establishing a common billing system and arranging for joint

purchasing of medical supplies are all proven methods of cutting costs

that could be more widely utilized by rural hospitals.-

(3) Expand revenue bases: Te hospital is often in the enviable

position of being the only institution in a rural area with the poten-

tial to provide needed health and health-related services. The previ-

sion of such services can expand its revenue base. For example, in

our__Foundtios m.sing-bed and hospital-based long-term care
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initiaties programs, diversification of services has already proven

effective in both providing needed services and expanding revenues.

In both these programs, the expansion was in term of long-term care

services. Hospitals might also provide a broader array of preventive,

Affibulatory or rehabilitative services that would enhance their revenue

base. Further, hospitals might* branch out of health care and use

existing capacity to provide hotel, food, laundry, maintenance, etc.

services as-well.

Another means of strengthening a rural hospital's financial status is

for it to establish a market niche either independently, o, prefer-

ably, through regional agreements. For instance, if a hospital chose

to upgrade obstetrical equipment and personnel, "it might be able to

"corner the market" in a rural region, thereby improving its quality

of care and even subsidizing other less profitable services.

Finally, rural hospitals my wish to consider forming "cpitated aye-

teas. This my create new markets, stabilize cash flo and enhance

revenues. As an example, in Wisconsin, a rural hospital cooperative

has successfully marketed an WE) which use the member hospitals as

its providers. This cooperative has, incidentally, incorporated niany

of these other strategies. It has rationalized aoute care services

throughout its system, diversified into long-term care and supportive

services, &M instituted uniform billing,, hared services, and joint

purchasing for its members.

ondbry
The Rdbert Wood Johnson Foundtion has and continues to be interested
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in promoting rural health care. In the past, we have supported efforts to

train primary care manp er and encourage the development of rural systems

to place that personnel. As Dr. Kovner will describe, we have promoted the

disseminatzoh of the "swing-bed" concept to rural hospitals. We are now

supporting ettorts q>lKansas to explore approaches to improving the finan-

cial viability of rural hospitals in that state. Finally, we are noi

exploring some additional ways to further assist rural hospitals throughout

the country in achieving greater financial stability and improving quality.

However, no final program has been tormulated.

Whatever we, or all Founddtions, can accomplish is only part of what

needs, to be done. While the current budgetary concerns may preclude any

new major Federal role, it is important the Federal government assures that

inequities are not perpetuated under current financing mechanisms. Cer-

tainly, progress has been made with regard to PPS but, to date, not all the

problems have been acknowledged or solved.

Lastly, rural hospitals must be made aware of what possibilities ex*st

for improved financial viability, and the technical capability should be

made available to them to assist in carrying out their plans. An a foot-

note, in our own exploration of this problem, we determined that a large

number of hospitals might be offered technical assistance for a relatively

small investamert. For example, to provide consultation and some start-up

subsidies, between 100 and 200 hospitals might be helped for less than $10

million. This assumes that groups of facilities will work together to

achieve mutual solutions. Thus, even a modest Federal effort might benefit

a substantial number of institutions.

In conclusion, I do believe that we can start to addreas this issue in

meaningful ways. However, this will require that the necessary information

and exetie ismade available to hospitals, that they receive equitable

treatment through the reimbursement system; and that we recognize that this

is not simply a problem of health care in some small communities, but is a

problem that affects almost half of our citizens and is related to the

.. EaI economic well-being of our nation.
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Senator DURENBERGER. Dr. Kovner.

STATEMENT OF ANTHONY I. KOVNER, PH.D., PROFESSOR AND
DIRECTOR, PROGRAM HEALTH POLICY MANAGEMENT, NEW
YORK UNIVERSITY, NEW YORK, NY, SENIOR PROGRAM CON.
SULTANT, ROBERT WOOD JOHNSON FOUNDATION
Dr. KOVNER. Thank you. Swing beds are hospitals beds that-can

be used for acute care or for long-term care and were developed
where you have a situation of hospital overcapacity and yet, a
shortage of long-term care, especially, skilled care..

As was reported, over 700 small-rural hospitals have implement-
ed swing beds, but, that is only half of the small rural hospitals. I
think part of the problem is what Senator Durenberger referred to
as lack of coping capacity, for very small, often isolated institu-
tions.

*We been running a demonstration program with 20 hospitals in
five rural States and we have come up with the following conclu-
sions about swing beds. . I

First, they can definitely improve access to long-term care in
rural areas. They can help the financial status and survival of
small rural hospitals. We are talking here about something like
$100,000 a year or 6 percent of revenues. It is not enough to save a
struggling hospital, but, it can make a contribution. Swing bed
services can be implemented by most small rural hospitals without
financial abuse and with the cooperation of local nursing homes.
Swing beds can improve patient care for all elderly patients in the
hospital, not only for the long-term care patients and provide reha-
bilitation services within the community.

The Swing-Bed Program is obviously not a total answer for the
elderly's long-term care needs or for the survival of rural hospitals.
The problems are too large for one limited and specific program to
solve. However, swing beds should remain an essential part of na-
tional rural health policy and be made available in larger rural
hospitals and in all hospitals. as part of a national-long-term. care
policy. 4 r

Thank you.-
[The prepared statement of Dr. Kovner follows:]
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My nave is lony Kovner. I am a Professor at the Graduate School of

Public Administration at New York University an. Director of tte EScool's

Program in FeIlth Policy and Management. I am also Senio Program Consultant

to The Robert Wood Johnson Foundatior, and have been directing for The

Foundation since 1981, the'.Rural hospital Program of Extended-Care Services,

otherwise known as swing-beds.

2moram =ak=rUnd

In the early 1970s, many rural areas lacked sufficient extended-cae

services, particularly ttoqe provieW by skilled nursing hones, to west local

care needs. local nursing honm were often characterized by high occupancy

rates and waiting lists for admissions. Families became separated when

patients had to be admitted to nursing homes many miles from their homes.

At the same tine, the occupancy rates for many rural hospitals were

declining because of a shrinking population base, inadequate physician sulrly,

erd loss of Fetients to referral centers in urban areas. This decline in

rural hospital occupancy conbined with the shortage of extended-care beds in

rural. areas led the -federal "oveirment to sponsor an experimental program to

determine whether hospital swing-beds could offer a satisfactory response.,

From 1973 to 1981, a total of 108 rural hospitals in Iowa, South Dakota, Texas

and Utah particileted in this federal demonstration, which was evaluated by

the University of Colorado Health Sciences Center.

lie evaluators recomrended tte inrplenentation of a national swing-be

program baseC on these major findings:"

* an urmet need for extended-care services existed in many rural

ommunities.
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* the provision of long-term care ip existing rural hospitals was

potentially sore cost-effective than otter alternatives in meeting tte

den-end for extended-care services.

o patients and families beneitted when patients stayed in their

communities for nursing home care.

* rural hospitals could improve their financial condition through

providing swing-bed services.

Primarily because of this experimental effort, Congress enacted the

Omibus Reconciliation Act of 1980, allowing Medicare " tvedicaid L-eyert for

fwir'-Lecd core in rural hospitals if tley ted fewer than 50 beds, ad received

a certificate of need (if required by the state); and, had made provision to

provide social services, patient activities, discharge planning, and special

rehabilitation services to their long-term care patients. The hospitals are

paid at the average rate per day that the given state's Medicaid plan paid

last year to nursing lxoes for routirt Eervices. Arcillary services are

billed separately on a cost basis.

The Congress, however, did not provide support for hospitals to have

access to education and technical assistpnce for neeting the special nursing

care and administrative requirements that can be barriers to implementation of

a swing-bed program. The Rural Hospital Program of Extende& Ca Servicehl

(Swing-Bed) of The Robert Wood Jol~son Foundation (FVJ), co-spqce by the

Anerican Fospital Association, was plann1 to meet this need.

The program has had four objectives. The first is.to create an

awareness and understanding of the opportunity afforded by' :the swing-bed

provision of Medicare and Medicaid reibptrsenent. A second objective is to

assist a nuber of small rural hospitAls. to show how te swing-bed concept can

be successfully irpleient&. _____...... -
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Tirdly, by workingg wit state tosritel associations, the program seeks

to assist in developing capbilities for technical assistance In close

proximity to the small rural hospitals. And finally# the Program was designed

so that the knowledge gained by its participants can be shared with others to

further irplement the swing-bed concept nationally.

26 hospitals received funding: 6 were in larjsbs and 6 in Few Mexico,

uere in Missouri and 5 in iorth Dakota and 4 were in Hisissippi. By the ti

the grant was made eand before peyttent could begin, each hospital had to meet

Medicare and Medicaid conditions of participation. Once certified, the

hospitals could use grant funds for the following purposes:

" Ttaining-and salary assistance to replace staff beipg trained

- * Salary assistance for staff to provide sgecialized services suct as

1-11sical ti eraly;

* Pecruittert of volvrteers;

" Implementing a system for quality assurance;

* Public education;

* Physical theraW and rehabilitation equiment (up to $10,0Q0).

Grant funds could not be used to replace existing budgets for services

to the chronically ill, or reiabursement of direct patient services, or for

the construction or renovation of facilities.

WaS' p- d Uti!ation

Patient Days: The grantee hospitals experienced a 20 percent decline in acute

care patient days from 1983 to 1985. The influence of swing-bed patient days
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on total patient days, therefore, he becom increasingly important. In the

first cpweter of 1583, swing-bed patient days~were 3 percent of total patient

days. In the first quarter of 1984, swing patient days had become 19

percent of total patient days. By the first quarter. of 1985, the percentage

that swing-b patient days represented of total patient days had growm to 26

percent.

(twsy ates Between 1981 ald 1985, the acute core occupency rate dro|Vd

in tle Srtntee los[itals in every state. In 1981, the acute care occupancy

rate ranged froita low of 43 percent In Missouri grantee hospitals to a high

of 50 percnet in te Mississippi grantee hospitals. By the first two quarters-

of 1985, the acute care occupancy of the grantee hospitals ranged from a low

of 20 percent in Kansas to a high of 33.6 percent in Mississippi. However,

wben swing-bed patient dtys are counted, the total occupancy range increases

from a low 34.7 percent to a high of 51 percent in those two states.

Average Lmigth of Stay: it* average length of stay (AEOS) for skilled and

intermediate swing-bed patients in the grantee hospitals, has remained fairly

constant. At the end of the 1984 grant year tie AWE was 21.2 days and it

fell slightly to 19.8 days during the first quarter of 1985.

Dwing-Bed Amissions: Since average length of stay has remained relatively

stable, the increase in swing-bed patient days is largely accounted for by the

steady growth in swing-bed admissions. In the first quarter of 1983, there

were a total of 98 patients or an aerz,(i( of 4 patients per gr-ritee hospital

fittedd for swing-bed services. In the first quarter of 1984, the total of

swing-bed patients adiitted had quadrupled to 394 patients or an averee of 15

patients admitted for swing-bed services in each grantee hospital. The growth
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in admissions has continued. In the first quarter of 1985 there wre 522

total admission or an average of 20 swing-bed admissions per hospital.

' Br=IiD Patient Mar-atr s;

It* characteristics of the typical patient vio Ne used swing-tod

services oer tie duration of the program has reained relatively unchanged.

7T1 patient is a white, female widow wt9 is 75 years or older and requires a

skilled-nursing level of care widci is covered by Medicare. 7he patient ii

,admitted initially to the hospital from a private residence where she has been

giving alone or with family amwbers. T'he most conmon reason for admission to

acute care is a fracture or a stroke. During tteir swing-bed stay, ebout half

of tie ptients receive physical therapy. Upon discharge, there is slightly

vore then a 50 percent chance thAt te swing-bed patient will return to live

alone or with family members; a 23 percent chance that the patient will be
A

discharged to a nursing hire. Readmission to an acute level of care occurs

about 11 percent of the time. About 10 percent of the patients die while at a

wirg-t1d level of care. 7te final 4 jVrcert hbov otler living arrangements.

ReObUrM.pert for Swhying-ves- ....

The hospitals in the deoronstratJor lave beer paid for routine swing-bed

services, as stipulated in the authorizing legislation, using a per diem rate

based on the average state Medicaid skilled or intermediate care rate for the

previous year plus. the reasonable cost for ancillary services. The average

skilled erd intermediate rats ir. 1965 rcr-me fro' e low of $35.87 to a bigh of

69.71 for skilled care and, for intermediate level care, a low of $28.62 to a

high of $43.03. Grantee hospitals report ttat encillary charges average

between $25 to $59 per swing-bed day.
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At the end of the second quarter of 1985, 64 percent of the swirq-bed

patients wero covered under medicare, 17 percent were self-pay, 11 percent

were Medicare with Hedicaid paying tl.e oo-insurance required frono tle 21st day

of lost-lospital skilled care, ovd 6 percent were covered under the state's

Medicaid plan. 7T1 remaining 2 percent of the swing-bed patients were covered

by other insurance or pension plam. TV* conbined Medicare and

iedicae/Mledicaid swing-bed patients accounted for 81 percent of all patients,

making the owing-bed program in the grantee hospitals largely a Medicare

program. I

t* financial inpct on tie lot[itals lIs rot been fully docupented

lac,;ely because the cost-accounting methods used in the hospitals canpot

adequately identify the incremental cost associated with swing-bed patient

care. In the few hospitals where there has been j tto isolate the

costs of swingabed services, It has been found that the introduction of the

swing-bed program did bring in additional revenue that had an overall positive

lrpact on hositel O%*ratiorm by zeducir<,4 deficits or slightly increasing a

surplus. For example, during the first quarter of 1985, the average grantee

hospital had 1,570 swing-bed and 4,500 acute patient days for a total Of 6,000

patient days. It* revenue for each swing-W patient day was, on average,

$87 - $47 for routine services and $40 for ancillary charges. This would

provide a total of $136,598 in annual swing-bed revenue. Assun-ing tote-

lobl~ltal revenue is $2.25 million; t $375 per dey for $6,000 days, swing-bed

revenue is roughly 6% of total revenue. Te revenue estimates vary depending

on the volume and patient trix of both acute and swing-bed patients.
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Ugosvital Participatipn

As of January 1, 1986, approximately 770 or about 50 percent of the 1400

to 1700 hospitals eligible (depending on the. definition of eligibility) to

particii*te in tie swijr n-te jrograri lad been certified by Medicare. The

certified hospitals are in 39 states.

At a recent conference for state hospital associations to discuss

hospital participation and-other swing-bed issues, the major findings were:

* The hospital association can play an important role in promoting the

swlng-bed concept and in providing assistance to hospitals that plan

to irplei.ent swing-bed services.

" State level regulatory probles for certification and reinbursement,

do exist in many states, but these can be inimized through tecluical

assistance from the hospital association.

" Opposition from tfe nursing hone industry can occur at the state

level, but has not been a major problem at the local level.

* Ie swing-bed program is primarily a program for meeting the extended

care needs of tte rural elderly.

" 'te swing-W j-,rograr. cannot, on its own, save a failing hospital but

it can provide revenue to help a hospital survive.

. wing-bed services often function as a *springboard" to other areas of

diversification for small, rural h-opitals and can help them move out

of their traditional acute care role.

We think that swing-beds can best be understood by looking at specific

example. i will present 3 case studies of the iintct of the program on

hospital services and finances and the elderly.
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Cedar County Meorial Hospital, a 34 bed facility in El Dorado Springs,

Missouri, is a good example of hIw the inpleneitation of a owing-ed program

can help to:

c oake tte hospital staff Pore sensitive to tte needs of tte elderly

acute as well as long-term care patients;

* make new specialized services available for ill'Nspital patients;

* develop new methbds of working together anong hospital staff mabers.

Staff Sensitivity to Elderly Patients

The inservice educational programs provided as orientation to nursing

tnd other staff at Cedar County flenorial hove evphesized tle Isyctcsocial

needs of the elderly. As a result, the nursing staff has changed so=e of the

ways they care for elderly patients, whether they are acute or long-term. For

excan1le, instead of *doing- everything" for patients as is frequently the

approach for short-term acute stays, the staff now takes the additional time

necessary to allow acute any patients to dress and feed themselves. Also,

the staff is taking core tine o involve the family with-'the patient's care.

Instead of considering t _ 13y.- . " .sitors, the staff now views the

family of acute and long-term e elderly patients irore as adjuncts to their

own plan of care for.the patient. staff teaches the family mebers- proper

and safe -techniques for helping patients e the transition to hone easier.

Av ll _Q.L;OW_- to All fttienta'

For Imt small, rural hospitals, the introduction of swing-bed services

neans the introduction of special services required by the conditions of

participation - physical therapy, social services, patient activities and

C,
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discharge planning. Cedar County had a physical therapist and social worker

&t tte tire tie swing-bed L LO~r+'bre xe. VitI swing-bed funding this hospital

was able to add speech and occupational therapists. however, none of these

services %ere used extensively for acute patients until tle physicians had

experience with them in the swing-bed program. Now physicians routinely refer

acute patients t6 the social worker for discharge planning, and use

rehabilitative services for all patients at a greater rate.

Swing-bed care requires that nurses and specialized staff take more

responsibility for patient care and the physician becomes less involved in the

daily mnitoring of the patients. Physicians, for exanpler do not always/

visit the long-(erm care patients daily and nmat rely on the assessment and

observations of the nursing staff in detectir char.4es in tte patient's

status. The pibysiciaris and nurses depend on the physical therapist's

evaluation of the patient's functional level and progress and on the social

worker's planning for timely ard appropgiate discharge; The sharing of

information through documentation on the patient's chart aq well as informal-

discussions has increased communication and cooperation and engendered a

utual professional respect az.ora ell loslitvl staff:

District II Congunity rflsjitol: fr .v _ppt .Foon

District II, a 19 bed hospital in Durant, Mississippi provides an

example of the d-fect and indirect ways that the swing-bed program can help a

hospital through a period of financial and organizational crisis.

In January, 1983, when the grant was awarded to District II hospital in

Drant, Mississippi, it wes a 29,bed acute care Iosiital with an average daily
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census of 13 patients. ta hospital was supported by gross revenues of

$405C-SC,000 aind a $28W,0e annual subsidy from the county. One year later, in

January 1984, the hospital had gone from a surplus of $34,000 to a deficit of

$600,000 due to poor fiscal management by a new administrator.

The inpleventation of tie swings program in Jnuary 1983 wos a rajor

factor In inroving tte lopital's situation, although there were other

managerial and organizational changes ti.at also contributed to.iprovevent in

the k'pitals status. Looking just at the swing-bed program* it had both a

direct and indirect impact on-the hospital:

9 Increaed hospital 2iancy: Tbe swing-bed -program got off to a slow

start in 1983 with tie first swing-bed patient not admitted until

October. However, the program began growing after the renovation uas

completed. Tbroughout 1984 and the.mid-point of 1985, there has been

an average daily census of 6 swing-bed patients. Since 1984 swing-bed

patient days have ranged from 38-4% of total patient days at District

II.

0 I[r)Jgg During the 2 1/2 years of tie swirg-bed program,

(January 1983 to June 1985), the hospital generated approximately

$252,006 in revenue from the swing-bed patients. Of this amount,

$154,000 was front routine charges and $98,100 from ancillary charges.

Swing-bed revenue is expected to increase to $15f,*0-200,000 of the

hepital's total annual revenues projected at one million dollars.

* v JIZt o e: The acute care hospital is required to

maintain staffing levels regardless, of the nuber of patients. In

I--,
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July 1984, when tie hospital's acute care census declined to 3

patients and there were 6 swing-L-d yrtients, the administrator was

able to staff for the total 9 patients with three additional employees

Ier &J.y. In July 1985, wten there here 2 acute care patients,

swing-bed patients increased the staffing needs by 4-6 people a day.

Thus, District 1I has been able to avoid the additional lay-offs that

vany smell, rural hospitals have had as their acute patient volume

.- drops. -

* Improved Physician Recruitment: In the hospital's continuing attet

to recruit new physicians, the swirg-bed program 1as been wtot the

¢n inistrator describes as a "carrot'. The physician knows the

program will provide an option to discharge patients in areas with a

nursing hone bed shortage and keep the patients under their

supervision for the additional days of care .they need. Also, the

swing-bed'program has brought with it rehabilitative services that

physicians like to have available. In general, tie program increases

tie ptsicians' .trust that the hospital will survive.

* I dQYDyCRgjott ± IgQ : The swing-bed program provided the

hospital with an opportunity to use newspapers, television, open

houses and public speaking for pronotion of the program and, at the

sae ftime, enhanced the public's perception of the hospital. A recent

conunity survey re ealed a drratic iolrovement in the perception of

the quality of care provided in the hospital. Also, tU* general

public has recognized that the swing-bed program .has helped keep

personnel employed at the hospital and has not oryhelped the

individuals but the-economy of the town.
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Matits .to- e-iogDO-Progzu'. W. Pok~wts

By far the Pjor benefit of this program hs been to the rural elderly

patients who have been able to receive a range of long-term care services in

their conaunities and either leve avoided transfer to nursing home long

distances from their families and friends, or have been able to make an easier

transition to long-term institutionalization. It* following two patient case

studies, illustrate ttese two potentil outcomres.

Swin d patient Case 'tb 1,

Mr. H was a swing-bed patient at Tallahatchie General Hospital in
Charleston, Mississippi, a 45 bed hospital with a distinct part. He was
76 years old when he was referred from a larger hospital's intensive
care unit, a result of an acute myocardial infarction (MI). One week
after admission to tte larger hospital, Mr. M had coronary bypass
surgery. Post-operatively, it was discovered that hi had a
cardio-vascular accident during surgery.. At this point Mr. N did not
respond or move any art of his body.

As a lifelong resident of the local town, the patient's family wanted to
nove Mr. M back home where he could receive tkpraW and recuperate util
arrangements could be made for nursing tone placevent. Upon admission
to the swing-bed -program, Mr. 1 had a naso-gastric tube, contirAous

- oxygen, and lung congestion which required suctioning. He was aphasic
and responded with nods only Occasionally. He required total nursing

- ~ care.

"Ie physical therapy department began immediately working with Mr. N and
within days he began getting stronger, the oxygen was discontined and
be began reco,-rizing fan1liar faces of family and staff. He started
speaking and expressed how grateful he as to be 'hone at last." Three
weeks after admission to the swing-bed, the naso-gastric tube was
removed, Mr. M expressed a strong desire to eat. Coequenly, e was
started on a soft diet. ..

Mr. M continued to have left side paralysis, but. began adapting to his
disabilitv.t---7e plan to discharge changed from nursing hove placement
to home with family with home health care. In the attending physician's
last progress note be said, OThis In has made a phenomenal recovery.*

. -. _ -ospital staff Strongly believe that themain element-of. this man's
recovery was the fact that he was able to return to the 4xc1 hospital
around the people he has known and the town he has always called bone.
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This, Mr. M, illustrates how the availability of a full range of skilled

nursing services, particularly an intensive rehabilitation program, cen

benefit tie patient in tw major ways: (1) by avoiding transfer to a nursing

hone outside the community; and (2) by facilitating recovery near home.where

family can be closely involved with the patient's care.

Mrs. C is a 71 year old female who had been admitted to the Scott County
osWital, in Scott City Kanias, u-i-nber of tine-In the past-with-

circulatory problems that resulted in thronbophlebitis and stasis
dermatitis with ulcers. During her last admission, it was also
discovered that Mrs. C was diabetic. Mrs. C hod no fondly living in
S cott. City.

rs. C was apprjoacled about nursing home. care after her diabetes was
discovered but she refused to consider that option. She was allowed to
return to her own hotte with the svpprt of the home health department.
It was only a few weeks until Mrs-. C was once again a patient in the
hospital. With gangrene, resulting in the loss of a leg. Her
anputation resulted in an a,-Issior, into tie swiga-e Program. It
becane core ejiarent to Mrs. C through her rehabilitation that she would
not be able to return to her apartment.

When her hospital roomate roved to a nursing tone, the social service
qlesignee started taking Mrs. C to the nursing home to visit her former
rOomate and they sometimes stayed for a group activity. ---

-)rs. C's response was very touching. She rearked tat she didn't know
the nursing lone was so nice. qe said it wes nicer than a fancy hotel.
.. fact*.Mrs.. -C thought it was U nice, and s t.--could never live wore
place ttat nice. She finally agreed to prepare her belongings for
storage. She was. transferred to the nursirqg home.--

Mrs. C has returned as a patient at Scott County once since her transfer
to the nursing hone. She was eager to return to the nursing tone as sle
E.relir for toslitol disctarLe.

Mrs. C. is o 1ood exerple of low the swing-bed program -at Scott Co nty .

Hospital has more than once been a vital link for elderly people who were faced

with the reality of no longer living independently in their own hone. 'he

program has been available to provide the needed support as patients and tbeir

fuJdlle~exazioe -alternaties a n through thediff cult transition

into an institutional living arrarenet.
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We do not intend to suggest that there are no problems with the

swing- ed program or its inplerentation. Problems which may occur in sore

settings include the viability of small rural hospitals, the difficulties of

attracting specialized staff, the lack .of funding for long-term care and

gaming of the'reinbursevent system under DIGs.

The data and case studies that have been presented indicate the

following preliminary oonclusions about the demonstration:

* swing-bed services can be inplevented by most small, rural hospitals

without financial abuse, and with cooperation of the local nursing
homes

* state hospital associations can increase the participation and success

of eligible tosfitals in ln[eenttng swirg-bed services through

promotion and development of techndcal assistance in close proximity

to small, rural lospitals;

* swing-bed hospitals can infirove patient care for all elderly patients'

in the hospital and poyide rehabilitation services within their

community;

* swing-bed services can help the financial status and survival of-

small, rural hospitals during organizatioal and financial crisis by

enhancing revenues, and by facilitating diversifiqation.

In summary, we think the demonstration will stow that the swir-bed

program has the potential to provide a needed service to the rural elderly-

while benefiting aot small, rural hospitals. It-is a policy option that can

work, and should be maintained. It is not a panacea for the rural elderly's
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]or.--te. care needs or for tte survival of all rural hospitals. th problems

are two large for one limited ard specific program, to solve. However, I feel

tie swing-be concept should remain an essential part of a national rural

health policy, ar, furtktrnore, warrants exploration M part of a national

long-term care policy.

_7,

'V
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M2arecteriztic 91 Ornite~~t1.1
(n,26)

Bopital Characteristic szber

Bosoital Bed Size

< 20 beds 2
20 - 29 beds 5
30 -4 beds 6
41-50 beds 9
S +beds 4

(cuocv' Rates 1981
25% to 40% 7
41% to 540 14
55% to 75% S

conmity 8

C=w'ty/city
HO1spital District 2
Church Owned 4
Hospital OWed I

Community 14

Hospital system 4
Church operated 6
Larger Hospital 2

hospital with Disti= b 4

r Nix 1981 (1 n/a).
Medicare
< 20% beds. 2
21% to 50t 12
51% or > 11

Medicaid
< 1% 19
11t to 29% 6

/Cowmercial
< 28t 3
21% to 50%, 20
51% or > 2
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Tale 11

Sele.cte QOAnarstics of
orbg-d Pat Alt Grlt" awpitals

Jane 36, L5

Patient Characteristics Percent (n * 501)

< 65 years 6.6
65 - 74 years 24.6
75 - 84 years 38.9
> 85 years 29.9

white 89.4
Black 7.2
HLspanic 2.6
American Indian 1.2

Female 57.3
Male 42.3

Leve of Cars
killed 71.9

intermediate 23.4
Other extended-care .8

Bource of Payvnt
Medicare 60.7
Medicaid 6.8

ledicare/Vedicaid 12.9
Self-Pay 16.9
Other 2.8

Residence Before Admission
Private Residence

alone 28.3
with family 52.1

Acute Hospital 8.0
Other Facility (SW, I, Pes.) 11.6

Priary Reason+ fwr Admission

Fracture 13.6
Stroke 12.2
Neoplasm' 11.8
Disease of Respira:ory System 1.0
Heart Disease 9.6
Other 41.8

Residence After Discharoe
Private Residence

alone " 11.5
with family 38.6

Un.3
ICF U.7
acute hospital,. 11.3
other institution 1.5
death 10.5
other 3.6
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Moble III

SigkdjV-IW M - lrm~ hst9s by Sttke
1LM

State SkL1ed Intermediate

lanas $35.87 $28.62

Mississipi 37.06 29.22

Misouri 41.28 / 37.11

New Mexico 69.71 43.03

North Dakota 49.24 34.32



FIGURE I

ACUTE PATIENT DAYS kND SWING-BED PATIENT DAYS IN GRANTEE !IOSPITAI.S.
First Quarter 1983, 1984 And 195
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FIGURE 2
ORANTEE HOSPITqAL, OCCUPANCY RATE, BY STATE

1981, 1984 and Throtigh June 1985
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FIGURE 3

AVERA('OE I,1.NGTIl OF STAY FOR SWITNG-lBEr PATIENTS - IN GRANTEE HOSPITALS
January 1, 1983 - March 31, 1985
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FIGURE 4

SWINGi-nm)D ADMISSIONS IN GRANTEJ- JIOSPITAIS
First Qiarter 1983, 1984 And 1985
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Senator DURENIERGER. Thank you, very much. I thank you all
and particularly for the talent of reducing hours of knowledge,
even applied to this situation, to 5-minute presentations.

Let me ask you all a question about capital and within the
period of large numbers or whatever theory. We have a problem of
transition. If you have a chamber of commerce and a high school,
you have got to have a hospital in your town otherwise you are
going to die, while everybody else lives.

One of our problems is the investment, the facility investment
that we have all made in our small towns, in particular the facility
investment we have made in what used to be called a hospital and
now is going to be called something else. It has always bothered me
that we think in terms of tax-exempt bond financing. We think in
terms of capital reimbursement. Whenever we think about capital
we aire thinking about capital for a new hospital or a rebuilt facili-
ty or some rearrangement when it strikes me that we have needed
some kind of investment for builddown not buildup.

It was a transition from what was a hospital to what will be
something else. This combination that is going to occur out here
and it does not seem that capital is readily available for conversion
or for buy-out or buy-down the way capital is always available for a
new, you name it.

I just ask all of you to comment on the nature of that problem
and if you have some thought about where we ought to be making
our capital investments or how we ought to be doing capital reim-
bursements, that would take into account that particular problem.
This does not strike me to be something that I can easily write into
tax-exempt bond financing or that we could easily ask the folks at
HCFA to write into capital reimbursements.

Maybe, it is something that ought to bubble up to us from some
kind of informal planning process, that takes place out there. You
have all made reference to some of these informal arrangements
that are being put together out there in communities, but how do
we best look at this capital problem. Having given Joyce enough
time to think about it, you have got to be first if you were first
before. if you want to go first, go ahead.

Ms. JENSEN. All right. As far as actually working with the hospi-
tals to find capital, that is not something I do, but I do know that
when we talk to them and we ask them what the problems are in
putting things together that is obviously the first thing comes up.

Some people in the community often times think that rural hos-
pitals are trying to get into things where they do not necessarily
have the expertise and when they are doing that the capital is a
little bit harder to find than when they are doing things for ongo-
ing care that the community residents will benefit from.

Senator DURENBERGER. Before we go to Ira Moscovice, it is really
a matter of the community, not the hospital and sometimes the
community speaks through the hospital, sometimes the hospital
corporation, sometimes it speaks in other ways and we get this con-
flict all the time between the hospital and the nursing home. It
really should not be a conflict, because we have a series of regula-
tion and reimbursement policies for hospitals and then another one
for skilled nursing and then we have-another one for ICFMR and
then we have something else over here for home health and it is
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hard for the community, however, you identify that, a town, a
county, a region to speak to this issue. Ira, I guess your next.

Dr. MoscovlcE. I think the first point I would make is that there
is a true need out there for capital in rural facilities. Most of these
facilities were developed under the auspices of Hill-Burton, but
they have not been maintained over time. But, I do not think the
answer is just to throw more dollars out there with the hope that if
capital were available that innovation would occur in rural areas.

The real crux of the issue is the whole concept of leadership and
attempts to keep control of the health care, social and other serv-
ices in rural areas.

The Robert Wood Johnson Foundation and other groups from
time to time have had innovative programs that provided some
funds for hospitals that wanted to try to change their role, but. hos-
pitals have to be willing to change their role. If, they are willing to
do that, then you can try to develop the capital that is necessary.
That could be developed locally if the mindset of that community is
willing to change, but what we are really talking about is an issue
that is related to the overall notion of whether we are going to let
rural areas just go down the drain.

If the economies of rural areas remain depressed, then these
issues are not as important. If, we are going to try to relate health
and social service delivery to the economic development issue and
come forward with a plan that is going to help rural areas, then
you are going to see some innovative leaders, creative people stay
out in rural areas and try and change the mindset of the communi-
ty. But, it is not easy to change that mindset.

So, I think the first thing is not to just raise capital for rural
areas, but rather to change the way rural communities think about
their future development.

Senator DURENBERGER. Jeff Merrill.
Mr. MERRILL. Just, three quick comments. Ironically. the prob-

lem of rural hospitals in terms of capital is the opposite of what it
is for large urban hospitals. It is not a question of how to limit the
capital of many hospitals, it is simply a question of gettig access to
capital. As the farm crisis get's worse, that problem get's worse as
well.

Second, just looking around the country, it appears to me that
we are not talking about large amounts of capital. I am not talking
about $400 million capital plans to build a major facility, we are
talking about very small amounts on-and that often may be
through consortia of rural hospitals that capital my be more easily
accessed.

The last thing I want to mention, I was just drugging up from
my memory from many years ago, there is a provision from the
1977 amendments, which gave HCFA the authority to develop clo-
sure and conversion programs to address capital in different ways.
There are even some regulations that were written and were never
issued, I think in thc late 1970's or early 1980's. And, maybe worth
taking a look at some of the thinking that went into that as ways
of dealing with capital at more innovative ways.

Senator DURENBERGER. Dr. Kovner.
Dr. KOVNER. I would just like to add that I think that the physi-

cal plant exists in terms of providing health services to the commu-
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nity. What do the people who live in the rural area need in the
way of health services and to what extent does capital fit into that?
Rural people need more access to services and the amounts of
money required are not that great.

Senator DURENBERGER. Well, I am-one of the things I am appre-
hensive about as we move into the capital amendments on prospec-
tive payment system is how we are going to impact on this particu-
lar problem in rural America and that is one of the reasons why I
tried to get a feel for this profit issue yesterday from the IG as it
applies to Minnesota. The reality is that, Medicare profits in rural
hospitals are substantially smaller than the average of Medicare
profits in urban hospitals. One of the reasons that the Medicare
profits in urban hospitals are much larger is that is where the
teaching hospitals are and that the teaching hospitals are making
money in a profit sense. I mean, we have been pretty generous on
our indirect medical education reimbursement.

Some other areas, now wb have disproportionate share, and I
love to read the mail that congratulates us for what we are doing
on disproportionate share, but the reality is that Medicare is carry-
ing a lot of uncompensated care in urban hospitals and it is not
carrying it in the rural hospitals. Now if we move to the national
average and we factor in some kind of 6.9 or 7 percent, whatever it
is for capital, and yet, the capital requirements seem to be chang-
ing in the rural area, where we are either buying to change this or
change that, whatever the case may be.

I worry a little about the fact that when we sit here and we .re
being lobbied by the hospital associations and other people on
behalf of more generous capital reimbursement. We are thinking
about the 500 bed hospitals, about the 1,000 bed hospitals and all
the University of Minnesota with it's hugh new capital indebted-
ness, we are not thinking about the consequences of having to rede-
sign the hospital delivery system in rural America. Am I wrong to
be concerned about that?

Dr. MoscovlcE. One comment I would offer is, there is a real con-
cern here. There are certain other professionals up in the Minne-
apolis area, who suggested that there are qoing to be 10 mega sys-
tems in the health care field by the 1990 s or the year 2000 and
everyone else is going to get gobbled up. I am not sure we want
that as a policy to really help the future of rural America. Quite
clearly, probably the most attractive benefit of joining a multi hos-
pital system is the attraction of access to capital.

In areas like Wisconsin, North Dakota, or elsewhere where rural
hospitals are banding together, they are maintaining there local
identity. They are improving their ability to attract access to cap-
ital and they are able to start talking to their urban counterparts
on a more level playing field.

So, what is really important is to make those kinds of benefits
available at least on a networking basis to rural areas, so they can
maintain their own identity. I do not think the future of rural
America would be improved by the development of 10 mega health
systems.

Senator BAUCUS. What do you think the key is?
Dr. MoscovicE. It is not ten health care entities that are going to

be controlling the health system in the United States. We need re-
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gional networks, we need local identification with the health care
system in rural areas. When I see rural communities networking
together that I think is the strength of those communities rather
than competing against each other.

Senator BAUCUS. So, in your earlier statement you tended to
speak against payments in Medicare on a regional basis. Now, I
hear you saying regional, so long as it is small rural regional as
opposed to geographic regional. Is that correct? I am not trying to
put words in your mouth, I am just trying to understand exactly
what you are saying.

Dr. MosovicE. What I am saying is there is strength in numbers
if rural areas work together, in terms of access to capital, in terms
of starting to develop some kind of powerbase. Small individual
rural institutions really do not have any powerbase from which to
work from.

On my earlier comments, what I was referring to are the esti-
mates that have been made that rural hospitals would be severely
affected if we shift now from the existing PPS system to the one
that is intended in terms of national rates. And, so I am suggesting
that rather than shifting to that kind of system right away, I think
we need a year to start working out the kinds of technical and phil-
osophical issues discussed earlier.

I generally, believe that HCFA can work out the area wage index
issue, that there really are numbers available that you can start
looking at and not just have a simple urban-rural differential on
wage indices. i believe some time is needed in terms of that transi-
tion.

Senator BAUCUS. Would the rest of the panel generally agree
with that or is there anyone. who disagrees with what Dr. Mosco-
vice just said?

[No response.!
Senator BAUCUS. Would it make sense to require that not only

sole community providers, but all small hospitals with 50 beds be
compensated for capital based on their proportionate Medicare
mix. Does that make sense, you think?

Dr. MOSCOVICE. My initial reaction is that it makes more sense
than what appears to be going on now and in fact I think what Al
Dobson mentioned earlier was that this is under serious consider-
ation in terms of moving away from the existing payment scheme.
What is clear though is that rural hospitals do not have access to
capital right now. They need some mechanism for it.

Senator BAUcUS. I would like to know the panel's reaction to the
bill that Senator Grassley and I introduced. We have no pride in
authorship. If you think there Fre some features that are good, I
would like to hear. If you think there are some provisions that are
not good, I would like to hear that too. I do not know if you all
know about the bill. Let me just go through it. It requires a rural
impact statement for Medicare's regulations. Second, it requires 10-
percent of HCFA's research be utilized to explore rural research
programs. Third, it establishes a rural health policy office in
HCFA. For hospital payments, the bill requires Medicare bill pay-
ment be speeded up. Second, the outlier provision would be ad-
dressed, so that, 5 or 6 percent of small rural Medicare payments
be outlier payments, which is the case and the national average in
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all other hospitals. Last, we are making sure that capital payment
be proportionate to Medicare's share, rather than on some other
basis.

Do any of you on the panel have any reactions to that, any fea-
tures of that bill, one way or the other?

Dr. KOVNER. I would just worry about the study and the research
portion, given the previous testimony in terms of when you are
going to find out what the impact was.

Senator BAUCUS. I share that.
Ms. JENSEN. I think that the accounts receivable portion of it is

very important, because with the Medicare paying later, I think
that is going to cause a lot of problems. A lot of hospitals, not just
rural ones, but also the urban ones are getting into a lot of prob-
lems and they are finding, like businesses, they have to collect re-
ceivables much faster.

Senator BAUCUS. Is the bill missing the mark, I mean, should it
include something else that we have neglected?

Dr. MoscovicE. First off, let me say that being a rural health
service researcher, 1 think it is great. I think looking at the urban-
rural payment differential, really needs to be seriously considered.
I am not sure from what you just said, whether we should have one
payment rate or if we are going to have differential payment rates,
what are they going to be based on. I think that really is the un-
derlying problem in PPS for rural hospitals and needs to be ad-
dressed.

Dr. KOVNER. I also worry about the sole providers, who are
forced to either go out of business or operate at a much lower rate
of effectiveness than they would otherwise operate. I do not know
of an easy answer for this problem.

Mr. MERRILL. Two comments. One, I find the law ironic, that the
no'lion the timely, or lack of timely payments to rural hospitals are
a way of meeting the deficit crisis. In essence, what it is, is borrow-
ing from hospitals to meet the deficit crisis as opposed to borrowing
on the open market.

Senator BAUCUS. The next general question is what is your reac-
tion to Mr. Fleming's testimony, his testimony from HCFA? Sever-
al of us asked questions, he gave a statement, I just want to give
you the opportunity to tell us what you think and what you agreed
with and what you do not.

Mr. MERRILL. I do not think there was any response to the prob-
lems that rural hospitals face in that testimony.

Senator BAUCUS. So, you did not hear any responses.
Mr. MERRILL. No.
Senator BAUCUS. Any other reactions?
Dr. MoscovlcE. The only thing to recognize is that these are not

just problems for rural hospitals. If you speed up payment rate,
there are other institutions that probably be very grateful, also.

Senator BAUCUS. Personnaly, I found your testimony very, very
helpful. I want to thank you all very much. Thank you.

Senator DURENBERGER. Thank you.
The next panel consists of Gordon Russell, Hi-Plains Hospital,

Hale Center, TX, and a member of the section for small or rural
hospital, American Hospital Association. Dr. Kevin Fickenscher,
the director of the Office of Rural Health, University of North
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Dakota School of Medicine; president-elect, National Rural Health
Care Association. A.E. Brim, president, Brim & Associates from
Portland, OR. Curtis Erickson, president and CEO of Great Plains
Health Alliance, Phillipsburg, KS. William F. Brockmann, presi-
dent and chief executive officer, Caylor-Nickel Hospital. Bluffton,
IN.

Gentlemen, we thank you and we will begin all of your testimo-
ny will be made part of the record and we will begin our 5-minute
summaries with Gordon Russell.

STATEMENT OF (;ORDON Il. RUSSELL, ADMINISTRATOR, Ill-
PILAINS IIOSPITAL,. iiAIE CENTER. TX: ANI) MEMBER. SECTION
FOR SMALL OR RURAL. HOSPITALS. AMERICAN HOSPITAL AS-
S(CiATION

Mr. RUssE.L. Mr. Chairman and Senator Baucus, I am Gordon
Russell, the administrator of hli-Plains Hospital in Hale Center,
TX, and I appreciate the opportunity to appear before this panel
and I thank you for your interest in small and rural hospitals.

The American Hospital Association has a section for small and
rural hospitals and it has been my priviledge to serve on that
group and act as it's chairman.

Hi-Plains Hospital is one of the 2,696 rural hospitals in the
Nation. It was established in 1946 as a cooperative. It is owned by
700 farm families. We have a total of 84 beds and these 84 bedsare
divided into two units, 40 for acute beds and 44 for long term. We
participate in the swing bed program and run our own hospital-
based home health agency.

We have a loose affiliation with 27 other hospitals in northwest
Texas and our financial situation fairly well mirrors the others. We
have experienced changes in the last year that have seriously af-
fecte our existence, and although we have maintained our share of
the labor market, our admissions have declined from 1,516 in 1982
to a 1,028 in 1985, and we estimate that is going down to 1,000 in
1986.

Our Medicare admissions have declined from 515 in 1982 to 340
in 1985, and we estimate that is going to be 300 in 1986. Our
bottom line has dropped from a positive $120,000, 111 in 1982 to a
loss of $40,128 in 1985, and we are estimating a loss this year of
$58,000.

The Medicare shortfall or that amount that we write off between
our normal charges and Medicare payments have gone from
$19,090 in 1982 to $126,919 in 1985. Hi-Plains Hospital's problems
are experienced by far too many of the rural hospitals in this
Nation.

When a small hospital fails, it creates problems of access for all
patients, but the burden falls the hardest on Medicare patient and
of course it destroys the hopes and dreams of young people, who
hope to make their futures in these small communities and it
gravely affects those in the retirement years and many times can
have such a financial impact, that it can be a death blow to that
community.
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I furnished the committee with a written statement and ask that
it be a made part of the records and I would like to coverijust a few
of the items that I covered in that written statement.

The urban-rural rate. If there was really a difference every exist-
ed for the creation for the urban-rural rate and I have some doubts
about that, I personally believe they are gone and there should be
a single rate nationwide. The case mix of rural hospitals is more
like the urban hospital now than it was in 1982. Differences in pay-
ment should be based on the illness of the patient and not the loca-
tion of the hospital.

The area wage index does not accurately define our labor
market. If Hi-Plains Hospital were located 16 miles south, it would
be just within an urban county and we would realize a 25-percent
increase in the Federal wage portion of the DRG. Our most expen-
sive employee, who is a pharmacist, drives to our hospital, when it
is exactly the same number of miles from his home to the nearest
urban hospital and I hired him from the urban hospital. So, we do
compete in the same labor market.

We have different values today and we have sicker patients and
we operate differently than we did in 1982. But, we have by the use
of uniform rate of increase locked into place the 1982 cost differen-
tials.

The outlier policy is being redefined. Many of our patients stay
for a long time but not long enough to reach the outliers and we
are being killed by bills that are $10,000 to $11,000 and that is a lot
of money for a small hospital like mine. Sometimes it can mean
the difference between survival or not.

Many hospitals lately have been forced to borrow money against
the accounts receivable, Senator Baucus, and because of this, be-
cause of the slowdown in Medicare payments, we are delighted that
the Senate bill, I think it is 2410, introduced by you and Senator
Grassley addresses this issue. It has been a real problem for par-
ticularly Texans, Texas hospitals.

The American Hospital Association has a special committee
working on-the problems of small and rural hospitals and the sec-
tion for small and rural hospitals has an ongoing environmental
assessment.

The AHA is eager to work with this subcommittee, to help to
ensure access to health care and create greater equity in the Medi-
care Program.

I appreciate it being before you and we will try to answer any
questions that you might have.

Senator DURENBERGER. Well, I thank you very much for your
statement.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Russell follows:]
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k~ ~a nr nd' z ii met rs 1;kIf t he "t ,*u ve-,t ! ee, r k; " r ."-. 1 I

id t,,:rs , i ' ttr kf ',i - Plai n- I iospIt II, IiI.le Cent :I, ,-lXas. -Pl-iiv ,, ii--.p~ l

is a n:,)-f : r, !-n it 1 st itit i),Ii ti t i St 1 I icdltd I n . V .rc't:t. 011'", i V*

l krtIII tutur ii c)i-B'rn,.t". It nas 44 licensed ' ,:s, 40 t,r s ort -tt rm i .,ite .iru

,r1d 44 f,-,r loni..-tera :ire. rh he s' , t iI , w - i w:is in eiriv padrt IC litit 1n

the "'s i-r-ted'' e,.r 1, :i) nper t au.ie h al:h elc'

I apprei. att: this tcppolrtinitv t.% tctifv on :eohlt ()t the rerican H,.sital

\ssoc: tion's 5,60P! meter inst it,:ti ns an.1 16,000( persona] neliher.i. For six

years, I served on the ovein-ng :cun.cil of the SIiA, Section for S-;ril or

RurAl Icsni tals, and, for ,ne vear, chaired the, -oiiII. At the request of

the section, the ';e:;ra] C'ouncil of the Vt\i i.it ,kt. cJer :reateO a Special

"omittee on Small ur Rural to-spit;.! , ire to study -oth the eqtuit concerns of

small -r rural ns .tl. witi respect to the 'le:izai pro.;oective pricivi'

system and other financial cnstraintc t','t ir-ibit sIch hospitals' :itPilitv to

1rovIke needed health care serb,.ts t, t-ef- ici ,%t IS

Coirplenent ina the work of this target,-t panel are tio broader 1A efforts: an

irivest ilation of the iumywct ot the I&Q6- )ised prospect i c pricinc svsto, on all

twpe% of hospital.s, including rural, and (ePelpnent ,A 'ilternat ives, such as

a ,:aputited mrndcl, to the DRG svs terl.

Concerned a-out tne adequacy an,, equitv of pavoeint under the existing

nrospe -ttive pric;i v ;' stenl, tne ARA is pleased that the Suhctmittee is
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it' '114 ! ' , " . ."., *',, a r '4 a. e re ,:

.1,:4, ii .t..' '.....: i- the l :: ', r , rnal r.-f,rrd l
etcr I md in t hti. .t c n Aj .' flh "itI ,ss area .' mnd ." 1 then ,ill

ic ;ri '.' I r,,h t,'a;tr ne. ri ie)e ,'s, . i I er-,) f the appropriatenless of

O :,".'et,; l C' jni:m"r.s uri%.l ind r, ri rates, and the unif')rm

r ite ji . ut! ier * ii iv; .nd cces to - c'te ;ervices, including

,wmnr-,ed iti I iz,1t in. In a iitinn, ! wil e,. mimne s-ecial treatment for

,ipit i- tr' i .- rt, " -,,,i e r,- , rs of -are in their cmg; iiitieS. In

,Xp]'r in< }- rrlg s t, ,wtrr i.ing c,"1ncer'i is the preservation of icess to

quil I eiit'l car in ri:ral ,,'":m lttes.

()f ', et r.l er ,ispitaIs in the 'niz ed States, there were 2_,696 rural

hiospti iis (or -I' percent (if the total ii. l44, the latest year for which MiA

"'Annual -irvev (f tospitals" data are available. %$ore than two-thirds of the

hospitals hadfewer than 10(0 Ies- i.,2 had fewer than 25 heds; 799, from 25

to 19 beds; and 2, from ( to 914 beds. IOf the remaining, 606 had from 100)

to lIQ9 beds, an,! 177, 2i1) beds and ,'v,'.. %lUnv of the hospit-ls with more than

200t) bed,; se t e as rural referral centers (alttnough no: all qualify for the

BEST AVAILABLE COPY
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In tht reoitl* i r ' 7 e !ie surv.-v, 3, .'. i pital. were .i. i .:.itt .

S11 )1 Tiir'i h.ivin f,ower t ,in 104) scu 'te-carc .')is, e per-enc ni orlt, ,

f er inn,,i am -. ',,ns, ,)r , l lc c:Ued ,ut side a Me-triptl! ta tn .>t t st ic,,l

A r,.a ( .i- fl (f the~ total, -3 t,,rcent it'e zlassif ed i-, rural and 2 percent

,s s:ml 'll ,i n. In 19q14, sm,'h hospitall,; acc :nted for :,ore tmAn SO percent ,,f

total hospitals an for between 2(- percent rod 5o percent of total heds in

eight t of the nine 11.-;. 14urea, ,- the Census divisi ins, with Region 2 the

except ion:

Percent of Percent of

-; ll F Rural Simnll 4 Rural

Census Divisions hospital, ds

RI, vr) 51 26t

Region 2 (I, NY, PA) 33% 14%

Region 3 (L,, DC, FL, GA,

MD, 'C, SC, VA, WlN,' 5 9 31%

Region 4 '.IL, IN, MI. I C, KI ;5% 261

Re .ion S (A.., KI , V, ) '7T\ 4%

Keg:on 6 (A, k, i, A),

NE, ND, SD' 14% 50%
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\ V, ri, i

iiAt n Iit It I,,: oy Iram~ JA1 t c iedan Yowhc

h.id fewer th,-n 10o tned. ' )f , e m id -iLi re tin 3w1) 'xs rhe

hUs1l,,l, wele in :.' stites. with the vireatest naner in Cilifornia and rexas,

with eia:ht each, tull, Ied 1-v \ew fork with six an.i M1cha an, four. In

*fft , ,, ,mr I thrc uh P x4, the y.eeirv itvera te of clmsnres was 33.

l'.I>L! 'AV:ifl \l AND AI.PF:RAT lv 1)F 'IIc..: inir SPoC-iV- PRICING

Fihe Wi,.Jicre ;r-s;' ivc prac:a. sv-tec:1 w'-; w -qae!;iented lc ti;be!r 1, 1943, less

tl ,,ihnths ifter the "cx-tt 1'ectirltv -:, endments of 193 were signed into

I tw 1 he ,t cn s in enr-oias An, ni generi 11 v cs Iat a ve, st on tiwa rd a pavnaent

v-v t~ t - ilit elciJ,011 CieS t !e ef i lient AiI : ver" -)f effect t ive met; Ica I care.

u-..a" t1- e ,ot, c ei.a - t2t In z tit s ,.;t v:ri are so l arze and cs .ple,., and were

i,tn 1P ,c,, -' 1 "w lv, implementat ion of the st en 'Ias not beer, I tlotit

'r iens f r ror i hcp it ils. Mari of tr.esc prolle,:s also hive been

en,,untered tr':an hospital-,, .,Itt oukh with different results Nbc'tuse -,f

their eh~varonpwnts.

>,n .e f-fet s

Var,-wa' effec-t- have alrt.adv 6en exam neo by this icux'o-nittee, in, hearings

oi ho' a aoper3t rat'n<argins, deficit redict ion proposals, an adjustment for
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h.pl4Ttals with disproportionate snares of Iow-incxiae patients, direct -ledical

educatitin, Peer Review 4r~ani:1tilcns (PROs), and prospective pricing

i.aplementat ion issues. As alread;" reported, the riost dramatic effect .-Is been

s1bstant i.i c.haie ii hos ;utail utilization. hispitdls report that their

anIssions have decliiied and that the c.Yiplexitv and severity of illness of

,)atients they have aamitte have increased sienificantlv.

To some decree, these cnantues rnay result in higher payments if the )RG mix of

a hospital increases. However, the ability of DRGs to reflect the cost of

resource- used in caring for patients admitted to hospitals is limited by the

IRG classification emthodolo Y. Particularly in small or rural hospitals,

changes in utilization and costs appear to have outstripped increases in

paynients, Althougn figures for medicaree alone are not available, overall

average oer-c:ase cc,;sts in hospitals operatinR fewer than 54) beds rose by 14.0

percent in 1985. Be:ase this cane reflects hotti Medicare and non-ledicare

patients , tht result is a substantial deter oratioi in the financial position

of smaller hosnitals--a prediction consistent with hospital -perating ,,arein

figures reported Fenruar- 21 to tnis Subcc-iittee.

rwo, Changes

At the ti-,e medicaree prospective pricirig was i-.,plemente.i, it was .lear that

refinement4; im the rules wod,! he euired to i:. Trove the alequacv and equity

of pa~vqnent s to hospitals upder the I)rocraa ani to mini-imi ze dJsrut i on of

services to Medicare henef diaries. In a vrogr.m leeislated an1d rejui.t,.,i so

..iiznificantlv, it has obvious frcm the onset that "tinkerinwX" would be needed.
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ira al Reterrtl Centers

rite :Ief I, It : o,: onat i .n ct " 1, I cal le, f( r var i l-s ref ine;,nts, inclodmng

revised criteria tnder which .- hospital ,nild qualify as a reginal referral
center. i'revwmi.lv, a hospital ciold rteive the referral center designation

if it met very ,,xclusive standards: "ed size of at least S0O and location in

1 rural area ot satisfaction of restrictive patient origin criteria.

rhe ilefa it ,- edact A ct expan-ed the concept. It required a hospital to

-eet two rvan~atorv criteriat: having j pros rihted case mix index (1.03 in 1981

ar 1.01 in I#- first rrospective pr:cing cost reporting period, since updated)

an.t ntanber - ,i,-charues (at least 6,0t)). It also provided for a nospital to

fulfill one of three optional criteria: :ore than 50 percent of its medical

staff c,)mposed o)f specialistss," at least SO) percent of its discharges for

inpitients that reside more than 25 miles away, ard at least 40 percent of its

inpatient referrals fro non-staff physi,:ians.

Altho4h the expanded ,riteria are stihstantial imrove-ents, thev still

exclude ,e some h,-lspit.ils in rural areas that serve as referral centers. The

criteria arc, like the prospective- pricing, system, hased on averat.es triat

identify hospitals ,hose range of services and case severity are generally

hiher than average for their peer izroup. In the short term, IfiLS should

regard the criteria as benchmarks rather than absolates, not only because of

their -nadeqaticv ijit also because of the u .currence of minor fluctuations in

case mi i or a&-mi :ions tliat can -,hift a hospitall back and forth across the

lirit-, even though its status and higher per-case costs do not varv. In the
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; :tr'., rie f rii I e ''l t t, t- .- cii :dltt' , .i r I k -'Iter ' i

- ', .t- ! '- , - ref.rtl rIt . , fr tle Iefr .-, they r Ii IIe

I *' .t " i -,'ro' 0,A fi il t ,- t' It Oik't tif, seed tor ';tv.ar ite

Iie CO I Iz I i hic i e'- l BItZet R c nci ii i a t I Ci Ac 'PR,) of I ')(b re,u ires

the tlts -,- ret.4rv t 'i milement-- for hospi til Jischarges ,%ccuirrilti on or after

tiv 1, 1.0V- -.t new ".r,ss %ahe ind,,x" !Ici l'dd In eedicart- prospecrixe pricing

reguil ti,ons vihl ihed Septeiaher 3, 1'5. rhe 'it\ has -upport#-d ad,-ption of

the ne i inie , due to the inadequacv of the one used to ad iust federal prices

under prospective prtcinwi i plementation of the system.

l'he o1, lnde\ ,i! rnot ,cCOlt 3ideqaI.1telyV for te effects :f regioina!

variatikln.- in the toiix of fill - ind part-tmic enpl,vees. It Ilso id .not

roe,.,ic-ie ,ae Ic lVPC es in '.v\ tind IIes- n d-s gl:itions; t-) define ilaor

:L.rkets. rner ineew addresse; the first, ktut not the second, problem,

,!hich nace-sitates reex.munaticn of the iL0equ.iUcy Uf %As a:d states tc

,eirie L mor markets . C-ongfe!s rec,).oni:ed this need in part when it included

,n tne C.iR\ provision the requirement that tile INS Secretary work with the

Prospective Pvynent A\-sessmrent Contnission tProPAC) in studying and developing

,twnthots of id lustlinc wade indices to reflect hospital lahor markets more

accurately. ,lth-tkh t!,e pi)vision specifically tarets inner-citv portions

,of urban ar,.as--,n essential focus--c-panded study is needed as well, -Is
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I it Coe 4"ut h ilroi.AC i n t -, -A r 1 1 1 , ~: t Ii t c 0 u-Ieo'IJt Ions *''t he

c r,:t i!v, IJ.e. f t ft ih :', and i , 41er~ :e', l" I r.zin, the !flb

't rct.trv to "improve !he defini t in ,f ',., ta! labor i;arket ar,.as t,,r -sc" l

Ioar 1 -,47," the cus, ion state!: "1-or ruriji ,,rv,, , the iicprovcuU definitins

should account for a greater aj'ir'rt of th- wage variation between different

rural areas within each state and between states." -

The AHA has been cond.-t inR analyses that doirnent the inadequacv of the

WA-'ased definition and demonstrate the availabilitv of alternative methods

of defining hospital labor market-;.

PROSPFIV: PRICI. GSYSL',4 ly:'l [A rI,,S

Although sine of the changes made in prospective pricing since its inception

have helped to -orrect some of the system's flaws, significant problems

remain. The first involves application of the existing }R(I system to rural

hospa Is.

Recently, some rural hospitals have questioned the appropriateness of

DRG-based payment for hospitals serving small, rural communities. Nationally,

the smallest hospitals have reported substantial losses, often related to

sharp reductions in utilization. [hese hospitals are often the onlj health

care facilities in their corrnimities and are critical to the continued

availablity of medical care. rhe questions they rose center on volume

fluctuations, discrepancy between urban and rural rates, and a uniform

updating factor for all types of facilities.
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*~i•c "IR ' 1 i' 1 W A.r'. I t o .i I' e ," 9 , e th t i-r s'it ,.,, tb' .ir. ,

, hi. s " v'1 ei c ire rev1.-, inu inid er-c ,r c .:- t - 4ri to Ie -' -er ,p

ile nex t . wl'iio -i:1"1; iosp it appear t,-, haive c..ise Ti; xes [ ,rl rx r sc

.&'1 , s-', , riUsptal ire ,xperienc in,! svli f icant |li:ctiat ion- in tieal. Pi

"n.i!- ht,,itl ic, ucti fliucti tin, art, not neessari l reflects ,-, per-case

c tsal ti.ul thev !o re'dult in ;Ii ts in re.'eues.

In order for these hospit:ils t, meet t he !.i iv costs of wPerat i-n, gi\iven these

flctiiat !,,s in ,-ash flow, it is neessatrv tf(,r them to resort to tborrowing or

slowlin d."Wh p ,v"2tnt to vendors, both of which untlnecessarilv increase costs.

It is no, that th,1 e .spi tal s -:re too s:aIl to sur- ive, but rather thrtt tle

fli.)cw of it-; not niatch t'ke flow cf revenues.

!Irhan and Rural Rates

"he topic that has cause,i the most discussion has 'ecn the difference between

tir )an ani rurii rates of paTewnt. Because tie difference in prices is Kased

on a difference in average costs in urban and rural hicpitals, it is

para~ioxically both reasonable and unfair. It is reasonable to the extent that

it is due to .nificant differences in case mix that are not measured by

1)kts. It ii tn,-iir to the extent that it results in arbitrary differences in

piment f,;r ,he treatment of s;imildr patients. Larger rural hospitals treat

ra1V of the .s. ,e tvpes of patients treated in the average urban hospital. rhe
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;t s inCi're i!- tr.it , iz t-hest I C't -u :i l i ' i r i Ia i-', ;a Ie

,,f~ :', ',< ,tra le. ;'k.' "1, .t 1 c t I " 1v -ollt I<: oni',C. "' I ., l o 1 ] l . on" ';i* tie

t , Ti(,t :ae , iar t.terist j , t .f the :).it I t he ra Il ,1ie.stl'n I- !lot

%,:tiether t'. iic f'eren t iiI sh,. ulI t xi i ", , hii t ? 0 S i ', it. In 'tri Ion..

rii, . t he ! , t ernt ia I shotuid I)e e l; ;iat ,> . I t a "t. Qi I "I i lat ed, ho'uve r,

onlv if* the lef-cts in the sv,se- %f !RtG; :an he e iti iated or an alternative

-ethol cf settin, pric,, that is sensitive to tOose defects can be

Iden, I fled.

A difference irn paI ent chased oi !,'ca: i i. is bound to be ineq.itable to some

,trffee. Ideally, the pa%-nent system would establish a single pai ,ent schedule

i:'l lieI to all hospitals, with adjustinents as appropriate only to reflect

differences in waies ,ind other input prices. Such a svste.-i is feasible,

nowecer, oni) if prices are baseA on accur.ite measures of case mix, -(osts, and

inr:,t .,r ices.

The magnutude of the cost differences between urban and rural hospitals, as

well .is the difference in costs between other groups of hospitals, suggests

that these conditions are not beinv met. .\though it would be inadvisable to

move to a single uniiform rate without correcting the problems tiat led to tne

adoption of separate urban and rural rates, it is also necessa-y to address

the inequitie created by a dual rate system.

Uniform Rate of Increase
nc special problem posed by the difference between urhan and rural rates that

has received relatively little attention concerns the appropriateness of us'in
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i unifor'., rate tif in,rvase t..) ,K upd ie i*rrn i,), ii rurA prices for the effects of

ci fla i,-n,, tnhl,;tv, md pr,Jtct cianiKt.s !ie price ,liffereiiitl wa- hased

,r. the 01ff,:rence i,: avera. e c its in l2. In the three Years since 192,

kit I lzart ,1,* pattern hive canrge, i dr;Lnit ical lv. \ , nted earlier, sr ll

ho;pi ta ls have experienced a part iculir i" shar,, decline in admi ssions, and

this decl inc n:js en accompanied by an abve-average rate of increase ill

per-case costs.

Nnectlotallv, ruril hospitals liave reported that one effect of PRO review has

been to increase thie acuitv of patients who are admitted to hospitals. If

trie, then it is possible that the difference between urban and rural costs is

declining. Applving a uniform rate of increase to urban and rural prices,

however, essentiallv freezes into place the 1982 cost differential.
Consequently, U,)nress should examine the extent to which product changes have

cgcurred that necessitate corrective action and consider the establishment of

a separate uipdate factor for rural hospitals.

Outlier Policy

'rhe inadequacy of outlier policy is possibly the most i.rmortant issue posed by

the current system, because it is one of the features of the system that could

he readily adjusted. In urban areas, and for larger rural hospitals, outlier

policy is prolqlematic primarily due to the disproportionate number of outlier

patients treated by certain hospitals. In rural areas, and for smaller

hospitals, outlier policy is troublesome because of the substantial losses

that can be experienced on even a few outlier cases. In both instances, the
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underI v Ing cause otJ If f Ic' It i s the inade ,.pitt rate :f "q-ensatic, n provi !c4

for outI ier pat ient i anJ the el it vel restrict v Jeft I i ion )f an outI ier

Case.

As an example: For an average DrG, i.e., 'a IG with a cost weight of 1.0, the

outlier threshold for cost outliers is $13,00. A patient who incurs cost, of

$1S,000 meets this rhresholti, hut the supplemental payment is only $1,0n,

i.e., 60 percent of the difference. between the threshold and the patient's

estimated cost. The total payment for such a patient is the price, for the

average rural hospital approximately $2,350, plus the $1,200 supplemental

payment, or $S,SS0. The loss that must be made up by the hospital is

$11,4S0. Given a sufficient volume, such a loss can be made up, but in small

hospitals it is often not possible to do so.

One further problem that should not he neglected is the decision by itS to use

length of stay as the primuiry criterion for determining the outlier status of

patients. Patients who not only qualify as cost outliers but also have

extended hospital stays rmst be paid according to the per-diem length-of-stay

outlier method. Often these payments are considerably less than those for

cost outliers, compounding the problems created by the current cost-3utlier

payment method.

The problems experienced by rural hospitals are often caused by the same

factors that lead to problems in urban hospitals, such as inadequate outlier

payments. But in rural hospitals the problems appear more acute because the
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1. t, , - .,'- r al :iospitii 's rlce in as-,s rinr access for ts

s.'::t 3- .'Fi ;.tt hte-a th~ In ,t e i. t) . stH .'.Ces. V t. vi l the inlCeltlV%.2s

,- the ;s,,,s t v, t;ri ' .: fse', tor effiiencv in the ;eliverV of acute

-t d ,b-r'iLes ,mO ,i;-.e criteria for PRo in reviewing appr4, priateness of

.ire, t ,nero is ink ieasei enpht u ci-n-p,-.iin patient and outpatient,

ecute 114 ut,, ;hort-ter' -nd lonv-trm, and hospital-based and

alternative care.

,,he effect ,of the isec, ice svte , has, been hiehllghtin , of the existence of

ianv different lev-Is )f medical need brth within and without tne categories

of "bosoxtal," "-kil l,.i nursinu," and '",rme health" care. This leads to the

need for ro'assess-ic'nt of the W4edic-ire Lnefit, estahl ishment of medical review

,-riN-ria tnat ciiiferemitiaite between levels of care, identification of

providerss capable, of deliverini each level of care, and assurance of

contnmmty of care across levels.

Lxamples cf fiexihle approaches to providing access include swing-bed

utilization and treatment of "idninistrativelv necessary days." The Aia

supported le:mnstrations of the cwing-bed concept--alternat ing beds between

acute- and long-tern care, dependinia upon patient and community need--in four
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states, including Texas, with Hi-Pliin, Hospital one ,f the deiOnstration

sites When swing-hed litilization wa- lade part of the ,ih-us Reconciliati"n

Act of 1980, the iRA opposed restricting usage to rural hospit:iis with fewer

than SO beds. Th- Assi- lat ion supports H.R.,34MO, intrdKiced by Representative

organa, which would extend swing-hed !,art icipation to rural hospitals having

as -unv as 151 hleds, and tjr!es this Su~tN,ittee to consider similar

legislat-",)n.

The WHA also sutpports recognition of adiinistrativelv necessarv 'ays. A

provision on such Jays is included in S.2331, the %4edicare hialitv Assurance

\ct of 9i6. It would require i1.1, to srotiv the treatment of days spent in the

hospital awaiting placement in a skilled aursing ficilitv .sM-). It Would

determine the extent to which current prices incltxJe and adequately reflect

-he actual costs of providing these services ind nether additional payinents

should he nade for them.

Current 1i0S policy prohibits hospitals front issuing notices of noncovera3e to

inpatients ,ho are not at acute levels )f care but are awaiting placement in

ANFs. As a res..lt of the increasing scarcity of available "edicare-covered

SNF services, hospitals are more often keeping patients who do not need acute

care, without any additional Medicare payment.

,ES should consider ways of enhancing the ability of hospitals to furnish

post-acute services while ensuring pavement for any aAditional services

hospitals provide.
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P!" A I[ )!~--." q ' 41 !A, q,

I "'- )C I ec t ,It ot f I '€ :,aixtted hat hospit,.1,s that are sol>

:oroviiers of care itI tnieir co,.munh it ies ner-rkientlv receive a pav ent rate per

'leai:.1ie ,ii sciu ro. that is , v',p'sed of i 75- percent hosr, ta1-,secifi

,:,, unonent aid a 2 S-rercent 7cderal compnnt.nt [he ho-,pital-specific ci-mwonent

is comrpted onlv once. It i base! on a hospital',, owrating cost, in its

prospective price inz chase veat, i.e. , FY 1943.

rhe ax-endmients also estalishea a prior special dust.,ent .ateftorv for sole

coiiiunitv hospitals with de.ieinine| discharizes: for cost reporting perioids

heilinnin. on or aft-r Octoberr 1, l13, but before ,ctoher 1, 19S6, faculties

experiencing no)re than a -percent ,eclne in inpatient Jischarves can receive

a pdvnMent aid. H n2nt

Both C W . and regulations proposed by llS in the 'iar%,h 10, 1986 Federal

Reg.ister offer a second catevorv of special treatment for such providers: an

adjustment due to aditinnal operating costs incurred as a result of addition

or expansion of a hospital to mfeet cor1)Tnmitv medical aeeds.

rhe AL\ suppoLts the establishment of the special adj,'tnent option to account

for added capacity, and has asked IN]S to broaden the application procedure it

proposes for it and to :ake its implementation permanent. In addition, due to

the importance of the hospital-specific component in the sole co-aunity
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,:Ip .n, '~v7eft met hod!. 1 )Q%- , t -i X'~ w, ia on i m irk:e s ~ t f I nec I -II;- t

re lect ch.inZes t1,it ,c tir in i hospi tLai!° s aver.ige -', t 1.or ie, f4)r r,:aqo)ns

rel ite,l to patient :ae.

Because ,I-Kst sole con initv ,roviders are srall, rural hospitals with

f luk-tuatine case mixes and volumes, a per-case payment system is; inappropriate

as a fotndatimn for the payment methodology. Although the .Adt\ supports the

special adjusmcnent in the short term, it views special treatments as

administratively burdensome overall, nd advocates a return to cost-based

reimbursement for sole community providers. Cost-based reimbursement would

recognize changes in costs related to case mix, admission declines, and

,nodifications in co ,mnmitv demand. Given that only 326 hospitals nationwide

presentlv have sole cmmunitv status, a return to cost-based reimbursement

would represent little adverse impact for the edicare program. The AtA urges

that this Subcomnittee consider a legislative provision to revise the payment

method.

- O~C)N CI.JS [ ON

Mr. Chairman, as I stated earlier, the AdiA has a Special Committee on Small or

Rural Hospital Care that has identified ntizerous issues facing small or rural

hospitals, some of which I have mentioned today. The committee is examining

these issues and plans to have preliminary recommendations this fall and a

final report early in 1987. In advance of the panel's work, I have singled

out certain problems that relate primarily to the 4edicare program: rural

referral centers, the area wage index, volunie fluctuations, discrepancy
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t%e- III-~ Ul ~k rt'u.t1 rit e , n iftx , op'.iat 1~ -4 icE r, I- I, ie e C

t ) i-x":,t-.ictite erv i cc, it u --ini t .i !.i t '. Ztelt I, or -,)I e 7'litv pi-vi.e'

l'hwre art: aHiltion.lt ,nccr:,, )nes that teltttr i-nariv to a.Unnitratve

Nurdens on t 1.;ll, rora hospitals. Paperwork can le a prohl -rn ftor small

facilities, As a a.LaIpa on Of dati processing svste.ns fr.r electr,-itc medic:1

claims suhmi-sioi to ftic..1 interlediaries.

hien rural hospital -ininistrators get t),ether, a- on the governinv council

of the Section for vii: ll or Rural Hospitals, we talk about the increasing

difficult)" of preserving quality of care in our hospitals, in a time of budget

cuts, reduced state resources, and decliiinp admissions. We shire information

ahout the effects of depressed econamies in rural areas, in the nation's

'retdhasket ani its oil patch; about !ncrCasing tiunbers of uninsured and

tderinsured individuals tha" need care, resulting in greater unconpensated

care and hxid debts; bout the high proportion of eldet!v that live in rural

cc' unties, restiltini7 in a greater proportion of Medicare innatient revenue;

aTout a6-i-ni plant and equipment and difficulties in acquiring capital funds;

and about the effects of some saill or remote rural hospital closures on

aCcess to he;,tth care services.

This hearing! is an opportunity for dialogue or, ittmerotis issues facing rural

hospitals today. The American Hospital Association pledges to work with you

in seekinQ solutions to problems that inhibit rural hospitals in providing

needed services to their communities.
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Senator DURENBERGER. Kevin Fickenscher.

STATEMENT OF KEVIN FICKENSCHER, M.D.. DIRECTOR, OFFICE
OF RURAL HEALTH, UNIVERSITY OF NORTH DAKOTA SCHOOL
OF MEDICINE; AND PRESII)ENT-ELECT, NATIONAL RURAL
HEALTH CARE ASSOCIATION. GRAND FORKS. ND
Dr. FICKENSCHER. Thank you very much, Senator, for asking me

to be here today. It is always a pleasure to come to this session as
you are aware the last time I was here I had to catch the last flight
home to North Dakota. I do not know what you did, but the flights
leave later now, so, it is a lot easier to get home. I appreciate it.

I also, want to express my sincere appreciation to Senator
Baucus and also to Senator Grassley for the legislation that they
have introduced. I think that the bipartisan legislation that you
have introduced will go a long way in the direction of solving some
of the problems related to rural hospitals and maybe we can talk
about that in the question and answer period.

I think it has been highlighted today very clearly, that rural
America has some problems. When you look at the economic infra-
structure of rural America, you look at forestry, you look at
mining, you look at agriculture, you look at energy, it looks like an
economic hit list. I think that has been a major problem and to
look at health care and to see some of the dilemmas that we have
been facing with rural hospitals is also important because hospitals
are a major component of the economic infrastructure of rural
America.

The changes that are made-that are being discussed, related to
rural health and rural hospitals, I think are really quite important,
because the Medicare system has a disproportionate impact on
rural areas, since there is a larger percentage of elderly, who are
using the services in rural America.

I have provided you with a written statement that outlines all of
our various thoughts of the Rural Health Care Association, but I
would like just a couple points in my oral statement.

I think we believe that it is very important that we eli inate the
two-tiered system between urban and rural areas. The rural rate
is-the base rate is less than 80 percent of the urban rate and that
creates major problems, in fact in a lot of our rural areas we refer
to things like the rural referral centers as honorary urbans, be-
cause it kind of has a perspective on the approach. It also, the two-
tier system, when we are in procompetitive environment, repre-
sents anticompetition tax. It is important to replace that two-tiered
system and to replace the urban-rural wage differential.

The second thing that we recognize that the capital issue is a
real problem and quite frankly do not have a specific solution. I
wish I did.

But, I think a fair way must be found to provide hospitals for
compensation of their capital costs and we believe that it is going
to be important to maintain access to the tax exempt financing. It
is a real critical issue for rural hospitals, they have a difficult time
competing in the capital financing market. And, access to that type
of capital is important for them.
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I am not exactly sure what should be done there, but I think we
do need and I would agree with Ira Moscovice and his statement
that we should hold off and really examine very closely that issue.

The points that are raised in your particular legislation, Senator
Baucus, I think we are in favor of all of them. We feel that they
very clearly would be of assistance to rural hospitals and I guess
what we would suggest and this sort of get's to Senator Duren-
berger's question of providing capital resources for rural areas, is
that we would also suggest that you consider establishing a grant
authority for rural hospitals to help them make that transition.

It is very difficult to help them with diversification, with
networking, with all the various approaches, without having some
capital resources to accomplish that goal. Some major foundations
in this country, specifically the W.K. Kellogg Foundation and the
Robert Wood Johnson Foundation have made efforts along those
lines. Those capital resources are not sufficient and we do need
other kinds of efforts.

Final thing, I just want to-that relates to rural, does relate spe-
cifically to rural hospitals, is that as you are aware we had to work
very hard to get a rural represenative on Pro PAC and the Office
of Technology Assessment is setting up the Position Payment to
Review Commission and I would hope that you encourage them to
consider having a rural representative on that particular commis-
sion as well.

Thank you very much.
Senator DURENBERGER. Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Fickenscher follows:]
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Mr. Chairman and members of the Subcommittee. My name

is Kevin Fickericcner, M.D. I am President-Elect of the

National Rural Health Care Association and Director of the

Office of Ru:al Health at the University of North Dakota

School of Yedic'ne.

would like to begin by thanking you for affording the

'Naticnal Rural Health Care Association an opportunity to

testify befo: e c.i Subcon;xtt -e on Health of the Senate

Finance Co;..mittee. I would also like to extend our

gratitude for YoUt continuing appreciation and understanding

of the issues which Iipact rural hospitals. Your attention

to the issues we raised in previous testimony concerning a

need for equity in payments for rural physicians' services

and support of needed alterations in the overall

reimbursement systero to enhance rural health care services

are most appreciated.

By way of background, the National Rural Health Care

Association is a nonprofit membership organization composed

of a diverse consituency of individuals and organizations

sharing a concern for rural health. The Association

includes adniini§trators, physicians, educators, government

workers and many other health professionals who serve in

hospitals, community and migrant health centers, private

practices, units of state and local government, and

educational institutions. The primary mission of the

National Rural Health Care Association is to ivFrcv& the

I
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health of rural Am;ricans uy focusing attenti on and

resources. on i.pro.ivn; t!;e dccessibllity, quality,

affordability, avai:aiility, and independence of health care

in rural Am'prica.

The NRHCA 1.-; encouraoo by t-le concern expressed by

members of the Subce:nttec, on Health about the future of

rural hospitals. We are aware of new legislation recently

introduced by senator r accuse and (,ras!.ley which moves in

the direction of assurin,3 th future viability of rural

hospitals and the health care delivery syste',ns ot which they

are an important part. We strongly support s:ch efforts by

the Subcommittee to 'Adiross these concerns.

We are similarly encjuraqed by tne recuofiendaLions of

the Prospective Payment Assessment Commission (ProPAC) which

urged the Scretary of DP:.ertzent o! Health and Human

Services (DHHS) to complete the conressionally mandated

study of rural hospitals as soon as possible. Such a study

is necessary and informed modification, to existing policy

in an expeditious manner.

We clearly recognize the difficult task that the

subcommittee and the members of Congress face over the next

several months in gaining control of federal health care

expenditures and other government costs. On the other hand,

we also see serious problems on the horizon for the rural

health care system that threaten the very existence of many

rural hospitals and continued access to care for the many

rural people that they are privileged to serve.

2
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Rural hospitals are a critical element in the rural

infrastructure. They are central both to the rural health

care delivery system and to the local economies of the rural

communities they serve. Rural hospitals are:

* among the largest capital resource investments of

rural communities;

* usually among the top three employers in rural

communities;

* the hub around which nealth care services may be

organized;

" important in recruiting and retaining physicians

and other health manpower; and

* an important provider of health services to the

elderly and poor who lack transportation and resources to

seek care elsewhere.

As we consider the effects of the Prospective Payment

System (PPS) on rural hospitals, it is important to

recognize the economic context in which many rural hospitals

are operating. Rural economies are facing unparalled

challenges in the 1980s. If we take the five major

non-service industries in rural America -- farming,

forestry, mining, petroleum, and light manufacturing -- it

reads like an economic "bit list." Health care would head a

similar list of services industries. Each of these sectors

is declining, and each is exhibiting serious structural

problems that are not likely to yield to overnight

solutions.

3
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What i.- a rutl hospital? For -r.any observers, the most

critical! factor 1- tl,,- numt-r cf acute care hospital beds.

That may b, an i::,L.ot rant : ea. , tut it is on)y one of many

characteristics; of rural hopi,:al:P. Rural hospitals may

more complote-ly described as:

:;mall busint'sscs subject to volatile swings In

demand for and paymrrnt (-f the services they provide;

* !nstltutions servinti a high proportion of elderly

and poor patients resulting in a greater dependence on

payments from the Medicare and Medicaid programs;

* more susceptable to problems the policy changes

in the Medicare and Medicaid programs due to the dependency

issue;

* facilities with little or no capital cushion with

which to absorb radical shifts in health care payment policy

such as the Prospective Payment System;

* providing services to a smaller proportion of

private paying patients to whom they can "shift" the cost of

underpaid or unpaid for services:

* institutions that are more conservative and

cost-conscious than their larger, urban counterparts; and,

* often operating in an overlapping labor and

patient care market areas with a larger urban hospital in

direct competition for both patients and staff.

Rural hospitals are similarly facing serious economic

challenges brought about by the incredibly rapid changes in

the health care environment during the past several years.

4
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They are grappling with changes such as: the much discussed

scorporatization of health care" which is transforming the

"mom and pop* cottage health care industry into a series of

corporate ventures; the continuing problem of attracting and

retaininq physicians in rural communities; and the dramatic

decline in utilization of inpatient hospital services.

Most rutal hospitals are generally supportive of the

notion of paying prospectively for health services. It is

at least a necessary improvement over the cost-based

reimbursement system of the past. As you are aware,

however, the implementation of the Prospective Payment

System has caused some problems for rural hospitals. We

believe it is clear that the Prospective Payment System is

only one of several factors causing major problems for rural

hospitals. What is not clear, however, is exactly how much

of the trouble rural hospitals are now facing is

attributable to the Prospective Payment System and how much

to other factors. Because of these and many other technical

factors, ProPAC was led to conclude: OUltimately, however,

the rural hospita] policy debate may center on whether PPS,

as currently structured, is appropriate for ail rural

hospitals.' The National Rural Health Care Association

would like to offer the following suggestions for your

consideration as you grapple with ways to understand and

solve the problems of rural hospitals.

5
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I. Eliminate or substantially modify the current

two-tiered system of payments under PPS.

Under PPS, rural hospitalsr are paid at a lower rate

than urban hospitals. Tht- "standdrdized amount" reflects

historically lower costs in rural hospitals, and in FY1985

the rural rate was lt.-6s than 80% of the urban rate, To

these rates are added adjustments for cost differences such

as area wage rates and teaching activity. These

adjustments, when added to the standardized rate yield a

payment to a rural hospital that is often 50% of the payment

to an urban hospital for the sane service in the same market

area. This- is simply unjust and o-hould be changed in at

least two fundamental ways: 1. The standardized amount

should be a national or at least a regional rate. 2. The

urban-rural wage differential should be replaced with a more

refined gradient approach to adjusting for wane differences.

These two measures would end the discriminatery underpayment

to rural hospitals which penalizes them for historically

achieving lower costs and ignores the marketplace realities

in which they operate. These changes could be achieved

without violatinq the integrity and positive aspects of the

Prospective Payment System. In addition, these changes

could be implemented without seriously affecting the federal

budget since Medicare payments to rural hospitals represents

only a small portion of total hospital expenditures --

especially when one excepts payments to rural referral

0
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hospitals. Therefore, the aggregate increase within the

federal costs would be marginal.

II. A fair way must be found of compensating-hospitals

for their capital costs that does not disadvantage rural

hospitals. Access to tax-exempt financing must be

maintained.

The issue of how the Medicare program will pay for

capital costs is an important and difficult problem for all

hospitals. It is a particularly critical issue, however,

for capital-poor rural facilities. Any problems resulting

form federal policy on the issue of capital payment will

have much more serious ramifications for rural hospitals due

to their greater reliance on Medicare as a source of

payment. The development of a workable DRG add-on for

capital costs must take into account the existing legal

commitments made by hospitals to repay principle and

interest. At the same time, we recognize that any system of

payment for capital costs should encourage hospitals to make

cost-effective decisions about construction and equipment

purchases in the future. A new policy should also avoid

provisions that would have hospitals with low capital costs

subsidize those with high capital costs. Until a more

equitable method of treating capital costs is found, we

recommend that the current capital pass-through method be

continued for all rural hospitals.

Of particular importance to rural hospitals is the

absolute necessity of retaining access to tax-exempt bonds

7
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as a method of obtaining capital. Many of the facilities

built in tht 1940- and 1950s under the Hill-Burton Program

are in need of renovation or roplacenent. Tax-exempt bonds

are in many cas(-.; the only afforiable and available source

of capital financing; for rural hospitals.

Current ;prol- .-al2 t. cai the availabilty of tax exempt

bonds within a qoeqrahic area would place rural hospitals

at a marked cozmpet it ive cd.sadvantage with larger corporate

entities. Similarly, it would be an error to allow

tax-exempt financino enly for new industry. In the current

rural economy it is at least as important to retain existing

industry (e.(i., hospitals) as it is to stimulate new

economic de vel .op'Unt. If rural hospitals are forced into

the taxable capital market, they will find it difficult to

compete with orqanizat ions which have more name recognition

with investors, higher credit ratings, and more ability to

absorb the additional cost of taxable capital.

III.New, broad-based solutions must be found to pay for

the unsponsored care to replace rapidly disappearing "cost

shifting approaches.

Traditional methods of paying for public and private

uncompensated care are now being quickly eroded by

price-sensitive purchasers of health care services and

insurance premiums. The impact of this erosion is greater

in rural hospitals because they are: I. more dependent on

Medicare and Medicaid which usually pay less than cost for

8
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services to their recipients; 2. faced with increased

numbers of low income, unemployed, and uninsured and

underinsured people; and, 3. required to spread

uncompensated care over a smaller proportion of private

payors.

Timothy Size, Executive Director of the Rural Wisconsin

Hospital Cooperative, presented a recent study as testimony

before Senator Durenberger in April which illustrates the

uncompensated care situation in Wisconsin. Wisconsin is

probably not a typical state in that it has relatively good

Medicaid payment rates and coverage, and it is not

particularly poor or underserved. Some of the findings of

Mr. Size's study were as follows:

* Rural per capita income is 89% of central city

and 71% of urban frinqe areas;

* Pural unemployment is 4% higher than central

city and 68% higher than urban fringe areas:

* The proportion of rural elderly below poverty

is 78% higher than central city and 93% higher than urban

fringe aroas;

* Base-d on curre-,nt rates approved by the

Wisconsin Hospital Rate Setting Commission, Medicare is now

paying rural hospitals about 90% of charges while paying

urban hospitals 103% of charges;

* Medicare pays any hospital in Dane County

(Madison area) about 50% more for the same work done by

rural hospitals in the i~nmediate surrounding counties;

9
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* Unlike most urban hospitals, the ama)ority of

patients in the typical rural hospital are Mecicare and

Medicaid which results in a fewer nur.ber of private pay

patients to absorb the underpayments of government programs.

The combined effect of Medicare and Medicaid cost shifting

results in rural hospitals with less that 50 beds using 28%

of their private pay revenues to cover government

underpayments, as compared to 7% for all hospitals;

* Rural hospitals with less than 50 beds subsidize

Medicare (as a result of underpayments) at over five times

the rate of the average hospital, and rural hospitals as a

grOLPmIave a suibsidy rate almost three times the rate of

urban hospitals;

* Rural hospitals with less than 50 beds

subsidize Medicaid at a rate three times that of the average

hospital, and rural hospital have a rate over twice that of

urban hospitals;

* Hospitals located in the poorest quartile of

counties (all rural) are dependent on government

reimbursement programs for 60% of their revenues as compared

to 45% in the iost well-to-do quartile of counties,

resulting in the poorest counties being most vulnerable to

government program payment inequities;

* Hospitals with less than 100 beds (almost all

rural) provide care to unsponsored patients at a rate 27%

greater than the weighted average of all community

hospitals;

10
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* Hospitals located in the poorest quartile of

counties provide nearly three times the proportionate amount

of charity care as tbgse hospitals serving the richest

quartile:

* 35% of all rural hospitals had an operating

deficit for 1984, as compared to 16% of urban hospitals.

It is clear from this study and other reports that

rural hospitals are shoulderirq more than their share of the

cost of uncompensated care, especially when it is related to

their reduced ability to shift those costs to other payors.

We must address these inequities or risk losing completely

the access provided by rural providers.

IV. The Department of Health and Human Services should

be required to review regulatory changes for their impact on

rural providers.

At present, the DHHS is required to conduct regulatory

flexibility analysis to identify any adverse impact that

would accrue to small businesses or entities as a result of

federal regulations. Unfortunately, DHHS has defined all

hospitals as *small entities' which does not allow for

discrimination between a 500 bed teaching hospital in

Chicago and a 25 bed primary care hospital in rural Montana.

There is obviously substantial room for differences in the

way a regulation would impact institutions of this

disparity.

We recommend that the Secretary of DHHS be required to

review regulatory changes for their impact specifically on

11
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rural ent it -::, di-finea ar hospital with less than 100 beds

locateo out,"idt- a Standard Metropolitan Statistical Area.

Tn'-e int'-ut ion.; share several im|portarnt characteristics,

inc L u 1ln that utei deiisc- would d lave many people without

dcce,-, to' services.

V. Appropriate thresholds for outlier payments should

be established to provide more equitable outlier

reimbursements for rural hospitals.

A ceilini for p;t I**r |ayments to all hospitals has

becn set not to exceed 5-6% of total PPS payments to a

hospital. Most larqwr, urban hospitals are approaching the

outlier payment ceiling, but rural hospital are only at the

1% level. Further, it is projected that their outlier

payments will only be about 2% of total PPS payments when

th- PPS system is fully implemented.

Rural hospitals are at a particular risk when the

Medicare program pays significantly less than cost for a

particular case. They have smaller operating margins to

cushion the impact of such an expense; fewer private pay

patients to whoa they can shift the cost; and, smaller

numbers of Medicare patients over whom they can average-out

the extraordinary case. One small rural hospital in Idaho

recently reported a cise for which the total charges

exceeded $30,000, but Medicare paid only about $1,500. The

administrator noted that he had only projected an operating

margin of $50,000 for the entire year. Ile clearly must take

another look at his balance sheet subsequent to this case.
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It is clear that this imbalance must be addressed. We

are supportive of legislative provisions that would direct

the Secretary of DHHS to set appropriate thresholds for

outlier payments that will increase rural hospitals'

payments to the level of other larger hospitals. We would

recommend that this provision be extended to all rural

hospitals with less than 100 beds located outside of

Standard Metropolitan Statistical Areas (SMSA).

VI. The HCFA Office of Research and Demonstration

(R&D) should be required to set aside 25% of their annual

appropriation for projects addressing rural issues.

One of the problems frequently identified by ProPAC and

others is the lack of good information about rural hospitals

and health services delivery. Informed policy making is

hampered witbou- pertinent studies about rural problems and

demonstrated solutions. You and we need to know what works

and does not work in rural America. We can no longer assume

that what works for large and urban will work for small and

rural.

Research is often ignored, but it is very important. A

small investment in research can yield substantial savings.

It was research that gave us the Prospective Payment System

which in its first year netted a savings of about $1.8

billio -- more than the combined, cummulative budgets of

the National Center for Health Services Research and the

HCFA Office of Research and Demonstration over the past 15

13
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years. It is projected that PPS will save about $12.7

billion over the fir.;t five year ; of f-peration.

We reco:%mcnd that the provision in the bill introduced

by S -n tors Baucuf-, anci Crasf-1ey tc set as ide 10% of the HCFA

,,c.O, ir Ch a d !)emon'-t rci k-.n hui-f incroa.,.t to 25% to

rural rt i. ' ,, ,,],, in fict , i eci i~y ju:;t fy a 33, set

aside ba -: *rn ". }:j ~',i n (f tf, t-2: , rly populations

I i v I u1 in r.. ar i a r , .

VII. An Office of Rural Health Policy should be

established within the Health Care Financing Administration.

some of the .istakes encountered in the imple.:entation

o' the PPS could have teen avoided if there Wds a central

aut-horit' within HCFA to provide information and policy

guidance-. C'early tlere are other arc-as within HCFA's

jurisdiction that could benefit from addition expertise in

the area of rurai health (e.g., physician payments, rural

health clinics, rjsk contracting, etc.).

We strongly support the provision witnpin the bill

introduced by Senators Baucus and GrassLey that would create

an Office of Rural Health Policy within the Health Care

Financing Administration. in addition to its "watchdog"

function with regard to health services reimbursement, such

an office could assist HCFA in coordinating its financing

policies with other agencies to assure.that payment policies

do not conflict with other federal policies, programs and

initiatives that affect rural areas. This might include

14
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coordinating with programs within the Health Resources and

Services Administration (e.g., Indian Health Service,

Community and Migrant Health Centers, and Bureau of Health

Professions).

VIII. Payments to rural hospitals should be made in a

more timely manner.

Because they are small, very dependent on Medicare

reimbursement and have few cash reserves, rural hospitals

are particularly vulnerable to cash flow problems caused by

delayed payments. We support efforts to require that rural

hospitals' bills be paid within 30 days of receipt, or

sooner if the intermediary pays other payees in less time.

IX. A new grant authority should be established to

assist small, isolated rural hospitals in adapting to the

changing health care environment.

Rural hospitals are faced with a critical need to adapt

to a health care environment that is changing at a dizzying

pace. There are alternatives among which rural hospitals

can chose to improve their efficiency on the one hand, and

to increase their ability to compete on the other. Some of

these options are:

* reconsidering the mission of the hospital and

its role in the community it serves;

* defining its services geographically and taking

responsibility for developing a service mix to meet the

health care needs of service area residents;

15
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* reducinq r-liance on acute care services by

downscaln aiid 6iver!,ifying into other service areas;

* ntworkinq with other rural hospitals to find

ways t( a si,a2rf i v o -s an. r i.u ce costs;

& ii ot i n, r l, at rn . ps witr. other, often

1nr , r alt.n car? prvi o t i. mprove the quality and

SCr ; - of S r'"'I - I I

1 .nl.ino wltrl a tcri.ative health plans to

develop ne-w insurance products for their patients.

'4hl- not pvr(ry rural hospital needs to act on all of

thes- oi tions, ;ost should w: at least considering them. It

is ironic tat hr hospitals that most need to change are

often the ones with the least humail and financial resources

with which to accomplish the task. We, therefore, propose

that Conqrt:;s devop a rural r-ospital assistance grant

program that would help small, remote hospitals with the

process of adaptation. Although we recognize that this

proposal runs counter to the need to control federal

spending, we believe that it will be less costly in the long

run to have a sail Invcstnent in assisting rural hospitals

now than to wait until they clos- and try to resurrect them

at a substantial addit icnal cost to society.

In summary, the National Pural Health Care Association

strongly supports the efforts of this subcommittee on behalf

of rural hospitals. These facilities represent the

cornerstone of the rural health care delivery system, and

the stability of that foundation is being threatened. Rural
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hospitals are vulnerable to a variety of forces beyond their

control but with which they must respond vigorously. You

can help us help them by leveling the PPS playing field for

rural hospitals. You can provide rural hospitals with an

omsbudman within the federal bureaucracy that will

understand their problems. You can provide them with

resources which will help the weakest among them respond

appropriately to the problems they now face.

Thank you again for the opportunity to share these

thoughts and recommendations with the Subcommittee.

1 7
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Senator DURENBERGER. Mr. Brim.

STATEMENT OF A.E. BRIM, PRESIDENT, BRIM & ASSOCIATES,
INC., PORTLAND, OR

Mr. BRIM. Mr. Chairman, Senator Baucus. This reminds me of a
real lesson in civics in the tension between the executive and the
legislative branch. I think we have a problem here. The prospective
payment system was designed by Congress to put hospitals at fi-
nancial risk. The purpose was both to reward efficiency and to pe-
nalize excessive costs. Unfortunately the regulations contained
many provisions which do not take into account the unique circum-
stances of small and rural hospitals.

The point of fact in the State of Oregon in the last 90 days, two
rural hospitals have closed; we manage nine hospitals in the State
of Montana and six of these nine are in serious financial straits.

Our written testimony illustrates the problem of rural hospitals,
which arise from current PPS practice. I would like to focus, how-
ever, on the extremely expensive and unfair nature of an appeals
process in which the Government is the prosecutor, the judge, and
then the jury.

Redbud Community Hospital is a 40-bed acute care sole commu-
nity hospital provider located in Clear Lake, CA (northern Califor-
nia). The hospital serves a disproportionate share of Medicare and
Medicaid, 80 percent at last count.

The issue here is whether HCFA should adjust Redbud's base
cost year for the additional new services which came about because
of the addition after the base year of intensive care unit and a
pharmacy. The intensive care unit was recommended by the Joint
Commission on Accreditation of Hospitals because of the extreme
distance to that type of care.

HCFA took the position that the base year was not open for ad-
justment. If HCFA had prevailed, the reimbursement rate would
have decreased and would not have included the cost of the phar-
macy or the ICU until the completion of the first PPS cost report
year and then the ultimate settlement of an appeal of PPS year
cost report. The hospital was suddenly faced with a dilemma of
having an inability to fund this bond fund reserve and to meet cur-
rent obligations.

The Board and the community were forced to turn to the Federal
courts and did receive injunctive relief on July 20, 1984, which pre-
vented HCFA fron reducing it's then current payment rates. In its
search of fairness, however, the hospital incurred legal fees, which
averaging $20,000 per month.

Financially exhausted, and not having any progress with HHS
negotiations the hospital settled for HCFAs offer on March 20 of
this year. During the appeals process, Redbud incurred legal ex-
penses in excess of $250,000. Lost reimbursements would have ex-
ceeded $500,000 over a three year period. In addition, I would
remind the committee, that the costs of lost opportunity were
great. We estimate that 30 percent of the time of the board and
management and the consultants was spent dealing with a singular
problem.
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The Redbud case as a result of the injunctive action necessitated
that HCFA provide a process for PPS rate adjustments for small
community hospital providers. We reviewed this process, which
they submitted and we feel that it provides no relief or equity for
past distortions, that the proposed regulations would have have to
go through annual repeat of the process and be a repetition of the
Redbud experience, that is lengthy, complex, expensive and uncer-
tain.

Based on our experience on Redbud and 50 other small and rural
hospitals, we believe there is a definite need for an independent au-
thority outside of HCFA. with a power to review HCFA decisions
regarding exemptions and exceptions and empowered with the abil-
ity to override inequitable HCFA decisions.

We can only look to Congress for this relief.
Senator DURENBERGER. Thank you, Mr. Brim.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Brim and answers to questions

from the committee follow:]
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INTRODUCTION

Mr. Chairman, I am A. E. Brim, President of Brim &
Associates, Inc. We are a Portland, OR. based firm actively
engaged in the management of small or rural healthcare facilities.
Our firm is a wholly owned subsidiary of the Hillhaven
Corporation, Inc. of Tacoma, WA. Hillhaven in turn is a wholly
owned subsidiary of National Medical Enterprises, Inc., Los
Angeles, CA. Our parent, the Hillhaven Corporation, is the second
largest owner and operator of long term caxe facilities in the
United States, with over 400 facilities in 43 states. National
Medical Enterprises is one of the largest hospital management
companies in the world. NME also is a network of some 20
interrelated subsidiaries that together form a total health care
system.

We independently founded Brim & Associates in 1970 and since
then have or currently are providing management- services to-more
than 50 small hospitals and retirement centers, mostly in the
irtermountain and western states. Except for a few hospitals in
which we are the lessor or share in the risk of the operation, the
local community retains control of the institution through a
local governing board. Some of our hospitals are not-for-profit
501(c)3 Institutions, some are owned by public hospital
districts, counties or religious organizations.

Prospecti vePaynent _System

To review briefly, Prospective Payment System (PPS) for
Medicare inpatient hospital services was enacted by Congress as
Title VI of the Social Security Amendments of 1983. The intent of
PPS was to change hospital incentives through the introduction of
financial risk. Under cost based reimbursement, hospitals had to
spend a dollar to receive a share of that dollar in reimbursement.
Under PPS, hospitals gained the opportunity to make a dollar by
saving a dollar. PPS is based on a fixed price per diagnosis
related group (DRG) paid for hospital services provided to
Medicare inpatients. Initially, only hospital inpatient operating
costs are covered by the payment rate.

The Small and Rural Hospital

Our managed hospitals, which we believe are typical, vary in
size from 16 acute care beds (Jal, NM) to 115 beds (Missoula, MT).
Most have under 50 beds. Many of these hospitals also have
nursing home divisions, ranging from 22 to 111 intermediate care
(ICF) or skilled nursing (SNF) beds. Most of these hospitals are
located in communities under 10,000 population with some much
smaller than that. We manage 10 hospitals in Montana, followed by
fewer numbers in California, Oregon, Washington, Idaho, New
Mexico, Colorado, Wyoming and Wisconsin. Recently we opened a
Southeastern regional office in Greenville, NC and plan to manage
small rural hospitals there in cooperation with Pitt County
Memorial Hospital, Greenville.

Page 3-
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Rural Hospitals form a vital part of their communities.
Frequently the hospital is among the top two or three employers in
the community, next to the public school system and a principal
industry, such as a plywood, lumber or paper mill. Doctors living
in the community care for patients there and typically the local
hospital provides those doctors their only access to hospital or
nursing home care for the community residents they care for.
These hospitals generally provide primary and secondary care
consisting of emergency rooms, general medical, surgical and
obstetrical care, and as previously mentioned, often, long term
nursing home care.

The nursing home residents mainly are aged infirm, retired
members of the communities and of the farms and ranches in the
vicinity who now require nursing home care. Most have family
members living in the same small town or countryside and thus
receive frequent visits and support from family members and
friends. In one of our hospitals, one male resident is an aged,
retired bachelor sheepherder. Accustomed to living by himself in
isolated circumstances all of his life, he now requires extended
nursing care and receives it from doctors, nurses and hospital
employees, themselves members of the community, who are
knowledgeable about his long time lifestyle and who thus are able
to communicate with and support him in an accepted and meaningful
way.

Probl ems Encountered byjal 1 Rural Hospitals

Small rural hospitals confront an array of problems, some
of which are peculiar to the individual institution but many that
we see in almost all of our facilities. Some of these problems
are only indirectly connected with PPS but they are so pervasive
that we feel they merit enumeration:

0 Low and fluctuating occupancy of acute care beds presents a
constant problem. One of our facilities boasting 18 acute care
beds has been operating this year with an average occupancy of
one patient per day. While this is an extreme case, "no patient"
days or days with only three or four patients are not an unusual
occurrence in some of our hospitals. While nursing home beds
usually are much better occupied, payment schemes for non-acute
beds typically do not permit recovery of much more than direct
costs, leaving little for application to fixed costs of the
institution. The low order of acute care occupancy invariably
leads to cash shortfalls.

* Cash flow problems present difficulties brought on by low
occupancy, as recounted above, by reimbursement shortfalls, delays
in reimbursement from third party payors, denied reimbursement,
and unwillingness of hospital suppliers of goods and services to
wait for payment of their bills. Suppliers inevitably put the
errant hospital on a "C.O.D." basis and refuse shipment of goods
until they receive payment in advance.

Page 4-
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0 Regulatory problems mark another small hospital area of
concern. Later we will recount extreme financial and paperwork
distress, including extensive legal fees, suffered by one of our
hospitals as it sought relief from what it considered an unfair
determination byHCFA. Although finally resolved, the problem
required many months dnd thousands of dollars in legal fees and
lost reimbursement to bring to closure.

* Diseconomies related to size surface another chronic problem.
While large or urban hospitals have sufficient size to adjust for
problems related to payment denials, DRG problems or bad debt
experience, the small rural hospital has nowhere to turn. A
single outlier Medicare patient may result in an overall operating
loss for the month in which it is recorded. Later we will recount
the serious problem encountered by one of our hospitals that
recorded one outlier and recorded a substantial loss attributable
to that very ill patient.

Priary Problems Encountered Under PPS

Those problems we have encountered under PPS include the
following areas of concern. We should like to address each of
them separately with examples taken from our own experience.

* Inequities experienced by the method and amount of payment
for outlier patients

* Extreme financial penalties suffered by the rural hospital in
mounting an appeal to the Prospective Payment System, even though
such an appeal may be successful

* Penalties suffered by rural hospitals that experienced a
decline in volume after their base year-end, and therefore are
realizing low payment rates based on the PPS base year calcula-
tions.

* Future difficulties anticipated by rural hospitals as the
proposed method for reimbursing for capital expenditures looms
nearer

• The downward ratcheting of inpatient admissions due to -

increasingly stringent admissions criteria imposed by the
Professional Review Organizations

* The threatened serious social and economic dislocations
precipitated by the closure or impending closure of rural
hospitals.

Inadequiate Payment For Outliers

Losses in caring for day outliers and cost outliers have been
well documented. In the rural setting, the absence of tertiary
care capability and corresponding absence of subspecialty
physicians tends to limit the application of expensive, state of
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the art technology. Thus, outlier problems in the rural community
are more likely to be day outlier problems. While PPS provides
for the outliers, our hospitals find that the threshold for day
outlier payments vastly exceeds the approved DRG assigned day
level, and so renders the outlier payment almost meaningless.

An elderly male patient was admitted to one of our hospitals
with multiple problems and the primary diagnosis of Necrotizing
fasciitis of the right ankle. Surgery was performed and
subsequently a skin graft was required. Subsequent to this care,
complications required an amputation of the lower leg. The
patient later expired in the hospital.

The hospital charges totalled $39,573. Length of stay was 47
days. The DRG designated 14.3 days for the diagnosis.
Reimbursement for the ORG totalled $4,258. The outlier
reimbursement has not yet been determined, but the day outlier
threshold for the DRG is 36 days. We estimate the outlier
payment will add an additional $544.00 to hospital revenue,
resulting in an estimated $34,771.00 loss to the facility for this
patient. The loss on this single outlier places a significant
financial burden on this rural hospital.

The Appeal Process

Rural Hospitals, because of their lack of resources, cannot
mount lengthy appeals without sustaining severe economic loss. We
have experienced this process at Redbud Community Hospital in
Clearlake, California.

Redbud is a 40-bed acute care hospital in Northern
California. It serves a disportionate share (80%) of Medicare and
Medicaid patients. The issue involved was whether HCFA should
adjust Redbud's base year costs for addition of new services added
after the base year. Redbud added an Intensive Care Unit and
opened a full service pharmacy after thi base year. JCAH
recommended that Redbud add the ICU because of the hospital's
isolation from other hospitals.

HCFA maintained that the base year costs were not open to
adjustment. Because Redbud has such a large percentage of Federal
program patients, its ability to pass on its higher operating cost
was severely restricted by HCFA's refusal to adjust the base year
used in determining the PPS payments.

Had HCFA been permitted to decrease Redbud's interim payments
to reflect the disallowance of the increased ICU costs and
Pharmacy costs, the hospital would not have been able to fund its
bond reserve accounts and therefore in technical default on Its
bond covenants. The hospital also likely would have been unable
to pay its bills and therefore have become insolvent. However, on
July 20, 1984 the hospital obtained an injunction in Federal court
to prevent HCFA from reducing its reimbursement from its then
present level. If Redbud had followed program regulations, its
reimbursement rate would have been immediately decreased and could
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not include costs for the ICU or Pharmacy until completion of the
first year under PPS and ultimate settlement of the appeal of its
PPS year cost report. That condition could have lasted well into
1988 or 1989 depending upon the backlog of Provider Reimbursement
Review Board (PRRB) caseloads.

Note, however, In the above discussion, there was no
requirement in the injunction to increase the payment ratp for
Redbud from the level in July, 1984. During the same period
Redbud experienced an increase of its case mix index which
indicated a higher percentage of severely ill patients entering
the hospital. The additional care required caused the hospital to
incur more expenses to treat the more acutely ill patient loads.
However, under the injunction the payments could not be increased.
Redbud was forced to lay off personnel and curtail capital
expenditures to prevent serious losses. During this two year
period Redbud was paying legal fees of approximately $20,000 per
month to continue its battle against HCFA. HCFA obviously could
continue the "negotiations" indefinitely. Redbud recently settled
this issue with HCFA as the hospital could not continue any longer
and settled for HCIA's offer. The legal bill was approximately
S250,000.

in the cost report for 1984 the hospital lost $210,000 in
reimbursement due to exclusion of the ICU and Pharmacy. "e
hospital requested an adjustment of its TEFRA target rate which
is allowed for In the TEFRA regulations and HCFA allowed only
$87,000 explaining that the remainder of costs were
"unreasonable". In 1985 the hospital was required to file a TEFRA
type cost report since it was prevented from going onto PPS by the
injunction. The hospital lost an additional $206,000 in
reimbursement on that report. For the current year to date the
hospital has been under reimbursed about the same rate as the
prior year, or $175,000.

To settle the case with HCFA has taken two years, $250,000 in
legal fees and $504,000 in lost reimbursement.

Table 1, page A sLows a breakdown of legal costs and lost
reimbursement.

Penalties Suffered by Rural Hospitals That Exjperienced Volume
Declines After the Base Year

Clark Fork Valley Hospital, Plains, MT serves as an example
of how PPS can adversely affect hospitals with fluctuating
volumes. Wnile the problem does not relate exclusively to small
hospitals, still the small financial base of Clark Fork gave rise
to this severe financial difficulty.

Because PPS relies on a base year for the hospital specific
component, a hospital that experiences a sharp decrease in volume
after the base year is severely penalized. The Medicare cost per
discharge during Clark Fork's base year was S1,359.62. The
hospital experienced a large decrease in census after the base
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year of September, 1982 and the Medicare cost per discharge in FYE
September, 1983, increased to $1,935.31. This increase in cost
resulted in a loss of reimbursement of $127,274 in the TEFRA year.
In the first year of PPS, because of the blending of Federal
portion with the hospital specific rate, the hospital's loss
decreased to $49,740.

Clark Fork Valley Hospital continues to receive its low
reimbursement rate. Not only is the hospital specific component
too low, but the wage index for rural Montana continues to depress
payment rates in rural Montana.

Clark Fork Valley was a sole community hospital (SCH). PPS
allows the SCH to "give up" Its status as a SCH in order to take
advantage of the higher DRG rate by sliding on to the Federal
portion and not maintaining the 75% hospital specific ratio for
the three years under PPS. Accordingly, Clark Fork Valley gave
up its status in order to take advantage of the much needed higher
rate. However, in so doing, the hospital also forfeited its right
to adjustments for SCHs. This is because sole community hospitals
that experience a drop in census of five percent or more from
their proceeding year can apply for an exception to help cover
fixed costs that otherwise would not be reimbursed. but the
decision to drop SCH sta1.; is irreversible, so Clark Fork Valley
never will be able to achieve protection from drops in volume even
though the hospital continues to function in fact as a sole
community hospital.

CAPITAL PAYMENT ISSUES

The department of HHS has proposed to reimburse hospitals for
capital on the basis of prospective rates beginning in 1987. The
rates would be based upon cost reports for FYE 1983. There would
be a phase in period of four years. HHS is also proposing
separate rates for urban and rural hospitals. The rural rate
would be only 59% of the urban rate. Sole community hospitals
would be reimbursed on the formula of 75% hospital specific (based
upon 1986 cost data) and 25% national rate. Return on Equity
would be phased out in three years.

From a rural hospital's point of view, the proposed capital
payment plan continues the discrimination against rural
facilities. Administration assumes that ALL rural hospitals
should be penalized for their location. Rural hospitals need to
upgrade physical plants and equipment just as urban hospitals do.
Costs of construction and equipment is no less than for urban
areas. Yet rurul hospitals are to be paid less than urban
hospitals fcr capital costs.

Another critical issue regards sole community hospitals.
Although SCH's continue to receive 75% of their payment based upon
their capital expenses in 1986, still 25% is based upon a national
rural rate. As pointed out above, separating rural and urban
capital payments is discriminatory and unfair. Picking a base
year and rolling that amount forward will prevent many rural
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facilities from replacing aging physical plants or equipment if
those hospitals' current payment for capital reflects old and aged
plant and equipment. This problem is an enormous hurdle for rural
facilities with high Medicare and Welfare populations.

It should also be pointed out that many sole community
hospitals gave up their sole community provider status during the
second year of PPS in order to obtain the higher National PPS
rates if their base period costs were low as pointed out in the
Clark Fork Valley Hospital situation. Regulations currently state
that the decision is irrevocable for those sole community
hospitals which gave up their status. Therefore those hospitals,
which are still actually sole community providers, will be denied
the protection available In this proposal.

Two examples outline how the above issues are a serious
threat to rural hospitals.

Divine Savior Hospital is a religiously affiliated hospital
in Portage, Wisconsin. Divine Savior has 73 hospital beds, and
111 nursing home beds. It is the major employer in the area.
Because there is another small hospital 16 miles away, Divine
Savior is not eligible for sole community provider status. The
hospital completed a major remodeling project a few years ago.
The existing structure was very old and required extensive
remodeling to make it acceptable for delivery of health care. If
the HHS proposal is implemented, Divine Savior will lose $408,000
during the four year phase in, and $221,000 per year thereafter
assuming no additional capital investment. This amounts to $87
per discharge or about 50% of the proposed payment amount for
rural hospitals. With Medicare and Medicaid running at 63% of
total patient days, it would be impossible to recoup this amount
from other payers, particularly since Wiscorsin has rate review
laws controlling price increases for hospitals.

Northeastern Regional Hospital is a community owned nonprofit
hospital in Las Vegas, New Mexico. It is located 45 miles North
of Santa Fe. The nearest neighboring hospital is in Santa Fe.
Northeastern Regional is a sole community hospital. The hospital
has 62 acute care beds in service. Medicare and Medicaid patients
constitute 64% of its inpatient volume. The hospital
construction was financed with revenue bonds. Its actual capital
cost per discharge is $560. Because It has sole community
provider status, the negative impact of the HHS proposal would be
$337,400 for the four year phase in, and $93,000 per year
thereafter. if the hospital had elected to forfeit its sole
community hospital status, it would have lost $711,000 during the
phase in and $373,000 each year thereafter, thereby incurring even
greater penalties.

In summary, we feel that rural hospitals clearly are
discriminated against in this proposed capital payment plan. It
will prevent rural hospitals from replacing aging assets, and will
force many into closure. The plan will inevitably limit access to
care for the elderly and other citizens in the rural areas.
Secondly, the many sole community hospitals that elected to give
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up SCH status during the early part of PPS implementation, will
experience additional burdens under the proposed HHS capital
regulations.

Downward Ratcheting of Admissions

The rural hospitals we work with are encountering
increasingly stringent admissions requirements by the Professional
Review Organizations. In this statement, we refer to this
phenomenon as "downward ratcheting".

Admissions are denied because they are judged inappropriate
based on the allegation that the treatment could have been
delivered on an outpatient basis viven the absence of
complications. Other denials are for patients admitted in the
last stages of life who enter the hospital and expire in a day or
two. These are deemed by the PRO to be admissions of a social
nature.

These difficulties are best explained by examples.

A 76 year old male patient suffering from chronic obstructive
pulmonary disease (COPD) and aplastic anemia, who also had an
obstruction of a femoral artery and a carotid artery came to the
hospital for an infusion of two units of blood. Because of the
doctor's concern over the patient's compromised pulmonary and
vascular status and the complications that might arise from the
infusion of the blood, the doctor admitted the patient over night.
The admission was denied.

Another male patient in his seventies came to the same
hospital for a hernia repair, ordinarily only eligible for
outpatient treatment under Medicare. This man had suffered a
myocardial infarction a few months previously. In addition, he
lived in a remote rural area 36 miles from the hospital. Because
of concern for the man arriving home safely and possible post-
surgical complications, the doctor elected to keep him in the
hospital overnight. This admission wa3 denied.

Our hospitals occasionally adrait patients in the final stages
of life. These patients typically are suffering from cancer and
the family members are unable to give intensive care in the final
period and are phychologically unprepared for dealing with the
impending in-home death. These admissions routinely are denied
because they are asserted to be of social rather than of medical
necessity.

Rural hospitals frequently operate in areas remote from
patients' homes and from other medical and social care agencies.
In the cases of the two aged male patients, no other agency
existod to watch over them in event they did not progress well.
In the city, good transportation systems, adequate ambulance
service and nearby hospitals could fulfill this need. In the
case of the dying persons, a hospice service in the city might
support the patient and equip family members to deal with the
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impending death. The rural community usually has no comparable
service. The isolation of the rural hospital should be considered
by the PROs and by MedicaKe in judging the validity of these
admissions.

Threatened Social and Economic Dislocations Caused _by Closure or
Impending Loss of Rural Hospitals

Possible inability of hospital governing bodies to meet total
economic needs of their institutions could only partially be
attributable to PPS. Nonetheless, I would like to point out some
perceived and real consequences of failure of the local hospital
to survive.

Despite the problems of operating healthcare establishments
in rural communities, residents in those towns do everything
possible to maintain their healthcare structure. It is commonly
understood by business people that when the citizen leaves town to
obtain medical care, he takes his healthcare dollar with him,
spending it elsewhere. In addition to the doctor visit or the
hospital stay in a distant town or city, the local resident tends
to spend other dollars there as well. Grocery shopping, furniture
and clothing needs, for example, are attended to during the
healthcare trip and the local economy suffers as a result. When
an entire hospital is threatened with closure, the consequences
loom as a major local disaster, comparable to the closure of a
principal industry in the town. In such an event, the job loss
seriously impacts the economy of the region. In like manner, the
social fabric of the community is impacted. Local institutions,
such as the school system or a lumber mill, generally believe they
will experience difficulty in attracting qualified job applicants
to a community that has no organized healthcare system. In the
absence of a hospital, the mill loses an industrial medicine
resource and an emergency treatment resource when industrial
accidents occur.

Care of the aged ill and infirm constitute a primary concern
in a community when the loss of a combination hospital and nursing
home is threatened. In many rural communities, the aged have
lived out their lives in the small town or on a nearby farm or
ranch and have nowhere to turn locally if no facility exists to
care for them. In such cases, adult children are forced to
transport their parent to a distant town or city ror the needed
care. In one case, a son took his aged father to his own home
city, 400 miles away, because there was no place for the father in
his own community and the son would not leave him in the long term
care of strangers elsewhere, with no family or friends to visit
and give support. The list of similar anecdotes is endless.

Within our own experience, we are presently closing a small
hospital on the southern Oregon coast located at Toledo, OR. This
community has a population of about 3500 and a hospital catchment
population of about 6000. A hospital was built in Toledo about 25
years ago. A depressed economy on the southern Oregon coast,
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coupled with long term operational difficulties, left this
institution in a debt ridden state that the board of directors
felt powerless to overcome. The hospital closed earlier this
year.

This hospital employed 80 workers, full and part time. The
Administrator estimates about 60 full time equivalent employees
worked here. The hospital was the third largest employer in
Toledo, next to a paper mill and a lumber mill. The annual
payroll totalled about $1,200,000. This payroll loss followed
the closure of a plywood mill about a year and a half ago when
about 300 Jobs were lost.

At closure the hospital provided the only obstetrical care in
a region extending 50 miles to the East, and over 30 miles to the
North and South. A nearby rural facility undertook obstetrical
care on an improvised basis, and currently seeks State approval
for an obstetrical program, so that capability will not be lost
to the area.

A year prior to the hospital closure, six doctors practiced
in Toledo. Presently, only one doctor remains to care for the
2500 residents and the balance of the 6,000 in the catchment
area.

The hospital building is for sale, presenting a challenge to
the sellers. A special purpose building, such as a hospital, is
not readily useful for other purposes, despite its good
condition.

There are other rural hospitals in small towns relatively
near by, so this case speaks to access only for the aged and poor
without transportation. The case is intended to point out
economic and social dislocations experienced whenever a rural
community loses its hospital.

Special Provisions of the Medicare Program Applicable to Rural
Hospitals

We feel that the Swing Bed provision generally is a valuable
asset to small rural hospitals. However, at least one
Jurisdiction, Oregon, does not yet have any approved swing beds.
Reasons supporting swing beds include additional revenue producing
capability provided swing bed providers, a needed resource for
patients who no longer qualify for hospital stays but who meet
criteria for admission under the swing bed guidelines, and a
community resource when other similar capabilities do not exist
in the community. On the negative side, some nursing home
associations are adamant in their opposition to the approval of
swing beds in hospitals, on the basis that adequate numbers of
eRilled beds already exist in the communities. Additionally, a
few governing bodies and administrators may hesitate to institute
swing bed programs if the: feel the institution will become
primarily an ICF or SUF facility. Possibly a new designation for
swing beds, for example "sub-acute beds", would be useful.
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We believe that those hospitals that have received the sole
community hospital designation have benefited from the provisions.
However, the SCH status is not beneficial to those hospitals that
incurred low base year costs. Low base year costs could be caused
by unusually high volumes in the base year. In addition, those
hospitals with attached nursing homes may also have unusually low
base year costs because the Medicare cost allocation process over
allocates overhead to the nursing home and therefore dilutes the
hospital's costs. In those cases, those institutions have not
been afforded the opportunity to take advantage of the SCH status.
Earlier, we commented on the loss of SCH designation experienced
by some hospitals when, early on, it was advantageous for them to
give up their SCH designation. In those cases, we commented on
the penalty they will incur by that action because they will be
prohibited from regaining the SCH designation.
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TABLE 1

Legal costs and lost reimbursement realized by Redbud in its long
litigation against HCFA:

Legal Costs $ 250,000

Lost reimbursement

1984 Cost report

1985 TEFRA report

1986 Cost report (est)

Total costs & last reimbursement

123,000

206,000

1750 oQ0

S 754,000
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Conclusion and Recommendations

PPS has demonstrated an innovative and largely successful
interval in the evolution of this country's healthcare delivery
system.

PPS was designed for a system of averages. The individual
rural healthcare establishment runs afoul of averages, however,
because usually it is so small it cannot accommodate to sizeable
swings in occupancy, length of stay or cost fluctuations.

As this page is written, a second Oregon hospital has just
announced its closure, scheduled for May 1. Located in Pendleton,
OR., a community of about 12,000. Pendleton Community Hospital
has until recently furnished the only obstetrical and
gynecological service in the community, in addition to other
traditional services. When it closes, the other Pendleton
hospital, St. Anthony's, will care for area residents. But 90
jobs will be lost and the alternative choice provider will cease
to exist. The published reasons for closure include decreased
Medicare reimbursement, but apparently this is not a major
reason.

PPS can help rural hospitals to survive or it can hasten
their demise. It can help by recognizing the unique nature of the
rural hospital in its community.

Specific relief can be afforded in th6 areas discussed in
this statement.

* Outlier payments: An approach to thresholds should be
adopted that decreases the number of days between the DRG approved
and the threshold day in order not to penalize the hospital for
caring for very ill patients.

* Base year problems: The present system of using 75% hospital
specific rates for the SCH should be continued, but modified to
include adjustments for changes in services subsequent to the base
year.

* Capital reimbursement: The present system of cost
reimbursement for capital costs for sole community hospitals and
rural hospitals under 100 beds should be continued. Opportunity
should be provided to reinstate the rural hospital to SCH status
for purposes of capital pass through.

* Ratcheting Admissions: PPS should advance a more lenient
approach to admissions that recognizes the unique medical and
social services provided by the rural hospital in the absence of
other such providers in the community.

• Importance of survival: PPS should demonstrate an attitude
that will encourage the survival of the rural hospital rather than
design the demise of a substantial number of rural community

Page 15-
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providers. One step toward accomplishing this objective is to
eliminate tne discrimination against rural hospitals by modifying
the national and regional rates to be the same for urban and rural
faci cities.

a Appea il px-oces;: fut thp procedures 5hculd b. set
n place t,,:, r, ffo d . k t re :' y¥ rd Z :,I expe si':e met hod(I .f

,arr vinq at a c r ;,i n ta :}., ,-
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Follow-up Questions from Senator Packwood

for Mr. A. E. Brim

1. In the hospitals managed by Brim and Associates, what techniques

are employed to attract area residents, rather than have

them travel to services offered by larger, urban hospitals?

The phenomenon of area residents leaving one community

for another to seek health care is referred to as "outmiqration."

This exists among all providers and is not unique to rural

hospitals. The renaissance of the rural hospital's efforts

in protectinq and increasing its market -share is substantially

assist-d by recruiting and, if necessary, employtnq quality

physicians in rural communities. The citizens of these

communities must have confidence in local physicians if

the rural hospital is to be a true provider of acute care;

therefore, conscientious recruitment by communities of

qualificd phys-ciarns, and, if necessary, the provision

of economic and noneconomic incentives is an important

techn ique.

Technology is a factor in attracting rural residents.

It is important that the smaller hospital provide competitive

but appropriate technology. An example would be whereas

a CAT scanner in most instance is inappropriate, the presence

-1-
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of ultrasound diagnostic equipment is a necessary level

of technology for a rural facility. Hospitals must have

the revnut.; and avat lable capital fo offer these services.

Last ly, cuuntermaiket ing is an important technique. Several

years ago, large urban hospitals began "raiding" rural

communities as the urban hospital itself became more concerned

with falling patterns of utilization. It is now necessary

that rural r-ommurnities, through the leadership of boards

of trustee of rural hospitals, -ake known the unique advantages

and services of the rural hospital.

What new techniques are your hospitals using to solve their

financial plight?

Let me begin by stating that the opportunity of cost reduction

has been pretry much exhausted in all hospitals. Costs

over the past six years, through the impact of TEFRA and

th-n through the introduction of Prospective Payment, have

brought operating costs down to the absolute minimum tolerable

level considering the necessity of providing standby services

in the rural community. The smaller hospital has naturally

smaller nursing units and, consequently, minimum staff-ing

requirements for these units is an example of the inability

to further reduce costs.

-2-
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There are two solutions to solving the hospital's financial

plight wnich go beyond the simplistic advocacy of uroing

rural hospitals; to join other systems. It is necessary

to recognize that the moment a rural huspita, joins a system,

it becomes i tributary, in most instances, of :arge urban

hospitals and, as such, community control is frequently

lost.

Our hospitals impove- their economic state us by providing

broad-based community services within the rural primary

and secondary setvi e areas. An example is the installation

:f a number of hospital -ba:ed home health services. Another

example is the provision of more and more outpatient services

to thee community and to the local physicians, thereby lessening

dependency upon inpatient services. Of course, every rural

hospital whu.ose circumstances warrant it should employ the

swing bed concept for f inarica 1 improvement.

The second technique which rural hospitals are using to

sol t!,e!. fin,!nial plight .!; an appeal to the federal

qove(inmnt to stop cost shifting. As Medicare and Medicaid

pay iess and less of the true cost of the hospital operation,

more of these costs are thrown over to the private patient

or the patient with private insurance. In the rural community

with limited incomes, these people simply cannot afford

these costs shifts, and we very much advocate enhanced

payment to hospitals from federal programs to stem the

economic exsanguination caused by this phenomenon.

-3-
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2. Your testimony discusses the financial penalties suffered

by rural hospitals that mount an appeal to the probpective

payment system. Wnat recommendations would you make to

improve or adjust the appeals process?

rh.. ,i. s Ca-,',"s ear .:d sh'iuid bc, improvd by the following:

1. t~ , it-h at~s,;l':e (ar fairly short time limits of

resronse in dp;Ea>. Mai.a~ing t imely resolution to

-l .,#v> ae t.ne unf -it rsrh of a government with .,eemingly

i nexhau:+ atIe, bur -auracrat i - per ;(,nn- I fac 3r.(] a rural

hospital with very limited resources for leg,1 and

adrisit i ive response.

2. LstalI ish an irlep:r.,nent board out-side of the department

of WEIS :or tICFA so +hat fairness is the out-come of the

a3FalA--iairness to the government and fairness to

the community hospital.

o,:. woii lke ,o see a mor- liberal definition of "community

medical need," on which adjustments would be based.

Our experience tells us that this concept is very narrowly

defined in present pra-tice and that quality health

care to the rural community demands that "community

medical need" be more focused on providing a broad

range of services within the rural community as opposed

to the transportationn syndrome" which presumes that

people can be moving willy-nilly to large urban centers

for care.

-4-
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Senator DURENBERGER. Curtis Erickson.

STATEMENT 01F CURTIS C. ERICKSON, PRESIDENT AND CHIEF
EXECUTIVE OFFICER. GREAT PLAINS HEALTH ALLIANCE,
Pill LIPSBURC1. KS

Mr. ERICKSON. Mr. Chairman, Senator Baucus. I appreciate the
opportunity to appear, with this panel and before this subcommit-
tee. My name is Curtis Erickson. I am president and chief execu-
tive officer of the Great Plains Health Alliance in Phillipsburg, KS.
We operate 25 hospitals in Kansas, one in Nebraska, all with less
than 50 beds. We have been operating rural hospitals as a multi-
system since 1951. It might be interesting to the subcommittee that
out of the 26 institutions, 25 of them are owned by counties, dis-
tricts, and cities.

I have submitted a written statement, but I want to comment on
just a few points and I will hopefully not comment on the same
things that have already been covered by others.

I would emphasize a few points about the rural hospitals greater
risk of recovering costs under PPS. One of these that of course has
been mentioned is the expensive atypical case. The rural hospitals
small number of cases does not permit the law of averages to func-
tion to recover their costs.

I give a specific example in my written statement, about one case
in a hospital in Kansas, which consists of 2.4 percent of the operat-
ing costs of that institution. That is going to be difficult for them to
recover and I will mention later on that most of these hospitals are
recovering that cost by local taxes.

Having spent thirty years in the industry of operating small
rural hospitals, I am concerned about the access to quality care in
the rural areas. I think we are certainly close to losing these hospi-
tals developed through the Hill-Burton program. It seems to me
that we need to be very careful that the whole rural primary care
system used by the recipients of Medicare does not become jeopard-
ized by the fact that we lose these institutions.The way many of
the hospitals in Kansas make up their operational losses is with
property taxes.

One concern on the rural referral center problem which and I
think Senator Dole mentioned involves a specific situation in
Kansas. This referral hospital is very important to the northwest-
ern section of Kansas but does not have 6,000 dismissals. Under the
Reconciliation Act of 1985, (Cobra) the Osteopathic hospitals were
allowed a designation as a rural referral center with only 3,000 dis-
missals. I hope that may be made the required dismissals for other
referral centers.

I have one comment in regard to the swing bed program. It is
very effective and all of our hospitals have it. It is an excellent pro-
gram but we believe that some things need correction and in my
written testimony I comment on these items.

In conclusion, I want to reemphasize, that without the small
rural hospital, most Kansas rural communities would have a more
severe shortage of physicians and other manpower than they now
have. I believe that we certainly must figure out a method of assist-
ing those hospitals and the necessary rural areas to keep in busi-
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ness and not be involved in a crisis situation, which would bring
forth some emergency legislation.

I just want to comment on one other question that has been
asked. I think maybe that some of the transition capital that Sena-
tor Durenberger mentioned might be used to sustain primary
health services in the rural communities. Thank you.

Senator DURENBERGER. Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Erickson follows:]
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,'. 1- rr~ptt or t -r ; ,tivf! Payment Ilst-n o(2 te stability of small, rural

Te z;mall, rural hospital is at a greater risk of not recovering their costs under
the Medicare Prospective Payment System (PPS) for two major reasons. First of
ali, PPS is a system based on averages. In many rural hospitals, the small number
of patients served does not permit, the law of averages to function. Therefore,
one expensive or atypical case can place an unrecoverable financial burden on the
small, rural hospital.

Examples which I have included are, one of oUr rural Kansas hospitals which, in
its 1985 fiscal year, had a loss from operations of $42,564. In the current
fiscal year, this hospital has already served five Medicare beneficiaries whose
unreimbursed charges totaled more than $42,000. This is a significant portion of
that hospital's revenue, but more importantly, is 2.4 percent of the hospital's
operational costs. As a result, this loss will have to be subsidized with local
ad valorem taxation on property in that county.

Another case reported to us just recently is for a Medicare patient currently in
the hospital. This case has unrecovered costs of more than $15,000. A fellow
administrator from Idaho shared with me a case where the contractual adjustment on
one patient in his hospital amounted to $31,429. In addition, his hospital has
had a total of nine cases with a contractual adjustment of more than $70,000.
These are just three examples -- there are many more. But zhese cases demonstrate
the problem rural hospitals face with outlier cases. Even though we may average
out on other cases much better, it would take hundreds of cases to even begin to
offset the losses which are incurred on these extreme outlier cases.
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The s rnd rtion :;ria: I, ruril hospitals are at a greater financial risk urnJer PPS
is ,elated to :elzp. nie size of iiall rural hospitals severely lLmits both the
benefits from economies of scal,. and tre ability to make further cost reductions.
F'ix, d 'sts for these hospitals -- which in most cases ir.cludes personnel costs--
r-present a large prc ;xrtion of the hospital's overall costs per case. From the
exppr:enrov ir: our organization , we also believe many rural hcspitals in our area
have been -onstrvativf in nature a.tl have already decreased costs by personnel
reluct ions. In m7-ny as(es, th,.-;e r,luotions were made during or prior to the 19b2
baste year for PPS.

Data from mall, rural Kansas hospitals of less than 100 beds dumon3trates the
reverity of the decrease in acute care patients. The Kansas Hospital
Association's (K}A's) Pitient Origin and Utilization Study, which includes all
community hospitals in Kansas, shows from 1981-1984i acute care discharges for
Kansas hosltals of less than 109 beds have dencreased 25 percent. According to
the 19&1) KA Fiscal rends Survey, discharges decreased another 12 percent from
19JI leve31: represemnt.ing a total decrea:3e of 37 percent over the five year period
(1981- 1985) .

This group of hospitals (unler 100 beds) represents 112 hospitals or 77.1 percent
of Kansas' corrvnunity hospitals. The rurality of the state, in particular the
Western half (40,000 square miles'j with a population density of 10 people per
square mile, wold indicate the presence of a large number of snall providers.

For comparative purposes, Kansas hospitals over 100 beds showed a 21 percent
decrease in discharges from 1981 - 1964 on the KHA Patient Origin and Utilization
Study and a 25 percent decline from 1)B1-1985 based on KHA'S Fkscal Trends Survey.
This demonstrates small, rural Kansas hospitals (under 100 beds) have been more
drastically affected by declines in inpatient utilization than larger rural or
urban hospitals. A significant, problem that must be addressed in PPS is the lack
of financial flexibility iiall hospitals have eause of their high percent of
fixed costs. This makes it impossible to significantly down size operations in
order to accommodate the corresponding decreases in inpatient utilization. This
inflexibility will not allow the snall hospital to cover their costs per case with
the current PPS rates. In rural Kansas, it is imperative to maintain nall
hospitals if access to quality primary care is to be preserved. Presently the
only thing covering this shortfall in Medicare's payment is local property tax
support. In light of the current economic problems associated with rural Kansas
and rural America, dependence on this support is certainly at risk.

Since Medicare beneficiaries represent greater than 50 percent of these rural
hospitals' patients, these hospitals' financial viability is largely dependent on
the PPS payment. In reality, a 29-bed hospital in Phillipsburg, Kansas has very
little control over more than 55 percent of its budget because the price is fixed
in Washington. Furthermore, the hospital cannot further reduce their operations
to survive within this price and continue to meet the requirements of the Medicare
program and the needs of Medicare patients.

As a possible solution to this dilemma, we would suggest Congress consider
re-basing the PPS rates with more current hospital-specific cost and discharge
data to more adequately reflect the payment needed to support continued access to
primary health care in rural communities.

-2-
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Anr, ,.'r reality a.:x'iatd with reduco:d utiliv.itio in tte :nall tV)3pital is that
the ,-.ss '2"lt'.y ;-r:'nnel positions are eliminate-d first, i.e., an tide position

2" t,'in,',1 Il,.f,,r,'i registt-rs narse. This nould have an effect on the
hor i I aI' :2 2 'C infY :ii it Oorp' eS to) tht, PTS w-ae .ntvx.

.t 2,rr s b.,:'. w1e ttl ,hcI the acute -are patio.t servel by hw:pitIn now
r~quir' a -i h'hr int,-n:j y of :,e'Vjces. Yt ho: Lptals mut try to neet the3e
higho'r t' ,nt o,' needs with a ruch :-iallor nt2xber of staff.

I Il.so t n, to mtion the pr.t)l,._qns rar- t comntinifties face as a result of the
re.- ',h ,'e 0In MCdlear liinit1 1-ib f4!e tv'ints Th.ene changes tie
t-lo t"' ,, syeA.-n f' - h o: pit "~]~,~i (l it) services to the pttynent fr

Iindpndent l:tb . Th2li h s caused rural hospitals a serious
.:'r" of re-V,'lh,. A ni-vf-y of 2 of ur't urgani;wtion's hospitals diszovereo the

ho2.;,it a! ' lm-e',. for MeAlC,',, o.t.....:' series ,LI lurted to M,)re than $20U.000.

In rra -'vrnit, ies, our honpit;-. ' (ot:i*: for' outpatient lab ;ervines are higher
th II n 4 n , 0ent I t: . iS lu, r' r .y to the low ntviber of cases treated.
It ':: a t~f , ~pr ,t)1,. First, rurti, hospit.al a do not have Immediate access to
tth.', .,. ,-,f inle-;,-,,!,ft lab .>,orn , ,ven if independent lab services were
rt-, 1 v v : ', &l., w'', , w,,!! .ill h .v,' :i)nta'n :Ame lab suppx)rt in the
hs:, I ! t. lr it' ) " . ': ,:1 1 n, t l, .,n . Most of' our ont2 are fixed --

r;,, 'r.:.,'l ,' '. *:;'; 2 t l , y u ,:tnnA r, , I- , ,i-1,w one.

1 "1 1't il r.:w, 2 't -i t i), ,'' r P2, re .'ulatn has ircreans"I , not decreased.
' oar,, ,'. *:; o.;,,v' i ' , hr ii r,' ru~r ,,:; c atli;atior review revuirxrients

11 . n ' ,'',. 1. iP V# touan 1 y rhcre.ses th, h.spit:ls' ad riiristrative
tr'-I ind no!'t

!II. ri"-'r:_itou' t:_(t .r.., _V5 _;!i t_ jiy ctre in rural c:x'nuLities.

i II W r. I Wir" r , t, ' ,"a'.40 ' H1 -. ," t ,, Act, we o av r'a de s1gnI ficant and
SIc.. '1 .ft ri a tit ir' 1v '''. a 'l,. r1th 'or, int rural ccr n cities. Through
t f.,' I i r, '' r; t, , we i n o.t to pure this goal. At
I f.;n 'i ,, I.asr 2' . .o qti ity oar,, continues to exIst i n our rural

H )'Ver, oh l 1 (1 Q7 Me, I'' ir., , t pr' posal that red uces or even freezes PPS
,vi .ont s, .nt e1, tI , iimAy ,vi ri ' .yjri rural iopitals -- uecause of their
large, perx"°~t,, ,f f'xed cot ts -- may not hive the ability to maintain the
r.'nour',e roed.' to pr',.vo.e pri .itry neaith ctre se rvics in their rural
(',C ,'. iO'3,,.

Arrtntr a-s is-ue that nee Is to t,i. adfr,:s:,I in recugnit'.on of declining acute
care 1:,ilizaton, is for rural crr-nun.tiesi to rethink the Lotal primary care
p)roce,'-. In ,.x'ler to do this, o::unitlie, will needJ to assess in what form
quality p! iLrrar'y health services "x ttfe delivered. In somne situations, we believe
patient voi rn,- :'cty dictate ths :e('I to, totally restructure the primary health
ser'ioes, of these rural corrnuntitite.3. We would certainly be very receptive to
funding, for grants and drnonstr;4tion projects to address primary -are alternatives
f'(,r (-ur riral crnunities.
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Senator DURENBERGER. Mr. Brockmann.

STATEMENT OF WILLIAM F. BROCKMANN, PRESIDENT AND
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER, CAYLOR-NICKEL HOSPITAL,
BLUFFTON, IN
Mr. BROCKMANN. Mr. Chairman, Senator Baucus. In my present

position, I am the president and chief executive officer of a rural
referral center. Our sister organization the Caylor-Nickel Clinic is
a Mayo-type multispecialty group practice and our diagnostic capa-
bilities include CAT scanning and magnetic resonance imaging.

Currently, we are reimbursed on the rural referral center rates,
which is greater than the standard hospital rural rate and less
than the urban rate.

My testimony today is not only oh behalf of Caylor-Nickel, but
we are joined by 34 other rural referral hospitals. These hospitals
are listed on an attachment that I will provide to the committee
and include at least two in Montana; Missoula Community Hospi-
tal and Kalispell Regional Hospital, three in Idaho, one in Kansas,
four in Arkansas, one in New York, one in Texas, four in Oklaho-
ma and two in Iowa.

We are all rural referral centers of 100 to 200 bed size and we all
experiencing the same potential problem with the Prospective Pay-
ment System. When you passed the rural referral center legisla-
tion, you recognized that our costs and services are not typical of
the costs and services of a small rural hospital.

You recognized that we provide to rural communities in the
United States complex medical services that are frequently avail-
able only in large urban hospitals. The law which recognizes rural
referral centers and permits them equitable payment under Medi-
care does not state that a rural referral center has to be a certain
specific size, have a certain number of' beds or treat a specific
number of patients. However, in it's regulation HCFA set a mini-
mum number of 6,000 annual patient admissions for overnight
stays.

This 6,000 minimum was based on a hospital's 1981 data, before
the current health care cost containment revolution. Since 1981, all
hospitals, and especially Caylor-Nickel and the rural referral cen-
ters who join us in this testimony, have seen a substantial move-
ment of patients from inpatient to outpatient care. Much of this
has been brought about by PPS and the effect is even greater on
those of us who provide specialty care.

For example, ophthalmic surgery, which was virtually all inpa-
tient in 1981, is almost never an inpatient procedure today. The
same trend is true for orthopedic surgery, pediatric surgery and
the like.

In most instances, Medicare now refuses to pay for cataract sur-
gery performed on an inpatient basis. Our hospitals are treating as
many patients as they did in 1981, but the difference is that many
of those patients are now appropriately and cost effectively being
treated on an outpatient basis.

HCFA regulations have not recognized the reductions in hospital-
ization and the movement toward outpatient procedures. Last year,
HCFA eliminated the opportunity for a hospital to measure its
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6,000 discharges on the basis of its 1981 data. HCFA is now requir-
ing hospitals to measure the 6,000 discharges from the statistics of
it's most recently completed cost reporting year.

Approximately one-fifth of the current rural referral centers, in-
cluding Caylor-Nickel and the other hospital which join us in this
testimony, no longer treat 6,000 inpatients annually. If the criteria
are not changed we will lose our rural referral center status. We
cannot afford to lose the rural referral center designation. Rural
referral center payments to Caylor-Nickel constituted $1 million
out of a $20 million annual budget, 5-percent of our budget. With-
out the rural referral center payment, last year Caylor-Nickel
would have operated at a loss.

In human terms, rural referral center payment is the equivalent
of 50 full-time registered nurses. Of course, we could not and would
not simply cut 50 nurses from our staff. However, if we were faced
with the loss of this payment we would have to choose between cut-
ting direct nursing care or closing programs or eliminating depart-
ments.

Other referral centers are faced with the same dilemmas. This
situation could have a serious effect on the quality of health care
in rural hospitals. If rural referral centers lose their payment they
will have to eliminate the sophisticated and complex services
which make them referral centers.

Rural patients will be left with no option but to travel even
greater distances to cities to receive secondary and tertiary medical
care. Not only is it unfair to the patient, but it is unfair to the hos-
pital to reimburse us at a lower rAte when we are incurring the
same or greater costs.

Rural referral center costs are much higher than the costs of
other rural hospitals, because of our complex services. We are re-
quired to have a higher component of registered nurses and other
professional staff than most rural hospitals. Our malpractice and
liability coverage is based on the amount of specialty services that
we provide.

We have to pay more for the highly trained technicians who
must come and work on our sophisticated technical equipment.

Senator DURENBERGER. You are getting near the end.
Mr. BROCKMANN. Yes.
In summary, we are bearing the expense and treating the pa-

tients in rural communities with the high quality of care. We are
the type of hospitals that you intended to address when you en-
acted the rural referral center legislation. However, we are about
to become unintended victims because of a regulatory threshhold
which is -no longer relevant. We are asking that you please put the
system back on track, so that we may be able to continue serving
as needed rural referral centers. Thank you for the opportunity t 9
testify.

Senator DURENBERGER. Thank you very much.
[The personal statement of Mr. Brockmann follows:]
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TESTIMONY OF CAYLOR-NICKEL HOSPITAL

Before the Senate Finance Committee
Subcommittee on Health

We appreciate the opportunity to inform the Committee of
the experience of Caylor-Nickel Hospital under the Medicare
prospective payment system ("PPS") and to share what we have
learned about the experience of other similarly situated rural
hospitals.

Caylor-Nickel Hospital is a 201 bed, 501(c)(3) charitable
entity located in Bluffton, Wells County, Indiana. The
hospital is the primary health care provider of Caylor-Nickel
Medical Center. It is closely affiliated with the
Caylor-Nickel Clinic, which is a 55 physician multi-specialty
group whose members presently constitute the active medical
staff of the hospital, and with the Caylor-Nickel Research
Institute, a charitable 501(c)(3) institution located adjacent
to the hospital. The hospital and clinic maintain satellite
and affiliate facilities in Fort Wayne, Ossian, and Dunkirk, in
Indiana, and Celina, in Ohio. Caylor-Nickel is 25 miles from
the nearest metropolitan area of Fort Wayne, Indiana and is a
major regional provider of health care services. Caylor-
Nickel's full time active medical staff represents 22 different
specialties and subspecialties. The staff is 99.6% Board
Certified or eligible in a recognized specialty. Most of the
specialists are other than general Family Practitioners, which
is the most common community hospital specialty. Our current
case mix index, which is the Medicare formula to measure the
complexity of medical services performed in a hospital, is ,
1.1663. This greatly exceeds the median urban index for our
region, indicating that Caylor-Nickel is performing more
specialized medicine than most urban hospitals in the six state
region encompassing Minnesota, Wisconsin, Illinois, Michigan,
Indiana and Ohio.

Caylor-Nickel has been in the forefront of those
institutions taking an active role in reducing health care
costs to the consumer. For the past six years we have had
contracts with a federally qualified HMO to provide medical
services to the HMO's enrollees. Currently, we are in the
process of establishing a preferred provider organization. We
conduct utilization review for patients insured through 30
major employers, including Bethlehem Steel, General Motors,
United Mine Workers, RCA, Motorola, Bristol-Myers, Honeywell,
Corning Glass, and Lincoln National Life, among others. These
review requirements are stringent, encompassing preadmission
certification, concurrent review, second opinion and other
vehicles to deter unnecessary hospitalization. We also conduct
similar review services for Blue Cross/Blue Shield of Indiana.
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We have increased utilization of noninvasive high
technology diagnostics such as CAT scanners, ultrasound and
fibe:-optic equipment to help reduce the need for
hospitalization and invasive surgery. Recently we entered into
a joint venture to provide magnetic resonance imaging (MRr)
diagnostic services, making us only the second MRI operational
in the State of Indiana. Our ambulatory surgery program, which
did not exist in 1980, each year has exceeded annual
projections. We served 640 patients through the program in FY
1984, 1898 in FY 85 and our FY 86 projection is 2100.
Currently, 52% of the surgeries performed at Caylor-Nickel are
performed on an outpatient basis. In FY 85, the hospital
served over 75,000 outpatients, 10,000 more than in FY 84, and
73% of those patients represented counties in Indiana other
than Wells County, as well as the states of Ohio and Michigan.

These developments show continued dedication of efforts to
provide increasingly sophisticated diagnostic and surgical
services without the necessity of overnight hospitalization.

Although Caylor-Nickel was originally classified as being
in an urban area for the purposes of PPS, in 1983, the Wells
County area was reclassified as rural. Hospitals in rural
areas are paid under PPS at a substantially lower rate than
hospitals in urban areas. In 1984 Caylor-Nickel was officially
designated a "Rural Referral Center" by the Department of
Health and Human Services, in recognition of the-fact that its
operational characteristics, scope of services and resulting
costs are more similar to those of sophisticated urban
hospitals than to those of typical rural community hospitals.
This Rural RoferraI Center designation has enabled Caylor-
Nickel to receive a higher prospective payment rate than that
applicable generally to rural hospitals, although the rate
remains below the payment rate applicable to urban hospitals.

This hearing addresses the impact of PPS on the stability
of rural hospitals and whether access to quality health care in
rural communities is being preserved. Our testimony is based
not only on Caylor--Nickel's experiences as a rural hospital
under prospective payment, but is drawn from the experiences of
other Indiana rural hospitals, both Rural Referral Centers and
non-Rural Referral Centers, and other Rural Referral Centers
throughout the country. We have been in contact with more than
30 Rural Referral Center hospitals in the 100 to 200 bed size
category representing the states of Arizona, Connecticut,
Idaho, Iowa, Kansas, Kentucky, Michigan, Montana, New York,
North Carolina, North Dakota, Ohio, Oklahoma, Texas, Vermont,
Washington, and Wisconsin. We have also consulted the Indiana
Hospital Association in order to give this Committee as broad a
pi-cture as possible of the special problems encountered by us
and by other similarly situated rural hospitals.

Our comments focus on two areas: first we address
problems with Rural Referral Center provisions for Referral

- 2 --
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Centers with 200 or fewer beds. Second we address the problems
stemming from the urban/rural distinction in prospective
payment..

I. RURAL REFERRAL CENTER REGULATIONS.

in the original prospective payment legislation, Congress
specifically provided that rural hospitals with 500 or more
beds would be classified as "Rural Referral Centers" on the
assumption that rural hospitals of that magnitude would be
providing more sophisticated services than the typical small
rural hospital, and should therefore be reimbursed at a higher
rate. The Rural Referral Center payment reimburses the
hospital at the urban prospective payment rate adjusted to the
rural area's wage index and other factors. Congress amended
the legislation in 1984. to provide an opportunity for smaller
rural hospitals (i.e., 100 to 400 beds) to demoistrate that
they are souLces of specialized care and should qualify as
referral centers. Congress directed HHS to develop alternative
criteria to qualify rural hospitals based on the quality and
nature of the operating characteristics of a Rural Referral
Center. The types of factors Congress directed HHS to focus on
in making this determination include: wages, scope of
services, service area and the range of medical specialties.
None of those factors is specifically size related.

In response, IHS, through the Health Care Financing
Administration (HCFA), promulgated alternative criteria for
hospitals to qualify as Rural Referral Centers. To qualify
under th'4s alternative method, HCFA has required a hospital to
meet twc :n :taor-y and one of three optional criteria. The two
mandat()ry cittI i are: (1) that the hospital demonstrate its
complexity of services by showing a specified minimum case mix
index, and (2) that it meet a minimum number of discharges. A
"discharge" is counted each time the hospital discharges a
patient who was admitted for an inpatient (i.e., overnight)
stay. Initially, HCFA required the hospital to show that it
either had 6,000 discharges in 1981 or 6,000 discharges for its
most recent cost reporting period. Subsequently, HCFA
eliminated the option to use 1981 data, and is requiring
hospitals to demonstrate 6,000 discharges for their most recent
cost reporting period, in order to obtain and maintain Referral
Center designation.

The problem with this provision is that many rural
hospitals in the 100 to 200 bed size category which were able
to demonstrate 6,000 discharges in 1981, can no longer do so.
Like all hospitals nationwide, these hospitals have had
progressive reductions of inpatient admissions and discharges
since the onset of prospective payment. These reductions,
which are a direct result of the prospective payment system,
are even greater in hospitals which have taken an active role
in implementing outpatient surgical procedures, obtaining
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noninvasive high technology equipment and aggressively pursuing
cost containment measures.

Approximately one fifth of all currentlydesignated Rural
Referral Centers are hospitals such as Caylor-Nickel, in the
100 to 200 bed size category, whose discharqges have fallen
below the 6,000 threchhold and who will lose their Rural
Referral Center status if the criteria are not changed. The
reasons for the reductions in discharges are consistent among
these hospitals. The primary reason for reduction in
discharges is the dramatic increase in outpatient surgeries a.d
other procedures which would have formerly required an
inpatient stay. These hospitals have experienced a tremendous
shift from inpatient to outpatient over the past five years.
For example, Day Kimball Hospital, a Referral Center in Putnam,
Connecticut, is seeing virtually a one for one exchange from
inpatient to outpatient numbers. Similarly, Community
Medcenter Hospital in Marion, Ohio, another Rural Referral
Center, has been setting a new outpatient record every month.
The Medicare program has mandated some of these changes by
requiring that certain procedures, such as ophthalmic surgery,
be performed on an outpatient basis. In ordet to better serve
their communities, hospitals have established skilled nursing
facilities and home health agencies which care for patients who
formerly would have been cared for in a hospital.

It is important to emphasize that these are not hospitals
with case-mix problems. These hospitals have no difficulty
demonstr ting that they perform a broad range of specialty care
through a high case mix index. As the hospitals move the less
intricate procedures to outpatient care, inpatient care
concentrates on the more complex cases. The end result of
this is a higher case mix along with a higher cost to the Rural
Referral Center, whose inpatient care is progressively being
narrowed to only the most resource intensive types of cases,
the cost of which is spread out over fewer patients.

Like Caylor-Nickel, these hospitals are highly specialized
providers. Fot many of us, our entire medical staff is
comprised of specialists.

These are clearly the types of hospitals which the
legislation for Rural Referral Centers was intended to
benefit. They provide needed specialty care on a level more
sophisticated than that of many urban hospitals, to patients in
the rural areas of our country. They have cooperated with
prospective payment and embraced its goals by aggressively
promoting outpatient procedures. In so doing their discharges
have fallen below the 6,000 threshhold and they will lose their
Rural Referral Center designation and the needed funds it
provides. Loss of the Rural Referral Center status will have a
direct effect on the care our hospitals will be able to
provide. We will be required to cut staffing and services,
reducing the quality and scope of care in rural communities
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throughout the nation. Clearly the 100 to 200 bed high
specialty Rural Referral Center is caught in a bind. By doing
what Congress has asked us to do, we are virtually sealing our
own doom.

Furthermore, there is no rational reason for this to
occur. The 6,000 discharges criterion was not required by
Congress, and does not quantify any aspect of a Rural Referral
Center that Congress envisioned. It is merely a number,
established by HCFA based on 1981 experience, which has been
carried over through 1986 without regard to the intervening
circumstances. Between 1981 and 1985, according to data
compiled by the Indiana Hospital Association, Indiana hospitals
both urban and rural saw an overall 15.9% decrease in
discharges. The greatest portion of that decrease, almost 11%,
ocurred between 1984 and 1985. In its recent report, the
Prospective Payment Assessment Commission (ProPAC) states that
"rural hospitals have experienced a substantially greater
decline in total admissions during the period 1983 to the first
six months of 1985 than their urban counterparts."

The 6,000 discharges requirement is unrelated to any
legislative criterion, and has not been revised despite
substantially changed hospitalization practices over the past
several years. This is exacerbated by HCFA's practice of
excludinq from its count certain types of discharges, although
the patients are legitimate inpatients receiving care in the
hospital. If the intent of the discharges criterion is to
measure the size of the hospital and the quantity of care it
provides, then there is no reason to exclude any discharges.

1y not considering the changed hospitalization practices
which have moved many former inpatient procedures to
outpatient, and by refusing to count certain types of
legitimate inpatients, HCFA has jeopardized the status of
approximately one fifth of our Rural Referral Centers. In sum,
the intended beneficiaries of the Rural Referral Center
legislation are being penalized in ways that Congress never
intended, and it is incumbent upon Congress to direct the HHS
to correct the situation. The seriousness of this problem is
further exemplified by the overall urban/rural distinction in
prospective payment rates.

II. URBAN/RURAL DISTINCTION.

The problems for Rural Referral Centers are only one
aspect of the overall irrationality of the urban/rural
distinction in prospective payment. This distinction is
apparently based on an assumption that the care provided in
rural hospitals is provided at a lower cost than the equivalent
care in urban hospitals, an assumption which is simply not
true, particularly for those rural hospitals which are Referral
Centers.

- 5 --
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Lines have been drawn designating certain counties and the
hospitals within them as "urban" while contiguous counties are
considered "rural" and subject to a substantially lower payment
rate. Caylor-Nickel was initially classified as being in an
urban region. In 1983, along with nine other Indiana
hospitals, we were reclassified as rural. The result of this
is that even with the Rural Referral payment, a hospital
providing complex specialty care in a rural location receives a
lower rate of payment than a community hospital providing fewer
services in an urban location, even though that location may be
separated by only a few miles from the rural hospital. In the
case of Caylor-Nickel and other similar Referral Centers there
is repeated and overwhelming evidence of no basis for this
distinction. Rural Referral Center hospitals incurred no
lesser costs than urban hospitals for the provision of staff,
services, supplies and capital. Indeed, in many instances, the
cost to the rural hospital is higher.

1. St affing. Recruitment and retention of medical
personnel and support staff for the Rural Referral Center may
be more costly than that for the urban hospital. Rural
hospitals have difficulty recruiting specialists away from the
city. Frequently we must pay expensive "headhunter" fees, and
provide salary and benefits greater than those provided by
urban hospitals in order to attract and retain medical
specialists. Hospitals such as Sid Peterson Memorial in
Kerrville, Texas must compete in salary and benefits with laLge
state and veteran's hospitals in San Antonio. The same is true
for technical and nursing staff. Although such staff are not
generally recruited through the u-9U of headhunters, Referral
Centers must compete with urban hospitals for personnel and
often must match compensation and benefits. Caylor-Nickel's
wage rates for nurses, medical technologists and other medical
personnel are comparable to and in some instances higher than
the wage rates applicable in Allen County, the adjacent county
which is classified as urban. Caylor-Nickel must compete with
hospitals in Fort Wayne for personnel. Scott County Memorial
Hospital in Scottsburg, Indiana is 30 miles from Louisville,
Kentucky and competes with large hospitals there for staffing.
Dukes Memorial Hospital in Peru, Indiana is 20 miles from
Kokomo and must compete with two to three larger hospitals
there for its staff. La Porte Hospital, a Rural Referral
Center in La Porte, Indiana, is bordered by two MSAs and is 30
miles from South Bend and 30 miles from Valpariso. La Porte
must pay wages comparable to those applicable to the MSA
counties. Marion General Hospital, a Rural Referral Center
which is the sole hospital in Grant County, Indiana reports
that the applicable wage rate in "rural" Grant County exceeds
the annual average wage rate i'n the majority of Indiana's urban
counties. This anomaly was addressed by ProPAC in its recent
report that PPS "ignores the problems of 'border' hospitals
which must compete with urban hospitals for labor."
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2. Services. it is also true that services may be no
less costly tor rural hospitals than for urban hospitals.
Utility rates., do not vary from urban to rural area. The cost
of repa,,r per onrnl to work on technological equipment is no
owner , ,nd In fact is higher, because the repair companies are
u2U'u J : t'-' i,-'ev. -;ofpital2 o:'uch as Memorial Hospital of

,Ont hUa I,.dim, r , Ok ab':ma, :st ay cmrseone for
h" ,.- : !"o. )i , tv wo .srk ,n an :.-ray

"1 1* !)illn .5 o

.. 2c , ,Z. 'lltiIE OVOC ',t l l hSpiTIa Is.
'ur, a 1o ; r , ";,,' a re able ",o ubt,'ctn volume d-scoonts for
h-s'.SO .vet; by' m nner'e-. p u'roup purchasing organizations pay

no less -Eor the cupplii-.s mnan -c urtan n.0;pt als In the same
organization. in fact, ruraJ hospital- will pay even more in
these circumstances because of the cost of freight to the rural
area.

4. Capital. Interest rates for Rural Referral Centers
have been no lower than for urban hospitals. In fact, they may
be higher if the rural hospital is perceived as a greater risk
due to its small size. Distinctions between urban and rural
capital payment rates are unjustified.

In sum, the entire premise for the differential in payment
between urban and rural hospitals is flawed. The major
expenses of the hospitals are similar and may be greater for
rural hospitals such as Rural Referral Centers which provide
complex services. The result is an inequitable two-tiered
system in which Medicare pays more to a primary care hospital
that provides fewer services than to a secondary or tertiary
care hospital providing broader and more intensified services,
simply because the former is classified an urban hospital and
the latter is classified rural.

III. CONCLUSION.

In summary, rural hospitals, in particular Rural Referral
Centers of 200 or fewer beds, are being seriously threatened by
Medicare policies regarding Rural Referral Center designation
and differentials in urban and rural payment rates. The access
to high quality health care provided by small Rural Referral
Centers may soon be substantially cut off because of
unreasonable policies.

Thank you for the opportunity to testify. We are
continuing to collect data from Rural Referral Centers and will
supplement the record with information as it becomes
available. We will be pleased to supply the Committee with any
further information it may require.
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RURAL REFERRAL CENTERS SUPPORTING THE TESTIMONY OF
CAYLOR-NICKEL HOSPITAL

BEFORE THE SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON HEALTH

HEARING ON RURAL HOSPITALS UNDER MEDICARE
MAY 9, 1986

Chickasawba Hospital
Blytheville, Arkansas

AMI National Park Medical Center
(Ouachita Memorial Hospital)
Hot Springs, Arkansas

Warner Brown Hospital
El Dorado, Arkansas

Union Medical Center
El Dorado, Arkansas

Day Kimball Hospital
Putnam, Connecticut

Fawcett Memorial Hospital
Port Charlotte, Florida

Mercy Medical Center
Nampa, Idaho

West Valley Meeical Center
Caldwell, Idaho

Bannock Memorial Hospital
Pocatello, Idaho

St. Mary's Hospital
Galesburg, Illinois

Caylor-Nickel Hospital, Inc.
BIufft.on, Indiana

St. Joseph's Mercy
Mason Ci'y, Iowa

Ott unwa Hlospital
Ottumwa, IOWA

Halstead H:},p:t l
Halotead,. Kant.as
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Ephraim McDowell Memorial
Danville, Kentucky

Pattie A. Clay Hospital
Richmond, Kentucky

Community Health Center of
Branch County

Coldwater, Michigan

Alpena General Hospital
Alpena, Michigan

Missoula Community Hospital
Missoula, Montana

Kalispell Regional Hospital
Kalispell, Montana

The Mary Imoqene Bassett Hospital
Cooperstown, New York

Rutherford Hospital, Inc.
Rutherfordton, North Carolina

Johnston Memorial Hospital
Smithfield, North Carolna

Albemarle Hospital
Elizabeth City, North Carolina

St. Joseph Hospital
Minot, North Dakota

Cominunity Medcenter Hospital
Marion, Ohio

Valley View Hospital Center
Ada, Oklamoha

Jackson County Memorial Hospital
Altus, Oklahoma

Memorial Hospital of Southern
Ardmore, Oklahoma

Grady Memorial Hospital
Chickasha, Oklahoma

Sid Peterson Memorial Hospital
Kerrville, Texas

SW Vermont Medical Center
Bennington, Vermont

St. Mary's Medical Center
Walla Walla, Washinqton

Skagit Valley Hospital
Mt. Vernon, Washinqton

St. Michael's Hospital
Stevens Point, Wisconsin
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Senator DURENBERGER. Max.
Senator BAUCUS. Mr. Brockmann, I appreciate your point about

rural referral centers. Particularly, I appreciate that you men-
tioned Missoula, it is true. We have a couple referral centers in
Montana and the 6,000 standard is causing a severe problem. I
think that the Misoula hospital stands to lose a $150,000 if it is
kicked out. These hospitals were referred to earlier as honorary
urban. If it is kicked out of an honorary urban status, as I said, the
Missoula Community stands to lose $150,000, which is quite a bit
for a hospital that size.

What recommendations do you have? What should the standards
be?

Mr. BROCKMANN. There are a number of options that could ad-
dress this particular problem. One is some type of formula to take
into account the outpatient activities that these hospitals are expe-
riencing. One of the other problems-associated, someone mentioned
earlier, I believe if was Senator Durenberger, about the mental
health services. We expanded our psychiatric service at our hospi-
tal and it now constitutes one-third of our census. But those dis-
charges are not included in the count of 6,000 discharges, because
it is an exempt unit.

Senator BAUCUS. Where did they come up with that number of
6,000. You said it was based on 1981 data, still it does not explain
where 6,000 came from. Senator Dole asked, "What is so magic
about 6,000." Do you know what was so magic?

Mr. BROCKMANN. We have the same question, and of course with
the trend-as an administrator, I am caught in a bind. I see $1 mil-
lion of reimbursement on one hand, that I stand to lose, but on the
other hand the good cost effective care in many of these cases is
switching over to outpatient. I think this problem should be ad-
dressed, the 6,000 should be eliminated or they should go back to
the 1981 standards to allow administrators to pursue aggressively
the cost effective outpatient care. But right now it is truely a disin-
centive, the way it is set up.

Senator BAucus. A question, Dr. Fickenscher, how do we resolve
this dilemma? As I see it, right now under the two-tier system,
small rurals are getting taken to the cleaners, frankly. I think it
was Congressman Tauke who said that if we went to a uniform
system for hospitals of all sizes, there would probably be a windfall
to small rurals.

How do you resolve that dilemma?
Dr. FICKENSCHER. Well, I think that does represent a major prob-

lem and our census and our organization is that some sort of re--
gional system may be an effective approach towards the two-tier
system, because, yes there may be windfall. But as it stands right
now, many, many of the world facilities are in major dilemma as a
result of the two-tier system. And, are losing out quite significantly
and I think it is evident from the closure of facilities in the last
year. They are the ones that are suffering.

Senator BAUCUS. Thank you.
Senator DURENBERGER. Gentlemen, thank you very much for

your testimony, I appreciate it very much. We have five witnesses
remaining and we will call all five of them up together. Olaf
Kaasa, who represents the American Association of Retired Per-
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sons, Minnetonka, MN; Sterling Hayward, member of the board of
directors of the American Medical Peer Review Association, Bil-
lings, MT; Eugene Beck, director of the office of rural health, Inter-
mountain Health Care, Inc., Salt Lake City, UT; Frank Trembulak,
senior vice president and treasurer, Geisinger Foundation, Dan-
ville, PA; Carol Kiecker, regional vice president, Health Central
Systems, Minneapolis, MN.

All of your statements will be made part of the record as will the
previous witnesses and you may proceed to summarize those state-
ments beginning with Mr. Kaasa.

Senator BAUCUS. Mr. Chairman, before you begin, I would like to
just introduce a Dr. Hayward.

Senator DURENBERGER. Go right ahead.
Senator BAUCUS. Dr. Hayward is from Billings, MT. In fact, Dr.

Hayward has been one of the most valuable resource persons I
have known in this area as long as I have known him. Dr. Hay-
ward was present at the creation of the PSRO's. As one of the au-
thors of the system, he has been very diligent and very helpful. In
fact, he is one of the most helpful persons I know in helping us
refine all the peer review problems. I must say, too, that it is an-
other deregulation that almost prevented him from making it here
today, airline deregulation. We do not have the very best air serv-
ice to Montana, it is comparable to the problems of the some of the
health delivery services we face in rural America. Sterling, we are
very honored to have you here.

Dr. HAYWARD. Thank you very much, sir.
Senator BAUCUS. You bet.
Senator DURENBERGER. Olaf.

STATEMENT OF 01ILAF KAASA, MEMBER, NATIONAL LEGISLATIVE
COUNSEl,, AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF RETIRED PERSONS,
MINNETONKA, MN
Mr. KAASA. Senator Durenberger, Senator Baucus, I appreciate

very much being here.
My name is Olaf Kaasa and I am on the National Legislative

Counsel for the AARP. I am here representing the consumer on
behalf of AARP's 22 million members.

One of the greatest concerns of older Americans is affordable
health care. Our recommendation to you is that Medicare policies
as they apply to rural hospitals should be based primarily on the
needs of the rural elderly for access to cost efficient and quality
health care.

We k-now many of the hospitals are in poor financial condition
but their problems are not solely attributed to Medicare's prospec-
tive payment system. Hospitals are vulnerable due to their small
size, low occupancy rate and certainly, in many areas of the coun-
try, the farm economy.

And therefore, we think that it is necessary that we consider the
consumer, not necessarily the provider. Because, as we know,
health care is a very difficult problem for older people. One of their
major concerns, one of our major campaigns for our association at
the present time is to try every possible way we can to bring about
cost containment.
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One of the main expenses in health care is unoccupied hospital
beds. Now, if there are many in the rural area then we think the
policy for Medicare should be based on elderly, the consumer, and
not necessarily on the fact that we have a hospital in a small com-
munity that we would like to see survive.

The information that we have tells us that less than half of all
local residents are served by rural hospitals. The rest of the local
residents go someplace else for their services. Why did they go
there?

Many of the answers that we need must come from HCFA-
funded studies, as noted here, this morning. We have a staff of
people ready to work on that report and tell us just exactly what
happens.

We know that there are a certain percentage of rural people that
prefer to go someplace else, in spite of their local facilities. There-
fore, we think you have to look at requests for financial assistance
by troubled rural hospitals very, very carefully to be sure that the
operation of the Medicare policy conserves the trust fund. The
trust fund has got to be used so that if the best way to provide hos-
pital care is to bring people someplace else, it has got to be done, in
spite of how we feel about rural America. I think that is the thrust
of AARP's position.

The recommendations we have are: No. 1, to urge the Health
Care Finance Administration to release its reports-we are very
dependent on that. And, second, the Medicare Quality Assurance
Act S. 2331 should be passed in order to enhance beneficiaries'
rights and empower the PRO's to review entire episodes of care
and outpatient surgery.

No. 3, the part A deductibles should be recalculated so Medicare
beneficiaries are not unfairly burdened with out of pocket costs.
You know the ever escalating cost of the deductible amount for the
consumer works a great hardship, especially so on rural elderly.

Existing Medicare conditions of participation should be retained
tor non-JCAH hospitals and HCFA should fund studies to evaluate
rural hospitals in terms of their role in assuring access to cost. ef-
fective. quality care in light of* beneficiary health care needs.

Data from these studies should guide Medicare policies in rural
hospitals

Thank you very much
Senator DuRv~:xh:R(;V:R Fhank you. Olaf.
T'!'he prepared 4 tatement f Mr Ka:asa follows]
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Deir Mr. Kiist:

To follow-up on your testimony at the May 4, 19"i6
Subcommittee on Health h-.arinq on the status of rural
hospitals under the Meiic're progr-im. Senator Durenberger
would like you to answer the attache|1 questions.

Your response should be tynel on letter-size paner and
double spiced. To meet our orintinj sThedule, lease
orovirle your answer no lI-ter thin June 6, 1986. qeni the
response to:

United Stites 3pnate
Committee on Fin~ince

-*ttentlon: lhinnon Salmon
Wtshinqton, D.C. 20951Q

If you htve n-iy 1ui-stions, Ms. 1qlmon rely be reache1
-': 2:?'/2?4-4515.

S "r e I y.

EDF41JND J. MN*0,I'3KI, C.P.-..

Deputy Clief of Staff
for H'e'ith Policy
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Follow-Un Questions from S-nitor DurenberQ.?r for Olif

Kiasa

I. In your t' tirnony, y ij -li5s',rt thtt the health c-re

ne,,s of the riril el ierly ire central to lecisions

concerni:v contrition, conversion, or closure of

hosrpitils. You aso state that there is no evidence

to sustain th? claiim thit every rural hospital is

essential f,-r access to care. In your opinion, who

should make the decisions regarding continuation,

conversion, or closure'

2. Miany rural hospitals have attempted to cope with

declining in-aitient revenues by diversifying their

services ind providing care on an outpatient basis.

You have exoressed concern about this trend in your

statement. Thit specific information do we need to

know about surlicil procedures lone on -n outnati-nt

ba s i s

(C0555)
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ARP

"-I ~

ho t-e tmont of rurla
for the :c.cl :.c'cra:
nuer :.'ecire.

Out -Answcrs to your 1ticst.ons are cittached.

If you need any further information about AARP's views,
-lease contact me at (292) 728-1859.

Sincerely,

Shelah Leader, Ph.D.
Institute of Public Policy

BEST AVAILABLE COPY
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oi "w - p questions rromn
Senator Durcbercr for Olaf Kaasa

Q. In your testimony, you assert that the health
needs of the ru:al elderly are central to decaslois
concerning continuation, conversion, or closure of
hospitals. You ilso state that there is no evidence
to sustain the claim tiat every rural hospital is
essential for access to care. in your opinion, who
should maKe the decisions regarding continuation,
conversion, or closure?

A. With respect to tne question of %.ho should decide
whether a particular rural hopital should remain
in business, close, or convert to another use,
AARP's position is as follows:

AARP has long believed that a strong, consumer-oriented
health planning process could effectively address
the nation's dual needs to provide basic access to
care and control cost. However, health planning
systems have not received the financial or political
support they need in order to realize their potential.

Absent a strong planning agency, decisions regarding
the status of particular hospitals will probably be
made on an ad-hoc basis.

AARP believes that the Medicare trust funds should
not be tapped to rescue failing hospitals unless
there are strong, objective, and reliable data
showing that preservation of the hospital(s) is
absolutely essential to the health care needs
of local consumers.

We urgq Congress to resist the pleas of rural hospital
administrators for special fiscal relief from Medicare
until it is possible to evaluate these requests from
the point of view of the public to be served.

In our view, HCFA has oeen derelict in its duty to
provide Congress and the public with the information
needed to make sound policy decisions regarding rural
hospitals. Once such information is available, AARP
would be happy to work with members of Congress
to forge a reasonable Medicare policy on rural
hosuitaIs.

62-009 0 - 86 - 10
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May A. 196
Fade I

Q. Many rural '-uspil.als have attempted to cope with
decl.lning int'.;atent revenues by diversifying their
services and provi dinq care on an outpatient oasis.
LYou have expressed concern about this trend inyo;ur statement. What specific information do we

need to know ,about surgical procedures done on an-it at lent i asis?

.n order to properly evaluate the recent and qrow.nQ
trend toward outpatient surgery, we need to know:

a. The incidence rate for outpatient surgery on
Medicate beneficiaries in hospital-based and
freestanding ambulatory surgical centers;

b. The most frequently performed procedure in
both settings;

c. The beneficiary's out of pocket costs for
these procedures;

d. The amount of beneficiary liability due to
unapproved procedures;

e. Morbidity and mortality rates ad-usted for
patient mix, case mix, and severity for leading
procedures in both settings;

f. The appropriateness of these procedures;

g. Post-operative hospital admission rates due
to complications associated with the ambulatory
surgery;

h. Home health care utilization rates associated
wlth ambulatory surgery; and

i. The types of out-patient surgery being performed
at very smpll hospitals (50 beds and less)
as well as the morbidity and mortality rates
for these procedures.
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Senator Durenberger and members of the committee, my name is

Olaf Iaasa and I am a member of the American Association of

Retired Persons National Legislative Council. On behalf of the

22 million members of the American Association of Retired Persons

(AARP), T am honored to be here tc discuss rural hospitals and

Medicare's prospective payment system.

IntrgdQiRQn

Our acute care health delivery system is characterized by

excess capacity and maldistribution of resources. AARP's basic

health policy goals are to control health care costs while

maintaining access to quality care. We strongly believe these

goals should be the basis for Medicare policies with respect to

rural hospitals. We start from the premise that the needs of

consumers are more important than the needs of hospital

administrators. Any decisions regarding the survival of a

particular hospital or a category of hospitals should be made

with reference to the impact on consumers of closure, conversion,

or maintenance of a hospital.

Rural Elde IY,

The health care needs of the rural elderly are of central

importance to any discussion of rural hospitals.

According to the 1980 census, about 11% of the rural



popul,:on conrists-of persons aqed 65 and older. Pural

hcspitalh a:2 heavily dependent upon the e.iderly as a !--culce of

patients. Ctherwise put, total Medicare adriiss'ops t r, ral

hospitals have !ong con-,rised a higher percentage of total

admissions than they have for tirban hospitals. In 19 4, 40% (f

rural hospital admissions uere tor Medicare patients coinaroed

with 3A% fo urban nnspitals (1986 Anit cf the

Prosix'ctive Payrncnt Ar.-er-;nt Commissinn, (PPOPAC' , April 1,

1986). Rural hc~rpitals' dependence on elerly patients increased

betwe-en 19811 and 1984.

Pural lor!pita.s have also be,;n more dependent than urbar.

hospitals on Medicare patients when mezsuted as a percentage of

total reti-nt days. In :984, 46% of days of care in rural

hospitals were paid for by Medicare, compa red with 43% of urbar.

hospital days of care. Because rural hospitals depend so heavily

on Medicare as a revenue source, changes in reimbursement

methods, fee schedules, and utilization by the elderly

disproportionately affect the vijbilit-., of rural hospitals.

Saventy-three percent of rural hospitals io 19P4 had 100 beds or

less. Smali hospitals are eseci'illy vulnerable tto slight

charnqps in revenue and occupancy and ca nct easily absorb losses.

That is, sirall hospitals have fewer available coping mechanisms

with which to respond to market changes.

i
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Rjral HQPitals in J eovardy

Administrators of rural hospitals have, since 1984,

requested additional financial assistance from the Medicare

progran on the grounds that the prospective payment system and

declining Medicare admissions rates threaten their financial

stability and could result in their closure.

While there is considerable evidence that rural hospitals

are financially vulnerable, it is much less clear that Medicare

is to blame.

Studies show that small hospitals with lower occupancy rAtes

are more likely to close than others. This propensity to close

was found to hold true between 1960 and 1980 (see for example, L.

Fennedy and B. Dumas, "Hospital Closures and Survivals', Health

Services Research 18:4, Winter 1983). But, the American Hospital

Association found that 57% of the community hospitals that closed

in 1985 were in large metropolitan areas. ( Hospit.ALI , April 5,

1986, p. 93).

Even before prospective payment was instituted, rural

hospitals were in trouble. Their average length of stay for

elderly patients was lower and they had lower occupancy rates

(61%) in 1980 than did urban hospitals (72% occupancy)

(PROPAC Annual Report ). Furthermore, small (less than 100 beds)

rural hospitals had worse operating margins between 1980 and 1982

than did other hospitals.

Fiscal distress due to declining occupancy in rural

4
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confrrntir.r rral hr,pital.F car, nrt te Ia!d only at ecai-e's

door ctep. Fut, ai- the ,-nd:cators -f fsca h-a th clear'.v soCw

that rural hospitals ar ir, a h weaver cr r.dit:on than are

urban hospitals, partlv ,ecase r'.-ral hcsp.ta s tend to .-e

smaller and to have ov-rali lrwer rccupanc. rates.

Rural hospitals report a sharp decline in artnissions since

1983. Between 1983 and 1984, rural hospitals experienced a %.7i

decline in occupancy compared with a 2- decline for urban

hospitals. And, between January 1984 and June 1985, small (less

than 50 beds) hospitals had a 1S.7% decline in admissions.

But, rural hospitals in general jzmp."_ysd their operating

margins between 1983 and 1984 and ended the year with the best

operating margin reported since 1980.

One way many rural hospitals have learned to cope with

declining inpatient census is to diversify their" services and

provide them on an outpatient basis. Tn 1985, 15% of rural
5
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hospitals increased the use of outpatient services. In 1984,

even hospitals with less than 50 beds performed over 70,000

ambulatory surgical procedures. Hospitals with fewer than 100

beds account for nearly a third of all rural ambulatory surgery.

(1984 Annual Survey of HosPit3ls, American Hospital Association).

We at AARP are concerned about the trend toward outpatient

hospital services because of the high Medicare beneficiary

co-payments required and becaus PROs do not scrutinize

outpatient hospital services for quality and necessity. We are

especially concerned about the surgical procedures done at very

small hospitals and want to know more about the types of surgery

being done and the resulting mortality and morbidity rates for

these procedures. Hospital-based outpatient cataract surgery (a

common Medicare procedure, has both a higher total cost and

higher cost to the beneficiary than does the same procedure when

performed on an inpatient basis. Policy makers and beneficiaries

alike need to know more about the effects of outpatient services

on the cost and quality of care provided by rural hospitals.

Furthermore, many rural hospitals'are benefitting frora

special protections under the PPS system. The protections are

afforded to rural hospitals classified as "sole community

providers" and "referral centers". These special protections

are intended to preserve access to care.

Several Congressional]y mandated studies of the effects of

PPS on rural hospitals in general, as well as or, sole community

provider. and referral centers in particular, have beer completed
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but withheld by the Health Care Financing Administration tHCFA).

These studies may provide valuable data with which to

evaluate how rural hospitals are faring. It makes little sense

to withhold these studies or to devise new payment policies

absent data. We urge HCFA to release these studies immediately

so that we can factor their findings into policy debates.

Rural hospitals are not homogeneous. HCFA defines a rural

hospital as a facility located outside of a county in which there

is a population center with 50,000 people. Some rural hospitals

may be quite near one or more other hospitals with which they

compete. Others may be in a sparsely populated county but

adjacent to an urban area in another county. Rural doesn't

itlways mean isolated.

In fact, a survey of rural residents found that 30% prefer

to travel for medical care. ( Modern Realthcare. December 6,

1985, p. 82). The point is that not all rural hospitals are

essential to maintain access to care.

The vital role of maintaining access is performed by a

special subset of hospitals - both urban And rural - designated

as sole community providers and/or referral centers.

Only 345 (or 12.8%) of the nation's 2,705 rural hospitals

are sole community providers. One hundred and forty hospitals

(5.2% of the total) are referral centers. Fourteen hospitals

carry both designations.
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By definition any hospital fifty miles from another short

stay acute hospital is eligible for sole community provider

status. In addition, hospitals can receive this designation even

if they are less than fifty miles from the nearest hospital if

weather or topography often make it difficult to reach another

hospital.

Sole community providers rain at 75% hospital specific

payment rates under PPS. This permits hospitals with higher

costs to receive higher payments under PPS.

In addition, when sole community providers experience a

decrease in total discharges that is 5% higher than the

previous cost reporting system, they can receive increased PPS

payment if the decline ;s due to extraordinary circumstances

beyond the hospital's control (42 C.F.R. 412.92).

There are several unanswered questions bout this aspect of

PPS. One study found that only 80 of eligible hospitals have

received sole community provider designation (D. Farley, 8Sole

Community Hospitals m , DHHS publication No. (PHS) 85-3348, March

1985, p. 17). We don't know how raany potentially eligible sole

community providers have not sought this designation because

their expenses are the same as or less than the national rate.

These hospitals will benefit from the move to a national rate.

Furthermore, few hospitals have availed themselves of the

opportunity to be compensated for declining patient discharges.

Thus far, HCFA has dealt with only .u hospital requests for

compensation (two approved, 1 denied, and 1 returned for more

3
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information). Four more applications are pending. Again, HCFA

does not know why so few requests have been filed.

Based on one government stidy, (Farley, Ibid.) we can make

the following generalizations about sole community providers:

a Their patients have shorter lengths of stay than those at

.fther rural hospitals. The same is true of their Medicare

patients;

o Medicare patients constitute a smaller percetit of their

total admissions than for other rural hospitals;

o They have a much lower occupancy rate (47%);

o Their labor costs, adjusted for case mix, are lower and

they employ fewer full time staff;

o They serve a youn, er, predominately white, and healthier

population than that served by other rural hospitals. Mortality

and morbidity rates for their population are generally lower than

for those served b-, similar rural hospitals. They treat less

severe case mixes thar. other rural hospitals.

By definition, referral centers are located in a rural

area, have at least 500 beds, and half of their Medicare patients

are referred from another hospital or from physicians not on

staff. In addition, 60% of the Medicare patients treated must

live more than 25 miles away and 60% of the hospital's services

to Medicare beneficiaries are provided to those who live 25 miles

away. Once designated, referral centers are paid on an urban

rate adjusted by the hospital's area usage index.

9
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As noted above, Medicare already includes some financial

protections for hospitals that serve a vital role in providing

access to care for isolated communities.

There is no evidence to sustain a claim that every rural

hospital is essential for access to care. In fact, rural

hospitals often serve less than half of the local residents; the

rest prefer to qo elsewhere for care ( Modern eB. ge.

September, 1984) .

We simply don't know enough about the services provided by

rural hospitals in relationship to residents' needs. For

example, we need to know about available transportation to

alternate sources of care. The 1980 Census found that 20% of

rural older householders do not have a car. Twenty-six percent

of older rural households living in areas populated by 1,000 to

2,500 residents have no car. We certainly need to assure access

to care for these people. But, 80% of older households do have

private transportation and it might be in their interest to

travel further if the care provided is superior tc, that which is

locally available.

We also need to compare the reasons for Medicare admissions

with the capabilities of rural hospitals. How well do these

hospitals treat em ergency cases? Would consumers be better off

going elsewhere for elective procedures? we simply don't know.

Many advocates of rural hospitals argue that they are essential

!O



to the continued availability of physicians. Thev claim that

local doctors would lea'e the area if the hospital closed. We

knrc- cf n.o eviderc to :;uppo t that --lai ., HCFA ' ;hceld be

st r'inq these questions.

Sinc#- the proprtin of elderly poor and neo- rxJe r persons

A.s hicther in non-retror|olltan areas than it is els.!where, we are

concerned t th,. ra[iz.1]y rising Part A deductit.le could

effcctvely dOter rural elderly people frcm seekir'u i-eeded

ho.p-:tal carp. ".cordi-n to the U'.F. Cervsus B -ea'., 2"% of older

ArmeL czr.s living in r.on-netropIitnn areas Jn 1933 !'d incomes

I-e' i2e, of ti e povort.y, line. We -c-ed to know i%'erther thef Part

A (r-c]Ctil ' .Iad a i.-projo . icnatE]y negative effect on access

to foa: r f 'I t U e Medicare Lenef ici.ires.

While there art, no pub shedd studie; of the q.a! it 1 of care

provided by rural hIospitals, tht-re are r r.o di.r-turbing signs that

small riral hospitals ,, iy rot be up to snuff. One-third nf rural

hospital acm.inistr -tors surveyed sail that the qual~ ty of core

given to Medicare patienLs w-fnene since the introduction of

proFP[ective pay.nent. _ Decemcer 6, 1985,

p. 86)

An eicht-state survey of lab technicians found that 23% of

lab personnel in hospitals with less than 100 beds are I.t

certified. Forty percent of the non-certified lab technicians

2971
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working in the smallest hospitals have only a high school diploma

and need basic training in their job. ( Modern Healthcare ,

September, 1984, p. 178).

We are also deeply concerned about the prcllem of premature

discharges of Medicare beneficiaries in rural hspitals. While

the Inspector General's report on "Inappropriate Discharges and

Transfers' dated March 1986 does not indicate the proportion of

questionable discharges attributable to rural hospitals,

discharges in rural areas may raise greater problems for

beneficiaries and their family. First of all, small rural

- hospitals are less likely to have a department of social work

staffed with qualified discharge planners. In 1982, only 51% df

rural hospitals offered social work services compared with 78% of

other community hospitals (Farley, Op. Cit, p. 9). Secondly,

home health care agencies are less available in rural than urban

areas. We fear that Medicare patients may be discharged from

rural hospitals quicker and sicker into a no care zone.

We are further alarmed by HCFA's persistent intention to

issue new and substantially weaker Medicare conditions of

participation for non-JCAH accredited hospitals. In 1982, only

58% of rural hospitals had been accredited by JCAH, compared to

80% of other community hospitals. (Farley, Op. Cit., p. 6).

AARP is a member of a coalition seeking to maintain the existing

stronger conditions of participation because we are convinced

that the proposed new conditions will weaken quality standards,

jeopardize consumers, and send the wrong signal to the hospital

12



industry. It is outrageous that the Depart-ent of Health and

Human Services has basically ignor ed nore than 36,C00 comments

from 35 professional medical and consumer groups sutmitted in

resporse to the proposed new conditions of participation. The

preponderance of these comments were negative, yet the Departm'ent

has been; largely unresponsive to the sincere quality and safety

concerns of thusc who oppose the issuance of th,.se new and weaker

reaul ati cns.

Furtt~ermcre, since VCFA has failed to issue Congressionally

,andated studies on the perform[ ance of rural hospitals under FPS,

it seems unreasonable to revise Medicare regulations absent

reliable data on their cost and quality consequences.

AAPP believes that rural hospitals should be evaluated on

the basis of their role in maintaining access to care and on

their demonstrated abilty to deliver cost-efficient quality

care.

Consumers need objective and current information about the

cost and quality of care offered by nearby rural hospitals in

comparison with care provided by alternate sources of care.

In light of the foregoing considerations, AARP makes the

following recommendations:

11
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1. AARP concurs with PROPAC's recommendation #I1 that HCFA

should quickly complete and issue its mandated studies of rural

hospitals under PPS (p. 38) We also agree that data from thse

studies are an essential prerequisite to considering changes in

the payment .yste*n.

2. AARP concurs with PPCPAC's recommendations 015-19

concernir,,; beneficiaries' rights, PRO review of episodes of care

and outpatient surgery as wcll as recalculating the Part A

deductible. Consequently, AARP urges the rapid passage of the

Medicare Cuality Assurance Act (S. 2331) as an excellent means to

implement these FrPOPAC recommedatiuns.

3. Fxistin Medicare conditions of participation for

non-JCAH hospitals should he retained.

4. tiCFA should fund studies to evaluate rural hospitals in

tel-s :f their tole ir ass-rinq access to cost-('ffective quality

car, ,r .- ht of r eefficiarv health care reeds. Vata generated

by there Ctud:en should he used to evauate requests by hospital

3c%r:s'ratcors o, a1it:e.ral Meoicare payments.
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Senator DURENBERGER. Dr. Hayward.

STATEMENT OF I)R. STERLING HAYWAR). M.I)., MEMBER. BOARD
(1F DIRECTORS . AMERICAN MEDICAL, PEER REVIEW ASSOCIA-
TION. BILLINGS..MT
Dr. HAYWARD. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Thank you Senator

Baucus for inviting me to testify before this committee. It is a very
important subject for the State of Montana. You will see a little
map over here. I think -I can dispense with this business of the dis-
tance by a small demonstration.

This is Montana, this is Wyoming-note that with Alzada at
W.D.C., Yaak is North of Chicago in Lake Michigan. That will give
you a little idea of what rural health care is all about as far as dis-
tances are concerned.

Thank you.
Senator DURFNBERGER. Very well done.
Dr. HAYWARD. Senator I3aucus did talk a little bit about my ex-

perience. I started about 1-1 years ago, actually, with the physician
peer review, Montana Foundation for Medical Care. One of the
other experiences that I had during the time I was on the board
and president and so on was serving as the physician member of
Montana's hospitals rate review board.

The instance that I am going to relate to you has to do a lot with
the pride that small communities have in their hospitals. The proc-
ess of rate and review system was for the hospital to present a per-
spective budget, it was sent into the central office where our execu-
tive director reviewed it, made comments, sent it back to the hospi-
tal and then the individual hospitals were invited to come in For a
discussion and review of recommendations, and so on.

This involved a very small, very remote community in Montana.
When the administrator came in, she had fire in her eyes. She was
very uncommunicative, gave us a couple letters. one was from the
physician, one was from their president of their board of directors.
Essentially the comments that the executive director had made,
one referred to the physician's type of practice and the physician
thought he was being criticized. The other thing that was brought
up and has been alluded to nany times is the cost of retaining or
maintaining district hospitals and he wondered if the citizens of
that particular county were aware of how much it was costing to
keep that facility afloat. Well, after some deliberation it was obvi-
ous the only way we could settle this problem was to got that com-
munity, meet with the board and the physician and their adminis-
trator on a [ace-to-face type confrontation.

Three of us were elected to go meet, I was the physician, execu-
tive director and the one of the administrators of one of the local
hospitals in Billings. We flew down, the executive came from
Helena. They picked us up in Billings, we flew down, we landed on
a small gravel strip, that was a little hairy. We were escorted to
the hospital, the parking was full of four-wheel drive, mud s.-pat-
tered vehicles. We were escorted into the board room-which hap-
pened to be the cafeteria and it was real hostile there, too. Anyway
to make a very long story short we did not make this presentation
to them.
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No. 1. 1 explained to the physician that his practice pattern was
appropriate. No. 2, the board of directors president essentially told
us, well they asked--the first question they asked was, Could we
close their hospital? We said no, we do not have this authority.

The board president stated, well in that particular case why
don't you butt out, as far as we are concerned we want this hospi-
tal here. We do not care how much it costs, in other words, bug off,
big boys.

So, we-apologized and lefl. I thought maybe we were going to a
little old flishioned necktie party. when we first walked into that
place.

I would be very happy to stop now and very happy to answer
questions later on.

Senator D'RENBERGER. Thank you, Dr. Hlayward.
Eugene Beck.
[The prepared written statement of Dr. Hayward follows:]I
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e s,' S e c e t 1 f c , 8, r ;er t .. s -,'' s . ' r, er. e " a r s,

a s ca t e: W-, %S'.L'S t, a rit, a Cuts a), a crt a{ c n e e m, st 1 D prepare(; for.

,.' wier'e,e s the risr grea:er than it, or rural c Crr... j ieS. Any change can
S e t ,ceilcate t a ance U C nee'dis) r.ve s ana avdilable resou:rceS. Mary of

tre kctet'a r s tc ,ua,'y t cart caused by orcspective pdynent WilI
a ' c C' s "rTj I., s- a c m,,l i-. P-"S ,a s -a'jse c Co, 2!.a ti Cnar ges i rt. t e

s c s::' .e'-aes. To, ef tect5 Sf e-i'es " 'tIS. t:t ao"r isns, r
lengthi f Stew, ali a .r.f)'C rj.(an e particle rly oewastating 1n a smal
r~ra. no s-ta) t,,at carrot s'-read filec ccst. acrtis high patient volu'e.

,, aoc< c i*--- ;t' :r cffec I 'r:,zEr 7 r renaceC paynentst te
Ioce ac : t (' r a verts, the i.e,,: cE cr:, , ~ fate cifferertials

p".se ser Z14S "nrr-t tsc the f rarl:va" 'iat ty 'c rur! hospitals that dre
often the s.Ie provizr of ca-e fc d§re gengol;)h1c area.

,n ie these rew ecur-or c pressures or, ruraI hoSpitals reflect a basic
restructuring of the medical care delivery system away from dependence on acute
care facilities, these changes must be carefully managed to insure that patient
care and patient access to neenec services are not jeoparCized. The long term
challenge is to develop a more appropriate -.iy of community resources in rural
communities that will continue to meet the diverse medical neeos.of rural
residents. The short term challenge is to ease the pair ana cifficbt1 y of this
transition by introducing greater flexi~i~ ity and changes in reimbursement and
medical review policies. Only then, can we have con ;oence that quality and
access will be maintaineC in our rur, cont, xnities as we move to a new order.

Me~'c1 Review in Rural Hospitals

Lot uS turf now to, sorie t APRA's S-, ns a':.t tr',:: - er-s ccrr.ring
tne medical, -evle% process r. rura arcas. 1 c ;tS , t te
Tei al rev ieh a-erna ; iver, our exper en: E i n the f i &Z . no ,o- ", ,, e
tnat the protles s of nea"h care e, "-e'-: e "

medical personnel, resource capacity, _t' zatioor, etc.'. e :t. str i rio
a-,c consis:e)t1y , ep" e ' r' ' e ,'''Iz rO t, c.' "--'~ " " ack Ua
apprcpriate services outside cf the aco, :are hcsE't" A#C :-';Er.tS can
be refeerc- for t-eat-rent. Inere art : tr Qp . ine ra',,e Cf rescrces

rL~~~rd~~ C 9VO *9$a-- 5Y
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es: a sj' t"2' e a ae Ia of

:,2,"e , a ,-e wir-ert f or r' cases via the
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r tt t 4m, ',ee .:ser,,at on i r. a n- U 1 lea erivi -o,'T,ent. Pnys i c ,ars w 1. .

iz' '- "'-c ree.'t dae ;cS ,cia pdt'ert triist an po s ie ' tigation.
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,,r t 'a ()vern or,t foIlowino th,- Surey. r, tvie absence of a "medical

necessity I Lr the's stay, the PRO must deny the case, tne hospital risks

cr1,'1et, a,1 the physician and patient -eceive Iett-e's implying
sj! i Z at ion.
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rcspia I anz .C.1i create' oec eace acir SS~ons for ir,1tec meical care. This
would acKnowleoge that holistic care of the patient is a valid concept which
wcul justify coverage ty the Medicare program. This would decrease the
potentta! for 1rapprr ;,iate iss.ance c ' n-roveeaqc notices by hospitals to
patIerts. To-iE I-:c als( icreare -espect for the 4e.icare system by
pr.scCans, *1: ':, c pereIvt tnat the syste- recognizes the real-ty of
" ec'cai c-acu , cv tierts Ah , t.oul, perceive the Meicare systert as

cin aeoatr ae appreciate 'allty.

n. none! ay eftt v-l .'. ' 4r3 e'. t 7,,ey-_saIrc foer Me%.,icare and
,eric I ar ies c~tr. The _rae, :,.ses hiCn wculC be paid would be listed

&y tne relatively lo cost cf tne revr,: jrsement. 'cst savings to the Meoicare
program would result from a decrease in the number of cases currently passing
through the system witn inappropriately high reimbursement weignts. Patients'
out-of-pocKet costs would decrease because there would be fewer non-covered
stays, which patients must pay at per diem hospital rates.

The appropriate use of this proposed new DRG would occur for those patients who
oo not meet the current definition of medical necessity but require admission
to the hospital because of social factors. in addition, AMPRA proposes -that
this *socialO DRG be implemented or an interim basis, recognizing fthat-
co~atunities over time should be advancing towards a more appropriate mix of
community resources. AIMPRA believes PROs are in a position to oversee and
monitor the use of this DRG after implementation.

In the course of PRC review , AMPRA members have also identified a recent change
in the PRO program whicn we believe may exacerbate the economic pressures on
rural hospitals. Under new regulatcors concerning the application of the
waiver of liarility puDliShec in March, iow volume Medicare providers are
potentially at mjch greater risk from PRO payment denials. Earlier policy gave
hospitals Lrotectior frorr the financial consequences of PRO denials so long as
their oeza rates ci: 2t exceeo Z.So o, 3 cases. The re;u>e:iorns nave
eliminated this favorable presumptive status and individual hospitals trust
~rtince he PRO ir eacn oer iz that it did not know or could nct have known
that the services were not medicall.j necessary or appropriate in order to
receive Medicare payment 'or the admission.

- s"nail rjra no ;', tnt- :erial of e'en one or two Medicare admissions
j.ji nave a s.;0str-'a p 3ct cn the 'inancial condition of tne instiOtution.

'E e nE he ' ev %aer r-:>cy 7a), te too rigid with respect to rural
L,-I-fes i:- C'E2 e lian~e on.,ei'~c certification

-a1tf-r tndr ret-ts &ct've 'eie. and/or 'mlerertation cf tne afore:neqtoned
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, S - "" *E. r' 2 - Crra : rr-r no S )talS r

^' - *t e- ' ,c *_.. *:'. :.st " *; 'r -*e'. ,uct tne

of coc ,ec :' ri-cs c,r Q' S e-ar* piace a severe f iranci al burden
', r' wal I.a~s. n; ereJ'1ct. th.t tov -s - cal e 'ie. pc'i'y change will

es t i.n a*, Ir(-c a f ewer -ra! .1 s.)ItaIs 3, itens' 4 'ec review thus reducing
tnc -cterta i . Coro;s .s'S te aZ..trate costs of cuplying with

*,.aOC Prv eew.

t' cha' Ces "' st te C' "he I'( system taKe p'ace across the
":.,, ,,V e':tect that tne sco c' ;'C. C ,e- activities will necessarily

- '*t t " .' '. , ',--p'C eC~ re e to a

r,j7er of a7, utoatorv s,,'ca i ccecres, rew emphasis or, assessing trte
Q fSy E. sr 'ces prziJec, anc a req.I e'ert for the review of services
pr,,viced bY :1 tM3s anz cumpet tIe medical plans naer Medicare at-risk
contracts .

As we anticipate the changir ioCus of care in rural settings, there is every
reason tc expect that tne focus of PRO reviews will also include care given
outside the inpatient arena. While the vol me of review activities in these
rural areas will not be large, it may provide us with more opportunities to
experiment with new review methodolcgies and more focused approaches before
applying them to large volume settings.

PROs are increasingly sensitive to the p-cbiems and challenges of the rural
health providers. Many of our members, in fact, practice in these settings.
Within the bounds of our present contracts we are seeking to operate with
flexibility and ensitivity. However, we do believe some policy changes are
called for, if only on an -nterim basis. 4e want to work with these
v!!stltutions, vctl, their nedica' staffs and with HCFA to help make the
transition in rural health care delivery as smooth as possible. We have not

addressed any of the pavmi'e',t policies that could be consid2red to help rural
°-'. : t' r l a s a-e .*s':e c purview. Vet, we %5s.ect that

moificaticns 4r PR review act-vities need to be combined with payment policy
* e. isions.

1kaw, %e want to thank you for this opp:,rtanity to present oir views and

r,-:2-'-encatcrs. Ae A,,ua te sat to resc, d to any questvYs that you or
4 .-. er er::,s I& e' b e -- e -a. ,ave

* 2 .' r. t: , -- ,-- c ,r ^mr 2,3 .C -,n '.-=:5"t'.'e , rcpogai 8t_-e': ,.C c; ,

-. .- -::-c r,, 5 . ' -rr,, ' zC3l r'r'-:: " of t' e Aasni", ... :a.e F ,
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STATEMENT OF EUGENE C. BECK, DIRECTOR. OFFICE OF RURAL
HEALTH. INTERMOUNTAIN HEALTH CARE, INC.. SALT LAKE
CITY, UT
Mr. BECK. Mr. Chairman and Senator Baucus, it is a thrill for

most of us to be able to be here today. It is also an effort, an eco-
nomic discipline for us to be here. The cost of this hearing would
help float a lot of small hospitals for a period of time. That is one
of the first points I want to make. is that the cost of solving most of
the problems, for this purpose of this hearing are not significant in
the overall budget. But, we are not here to plead for something for
nothing.

We are here to demonstrate that there is a valid purpose for
having rural hospitals. The reason that I specifically was asked to
testify today is to describe some of the things that we have been
doing as systems in trying to improve the efficiency of rural hospi-
tals. The earlier testimony from tICFA staff, talked about there
was room for improvement. I have been involved with trying to im-
prove these hospitals for over 15 years.

I was involved in the first set of hospitals in Swing Beds back in
1973. when the original experiment was authorized in Utah. I have
been involved in the early days -of home health agencies trying to
change inpatient activity over to outpatient, providing operational
systems, such as standardizing accounting systems, data processing
systems, centralizing cash, using a corporate system to gain access
to capital.

In our system we gained access to capital. That has not been an
issue for our small hospitals, because they were part of a system
that provided that for them. What we have found is that with all of
the things we have been doing, I feel just a little bit like Congress-
man Watkins this morning. I feel like I have been a failure after
15 years, because the things we worked hard for, the things that
we tried to be on the cutting edge for, are going down.

And, they are going down very dramatically and I continued to
be shocked and appalled that part of the system in Washington
feels there is not a problem. There is a problem. Those who take
the time and work with us, and we have had a number of them
come to Utah and work with us in our system. Ed Mihalski was
with us in January of this year as was Bob Helms, Greg Robb was
with us a few years ago, Senator Baucus remembers.

And, I think we have been able to demonstrate the things that
are going on in those communities are the things that need to be
done. We are improving the efficiencies, but we are not able to do
it fast enough, when the payment system is changed so dramatical-
ly and not put together on an equitable basis for us.

I think that is all I will say at this time and I will be ready for

questions.
Senator DURENBERGER. I thank you.
Frank Trembulak.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Beck follows:]
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I am Eugene C Beck, Vice President, Office of Rural Health at Intermountain

Health Care, Inc. (IHC). IHC is a non-profit health care corporation owning or

managing twenty-four hospitals in Utah. Idaho, and Wyoming IHC also provides

a wide variety of non-hospital services (including primary care, home care,

and occupational medicine) and operates a health maintenance organization

(HMO) end preferred provider organization (PPO). IHC owns a number of large

urban and suburban hospitals, including several major referral centers, but

the majority of IHC's hospitals are small, rural Institutions. Many of those

rural hospitals are sole community hospitals under Medicare.

I am responsible for development and implementation of health programs and

services in the rural communities served by IHC, consistent with IHC's stated

mission and longstanding commitment to high quality rural health care services.

In the past fourteen years. I have held a variety of positions related to rural

health, including administrator of three rural hospitals (simultaneously) and

Regional Administrator and Regional Vice President responsible for eight rural

hospitals, thirteen outreach clinics, and related services, including home

health. In addition, I am director of a Robert Wood Johnson Foundation project

on Hospital Initiatives in Long-Term Care. This four-year project is testing

innovative approaches in using hospitals to coordinate health and social services

for the elderly in eight communities.

I am grateful for the opportunity to present my views and for the finance

Committee's Interest in the future of rural hospitals. As you know, rapid

changes in health care finance and delivery have combined with the economic

problems facing the agriculture, mininrj. and energy industries to create an

explosive mix, one that jeopurdizes the future of many rural hospitals. The

purpose of my testimony is to describe briefly some of the steps IHC has taken

to cope with these problems.
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Before dc.ribing those steps, I would like to emphas:?e that private efforts

alone are not eticuqh to assure the stability of our rural health care system I

.m protd of IIIC's record in improving the efficiency of its rurai inslitutinns,
dind i believe we (an and E1 1, Wi ,tII more In the ;onq run. however, we

cannot succeed wihu your help [laws in Medicare's prospective payment
s-"ystem have weakened the financial standing of rural hospitals faster and more

dramatically than we can improve efficiency.

IHC has employed two stratlajes for meeting the special need, of rural

hospitals, I will call them the "corsortium strattNy" and the -vertical

inteqration strategy * hAt, expres on: (o not hrve fixed meanings, and there

is no clear line between them Often, the consor tium strategy will be an inilidl

step in the evolut,j:" toward vcrttcal inteoratlon

Under the consortium strategy, which IHC pursued in the years preceding

Medicare's prospective payment system, rural hospitals are linked to one

another through a variely ot agreements. The hospitals participating in a
consortium may or may not be jointly owned. (Loqan Reqional Medical Center.

an IIIC hospital in northern Utah, is currently in a consortiumm with several

non-ItIC hospitals.) The goal of a consortium is to build strength through

mutual support. Although a consortium could conceivably include one or more

urban hospitals, IIIC's consortium in southern Utah included eight rural

hospitals.

Membership in a consortium can provide significant advantages to a small
hosp~lal [he members can share management, thus cutting overhead. As I .aid

earlier, I served as administrator for three IHC hospitals with a total of 77

beds. Consortium hospitals can also pool their purchasing power through joint
purchasing agreements, winning lower prices on many hospital supplies and
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services. Consortium hospitals can also combine their efforts to recruit

physicians.

Recruiting physicians is obviously important Without physicians, there can be

no hospital. One oroblem is that young physicians, having been trained in the

era of high technology, are sometimes reluctant to practice in rural facilities

lacking the latest technology and support services. One Wvantag of

membership in a consortium is that member hospitals gain acs to jointly

owned equipment, for example mobile diagnostic equipment,

The degree to which the members of a consortium are integrated depends on the

particular arrangement. In some cases the level of integration can be quite

substantial, particularly if the hospitals are under common ownership In the

extreme case, the line between the consortium strategy and the vertical

integration strategy can become blurred. I would submit, however, that the

distinction never disappears. The key difference between the two strategies is

that the vertical integration strategy, by definition, links institutions and

facilities of d/f'teren( types.

A vertically integrated system, like IHC's, includes large and small hospitals

and urban and rural hospitals, as well as a variety of non-hospital

services--for example, freestanding primary care clinics and ambulatory

surgery facilities, home care, and perhaps most important, an HIMO and/or PPO.

IHC is vertically inicyroting its rural and urban hospitals in both in its

northern and central regions. In the northern region, IHC recently purchased

the Evanston (Wyoming) Regional Hospital, a 42-bed hospital. Many Evanston

residents were travelling to am other IHIC hospital, the 380-bed MlcKay-De.

Hospital Center in Ogden. Utah. By purchasing the Evanston hospital, lIs#' is
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atle to provp inure convenient primary core to [winston residents and to

formalize referral patterns to the hospital in Ogden.

The [Yinston and McKay-Dee hospilals ,ire linked both clinically ,nd

Iministratively For example, patients in need of sophisticated diagnostic

proceoures are referred to McKay-Doe's new magnetic resonance imaging

department. Physician, patient, and staff education programs are shared

between the two hospitals, and the administrator at Evanston serves as an

assistant administrator at McKay-Dee with access to the larger hospital's

resources and 3taff

In IHC's central region, Utah Y!lley Regional Medical Center provides blood,

radiology, and general lob services to five IHC-owned or leased rural hospitals

within a '30 mile radius All non-emergency lab samples are carried by

courier from the rural hospitals to Utah Valley for analysis The results are

then transmitted elwtronicaily back to the rural hospitals Utah Valley also

provides inventory and supply services to the same hospitals. as well as

carrying out a!I of the business office functions As a result, the rural

hospitals need only maintain admitting and medical records departments, which

perm0s them to reduce their FTEs up to 10 percent.

Physicians from Utah Yailey hold clinics at other hospitals in the region in

urology, behavioral medicine, oncology, perinatology. neonatology arthroscopy,

among other disciplines. Physicians practicing in the rural areas, in turn,

refer patients to Utah Volley for secondary core. [his is a critical poin.

thie relationship between te rural Ynd urban hospitals Is symbiotic,

.10i one-sided Vertical integration does not necessarily mean urban

hospitals subsidizing rurdl hospitals, at least not in the long run. To be sure,

urban hospitals can help rural hospitals overcome difficult periods (for
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example, those associated with temporary economic distress in rural

communities), but the urban hospitals also stand to gain from the relationship.

That is particularly true when urban hospitals are themselves suffering from

incre&a1 competition dnd declining occupancy

Of course, the most important winner from successful integration of urban and

rural hospitals is the rural patient. Not only do rural patients benefit from

lower costs at their local facilities, they gain access to a health care system

providing a range of high quality services in appropriate settings.

A' ,ugh vertical integration often entails shifting patients from rural to urban

hospitals, that is not always the case. We expect IHC's HMO and PPO to increase

the number of patients treated in our rural hospitals For example, Educators'

Mutual Insurance Compdny, which insures Utah's teachers, has agreed to offer

IHC's PPO. Since Educators* Mutual does business in every Utah county, the
PPO's success will almost certainly mean more patients for some of IHC's small

rural hospitals. Although it is rare to find hospitals close to one another in

rural Utah. there Is long distance competition; some rural patients are willing

to travel long distances to obtain high quality care at a lower price. By

effectively managing utilization and establishing an economic incentive to go to

our hospitals, IHC's PPO will give our hospitals an advantage in that

competition.

IHC has tried both the consortium and vertical integration strategies. For our

purposes end in our mariers, we believe vertical integration is the logical

step. The consortium strategy simply does6 not go far enough. The consortium

strategy was acceptable in the pre-prospective payment era when the pressure

to reduce costs was not as great. In today's environment, IHC believes more

complete integration is necessary. For other hospitals, that may not be true.
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The Finance Committee must also remember that many rural hospitals will not

have the luxury of vertical integration with an urban system. These hospitals.

in particular, will be heavily dependent on your making the proper policy

decisions, especially with regard to Medilcare's prospective payment system-

Even systems like IHC's cannot innovate last enough to keep pace with growing

financial pressures on rural hospitals. As I said at the outset, we have made

considerable progress and we can do still more--but our efforts will not

suffice. We need your help.

Thank you for the opportunity to present a statement. I would be pleased to

answer the Committee's questions.
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STATEMENT OF FRANK TREMBI',AK, SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT
AND TREASURER. (EISIN(ER FOUNI)ATION. I)ANVII,IE. PA

Mr. TREMBULAK. Thank you, Mr. Chairman and Senator Baucus.
My name is Frank Trembulak and I am senior vice president and
treasurer of the Geisinger Foundation.

Senator DURENBERGER. Would you please, Frank, pull your
microphone a little closer.

Mr. TrEMBULAK. Thank you.
The Geisinger Foundation is pleased to have this opportunity to

testify on the issue of rural hospitals under the Medicare Program.
Geisinger, a rural health care system, serves approximately 2 mil-
lion residents within a 20,000 square mile region in Central and
north-central Pennsylvania. Our service area is made up of under-
employed, low income and aged speculation.

Geisinger owns and operates two hospitals, an alcohol treatment
center, a rural health maintenance organization, and physician
practice sites located in 30 communities throughout our rural serv-
ice area. Additionally, Geisinger has managed several small rural
hospitals, nursing homes, rural health clinics, and other types of
rural providers.

Geisinger is committed to the development and maintenance of a
rural regional health care system that provides care in the rural
communities where the people reside. Although Geisinger has ex-
perience in all aspects of rural health care delivery, our comments
are based on the view of the Geisinger Medical Center, one of the
five rural regional referral tertiary care centers with 500 or more
beds in the United States, which is Geisinger's flagship facility.

Congress acted responsibly in initiating Medicare reimbursement
reform to bring spiraling health care costs under control. However,
the financial impact of the legislative and regulatory initiatives
that have been implemented are yet to mature, while the adminis-
tration proposes an ever growing list of added changes.

The turbulent legislative and regulatory payment environment is
rife with numerous and frequent changes that are difficult to fi-
nancially assess. A juggernaut is being created that will dramati-
cally over compensate, forcing the pendulum to swing to far. The
resulting damage to the nation's rural health care delivery syst m
will accrue future costs far in excess of short-term savings.

Geisinger Medical Center is noted nationally for its quality clini-
cal program and its progressive management. In spite of these
strengths and an ongoing effort to manage health care costs, the
medical center was not adequately prepared for the sudden imple-
mentation of the prospective payment system. Management em-
barked on an aggressive development approach to explore ways in
which the medical center could continue to enhance its comprehen-
sive clinical, educational, and research programs in a constricting
economic environment.

Examples of these management initiatives, which are more fully
described in our written testimony are facilities management plan-
ning, capital investment analysis, physician management educa-
tion, and rural community hospital support.

Financially, Geisinger Medical Center must generate certain op-
erating surpluses to create the cash flow necessary for a regional

62-009 0 - 86 - 11
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referral tertiary care center. However, the cumulative long-term
effect of the payment and other changes being proposed will signifi-
cantly diminish the medical center's future profitability. The de-
clines are of a magnitude which preclude Geisinger Medical Center
from its rural regional referral tertiary care center role.

The PPS Program was introduced to bring the Medicare health
care cost component under control. PPS, superimposed on the his-
torical Medicare cost reimbursement principles, promised efficient,.
and effective providers financial incentives for their performance.
However, before the program even matured, significant modifica-
tions were being implemented with others under discussion. The
compounding effect of the PPS program and the enactment of legis-
lation in the areas outlined in our written testimony indicate that,
indeed, the pendulum will swing too far.

Certain examples have been spoken of this morning, such as cap-
ital reimbursement, tax-exempt financing constraints, quality of
care, required second surgical opinion, and so on. These items do
not consider the effects of other operational issues and the hidden
problem, which will result by the dramatic increase in health care
competition. Financial failures and impairments of quality of care
appear to be the obvious future results of this trend.

In conclusion, it is apparent that the nation is not establishing
health care policy either on a short-term or long-term basis. but
rather allowing the Administration, via the Office of Management
and Budget, to arbitrarily reduce costs through the develpmzzt of
far reaching legislation and implementation of unreasonable regu-
latory payment changes.

If we are to maintain rural regional referral centers as able re-
gional resources and urban/rural inequities continue, we must in-
corporate the original PPS 500 or more bed rural referral center
exception in all aspects of Medicare legislative and regulatory pay-
ment activity.

When Congress considers an institution, such as Geisinger Medi-
cal Center, representing high quality care, aggressive operational
and finanacial management, operating in a rural environment
being so dramatically affected by the long-term cumulative pay-
ment direction, one must question what will happen to less success-
ful, managerially weaker rural institutions that also provide a
much needed resource to their rural communities. I think we now
begin to see the scope of the problem.

Congress must step away from the budgetary fray to develop an
appropriate national health care policy as a foundation and guide
for fiscal policy.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator DURENBERGER. Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Trembulak follows:]
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and instability created by PPS has resulted in an adverse affect
on the not-for-profit hospital's access to the capital markets
by raising seriou- concern over the financial viability of not-for-profit
hospitals under such payment programs. The need for capital over
the next deaue is one of the most crucial issues facing our nation's
not-for-,rofit hospitals. It is imperative that our health care
delivery system be able to replace, modernize and renovate its
primary resources, comply with life safety and other code changes.
acquire sophisti:ated medical equipment and retain the ability
to restructure debt obligations through the tax-exempt market.
,o eliminate or cap tax-exempt financing for not-for-profit hospitals,
in light of the previously mentioned PPS pressures, would deny
access to capital riarkets for a majority of institutions beyond
those already facing difficulties from the PPS transition. Paradoxically,
such tax reform would significantly raise capital costs for hospital
replacement and renovation for those institutions st'll able to gain
access to capital markets in a time when the nation is concerned
with t'e increases in health care costs.

Gelsinger strongly advocates -etaining the tax-exempt financing
vehicle for the not-for-profit hospital sector. Over time, continuing
declines in operating profitability will, through attrition, greatly
reduce the volume of tax-exempt transactions.

Q~~~of -Care

Quality assurance and peer review programs are an essential
part of maintaining a quality health care system. Adequate quality
qjntrol %ust continue in light of inherent PPS incentives to reduce
c s:s whicn -aY in turn affect quality. Any federally mandated
qt.alliy assurance prograris should be carefully scrutinized by
HCFA to avoid duplicative and costly provider reporting requirements.
%cw pro~ram initiatves must 5e carefully structured to avoid
costly c .pliance criteria when provider payments are being reduced
or frozen.

G1C ';as taken an active role to ensure its continuing level
of Quality 'o- all patients served. Within the last year, it
has irplemented the "Caring Program" which, among other things,
involves contacting every Medicare patent after discharge. This
follow-up assures that any post-hospital arrangements hac been
fulfilled, any recuperative period is progressing on course, and
an abnormalities in the patient's eyperien-e are addressed promptly.

Another issue relating to quality and access to care is the
growing beneficiary concern with rising Medicare deductibles. The
rural elderly find this financial burden an impediment to necessary
elective care.

Graduate and Allied Medical Education Costs

GIC currently supports fourteen residency and five fellowship
graduate ,*dical education programs including 190 residents and
fellows. We also offer nursing school and training programs for
nirse dnesthetists, radiographic, nuclear medicine and r.iation
ni'dicine technologists, and medical technology and histology technologists
serving over 250 Students. The medical center has graduated over
3,500 nursing, radiology, medical technology. nurse anesthesia
and pastoral care students and more than 1,7JO residents from
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-Ierral cente! s -dan4 conducting signlfcant ambulatory cart progra-s.

are rve' owt of t-e -etiod3g.lc,. 'or varl.cs reasons and physicians,
prov,'ina services ir tse medicall ctfter', bua.ry care facility ,
are sut2ect t, C ct'on ,04 of the Tax .jtv and F'sc, Rsnsit!

,f lf " w'Ch limits ;a)-,nts for oIffice visits
to A of *re Me~a.st 'edizare allowable charge regardless
of tr( esinrer s;ec'a!ist involved. ''e q .est'cn !CFA's reg.ato,y
-ple'ientatior of tree tens. We believe :HCFA ii in nonconforman(e

wit'- the oriygral congressional intent and fine sign;,icant irequities
in te current app, ic3tion of tnese regulations. Congress should
reecl ectio, ?3CR of the Deficit Reduction Act of 1984 and instruct

r ito '.i:r Specialist profile ciui'arisons as apuropriate
.hre i:eelopIr, the ,-dified outpat:ent hospital phisican -ayrwnts.

U;R- R.rzuited 4Second Surv cal Opinion

>e Med iare beneficiary in our rural region travels an average
of 50 ar rre -'iies for GMC's tertiary capabilities provided by
its group pract:ce ordel of full time salaried heical staff. Unler
the subject leSislatinn, the beneficiary must now endure r.ore
travel in atte-pting to locate physicians qualified to prov-ce
the second opinin.

SMC stro-gly urges Coqgress to extend the original PPS 500
beds or more rural referral center exception to tnis burdensome
legislative requirement.

Other Operatino Issues

In addition to the legislative and regulatory items mentioned,
there are other significant operating :oncerns with which the
industry is coping. For example, the insurance liability crisis
is escalating insurance premiums at both an unrealistic and totally
unacceptable rate ar.d forcing many providers to operate with redtcea
or inadequate insurance protection.

Another element weighing heavily in the current environment
is the dramatic increase in health care competition. The competitive
trend is enhanced by the blurring of traditional roles as providers
now becoiv insurers, insurers bezone providers, and payers become
both insurers and providers. Financial failures and impairments
of quality of care appear to be obvious future results of this
trend.

Projected Financial impacts of the Prospective Pa)2ent System and Related
egqis-fative and Regulatory Proposals

GlIC, as part of its business planning process has worked to
quantify and project its current operating performance as it will be
affected by both the implemented and proposed legislative and regulatory
issues. The results are disastrous and can be noted on Table I and
supplemental statistical Table IT and assumptions on Table Ill.
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" e Mayo '. in

tn, two yea i- . as sn d w, at ie ".3,o C1n I- r i if,caity
irLl f rI,-, s trnr'i' iz a;)t cpria: ~ *is 'o tr rIn' ea'th
care. FrC- the te'e ,;, ;.s - 1%1,,. Center . >.s,;e' tu
t a tr. t.,r Ov co 7, p,- m(.s e o ua 1,t., nea r- are 'v ni e aIh , e area

Ge <,n. q, ,rt'a ,1 health cars, experien e hs eo i ve. .er a 7?
y - X( I ,''ce in tle Central ano %ortheas:er Penns yvania re,.:,n
ar1 re,. s a hard earned reP'.at on for it riprercntij *;eo)rv7

' tare has -d on a grojp practice -ioilI o' medi,:-' e t: n f2
efIectiwe ard ef icent physician and professional mana 'e sv.:lls.
n ne 'f9 1te c ha]I ige of Ponnnsylvsn*as geography, GeIInger he s

,v eioe 1 a blerd o affiliated hosp ta , IeJica group Dractices,
ma,:aged nospitals, ~o:,eLch clinics and chericJl and substance aVse
center,, that are we.l pos'tonea to serve tl-e health ;re neecs of
the widely disbur sed rural populatior..

GelsIrger's corporate restructuring In 1981 foricd the basis frr
to.iy's noath care system, wn'ch is made-up of te fc 2'owanq affili3ted
'rganizat cris:

*I ~3je errunation, a not-%or-proft corporat'or, the parent

ccoany containing the external Boird of D'rectors;

e Geisinger Clirvic. a not-tor-profit corporation eoiloy'ng more
tta 345 fu.l-ti e ,altied ph)sicians responsible for Gesinger's
clrical, edwat:toal Lnd rtsejr,h prur3gr.is;

e tisinqer !ioming -.edical C-nter, a not-for-profit corporation
ooerdting an open -,edicai staff, 230-bed community hospital
6C miles NO:-h1.dSt of Janville near Wihes-Barre, Pennsylvania;

* G'.ingerHal-t-h Plan, a rot-for-pirfit corporation operating
a ea!th maintenanLe organization c jirently made-up of 27, 000

members which was foundeJ in 1972 and expanded in 1985, and
was one of the nation's first rurai health maintenance organizations;

# Marworth, a not-for-pi-ofit 'OrDoration operating a 72 bed alcohol
treatment and rehatilitation center near Scranton, Pennsylvania,
and a 56 bed acolescent chemical treatment center currently
under construction near the Delaware Water Gap;
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Life Flight Helicopter airlifts Z'. e- :, - e a a e,'age
of over three times each day to crt'. , ' -- ;at'e-t:
throughout eisinger's tradt~cr a '3; 3 r' ,.' , .,

Geisinger Medical Center ard eisrrer .n' , -;,-e t-an
200 ongoing research projects and t' e .sQr " ,as te'.Er a
major expansion into basic -ieli,.al resea'co. -', ,,
interest in preventative medicine, education 'rd .tjlatr, care. :n
fiscal year 1985, Geisinger Clinic physicians in ''nvile 3n dt t
satellite clinics saw in excess of 564,000 patient vit! rap,, j '-
the largest provider of ambulatory care in the C.-rcr.ve3'th. T'e ,t-1:'
Maintenance Organization is licensed bi the ro-Mwea'th t .'
coverage in 17 counties.

The ,eisinge' Medical Cnter's edic .l star' is 'c,-,v o.'
full-time salaried Geisir, er Clinic physicians practicing in , "
in addition, approximately 190 graduate resident physicians are .".
in 14 training programs sponsored by the medical center. Since ll,
Geisinger Medical Center has graduated more than 1,700 pb s',,car ir!
over 2,600 nurses. In 1973, the medical center became a ma>,r ,
affiliate of the Pennsylvania State University College of Med! In-
at Milton S. Hershey Medical Center. Geisinger Medical Center's
schools -- among then riedical technology, radiologic techrolog;. r,
and nurse anesthesiology -- have graduated hundreds of .ttierts.

Geisinger Medical Center employs about 3,100 persons -
one of the largest single site employers in the Cormnnwealt. . ..
and the Geisinger Medical Center are involved in many cc-'.s,
government activities and a variety of social agencies andi c, . .
Geisinger is and has always been a constructive participant
to reduce health care costs. Geisinger, specializing in ,
sickest of the sick (60* of all admissions are ererger:,). - .-
demonstrate the provision of excellence in health care :e',,-'':
a cost efficient and effectie bL s.

ueisinger's Service Area )e-iogaphics

Geisinger's current service area corresponds to GMC's ta '
service area from the medical center's inception over 70 y.ars
The service area snan. 30 counties in Central and NorttiejSter, .
ran§inq over 20,000 square miles with an estimated popuaticn s"t'
in excess of 2,000,000. The region is essentially small tcDrs, rc' :
farmlands and coal mining areas, punctuated occasionally ty -,
cities. Only modest population growth is expected o~er the nekt
years with most of this increase attributable to the 65 and oirCr 'c.
group.

Table II

Population Trends

Percent
Ae Grop 1985 Estimate 1990 Estimate Cha,_ne

0-17 515,000 496,300 (3.6t)
18-34 57i,500 570,000 (3.3)
35-64 676,000 687,700 1.71
65+ 327,000 349,100 6.8%

Total 2.089,500 2,103,100 0.7;
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In addition to the region's aging population, it is both under-
employe and with low incories as compared to the other counties and
the state in ;eneral.

Table :II

Unemrployrwnt Satistics

Zt'scriyltion Calendar far 196i

2O County Servi~e Area 10.1*
Other 37 Counties 7.W;
Co-mnweittn of Pennsylvania 8.1

Tabie IV

30 Count, service ,-,a $ o. ,'r
Cltt~r~ 37 Coutes $ 2 ,7*
Cor-mnwealth of Pennsylvania $ 25,tOC

Geisinoer Iedicil Center experienced a:iss-ons from 61 of toe
67 counties in Pennsylvania during fiscal year 1385. More than ?SI.
of Geisinger Medical Center's annual admissions for tertiary services
cane from beyond a ,ne hour driving time.

Table V

, Geisinger Medical Center Patient Discharges
L -r ,cal *ar 1984-1985

* 3.3 .. " . L mA

-- "Is-a n

*" ,3 -t " , ( - "

. .. . . I . ..

E ] 160~* . - A '

Geisinger

'l

i

k
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STATEMENT (CAROL KIECKER. REGIONAL VICE PRESIDENT,
1IEAITif CENTRAL SYSTEM. M INNEAPOIIS. MN

Ms. KI1-CKER. Thank you. I am a regional Vice President of the
Health Central System, which is a Minneapolis based multihospital
system, that owns and manages 22 hospitals. All, but two of which
are in nonmeiro areas.

As you know, and has been said earlier today, there are many
forces that have lowered inpatient acute utilization in hospitals.
And certainly, they were not all caused by the PPS, but the whole
thinking has changed. New styles of practicing with less hospitali-
zation. The effect of HMO's, which of' course is particularly pro-
found in Minnesota.

Utilization review activity, which almost all peers are using and
PRO activities. This has caused us in rural health care a huge
change, which we are attempting to respond to. Just, to reiterate
and amplify it of course, the reason that this has made such an
impact on rural hospitals as compared with urban is because most
of the medical staffs of rural hospitals are general and family prac-
titioners and the kinds of cases that they hospitalize are the ones
that are no longer hospitalized. For example, pneumonia cases a
few years ago, all used to go into the hospital and now they do not.
Whereas the specialists still are hospitalizing many of their pa-
tients. Neurosurgery patients still go in the hospital in the urban
areas.

I only mention that which is obvious, I know, to really give you
the feel of what that means to a small rural hospital.

I propose, as others have, that we go to one rate with no differen-
tial between urban and rural. I would comment to the HCFA rep-
resentatives about this wonderful windfall that this will cause. I
am not sure at all that it will be a windfall, because we are talking
about 1982, 1983, and 1984 data. And, we were doing real well, too,
in 1982. A hospital with which I am associated had an average
daily census of 42 patients that year. This year we are running 19
patients. So, there has been such a huge change. The data, natural-
ly is lagging and is not keeping up with the information that we
really need to know about to make that decision.

A number of reasons for proposing going to one rate are that,
while there are some area wage differences, I think they are more
than offset by the economies of scale that we lack, which has been
mentioned earlier.

Also, I know of no other federally funded program that works
this way. If you receive Social Security checks for example, I do not
think it is predicated on geography.

Also, since the PPS system was originally designed to save
money, I think that you ought to keep the rural hospitals. I think
we all agree that they have a lower cost per admission and that
certainly would not be the first onas that we would want to get rid
of.

The ProPAC committee has testified that even after accounting
for the area wage differences, the lower intensity of services and
the medical education requirements, the rural rate is still lower
than the urban.



So. we are asking rural hospitals tu provide things that they can
not provide. I mean like blood out of a turnip.

Since economic conditions in rural areas, based on agriculture
and mining industries are worsening daily, it does not seem to
make good public policy to excerbate that situation, a point that
alread) been made many times today. but I will make it again.

lospitah will be driven out of business in the rural areas by
these policies if there is not sonie correction made and I think that
everyone seems to agree on that today.

Of course, there hos been a lot of mention that there are more
elderly in the rural areas. Not only is that true, but the elderly
people generally get their care in the local community, where per-
haps as was mentioned earlier, some younger people leave the
rural communities to get their health care services.

I would be willing to maintain budget neutrality on this, since
the large perpoinderance of revenue goes to the urban centers, they
would not have to drop very much to have the rural come up to it.
Just based on admissions alone, there is about a 4 to 1 ratio, that
is, the urbans would have to drop about $1 for the rurals to come
up $4 to meet. But, over and above that there is even the weighting
of the case mix index, which makes a further impact on that. So, I
think that the urban would not have to drop that much to have
the rurals come up to it. And, I propose that is what we do.

IThe prepared statement of Ms. Kiecker follows:]
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STATEMENT OF CAROL J. KIECKER. REGIONAL VICE PRESIDENT
HEALTH CENTRAL SYSTEM. MINNEAPOLIS. MINNESOTA

BEFORE THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON HEALTH;
RURAL HOSPITALS UNDER THE MEDICARE PROGRAM

May 9. 1986

Mr. Chairman, I am Carol J. Kiecker. a regional vice president for
the Health Central System, which ic based in Minneapolis.
Minnesota. Our system owns and manages 22 hospitals in the Upper
Midwest. of which all but two are if, the non-metro areas. I thank
the subcommittee for this opportunity to discuss the situation of
these rural hospitals and how the prospective payment system for
Medicare is impacting them.

Forces other than the PPS system are causing lower utilization and
less revenue for the small rural hospitals. These forces revolve
around new styles of practicing (less hospitalization), the affect
of the HMOs (especially strong in Minnesota). the utilization
review activities that almost all payers are now using, and the
PRO activities. There is no question this is a huge change for
all hospitals, rural and urban, and we are doing our best to
respond to these changes while still preserving the rural health
care system.

The reason that these changes have a larger impact on the rural
hospitals than the urban hospitals is because most of the
physicians on the rural hospital medical staffs'are family
practitioners and general practitioners. The kinds of cases these
physicians hospitalize have seen the greatest change in
utilization compared to the secondary and tertiary specialists'
cases. For example, pneumonias are rarely hospitalized now; nor
are hernias, tonsillectomies, and even in some cases, normal
deliveries. These are all treated on an outpatient basis. On the
other hand. secondary and tertiary specialists who might be doing
surgeries such as hysterectomies, total hip replacements.
neurosurgery. etc. obviously still have need to hospitalize their
patients. The secondary and tertiary specialists are, of course.
much more predominant on the medical staffs of urban hospitals.
Certainly the length of stay has dropped for all patients. but in
the case of the Medicare Prospective Payment System, that is an
advantage to the hospital, rather than a disadvantage since the
DRG payment is made per case and not peL stay. However, in the
small rural hospitals, if the patient is never admitted to the
hospital. the hospital suffers a severe loss of revenue.

Udft together for a hcalt you
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For the last seven years I have been-the administrator of Buffalo
Memorial Hospital. a small rural hospital. In 1982 (our peak
year), we had an average census in the hospital of 42 patients.
So far in 1986, we have an average census of 19 patients in spite
of the fact that we have added several doctors to our medical
staff. It is nct uncommon in rural hospitals to have the patient
census be presently running approximately half of what it ran in
1982.

The differential between the urban and rural hospital payment rate
for Medicare is adding a great deal of difficulty to the rural
hospital financial picture. American Hospital Association 1984
data show that 66 percent of urban hospitals had more than 40
percent of Medicare revenue, where 70 percent of rural hospitals
had more than 40 percent of Medicare revenue. This means that the
rural hospitals suffer a penalty because they have more Medicare
business.

Historical Costs:
The former Medicare cost-based reimbursement system was of course
baaed on historical costs. Because of the spiraling costs to the
Medicare Trust Fund, a new prospective payment system was
instituted. This system was meant to foster competition and it
has. Unfortunately, the cost-based part remains in determining
the DRG payment. Since certain wages (not all) were lower in
rural areas, it was determined that they should receive a lower
payment rate. While the difference in rate is based on area wage
differences, there are also economies of scale problems in the
rural small hospitals which more than off-set any differences in
wages. For example, a small hospital may have only eight
medical/surgical patients in at a given time. This may translate.
on a partiCular shift, to a need for one and one-half nurses.
Obviously, the minimum that one can staff, for safe nursing, is
two nurses. Consequently. it is more expensive because these same
two nurses cculd take care of 17 patients rather than the eight
they have.

Another problem with this differential based on urban/:ural is for
the hospitals that are very near metro areas and have to compete
with those area in the labor market. The two hospitals which I
administrated for several yearb happen to be in this situation.
One hospital is in the metro area by ten miles; the other is
outside of the metro area by two miles. When the urban/rural rate
is fully implemented, this will make a difference between these
two hospitals of an average of $1,100 per DRG. Yet they compete
in the same labor market.

I know of no other federally-funded program where there is a
difference paid to people or facilities in urban versus rural
setting. For example, the routine governmentally funded aid to
schools per pupil has no urban versus rural basis, but is the same
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for all pup.ls. I believe this reflects the realization that
there is a necessity for good education no matter where the pupil
lives. I submit the same is true for health care.

Ealrness Issues:
The ProPak Committee that advises Congress on the Prospective
Payment System has testified that, even after allowing for area
wage differences, lower intensity of services, and medical
education requirements, the riral rate is still lower than the
urban rate. This seems unfair since Medicare payments are made
out of one common fund that ib supported by us all. Eventually.
the lower rural rate will translate into less desirable and less
optimum health treatment which seems to single out rural residents
unfairly, or will simply drive rural residents to seek care in
urban settings--thus putting the rural hospitals out of business.

While some wa;es may be lower in rural communities, cost of
supplies and other items tend to be higher, since small hospitals
are not able to take advantage of economies of scale. Even if
they do join a purchasing program, they pay higher shipping costs
per item as well as being forced to buy whole cases of items
which, for the hospital, may be a six-month supply rather than a
two-week supply as it would be in a larger hospital.

If rural hospitals are forced to close, this will not take into
consideration patient-borne costs, such as the cost of
transportation to facilities that are farther away.

The future:
Since the whole prospective payment system was\developed to save
money for the federal government, it would seem reasonable to
preserve many of the small rural hospitals, since they have a much
lower cost per admission than the urban hospitals. I am willing
to see budget neutrality maintained on this issue. Metro
hospitals have a much greater share of total revenue than rural
hospitals do--I think the metro rate will only need to drop a
small amount to bring the rural rate up to it.

Since the economic conditions in the rural areas are worsening
daily, based on problems in the agricultural economy, it does not
seem to make good sense for public policy to exacerbate that
situation by paying lower and lower rates to rural hospitals.
eventually driving them out of business. Driving the small rural
hospital out of business will make a serious negative economic
impact on the community. American Hospital Association data
showed that in 1985 there were 61 hospital closures. Of those, 70
percent had fewer than 100 beds. There is no question in my mind.
as I observe the financial situation in the rural hospitals with
which I work. that the rural hospitals are in far more jeopardy
financially thdt the urban hospitals. and much more likely to
close.
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This is the significant point I would like to make. If urban
hospitals close, there are other urban hospitals in the area. It
rural hospitals close, there may or there may not be rural
hospitals nearby for rural patients to use. Certainly, with this
lower utilization it seems reasonable that some of the smallest
hospitals will close, and probably should close as acute care
facilities. They should probably still maintain a health care
presence in the community with emergency care. ambulatory care.
and other health programs. I think the danger is. if several
hospitals are financially forced to close that are located near
each other, it may mean that people will have to drive 50 or 100
miles for hospital care. After the good work of the Hill Burton
legislation many years ago that created our accessibility in the
rural areas to health care, it seems destructive to allow that
system to be dismantled because those hospitals are not receiving
the same fair price in this new competitive environment that the
urban hospitals receive.

QUa 1_y:
What relationship exists between small size and quality in
hospitals? According to Ira Moscovice. from the University of
Minnesota. size per se does not explain Quality outcomes. So.
when is small too smdll? With the changing practice patterns, it
seems obvious that some consolidation is necessary and some
hospitals will need to change their mission statements to produce
more ambulatory service products rather than inpatient products.
Nevertheless. much general acute care is routine and low risk and
can he provided in a small intimate setting.

Issues of "personalness" and recovering in their own community
with nurses whom they know are also quality issues. For the rural
elderly in particular, it is extremely stressful to be driving to
a metro hospital and hospitalized in a large. strange setting.

Accessibility:
Everyone agrees that many rural hospitals will close under our
present reimbursement systems. Yet this will probably be a
haphazard closing with no regard or plan for accessibility for
rural Americans. In Wisconsin in 1984, one out of three Wisconsin
hospitals had a net operating loss. If this is to continue, there
is no question that hospitals will close.

It may make sense for the federal government to collect a pool of
dollars through the capital payment system that could be used to
retire the debt on hospitals which perhaps are not needed as acute
care facilities. One of the big problems is that even if a
community hospital feels its acute care facility is not needed, it
probably has outstanding bonds that the governing board encouraged
friends and neighbors to buy out of civic duty. It is very
difficult at this point for a community governing board to
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advocate closure of the acute care facility even if it is not
needed, knowing that friends and neighbors will suffer a loss on
the bonds.

In light of the administration's proposed capital payment system
it will, of course, be the hospitals that have high indebtedness.
caused by having new or renovated facilities, that will close
first since the capital reimbursement system being proposed will
penalize then severely. Add that to the lower rural rate they are
receiving for DRGs. and I'm afraid much of the rural health care
system could come tumbling dewn before appropriate changes could
be made to salvage it. I think it is very important for this
committee to support legislation (if we must have a capital DRG
system) that would give as long a time as possible to phase it
in--Senator Durenberger has proposed seven years and I feel this
is really a minimum. I think the administration's discussion of
four years of phase-in will be disastrous, especially for the
newer small rural hospitals.

What Ig ENeaded?

We need to abandon the urban/rural differential rate and go to one
rate. That can be regional, if necessary, but the rural hospitals
should not be penalized because they have been cost effective in
the past.

We also need incentives for the smallest rural hospitals that are
close to each other to:

0 Change their mission to more of an ambulatory center;
• To help them consolidate;
0 To handle long-term debt:
• To incorporate the hospital economy into the broader

community economy.

We also need swing beds to be able to be used in hospitals larger
than 50 beds. This has helped fill a need in rural hospitals, but
the 50 bed limit is arbitrary.

And we also need access to capital as the plants age.

Thank you very much for the opportunity to testify today at this
hearing on rural health care.
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Senator DURENBERG;ER. Thank you very much. I thank all of you.
I have the impression, now that we are concluded with this hear-
ing, that we need to have more hearings. I think we have largely
touched in all of the testimony on the PPS system why we need to
change some parts of the PPS system. That is such a small part of
the problem in rural health care delivery, as everyone of you has
told us, that that is a problem that needs to be corrected in the
overall solution of how we get access to quality care in rural Amer-
ica.

There are a lot of other things that we need to be paying atten-
tion to, some of which are in the jurisdiction of the Social Security
Act. There are probably some other places, some of them are just
what we ought to be advocating by our presence in various commu-
nities, whether we legislate it or not.

I think Max, this needs to be only the first effort that we make
into this area. Before I finish, although I would like to ask Dr.
Hayward if you would not give us your current view of the utility
of peer review, of practicality of the way in which HCFA has ap-
proached and is approaching the recontracting of peer review.

Two Senators you have here are the only two that know a lot
about peer review and we have all learned what we know from
someone else like you. But, we are largely dependent on the ongo-
ing effort to get some utilization, quality, and medical necessity
and all the other things we are looking for. We really are very de-
pendent on you and -your colleagues to see the utility of peer
review and the way in which H1CFA approaches this whole thing
and maybe if you would comment on that before we--

Dr. IAYWARD. Montana and Wyoming did not get their contract,
they are not very happy about it. This is going to mean that we are
going to have to do much more centralized review than we did
before in order to stay within our budget, which disturbs us, espe-
cially in a large area like this. We would rather resolve the prob-
lems locally than if possible, rather than say having Washington,
DC, West resolve twe problems. We are finding ourselves getting
further and further away from the real quality issues.

The only reason I got into this business some 14 or 15 years ago
was because it was a quality program. It is becoming less of a qual-
ity program, more of a cost containment type of program.

We have a very difficult time at the-applying the same criteria,
which we are supposed to do on quality issues on whether the pa-
tient is be admitted to the hospital at the rural level versus the
urban level. For instance, the sophistication in the large hospitals
outpatient surgery, for instance for general anesthetic is required.
That, in order to have a successful outpatient you have got to have
a very well greased oiled machine to make sure that the patient
does not eat anything after midnight and various other things to
follow up.

Small rural hospitals do not have that capability, they could not
afford it, if they did have that capability. Therefore. they are more
likely to put the patient in the hospital overnight. If we were to go
by their criteria, strict criteria, we would say, no you cannot admit
that patient. We are also trying to show some compassion. I am a
physician adviser for one of my hospitals an outpatient cataract op-
eration that was being done and he stayed in the hospital over-
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night and the physician wrote. "the reason I didn't send this pa-
tient home was because he is 80 years old, he lives a 100 miles
from here and there is a blizzard out." I approved it, I broke the
law, but I approved it.

Senator DURENBERGER. That is the issue I am getting at in terms
of-I do not know how many of these guys have ever lived in Mon-
tana or had to travel 100 miles to have an intraocular lens or
something like that. And, the reality is that you look on the aver-
age or look at the capabilities of opthalmic surgery or whatever,
and somebody can do the procedure in 17 minutes and whatever it
is and you can be in and out. But, if you are 80 years old and if you
have traveled 100 miles or even 40 miles, to have that surgery per-
formed, there seems to me that there are a lot of surgeons, who
would be very hesitant to put you right back into your car and
send you home, knowing that if anything happened, you're 40, 50,
60, 70, 80, 90, or 100 miles away.

From what I hear in talking to people, some places in the larger
towns, they're either building motels or something like that in con-
nection with outpatient surgery centers. The reality is that, when
you get to be a certain age, and a certain circumstance, not every-

ody goes in and out of this particular procedure. I would guess for
every example like that, there are other examples that physicians
could give us and I am concerned by a couple things. One is that
HCFA is not sensitive to that as they set your contracts up. Also,
that they are not very sensitive to the fact that you ought to be
trusted a little bit more to use your own discretion about which
hospital you ought to sort of zero in on or which physicians you
ought to zero in on. They would more likely insist you watch all of
the procedures and drudge up all the paper rather than letting you
sort of make the decision, that these are the hospitals that we
think in Montana or Wyoming, we ought to put a little special
pressure on this year or whatever the case may be.

Max, do you have any.
Senator BAUCUS. Sterling, I wonder if you could address a ques-

tion I have, that is, some folks have wondered whether the smaller
rural hospitals have the capability to treat cases that are perhaps
more sophisticated or more complex than some other cases. I won-
dered if you could address that question and maybe and in your
answer also address the other side of that same point, namely in
many cases the smaller hospitals can provide more in that there is
a greater bond, a greater sense of trust. Closer personal relation-
ship between hospital physicians and the community. Can you just
address the quality of care in small rural hospitals.

Dr. HAYWARD. Thank you, Senator. As far as the quality in the
small rural hospitals in Montana, we did have some problems way
back in the PSRO days. I would say for all practical purposes, those
have been resolved. Many studies were done, where it was suspect-
ed that maybe the physician was over his head in what he was
doing, however, we found that they were really were doing a very
good job.

The situation very often arises in a small hospital in a high risk
area as far as injury is concerned, lumber, mining, and so on like
that. You may find an orthopedic surgeon or you may find a gener-
al surgeon, whose services are really needed in that area and again
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if you evaluate the quality of that care that is being carried on in
those areas it is high, it is good. And, that is in 50-bed and under
hospitals, in fact they are doing just as good a job, probably than
the larger hospitals are doing.

The problem that, that creates of course, when you get into, for
instance, you get an orthopedic surgeon, such as I am in the small
community with say around 50 beds and he starts doing total hips
and total knees. the hospital loses money, because it is the DRG
reimbursement is inadequate for that type ol- thing. I do know that
because of malpractice threats and so on like that, that the rural
physicians are shying away from doing things that they used to do,
just because they are scared they are going to slapped with a law
suit.

Senator BAuCUs. This panel, you have the last word here. You
have been very patient, you have waited, given lots of folks your
thoughts, some good points, maybe some points not so good. One
basic question I have is the degree to which we should move
toward a separate payment system for rural hospitals? Should we
tinker with the two-tiered system and try to make it work or do
you think there are just too many problems and we should have, a
single payment system for all hospitals?

Should we go down one road?
Senator DURENBERGER. Is that a question for all of the panel?
Senator BAUCUS. Yes, just generally. I was curious if any of" the

panelists have any strong feelings about that.
Ms. KIECKER. Senator, I do and I think that we should go to a

one----
Senator BAUCUS. You mentioned that in your testimony, I appre-

ciate that.
Are there any here that disagree with that? You think we should

tinker with the present two-tier?
Mr. BECK. I think we can tinker with it all we want, but if it does

not-if we do not go far enough in the tinkering to resolve the
problems that we have now then we--

Senator BAUCUS. So, you are saying do not tinker, just make
some dramatic changes. -

Mr. BECK. Yes.
We are at the point where dramatic changes are needed.
Mr. TREMBULAK. I think there is a certain degree of information

that still needs to be brought in and I think the inquiry into the
studies is very important to get that data to further pursue this
avenue.

Senator BAUCUS. I appreciate that and just think of the frustra-
tion we all have in having to get policymakers in Washington
urban areas to understand feel, sense, taste, and smell what is r id
like to live in rural America, where there are vast spaces. I think
too often people in Washington, HHS, HCFA, or for that matter,
Members of the House and Senate, who spend too much time in
this town. So we try to solve problems by looking at memos and
reports and so forth, we just do not have the practical experience,
and we have not internalized the problems that rural America
faces, practicularly because of the vast distances and spaces.

I have many time encouraged Members of the House from very
urban areas to come to Montana. I can tell you, that when they do
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come out they are agog at the sense of space. It just blows them
away. They have never come up against something like that. I do
not know how long that remains with them. They come back to
their towns and urban areas where they live, I am sure some of
that is forgotten, but still basically, this is something I thing is
very important. I wish there was some way for policymakers to get
out in vast areas and see that.

If they only knew. Sterling, in watching you give your presenta-
tion there, showing how far the distance is from Alzada to Yaak,
reminds me of when I first ran for Congress. That was 12 years
ago, and I walked across our State. I started out in a little town, it
was not Alzada, but I ended up in Yaak. The fact of the matter is
somewhat appropriate, because I started out in as luck would have
it, in a blizzard and I walked 24 miles that day. There were photos
nationwide and in Europe, but none of them in my homestate
papers. [Laughter.]

The fact is that by the end of the first day I had terrible case of
shin splints. I could hardly walk. I must say there was no hospital,
there was no physician. I spent the night in a camper that night
and the next morning I woke up it was 10 or 20 below and I could
barely walk as I had this terrible case of shin splints. I knew then
that I had to keep going, you just do not stop for something like
that. Anyway, I hobbled to the nearest thing to a hospital in a
place called Chico Hot Springs, just outside of Paradise Valley in
our State and I sat in the hot springs for a day, hoping the warm
water would cure my shin splints. But I must tell that did not work
either. So, I hobbled, and 2 days later, I ended up in Livingston,
MT. I went to see a doctor there in Livingston and I must say he
did not--

Senator DURENBERGER. He prescribed getting out of the way.
[Laughter.]

Senator BAUCus. But, I finally made it over--
Senator DURENBERGER. Not a Republican doctor.
Senator BAUCUS. I went to Bozeman, MT a couple of days later,

till hobbling and met a fellow named Gordon Herbick, who was the
trainer for the Montana State University track team and he knew
what to do. He took care of my shin splints and in about 21/2
months later, I made it to Yaak. Well, Yaak is really just the end
of the line, I mean it is in a logging community, and not many
folks live in Yaak. Yaak is really cold. There is not really a town
called Yaak, it is called The Yak. The Yaak is an area way up in
the extreme northwest part of our State and there is another kind
of institution there to heln cure people's ills, and that is the only
institution in the Yaak and that is the bar. There is a bar in the
Yaak that is called the Dirty Shame.

Dr. HAYWARD.-It is now closed. [Laughter.]
Senator DURENBERGER. That's a dirty shame. [Laughter.]
Senator BAUCUS. But, I just wish that HCFA and others could ac-

company me on that roughly 3-month trek across the State. You
get a sense of distance, you get a sense of space and you just get a
sense of how far it is one place to another.

Another time I brought back a fellow named Nick Kelley with
the National Health Service back to Montana. This is when HEW
came out with a National Health Care Guidelines. It would have
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had the effect of closing a lot of rural hospitals. To be eligible to
get Medicare payments you had to have 80-percent occupancy or
something like that. If you had a pediatric ward, you had to have
20 beds. I do not know all that there was. There was just a lot of
stuff that small hospitals simply could not meet and it would have
forced the requirements on those hospitals.

Well, I brought back Nick Kelley from Denver to Montana. At
that time, and still now, there are lots of town meetings. A certain
number of people would show up at town meetings across the
State. Well, at that time I brought Nick Kelley back, I must tell
you that the number of people, who came to town meetings in
towns like Deerlodge and Conrad, small towns in Montana with
small hospitals, and Anaconda, MT. The number of people, who
came to those town meetings, dramatically increased fourfold or
fivefold. Literally you could not get anyone else in the room. They
were hanging from the rafters and I tell you they wanted to lynch
this guy Kelly. And, we were very lucky because as the State
would have it, I brought Nick Kelly back into some more blizzards.
We were trying to get from one town to another, as we were point-
ing out how hard it is to get from one town to another. We all
know how much mail we receive on lots of issues, Panama Canal
for example and other issues. I got as much mail from folks at
home on those health care guidelines as I have ever received on
anything else.

So, I got all this mail and I put it in five mail sacks; that is what
it took. The mail took up 5 sacks, 10,000 letters that f got in about
a week, which is a lot for Montana standards.

Someone in my office had a pickup truck. So we put these mail
sacks in the pickup. I drove downtown over to HEW, and Joe Cali-
fono was then Secretary of HEW. We went up the elevator, we took
the mail sacks off and put the mail sacks on his desk. At that time,
he had one arm in a sling, he broken his arm or something. I told
him if he did not--

Senator DURENBERGER. That would keep him from smoking.
Senator BAUCUS. If, he did not repeal those health care guide-

lines a lot of Montanans would make sure his other arm would be
in a sling. [Laughter.]

The fact of the matter is that he got mail from all over the coun-
try and it was not just from Montana and that is the one time I
saw the Department react.

Senator DURENBERGER. Really.
Senator BAUCUS. Favorably, and I just hope that HHS and HCFA

get the message and we do something about this problem. It is a
severe problem that we are talking about here. It is a real problem,
it is not just talk, it means a lot to a lot of folks, and I am a little
sorry that Mr. Fleming has left.

Senator DURENBERGER. He had to make a speech at 12:30.
Senator BAUCUS. I was going to first, thank him for staying

through an entire hearing and second, ask him if he had any com-
ments, any reactions that he had at this point.

Senator DURENBERGER. Hal or Bob do you want to say anything?
[Laughter.]

Come on. [Laughter.]
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Senator DURENBERGER. Come on. Do you have any stories about
your last trip to Montana? [Laughter.]

Good for you.
Well, anyway, thank you all very much, we appreciate you being

here, the hearing is adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 12:55 p.m., the hearing was adjourned.]
[The followup answers to questions asked by the committee

follow:]
[By direction of the chairman the following communications were

made a part of the hearing record:]
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Senator Durenberger

Q. In your written testimony you cite a Rand study which derived cost

estimates from preliminary cost reports and sample claims data. HHS

extrapolated the Rand data and concluded that the majority of rural

hospitals improved financially. How nruch confidence can we have in this

conclusion, since it was based on preliminary, sampled data?

A. We have a great deal of confidence in the conclusion that a majority of

rural hospitals have improved financially insofar as Medicare PPS cases

are concerned. Our conclusions were quite similar to those reported by

the HHS Office of the Inspector General (OIG) from their eight State

study.

Our analysis used the latest available cost reports from nearly 000

hospitals, including about 2500 rural hospitals, and all of the FY 1984 PPS

claims from those hospitals. Although not all of the cost reports were

audited and settled, we believe that underpayments and overpayments

determined in final settlements largely offset each other. We are quite

confident that the method does not bias results for any type of hospital.

Later this year, as more hospitals' Medicare cost reports for their entire

first accounting year under PPS become available for analysis, we intend

to validate these estimates.

62-009 0 - 86 - 12
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Senator Durenberger

2. Q. How might a inore equitable outlier reimbursement policy be developed

for rural hospitals?

A. We plan to explore several approaches in the study mandated by section

9113 of Public Law 99-272. One approach would consider separate outlier

threshold calculations for urban and rural hospitals. Another would

consider a separate payment formula for outlier cases in rural hospitals.

These two approaches might also be blended. In addition, we will examine

whether standardizing all hospitals reported costs to take account of their

actual outlier case payment experience would be feasible.

We have not concluded t"at the present PPS method for defining and

paying outliers is inequitable. We recognize that the outlier thresholds

used in 1984 and 1995 were largely based on pre-PPS Medicare claims and

did not arbitrarily assume that PPS would drastically lower average

lengths of stay. In developing 1986 outlier thresholds, we took PPS claims

experience into account. However, the emergency extensions prevented

these from going into effect until May 1, 1986. Hence, when one year of

PPS claims experience becomes available starting with May 1, 1986, we

will then be able to determine whether we might have already achieved

the equity we seek.
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Senator Durenberger

3. Q. A witness before the Cory.rnittee testif~eo that approximately 600 rural

hospitals are likely to close by the year 2000. How did you reconcile this

estiTiate with your staterert that all hospitals, including rural facilities,

have experienced a ge:ieral improvement in their financial position since

the introduction of PPS"?

A. First, let me clarify by saying I did not state that every hospital has

experienced improvement in its financial position since the introduction

of PPS. I said "hospitals in both urban and rural areas experienced a

general improvement in their financial position," and "a large majority of

both urban and rural hospitals showed a positive margin over their costs

for Medicare patients."

All of the studies we have seen suggest that hospitals generally have

become better off, although rural hospitals have not done as well as urban

hospitals.

We cannot confidently say whether the prediction you heard is correct.

We have not seen its assumptions or methods. But, we do know that in

designing PPS the special needs of sole community hospitals and rural

referral centers have been considered, and special added payment

features are in effect. These might not be sufficient to assure that

financial viability of all such hospitals --but they are a visable
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commitment of the Medicare program to pay more for care of its

beneficiaries in these special circumstances.

Also, care must be taken to understand what is meant by a hospital

"closing". In HCFA's experience, many hospital "terminations" from

Medicare participation are in fact an aspect of changes in ownership, and

mergers or changes in the facility mission. In our opinion, these market

dynamics occur because of general local economic situations, not because

of Medicare's payment policies. ,

HCFA has directed both of its research centers in the coming year to

examine the long run impact of Medicare's PPS on rural hospitals. Their

first task is to develop a realistic design for such a study that is based

upon recent empirical experiences. We believe that an appropriate study

is likely to take several years before we can be reasonably confident

about the certainty of predictions. Meanwhile, we will continue to pay

special attention to the short run imrspacts of Medicare's PPS on rural

hospitals in the studies performed for the Secretary's Annual Report to

Congress and in our continuing rule-making processes.
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Senator Durenberger

4. Q. How much, if any, research and demonstration money does HCFA's Office

of Research and Demonstrations set aside fo projects addressing rural

hospitals?

A. HCFA's Office of Research and Demonstrations develops an annual

Research, Demonstration, and Evaluation Plan reflecting proposed

initiatives and associated levels of funding. In the FY 1986 Plan, there

were specific projects focusing on such rural issues as sole community

hospitals, regional referral centers, the feasibility of eliminating separate

urban and rural PPS rates, and designing a study of the long-term impact

of PPS on rural hospitals. This latter initiative will be continued and

further expanded as a result of the Senate Appropriations report

requesting a study of the long-term impact of PPS on rural areas. We

spent approximately $300,000 on these external projects in FY 1986.

In addition, the impact of PPS on rural hospitals has been a special focus

of nearly all PPS impact studies. For example, in FY 1985, we awarded a

contract to Abt Associates to conduct a series of analyses of issues

related to PPS refinement/impact. Almost one-third of the nearly $2

million worth of tasks under the contract to develop a PPS impact data

base will involve rural hospitals or beneficiaries' data inputs.

Other high priority study topics, such as the adequacy of outlier

payments, DRG refinements for severity of illness or intensity of care,
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financial viability, wage differences, etc., will also separately examine

the expected impact upon rural hospitals. This has been true also for

studies performed thus far to simulate the impact of changes in PPS

payment rates.

We continue to invite, through our grant and cooperative agreement

solicitation, proposals to study issues concerning rural hospitals; and we

are committed to continuing our current study initiatives in this area.
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Senator Durenberger

Q. As you stated, sole community hospitals can receive an additional

payment amount, if due to certain circumstances, they experience a

decrease of more than 5% in their number of inpatient cases.

Later testimony stayed that the process for applying for this adjustment

can impose a substantial financial burden on small, rural hospitals. What

can be done about this problem?

A. Uiven the current statutory construction that specifies that such

payments fully compensate the hospital for the fixed costs it incurs in

providing inpatient hospital services, including the reasonable cost of

maintaining necessary core staff and services, we see little alternative to

the current process. In order to make the deterrninatio-i required by the

statute, we need all of the information requested.

%e have evaluated alternative methods of making payment to sole

community hospitals to compensate for volume declines as part of our

research for the report to Congress on this subject as required by the

Social Security Amendments of 1983. However, we believe any formula-

based method of providing for volume-related payments would require

legislation.
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Senator Durenberger

6. Q. Some argue that criteria for referral center classification are too

restrictive, particularly in light of the decline in admissions since PPS was

implemented. Much of that criticisms is based on the "6,000 minimum

discharge" requirement.

Do you agree with the criticism? How would you modify the

classification criteria in order to fix the problem?

0

A. We do not agree that the criteria are too restrictive.

There wa5, no existing definition of referral centers at the time the

original PPS legislation was passed and Congress legislated that an

exception or adjustment should be made for such centers. Therefore, we

relied heavily on congressional discussions in establishing criteria to

define such centers. Throughout such discussions were references to

"large" rural hospitals. Thus, as one criterion which must be met to

qualify for the rural referral center adjustment, we established a number

of discharges standard to recognize those rural hospitals which treat a

disproportionately larger number of patient; than do the average general

community hospitals.

In addition, based on the Deficit Reduction Act of 1984, we expanded the

discharge criterion to permit comparison of a rural hospital's number of

discharges to those of a typical urban hospital in the same census region.
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Thus, a rural hospital can quality by having an annual number of

discharges equal to or greater than a national or a regional urban

standard.

In proposed regulations published in June 1986, we are proposing to lower

the national and regional number of discharges benchmarks by 8.0

percent. This figure is based on the American Hospital Association's

(AHA) panel survey data which show that the percent of admissions to

acute care hospitals has declined by 8.0 percent from 1981 through

September 1985-the most current data available. The proposed national

number of discharges to qualify as a referral center is 5,517.
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Senator Packwood

Q. Regarding the number of hospitals currently designated as either sole

community providers, rural referral centers, or swing bed facilities, in

your opinion, are these numbers sufficient to meet the existing needs of

,he rural population? Do you expect substantial increases in any of these

categories?

A. There are currently 163 rural hospitals qualified as referral centers.

Since this provision was originally established to recognize those rural

hospitals which are larger, more technologically sophisticated, draw

patients from larger than average geographical areas, and which more

closely resemble their urban counterparts than do the average rural

community hospitals, we believe our criteria are fair and sufficient to

protect true rural referral centers.-----------

The rural referral center adjustment is granted for a 3-year period. Since

most existing centers qualified during FY 198, we do not expect any

reduction in the number until at least FY 198. In addition, because we

are annually adjusting the case mix index and number of discharges

standards based on national trends we do not expect any substantial

variations at a later time.

Moreover, we do not expect a substantial increase in the number of sole

community hospitals. The criteria that we use to make such designation
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are based on factors, such as distance from neighboring hospitals, that are

unlikely to significantly change at a rapid rate. We believe most hospitals

that meet the criteria have already applied for sole community hospital

status.

We believe the'number of rural referral centers is adequate for the

current needs of rural communities. While the number of swing bed

hospitals continues to grow, the pace of that growth is slowing somewhat.

This may indicate that we are reaching an adequate number of swing bed

hospitals as well. The payment system, however, is designed with enough

flexibility to allow entry of additional rural referral centers or swing bed

hospitals should changing market conditions enable hospitals to meet the

criteria.
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Senator Packwood

2. Q. Many advocates of rural hospitals argue that these hospitals are essential

in order to attract and retain physicians in rural areas. They claim that

local physicians would leave the area if a hospital closed. Do you agree or

disagree with this viewpoint?

A. Studies on the availability of medical care have described a growth in the

overall supply of physicians. The greatest impact in rural areas has been

seen through the increase in the number of specialists. Moreover, many

general and family practice physicians are now practicing subspecialties

as well. As the physician pool expands, we expect access to specialty

care for rural and small-town residents to continue to show improvement.

Additionally, we are seeing a growth in alternative health care settings

such as ambulatory surgical centers and community health centers. More

physicians, both general practitioners and specialists, are being attracted

to suburban and rural areas as development of these and other outpatient

facilities continues.

We believe these trends will offset any negative impact on the supply of

physicians resulting from hospital closures.
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Senator Mitchell

). A number of hospital administrators in Maine have expressed their

opposition to the differential in urban/rural payment based on wage

differences. One administrator in Ellsworth claims that he must compete

for hospital personnel with the Eastern Maine Medical Center, located in

Bangor. The Ellsworth hospital is reimbursed at the rural rate, and the

Bangor hospital at the urban rate.

Does this situation occur often? Is there really a significant difference in

wages which those in rural areas expect to be paid as compared with those

in urban area? In other words, is it fair to reimburse rural hospitals at a

lower rate based on the belief that if a hospital is in a rural area its labor

costs must be lower than urban hospitals?

A. Your question concerns the propriety of the rural hospital wage index for

rural hospitals located close to hospitals which are classified urban.

Section 601(e) of the Social Security Amendments ., 1983 requires that

payments to hospitals be established on the basis of geographic region and

urban/rural location.

The law further defines an urban area as an area within the boundaries of

a Metropolitan Statistical Area (MSA), as designated by the Executive

Office of Vanagement and Budget, or within such similar area as the

Secretary has recognized in accordance with the regulations establishing
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limits on hospital inpatient operating costs under the Tax Equity and

Fiscal Responsibility Act of 1982. Counties within a State outside the

designated metropolitan areas are considered rural.

Although we are required by law to maintain an urban/rural distinction in

administering the prospective payment system (PPS), we recognize that

certain hospitals, particularly rural facilities located In counties adjacent

to urban areas, maintain that they are disadvantaged by this policy

because they Incur costs comparable to those of urban facilities.

'he have reviewed the particular situation to which you refer. The rural

hosplal involved is Maine Coast Memorial Hospital (MCMH), located in

Hancock County. Based on the 1992 data used to construct the hospital

wage index used in the PPS, MCMH has an average hourly wage of $6.73.

The average for rural Maine is $6.90 while that for the Bangor MSA is

$7.40. Based on this comparison of hospital wage levels, MCMH's

classification as a rural hospital would not appear inappropriate since its

wages are more similar to the rural Maine average than to that for the

Bangor MSA. Eastern Maine Medical Center's corresponding average

hourly hospital wage is $7.46.

Generally, rural hospitals on average pay lower wage levels than urban

facilities. However, the broad implication of your question is that an

alternative means for aggregating counties to develop rates more

reflective of economically integrated areas needs to be investigated. Ie
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In thi % rrir~eftor, it should be notei3 that the prospective payment

legislation reqtjires the )epartment of Health and Human Services to

study and report to Corgress oro the feasibility and impact of eliminating

or phasing-out sep-ir4te urban and rural payment rates. This report will

enable us to determine the extent to which changes in the urban/rural

classification system are necessary and appropriatee .

I should point out that any changes to the present jrban/rural hospital

rclassification syste'r, .will not avoid the kinds of problems implied by your

question,. Any new boundaries will always result in some hospitals being

relatively disadvantaged because of their location vis-a-vis the boundary

drawn. There will always be rural hospitals whose wage levels are more

siurilar to those for nearby urban areas and vice versa.

however, this does not inpugn the overall validity of the urban/rural

classification system used in the-PPS.
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Senator Mitchell

2. Q. In Maine, many rural hospitals are experiencing a decline in occupancy

rates. At the same time, we have a shortage of long-term care facilities

in almost all parts of the State.

Aren't there viable alternatives for utilizing empty beds 4n rural

hospitals?

how difficult is the "swing bed" approach to establish? In Maine, a

number of persons in the health community, including our Commissioner

of Human Services, believe that the "swing bed" concept is very difficult

to set up and to establish a workable reimbursement scheme. Have other

States bad measured success with swing beds? How has the

reimbursement system been anticipated?

A. There are two alternatives available for rursl hospitals to utilize their

empty beds. One would be the swing bed program which is available to

rural hospitals having less than 50 beds. The swing-bed program allows

sortall rural hospitals to receive Medicare reimbursement for providing

long-term skilled nursing facility (SNF) care in acute care beds. That is,

the beds can be used interchangeably for acute care and long-term care

services that are reimbursed at commensurate levels.
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A second alternative available to all providers permits hospitals to

establish a distinct part SNF. This would consist of a hospital converting

a portion of its acute care beds into SNF beds.

To be eligible for the national swing bed program, a hospital must be

located in a rural area and have fewer than 50 beds in use. We have used

the interpretation of the statute that allows the greatest number of

hospitals to qualify. To participate, an eligible hospital must receive a

certificate-of-need from the designated State agency in States where the

certificate-of-need requirements include expansion to swing bed care, To

be certified to provide skilled care to Medicare swing bed patients (and

Medicaio swing bed patients if the State Medicaid agency has elected to

participate), the hospital must also satisfy six of the skilled nursing home

facility (SNF) conditions of participation required of nursing homes in the

areas of patient activities, patients rights, discharge planning, dental

services, social services, and specialized rehabilitation services.

Preliminary studies of the swing bed program indicate that the

establishment of the program by Federal and State agencies required few

resources for incorporation into their existing operations. Implementation

usually required no new personnel, merely a shifting of existing personnel

(estimated cost was typically less than $5,000/year per agency).
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About one-third of the eligible hospitals in rural areas are now certified

to provide swing-bed care. in fact, the number of certified swing bed

hospitals represents approximately 10 percent of all hospitals in the U.S.

As of January I, 1986, there were 771 hospitals in 38 States participating

in tne swing bed program and the total number is continuing to grow. In

most locations, the swing bed approach is viewed as providing a valuable

community service in rural areas, especially since it allows more patients

with skilled care needs to remain in their home communities after

discharge froin acute care.

Medicare reimbursement for routine SNIF services in swing bed hospitals

is, by statute, made at the average rate per patient day paid for SNF

routiioe services under the State's Medicaid plan during the prior calendar

year. Medicare payment for ancillary services is made on a reasonable

cost basis.
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Senator Baucus

Q. In the conclusion of your testimony, you state that the department

believes that HMOs offer attractive benefits to Medicare patients and

providers. Since almost all Medicare HMOs are located in urban areas,

and the projects located in rural areas experienced financial problems,

what leads you to believe Medicare HMOs can be successful in rural

communities?

A. Experience to date indicated that most prepaid plans are established in

urban areas. We speculate that in many instances prepaid systems have

not been attracted to rural areas because the average adjusted per capita

costs (AAPCC) rates are higher in urban areas and because a prepaid

system requires a fair size of enrollment base in order to spread the risk.

The enrollment base required may not be attainable in rural areas.

Also, until recently, most prepaid plans were staff or group practice

model HIMOs relying on established locations where enrollees must go to

receive care. This restricts the enrollment of interested persons to those

living in relatively close proximity to these delivery sites.

Recent trends indicate a rapid entry into the prepaid market by

Independent Practice Associations (PA) and other alternative delivery

systems which can accommodate a wider geographic dispersement into

the community since physicians generally deliver care from their
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individual offices. For instance, we are aware of several preferred

provider type organizations that operate statewide.

Ie anticipate that this trend will result in a variety of capitated systems

being available to rural beneficiaries in the future. Certain of these

organizations may already be capable of qualifying to contract with

HCFA on a risk basis.

Ie anticipate testing the voluntary voucher program on a demonstration

basis in the near future and have incorporated rural areas into the

demonstration design. In addition, HCFA has been considering testing the

concept of geographic capitation, in part to overcome the problem of

capitating rural areas. This concept involves one organization being at-

risk for all beneficiaries in a geographic area, resulting in an environment

where both rural and urban areas would be capitated.
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Senator Baucus

2. Q. Testimony given by HCFA at the Ways and Means Committee hearing on

Medicare contracting indicating that claims payments would be slowed to

an average payment time of 30 days under part A and B by the end of FY

1986. Testimony given by Blue Cross/Blue Shield at the same hearing

indicated that the providers who would be most adversely affected by this

slow oown are those which do not have electronic billing, are not on

periodic interim payment (PIP), are smaller providers, and have a high

percentage of Medicare claims. Rural hospitals fit all these criteria.

Were the particular problems of rural hospitals taken into account in

formulating the claims slowdown policy?

A. ,e realize that the increase in payment times has affected some

providers more severely than others. We are reviewing the situation to

ascertain if payment times can be reduced where necessary.

The increase in payment times has been caused by two factors -- a tight

budget and an unanticipated claims volume growth. The tight budget is a

result of the Gramm-Rudman-Hollings mandated reductions of 4.3 percent

from the Medicare contractors' Congressional appropriation of $963

million, plus a $15 million contingency. This reduction has necessitated

an increase in claims payment times above previous levels.

In addition to the Gramm-Rudman-Hollings cuts, claims volume has

I, creased dramatically beyond out estimates, especially under part B.
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This growth is caused by a large increase in outpatient claims which

appears to be a response to the prospective payment sysken for in;)atient

hospital services. PhysIcian, durable rtMed.cal equipment (DML) and

laboratory claimstLave increased substantially. Physicians appear to be

sub-hiitting fewer services per claims, the Deficit Reduction Act of 1981

changes to laboratory reimbursement has spurred increases in those

claims and OME marketing activity has increased. %,e are continuing to

stuay the volume increase and proposed solutions to it.

Ii- spite of the Gramm-Rudman-Hollings cuts and the unanticipated

voluine growth, we are pledged to hold claims payment times to 27 days.

Money will be "nide available to cor, tractors to at least maintain a 27-day

cycle.
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Senator Baucus

3. Q. If the goal of HCFA is a 30-day average claims payment cycle, what will

be the payment time for snall rural hospitals who meet the criteria I have -

just described?

A. The same claims payment cycle will apply to rural hospitals. Funding will

be made available to at least maintain a 27 day cycle at each contractor.
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Senator Baucus

4. Q. Small rural hospitals comprise a significant portion of the hospitals in the

United States, many of which are experiencing financial distress, yet the

research and demonstration programs carried out by HCFA have very few

projects relating specifically to rural hospitals. Other than the swing bed

projects and the Finger Lakes Area Hospitals' Corporation, are there any

other research and demonstration projects being conducted or planned by

HCFA which relate specifically to rural hospitals or rural health care?

A. HCFA's research and demonstration programs attempt to demonstrate or

evdluate the affects of various payment methods on a broad spectrum ol

providers. As such, there are few projects which focus exclusively on any

one provider segment such as rural swing-bed hospitals or rural health

clinics. Our hospital demonstrations have been conducted on a statewide

basis or in a broad geographic area in order to assure an appropriate mix

of providers. For example, our statewide demonstration with the State of

Washington included numerous rural hospitals. On the other hand, since

our demonstration with the Rochester Area Hospitals' Corporation could

only include urban hospitals, the same payment method was replicated in

a rural area with the Finger Lakes Hospitals' Corporation. Other

examples of large demonstration initiatives which have included rural

sites are the National Long-Term Care Channeling Demonstrations and

the AFD)C Homemaker/ilome Health-Aide Demonstrations.
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We are presently conducting research intramurally and through the

Brandeis Research Center which is addressing the rural issues raised in

P.L 99-21 P.L 98-369 and P.L. 99-272. These topics include:

o Sole community hospitals' susceptability to large occupancy

declines;

0 Appropriate adjustments for large rural teaching hospitals and

regional referral centers;

o The feasibility and advisability of eliminating or phasing out

separate urban and rural rates;

o Identification of DRG's having large non-labor related cost shares;

o The desirability of maintaining a regional component in the PPS

rates;

o Altertiative payment blending methods including but not limited to

methods which take into account cost variations within DRGs;

o Impact of PPS transfer and outlier case payment policies on small

rural hospitals; and,

o Long run impact of Medicare's PPS on rural hospitals.
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Rural areas and hospital impact is also an important aspect of our

research studies of PPS impact on types of hospitals, beneficiaries, other

providers and other payers of capital, DR(J efinement for severity of

illness or intensity of care, options for SNF prospective payment, options

for prospective pa, -. icnts of outpatient services, options for payment of

Certified Registered Nurse Anesthetists, options for paying physician

services, and, of course, approaches to expanding capitation arrangements

fcr Medicare beneficiaries.
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Senator Baucus

. When HCFA promulgates regulations, how often is a regulatory flexibility

analysis done, and can you describe any regulatory flexibility analysis

which was done specifically to analyze the effects of a regulation in small

rural hospitals?

A. For every regulation, HCFA makes an explicit determination whether or

not a regulatory flexibility analysis will be performed. Generally, if there

is doubt as to whether an analysis would be required under the terms of

the Regulatory Flexibility Act, (RFA), we prepare and publish an analysis

voluntarily. Ie consider all hospitals to be small entities within the

meaning of the RFA, and we therefore routinely prepare regulatory

flexibility analyses for regulations that would have a significant economic

impact on a substantial number of hospitals. In many such analyses,

including the analysis of the impact of prospective payment regulations

published in 1983 (NPRM - June 10, 1993; Final - September 3, 199) we

have explicitly considered the effects on rural hospitals.
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Senator Baucus

6. Q. Regulations which were proposed on March 10, 1986, provide for

adjustments in the hospital-specific base amount for sole community

providers which experience significant cost distortions because of new

services related to community medical needs. This is an important

provision, since 75 percent of the payment to a sole community provider

is based on the hospital-specific base. However, these regulations require

that:

-- The provider must request the adjustment from the intermediary

and document the need fot the adjustment;

-- The intermediary must forward this information with its

recommendation to HCFA within 90 days;

-- HCFA has 90 days to approve or disapprove; and

-- 1 he adjustment does not apply until the cost reporting period

beginning after the approval.

This could mean a delay of as much as 18 months from the time the new

services is added to the time the payment amount is changed. Why is this

adjustment limited to cost reporting periods which begin after HCFA

approval?

A. The March 10, 1986 proposed regulations concerning adjustment of the

hospital specific r3te for sole community hospitals would provide for
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adjustment of the prospective payment rate only after approval of a

hospital's request.

Our decision in proposing this effective date was heavily influenced by the

very nature of a prospective pricing system. That is, we believe the

concept of prospective pricing clearly implies that retroactive

adjustments of the payment rates are inappropriate under all but

extremely rare instances.

Further, we believe retroactive rate adjustments dilute the incentives

inherent in the prospective payment system (PPS). If hospitals recognize

that they would retroactively recover the full costs of adding new

services and that future payments will be based on those initial year's

costs, there is a significant incentive to escalate costs rather than to

institute appropriate efficiency measures. Congress expressly recognized

this flaw in the retroactive payment system in enacting the PPS.

Section 9111 of the Consolidated Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of

1985 (Public Law )9-272) provides for payment adjustments for sole

community hospitals similar to that proposed in the March 10, 1996

Federal Register.

This :.ection specifies that such adjustments apply to payments for cost

reporting periods beginning on or after October 1, 1983 and before

October 1, 1989.
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Senator Baucus

7. Q. For participating rural referral centers, please provide information, by

state, on the case-mix and qualified discharges (i.e., discharges counted

toward determining rural referral status) for 1993 through the year for

which data are currently available.

Please provide 1985 case-mix and discharge information by State for any

rural referral center where 1985 data are now available.

Also, please indicate the number of excluded discharges for each rural

referral center (i.e., discharges not counted in determining rural relerral

status).

A. HCFA does not routinely collect all the information requested. Individual

hospitals submit data to the regional office for approval as rural referral

centers (RRCs). This data is not centralized, nor is it consistently

maintained by regional offices since RRC status is determined on an

individual basis. In addition some of the data requested for review by the

regional office such as the number of excluded discharges, are either not

provided in the cost report or otherwise uniformly reported. Therefore,

many regional offices do not retain the data beyond the point of status

approval. Future reviews will determine continued RRC status based on

data current for that time period; past data will not have a bearing on the

decision.
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We have received cost data for "PPS-I", the first year of experience

under the prospective payment system and are therefore able to provide

discharges and case-mix data for 1 7 RRCs. It should be noted that some

of the data are taken from unaudited cost reports, and are therefore

subject to adjustment. A list is attached containing the available

information.

Eight RRCs for which 1984 cost data are not available are also included in

the listing. Although we do not have the total number of discharges for

these eight hospitals, total Medicare discharges for FY 1984 and case-mix

indexes for FY 1984 and FY 1983 are shown.
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PJMICtMIL 107uum Crk

CaseMix
FY 84

East AlabaMa d. Ctr.
SeliM med. Ctr. Hosp.

Fairbanks Men. Hosp.

Central Ark. Gen. Hosp.
St. Bernards Reg.Med.C'tr.
St. Mary's Hosp., Inc.
OCickasawba Hksp.
Ouachita Mem. Hosp.
Warner Brown Hosp.
tnion Med. Ctr.

SAIr isa

Sierra Vista Hosp.

1.0915
1.0387

1.0635

0.9729
1.1122
1.0406
1.0360
1.1065
1.0401
1.0756

1.1303

CORydO

St. Mary's Htosp. Med. tx.l.1290

WemmCirt

Day Kirball Hosp.

DrLAWAR

Kent Gen. Hosp., Inc.

Indian River M. Hosp.
Fawcett Mem. Hosp.

CGEOGIA

Rawiltan Mad. Ctr.
W. Ckorgia Med. Ctr.
Glynn Brunswick mm.
John. D. Archxld MU .
Fl-yd Med. Ctr.
Tift Gen. Hosp.
S. Georgia Mod. Ctr.

1.1696

1.1521

1.0959
1.1349

1.1003
1.0504
1.0750
1.1199
1.0891
1.0305
1.1197

Total
Case Mix Dscku!

FY 85 FY 84

1.13468 11,773
1.11159 6,671

1.08617

1.08243
1.13877
1.09116
1.03811
1.17644
1.10249
1.11493

1.20772

1.24699

1.08741

1.21361

1.10838
1.16481

1.07547
1.11790
1.12372
1.12682
1.14660
1.11135
1.15947

8,068

5,222
13,795
5,782
6,740
6,326
N/A

5,477

6,856

9,732

6,313

6,985

10,859
6,692

N/A
10,371
15,253
10,509
13,254
9,680

12,859

Medicare
Discharges

FY 1984

3,083
3,039

749

2,698
4,986
2,469
2,030
1,700
2,666
1,714

2,845

2,929

2,364

2,263

5,153
3,814

3,278
3,928
4,315
3,500
3,942
2,855
3,401
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Page 2 - Regioal Referral Centers

St. Joseph's fbcp. 1.0777 1.13571 7,309 2,554
Mercy Med. Ctw. 1.0297 1.08843 5,899 2,110
Caldell Men. Hosp. 1.1447 1.16562 5,191 1,706
Idaho Falls ons. 1.1676 1.15744 12,206 3,097
B'nock Mon. Hosp. 1.1025 1.12405 6,262 1,253

Blessing 1ksp. 1.0944 1.10995 9,691 3,644
Freeport Men. HosT. 1.0213 1.12084 N/A 2,748
St. Mary's Hosp. 1.0859 1.11061 6,136 2,259
Marorial Hosp. 1.0575 1.13670 7,622 2,117

La Porte Hosp. 1.0805 1.13760 7,435 2,389
Marian Gen. osp. 1.0344 1.13132 10,828 3,848
Paid Hem. Hosp. 1.0583 1.15521 11,842 4,113
Caylor-Nickel Hosp. 1.1251 1.15438 5,199 1,768
Partholmew Co. Hosp. 1.0004 1.13096 13,345 3,813

Marshalltown Area Hosp. 0.9218 1.15988 7,298 3,662
Trinity Beg. Hnsp. 1.1513 1.22445 5,668 2,762
Greeley Mazy Mad. Ctr. 1.1461 1.24952 8,409 2,928
Burlington Med. Ctz. 1.1098 1.16782 N/A 3,22j
St. Joseph Mercy Hosp. 1.1132 1.19554 8,614 4,116
Ottmia Hosp. 1.0768 1.15056 5,031 1,925

Ashuy Hosp. 1.2546 1.27799 6,320 2,102
Halstead Hosp. 1.2393 1.21987 4,707 2,040

Righlands 1 g. Med. Ctr. 0.9594 1.03524 7,988 2,195
Med. Ctr. Bowling Green 1.0426 1.14339 12,623 3,007
fzrray-Cnllx.ay Co. 0.9519 0.98701 6,662 2,274
1pwaim J'kx ll m. 1.0751 1.08995 6,096 1,P56
Pattie A. Clay Inf. 1.0180 1.09528 5,655 1,492
Williamson Appalacian 0.9237 0.96060 6,927 1,790
Reg. Med. Ctr. Hopkins 1.1564 1.13339 13,136 4,125
Inurdes Hosp. 1.1559 1.14151 12,540 4,929
Western Baptist Ibsp. 1.0814 1.15632 12,709 4,334
Kings Daughters Hosp. 1.0488 1.04857 5,780 1,860
tfmana lake Cxwnerla;xd 1.0544 1.11664 9,090 3,219

UL)1SIANh

Opelcusas Ger. Hosp. 1.0331 1.12508 6,591 1,832
Linmxln Gen. 1tsp. 1.0468 1.09216 6,472 2,581

62-00q 0 - R6 II
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Pag 3 - MgicaI Mferra1 Oenters

Ke-mebc Valley Med.Ctr. 1.1356 1.22267 8,895 2,766
&id4Sine Med. Ctr. 1.0851 1.19416 9,293 3,313

mvunity Health Ctr. 1.1151 1.12772 4,767 1,853
Gratiot O(mn. Hosp. 1.0691 1.07696 6,388 2,272
Alpna Gen. Hosp. 1.0767 1.13528 4,880 2,273
Marquette Gen. Hoqp. 1.1952 1.32669 9,315 3,425
Htamn Hosp. 1.1029 1.15131 11,065 4,310
Northern Mich. Hosps. 1.2455 1.31546 10,301 4,195

St. Josph's Hosp. 1.0469 1.16061 6,486 2,791
Rioe Mom. Hep. 1.2481 1.33293 6,607 2,690
Innanual/St. Joseph's 1.2065 1.23357 9,800 3,148

N. Miss. Md Ctr. 1.1006 1.19124 28,617 8,398
FUsh Foundat~io Hosp. 1.0524 1.07633 10,018 2,753
Forrest Gen. HoSp. 1.1223 1.10686 16,127 4,595
F.G. Riley Mem. Hosp. 1.1030 1.08094 6,716 3,247
Delta Mad. Ctr. 1.1327 1.16664 6,686 2,044
Methodist Hosp. 1.0384 1.09680 6,967 3,095
Golden Triangle Med. Ctr.1.0610 1.12864 7,789 2,406
Jeff Andlerson Med. Ctr. 1.0117 0.98819 10,300 3,396

PISS-CRXI

St. Francis Med. Ctr. 1.0691 1.10410 10,548 4,705

St. Patrick Hosp. 1.2624 1.48493 7,404 2,862
St. James OTx. Hosp. 1.1257 1.20057 6,471 2,691
Missoula Cam. Hosp. 1.1120 1.19151 5,956 1,262
Kalispell Mg. Hosp. 1.1045 1.12311 6,013 1,842

Qxd Samritan Hosp. 1.0884 1.20687 8,710 3,562
t. Francis Ned. Ctr. 1.0966 1.14771 6,218 2,076

W. Nebraska Gen. Hosp. 1.1087 1.20568 N/A 3,125

Nu: Ov H* RE :

Mary Hitchcock Man. 1.2830 1.46990 13,384 3,631
Ceshire ed. Ctr. 0.9955 1.08856 6,518 2,203

N4 MEJXICO
& - -- iA. Ctr. 1.1152 1.11907 6,013 1,971
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Page 4 - Jegional Jeferral Centers

I" A04g. Hoop.

M4. YM

Denedictine Hooap.

NOM CAk3Lim

ftltherford Hosp.
Cleveland Mem. Hosp.
Southeastern Gen. Hosp.
Johnst Ma.. Hosp.
Albenmrle Hosp.
More 3om. Hop.
Wilson Mere. Hosp.
Craven Co. HOsp.
Nash Gen. Hosp.

NDMVP DAXOaM

St. Joseph's Hosp.
Trinity Med. Ctr.

1.0728

1.0395

1.0840
1.0842
1.0648
1.0489
1.1751
1.1785
1.1444
1.1816
1.1542

1.0384
1.0324

cOIO
Scioto 1'.e. Hosp. 1.0922
Union Hosp. 1.0599
Marion Gen. Hop. 1.1420
Qunity Md. Ctr. iksp.1.0385
Good Saaritan Med. Ctr. 1.0541
Holzer Med. Ctr. 1.1103
Blanchard Valley Hosp. 1.0778
E. LAverpool City Hosp. 1.0123
Ahtalula Gen. Hosp. 1.0204
Med. Ct.r. Hosp. 1.0579
Clevela d Clinic Hosp. 1.7170
N. Columbia Co. Hosp. 0.9815
Bethoda Hosp. Assoc. 1.0593

St. Josephs/P'xca 1.0232
Jane Phillips Med. Ct.r. 1.1010
Valley View Hosp. Auth. 1.1684
Jackson Co. mom. Hop. 1.0428
Mskgee Gen. Hosp. 1.0860
bAester Gen. Hosp. - 0.9989
Mom. Hosp. S. Okalac 1,0382
Stillwater Med. Ctr. 1.0418
Grady Hem. Hosp. 1.0847

Good Smu-itan Hosp. 1.1252
St. Charles Med. Ctr. 1.1297

1.08190

1.06504

1.13483
1.07477
1.09893
1.09551
1.26903
1.23055
1.16852
1.24841
1.21871

1.09863
1.13198

1.10072
1.08884
1.15606
1.12322
1.12338
1.13588
1.14109
1.10789
1.06362
1.08420
1.85286
1.08345
1.14623

1.21180
1.17669
1.16744
1.11024
1.19656
1.07294
1.08585
1.14356
1.12086

1.17726
1.17355

6,884

N/A

1,527

3,241

2,414
2,995
3,013
1,234
2,016
3,980
4,052
3,183
3,223

1,810
2,760

2,192
2,149
1,605
1,084
2,371
2,061
3,099
2,414
2,084-
1,698
9,903
3,238
2,216

2,189
3,066
2,234
2,440
4,551
3,271
2,263
1,905
2,109

6,489
11,202
6,303
4,300
5,950

12,771
14,262
11,815
12,213

4,941
7,267

6,897
6,892
8,024
4,926
8,674
9,208

11,807
7,323
7,627
9,228

31,292
9,329

10,175

6,960
9,286
5,888
3,769

13,026
7,674
5,805
6,320
5,150

7,687 2,464
9,604 2,948
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Pop 5 - Rgiam.. rimfrral Centst

Norio laft d.. Ctr.
lay Ar.. NNW.

-4 VtVAN

I.111S
1.1491

calsingr Whd. Ctz.
Jiumm Mm. P6MP.

lis rt. Ho . .
N -mM PakiH~p

0. plot
a i hm t. HOWi.

cxa Rs jg.Cj~egP. 6

1.2370
1.0337
1.1129
1.3475
1.1224
1.0333
0.961.

kq.. 1.1248
1.1234•=--. ,,O6

SAcZed "mart amp.
St. twoes Hkp.
,Apid City 9g. H.

TOMMM
" rJukmn#m.sci cb.

Sid Peterson Mn.
emotion Reg.- Pd.
St. Jos 1mm.
lbvLro fs. now*

MNC ISLAND

pitnm HMO

VIFG[ML

rockxxihm k.
Vinster Had. Cr.
Halifax Omm. Hoop.
Huzy oamhlit cn
Mm. of P~atijiavills

ft. Mazy . Md. ctr.
0*git V&ley HDp.
Central Vsshigtm
ft. John~s Romp.
WOyq11c NunHasp

* 1.0665
1.1026
1.0417

1.9666

1.1142
1.0728
1.0506
1.1252

1.0753
1.1037

1.0915
1.1330
1.0418
1.0166
1.0894

1.1973
1.1275
1.2329
1.1542
1.0649

1.36596
1.05295
1.14331
1.49806
1.12628
1.01800
1.03539''

1.14239
1.1691
1.15686

1.19735
1.15200
1.13267

16,951
9,826,192

14,274
7,523
O,6985,762

11,613
9,4S0

11,605

5,348
7,18813,351

1. 220f -1 ,S42

1.20712
1.12044
1.12159
1.15982

1.16388
112726

1.12356
1.26781
1.06056
1.10955
1.06416

1.25692
1.16463
1.31794
1.23252
1.10635

5,946"7,5

6,417

-10,795
6,067

10,761
15,457
6,640

13,259
9,079

5,27S
6,771
9,254
6,222
6,636

1.15078
1.22737

7,765
7,395

2,577
2,970

6,764
3,374
3,335
4,9
3,369-
4 527
2,156

A-

. 3,465
2,524
3,648

2,243
2,419
4,382

9,476

2,650
2,612.

3,345
2,961.

3,631
1,951

3,713
4,714
2,356
4,397
2,674

2,029
2,391
3.204
3,057
2,616
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Pap 6 - fgicral fetrral OGetr

W.I7'I VJDa A
W.Vb.'.Wv. Hoop. 1.1424
thdted I C,. Ctr. 1.1047

IMMxmglia MGM. 1.0757
vxitwnt G.e. 1.0101
WlSaM6DH

ichels Iqw.
Clare hoOp.-. Hop.
Agnes Roq.

1.1335
1.1222
1.3166
1.1205,

1.149461.129;s1:139 7

1.06651

1.22106
1.23410
1.42424
1.19145

N/A
15,524
10,830

N/A

6,039
7,089

18,638
7,919

4,177
* 5,719

3,927
3,867

2,028
2,357
5,843
2,948

N/A indicates the data is not available for total dism .
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Senator b.ucts

L. Q. Ar you considering any changes to the existing standrds for rural

referral status as part of.the Department's upcoming Medicare regulations

next month? What modifications are you considering? What,would the

effect of these changes be on currently qualified rural referral centers

and other hospitals that might qualify for such status?

A. -In the regulations to be published in 3une 1986, we are proposing to rai4

the case mix index standards by approximately 2.7 percent over existing

standards. Available data on claims through the midpoint of PY 1986

show that this is the overall percentage of increase in al Medicare claims

compared to FY 1983 levels. The perentage will be updated further

when the final regulations are published.in September and more current

data are available.

We are also proposing to lower the number of discharge standard by L03.

percent. This percentage of decline is based on the American Hospital

Association's panel survey data which-show that since 1991, the

percentage of admi sions to acute general hospitals has declined by L-03

percent. The new national number will be 5,317.

Since the percentages of change we are proposing to apply to both the

case mix index and the number of discharges standards approximate

national trends of all acute care hospitals, we do not expect our pr -sal

will have sigificant Impact on either hospitals currently'quall4a rural
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- referral centers or on those which qre not. That is, unless a hospital has (

experienced changes in its case mix Index or number of discharges which_ -

varies significantly from national-trends, we would expect those.hospitals

, which qualified as referral centers Initially to continue to qualify and

those which could not meet the original criteria would continue not to

qualify..

I-.
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August t13 96

Edund Kihaliski, C.P.A.'
Deputy Cbief of Staff.

for health Policy
Comitte on Finance
U.S. Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Mr. Mihalski

Please find attached Gordon 'uiseLLts responses to questions posed by Senators
Durenberger and Packwood during the Finance Comittee's hearing on the status
of rural hospitals "under the Medicare program. .

Please accept my apologies for the late response. I appreciate the great
lengths to which you have gone to make these answers a-pert of the hearing
record.

Sincerely

Michael J. Rock
Associate Director for Legislation
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RESPONSeS'TO QUESTIONS ON RUR j% SP;/TALS-

Senator Durenberer ."

t. Rural Referrgl flospitals. The ctria thdt ha been developed by the

Department of Health and Human Services for ibe A~tIgnation of rural

referral centers are intended to identify those hospitals that treat a mix

of patients that Is significantly different trom the mix of patients

treated by the "average* r %ral hospital. The criteria are applied in a

rigid manner that inevitably results in t 'unfair treatment of certain

hospitals. For example, several hospitals almost meet the case ix Index

criterion, missing it by only a few thousandths of a point. Othr

hospitals teport that they would meet the criterion If they dropped a

'service tfiat in fact makes them a referral hospital, for example. a canner

treatment program. Although these hospitals A* not meet the criteria, they

do have costs that are substantially higher than the average rural,

hospital, and would be appropriately compenasted using the urban rate.. The -

criteria should be used to create a presumption that a hospital is a

referral hospital, but hospitals should also be permitted to present

alternative data that demonstrate the-inadequacy of payment under the rural

rate. It is unreasonable to substitute the mindless application of an
4..

arbitrarl derived set of quantitative ctIteta for what Intrinsicly

requires considerable judgement.

An administrative appeals process could be structured that would assign the

Secretary the responsibility for determining whether a hospitals in fact



serving as a rhferral hospital even-though the hospital 'failsone of the

criteria. Such a procedure would not necessarily open the door to the

resolution of disputes thro4h the ¢;vrts..but would. proylde an important

assurance that the determinations made by the ,D4aprtment at reasonable*-

Historically the courts have been reluctant/to intervene in substantive

decisions by" the Secretary that are clearly within the scope of his

authority. The courts cani aoA.hould intervene, if there is evidence that

the Secretary abused his discretion. Ultimately, of course, imprzOvements

", in the DRG system are needed that will enable the system to accurately

distinguish smong~the types of patients admitted to different hospitals and

that will enable the arbitrary urbanlrural price differential to be

eliminated..

2. Alternative Criteria for ReferralHospitals. Several modifications could

60 made t. the criteria for designating a rural referral hospital. One

approach Is to permit hospitAIs offering the som type of services as urban

hospitals to quality,-as referral hospitals e.g., Intensive care units,

advanced radiographic services such as'CT scanning and Magnetic Resonance

Imaging, cardiac catheteritation, or programsfor the implantation of

artificial joints. Mother approach. however. is to permit the ospita. to'

exclude certain types of patients who are assigned DRGs that are relatively

,nt requent in other rural hospitals, but which tend to depress the

hospital's-case mix index, e.g., oncology patients. Another alternative is

to exclude the large urban teaching hospitals from the calgalations because

these hospitals ire significantly different from the average Urban hospital.

• *1 .
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3. Labor Market Definitions. The current labor market definition should be

revised by clustering hospitals that draw employees from th* same
0 .

- geographic area. An alternative *is to cluster counties in which the

prevailing wage level is approximately the same. A third: and simpler

.alternative, is to Join counties that are contiguous with urban counties to

the neighboring NSA with the wages that are closest to the averagee wage in

the hospitals located in the "rural" county.

* Senator Packwood - -

1- I. Financla- Pet formance. There is substantial variation in hospital .

operate margins within any group of hospitals. Although th- pat'ient

margin o rural hospitals increased somewhat between 1983 and,1V84. the

patient margin of small hospitals eighty-,five percent of vhIc' are rural-

-- declined substantially, from -0.3 percent, to -12.5A, while the patient

Wargin of hospitals operating between 25 and 49 beds -- over eighty percent

of wh.ch are rural -- declined from 3.7 percent in -1983 to 2.2 percent in

1984. In 1985, hospitals operating twenty five or fewer beds continued. to

experience a twelve percent deficit, while the patient margin of hospi-tals

operating 25 to fifty bqds declined to 0.5 percent, In addition, it should

be noted that small hospitals (below, 50 bedk) are muchmore likely to

experience deficits of three percent or greater: over 56% of hospitals

operating fewer than fifty beds experienced deficits of this magnitude.-

compared to just under 35 percent of hospitals operating more than 100

beds. Finally, it should be noted that nearly 30 percent of rural

r " I5

I. *

.9.- *.c.
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hospitals experienced deficits of six.percent or greater, compared to under

1S percent of urban hospitals, in 198,."
S/

U

2. Admission Criterltfor Rural Referral iospttstls The hospital fidustry has

had significant problems with the definition of/rural referral-hospitals

since the implementation of the prospective payment" system. The number of

patients admitted to or dischargedlrom-a hospital is, atfbqst, only

indirectly related to the hospital's status as referral center. The

central issue Is -the type of patients admittedto the-hospital. If,

however, a volume criteriun is to be adopted, then it-should clearly be

adjusted to reflect change in overall admission patterns. However, it

should be noted that a more than 12 percent downward a'"justment pay ble

appropriate because' the number of Udmissions has fallen more rapidly in

rural hospitals than in urban hospitals, and the critical issue Is whether

the rural referral hosFtals are significantly-different from other rural

hospitals, not. whether they are indistinuishable from their urban

counterparts.

- 'i

4f -
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Answers to FollowUpQuestions fmLSEnatorO-urenberger
.04.

Qustion: Since the Nation al Research Corporation conducts studies-

of consumers on a nationalbasis-to detemine their needs

and viewponts, what has NRC learned about the mental

health care needs of Medicare beneficiaries? Do you have

any suggestions about hotw we might formulate a better

----icy-for rental health services?

Response: Medicare beneficiaries in out past studies have not rated

mental health services as needed to the extent that- they

have rated other services. Most Medicat* beneficiaries,

being In the 65/over age categories, are more &pt-to have

a less. than "openO attitude toward mental health services

- than those of us in younger generations. Weijstthi s/

month will release anew study which asks consumers if
they have used mental health services and if they see a

-. needfnr emr ervlces In t he- community -- I will forward

that Information to you once it is available.

In response to the second part of your question,, time

constraints have not allowed me to-investigate current

policies for mental health services in enough depth to

make suggestions.
I) 7
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Question: You indicate that urban hospitals are developing networks

of satellite facili ies, including physician clinhtror"

ambulatory care centers.

What impact are these satellites having in rural areas? "

Wi1l they eventually replace rural hospitals?

-Response: The satellitetacil ties are obviously pulling patients

aw, .!,Q Lrbl..tfi e . L .J be-phystcian/patient relationship

tends to be especially strong in rural areas. However, if

the satellite facilities are using local hospitals for those

services not requiring more sophisticated facilities, the

satellite facilities are actually having a positive impact

in providing high quality care both by using the local

hospital when-possible and also referring out-those cases

which cannot and should not be handled-there.

I believe. the' satellite facilities will eventually replace

rural hospital s-a-they-nce-wr-but may actually

enhance the-facilities if arranged in the rural hospital's

favor. If the local hospital is not involved, eventually

the satellite facilities could lead to the rural- hospital's

demise as people will go where their perceived expert suggests'.

especially the more critical the care needed.
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Follow-Up Question from senator Packwood

Q tion: In your ppinion, do we need all the rural hospitals that

currently exist or is tbere a better way to serve rural

patients?

Response: I believe we need rural hospitals--especially Those

prov4ding care in area where -access to metropolitan

facilities is quite a-distance, not Just those designated
S so10 COWny p rds Perhaps the realigment or

reconfiguration of service -,d're which is occurring as

. result ofDR -RG w ll-result j r--araJLfacility much

,-different that what.existing orv"pasrural hospitals have

beep, providing-eare to local re&ients in a mode which

can provide more high quality care to the point their

expertise goes, and then referring-to larger .institutiobs.

rather than trying to be mall things to all people.*
... A-

I see rural hospitals becoming 'stabilization points" for

-- critical care, handl!!grutine illnesses and surgeries,

and providing ongoing treatment-for Illresses such as

cancer, aa well as those services needed for the greater

pr portion of the aged living In rural communities.

*,1
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Shannon Salmon
United States Senate
Committee on Finance
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Dear Ms. Salmon:

I have enclosed answers to the fo!low-up questions-from Senator Durenberger
on my testimony on the status of rural hospitals. I would be glad to answer'any
other questions, if necessary.

Sincerely,

Ira Moscovice, Ph.D.
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Response to Questions from Senator Durenberger

L.. I have not completed any primary research on mental health care in rural

areas. However, I can offer some general comments on the lssu . First,

diagnosis is generally a poor predictor of resource use for al health

problems. Thus, the severity of illness Assue and outlier issu are

particularly relevant for consideration of mental health problem in a ORG type

system. Second, insurance coverage of psychiatric services is ve y limited

in rural areas where many individuals have no insurance coverage r do not have

group insurance coverage available. Third, rural areas lack alter atives to

hospital care tfor the treatment of the mentally ill. Current feder 1 and state

health policies do not lend optimism to the hope that the increased *ntal

healthlproblems of rural residents will be appropriately addressed. e

suggestion would be the.development of a joint federal/state program to

specifically address these needs through existing rural he ith professionals'and

/

institutions. /
2. - In my NCHSR study in 1983 1 stated that "the development of rural HMO's is

often not a practical solution to meet the primary c re needs of a rural area."

This conclusion was basedoon the evidence that few uccessful rural HMO's were

Operational prior to 1981. This was primarily du- to several characteristics of

rural areas including an inadequate supply of ph sicians, financially troubled

hospitals, a limited economic base, and sparse! settled populations with firmly

entrenched health care seeking patterns. The v~lopment of mature competitive

markets, in states such as Minnesota, has changedthe playing field for rural

physicians. At this point in time, many rural physicians are feeling the

pressure of competition, from urban-based clinics and HMO4s. As a result, they

may be facing the decision of having to join a competing clinic/plan or forming

JI.

-I
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one of their own. There is currently an increased chance for the successful

development of rural HMO's, particularly those based on the open panel (IPA)

model. This will happen only if rural physicians seize the opportunity to band
-9q

together to meet the health needs of rural communities.

3. I do not have any data which indicate the financial performance of

Investor-owned rurbl hospitals. The Department of Special Studies, American

Hospital ssociation might be one potential source of Information on this topic.

*
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Jeffrey C. matUll
Vice President

Rart wwd Jowmsn F ft,

pollw:4i 221stions from Senator IDurenberEME

1. In your written testimony you adress the question of depmmed

rural conomies and-their Impact on a &commity's ability to

i tspo It hospital. Th tam ari*t and the incteasngly

eroding tax be which apport rural ltale is examrbating

the financial difficulty of many of them institutions.

Given this situation, what solutions do you, uggetl

I will have to defer to the Congress and the Administration# who

are far mor capable than 1, in identifying solutions to the fare crisis.

I would point oui, hover, that rural hospitals represent i significant

economic force in any rural comumities and their survival has a great

deal to do with the overall economic helth of thoe areas. The ability of

commnities to attract industry in often tied to the presence of a hospi-

tal. Thu&# the survival of a hospital an be very mch intertwined with an

imgroved economic situation in that oommity. Secondly, and Or
% directly, the hospital is often a major eployer; thus, the closure of a

facility _wil have a deleterious iqact on employment rate*. The preserva-

tion of hospitals, therefore, extends beyond simply questions of medil

care and has to do with the overall physical and economic health of that'

cwwuzaty
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Whle solving the farm crisis and the economic plight of rural coun-

ities extens boynd either the scope of my. knowledge or bilitteo there

is no question that*e plight of rural hoo itale is very much intertwined

with thief broader issum.

ZeI undesXtand you are exploring ways to aseiut rural hoiepitais

thtvb t the country in achieving financial stability and

ip"ovi-quality. While I know that the wrk and thinking an

this type of program is in its prielminay stages, what can you

share with us about its focus?

You are right in your assertich that the Foundation is exploring

way# to assist rural hospitals. We are not yet in a position to decide on

a specific plan or, indeed, whether we will in fact be abie to implemnt

such a program. However, in looking at this issue it appearo to us that

there are same solutions which my be of help and that the iaplementation

of these solutions (i.e. consultants, start-, funds, equipment purchase,

etc.) my not..be that expensive. Basically, program to help rural- hospi-

tale must achieve three(3) things:

I. expand the current revenue base -- by this I mean extending the

roles of rural hospitals beyond simply the provision of in-ps'tient acute

care to a broader rane of services, 'cme of which my even be outside of

the health field. Hospitals might consider doing ;his alone or, preferably,

in conjunction with otheP facilities. Such services might involve home

health care, out-patient physical therapy, wellness- program, school

2
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health, cc auch activities as converting capacity into nursing home c

even hotels, into hotels or providing meal services to the larger cmmun-

ity.

2. Reducing expenditures - this might take two formal: 1) increasing

efficiency through shared purchase arrangements reducing energy mate, or

staffing: or 2) actual reductions in service capacity either through the,

closure of beds or the elimination of service*. As well as a reduction in

capacity#,inproving efficiency might also involve'the conversion of exist-

irn bed or services to something else where there in a higher return to

the institution. An example o-his would be the conversion of acute care O

beds to nursing hami beds.

3. The improvement of quality -- if rural hopftala are both to sur-

vivo and provide adequa"e health care, they must upgrade their quality.

Too often, because of the age of the plant or because of the number or

level of the medical staff, this is a aerious issue. Local individuals may

not use their facilities for fear of receiving poor quality care and# thus#

seek care elsewhere. Possibly# through affiliations with larger# urban

institutions; through greater focusing of service capacity: and through an

upgrade - of plant and equipment, quality, might be improved. This, in turn,

will help maintain both a competitive position for the facility and improve

the overall quality of health car in that area.

-, _.o/
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RESPONSE OF WILLIAM BROCKMARN TO FOLLOW-UP
QUESTION FROM SENATOR DAVID DURENBERGER

Hearing on Rural Hospitals
Under the Medicare Program

Before the Senate Finance Committee
Subcommittee onHealth

May 9, 1986

Q. , In your written testimony, you argue that the -6,600

discharge" criterion is arbitrary. What criteria would you

establish to designate Rural Referral Centers?

A:. We believe that the Rural Referral Center regulations

should accurately reflect Congressional intent and the purpose

underlying the governing legislation. In S2311(a) of Public

.Law 9-396, Congress recognized-that certain rural hospitals

with fewer than 500 beds may proVide more sophisticated

services than typical small rural hospitals and therefore

should be reimbursed at a highet rate. #Accordingly, Congress

provided tftat a hospital which is classified as a rural

hospital may apply to be reclassified as a Rural Referral

Center. by reason of certain of its operatingg characteristics"

being similar to those'of a typical urban'hospital located in

the same census region. Congress specifically provided that

stch operating characteristics may include "wages, scope of

services, service area, and the mix of medical specialties. ,

Significantly,:.neit-i-he authorizing legislation nor-the

-legislative history suggests or implies that the number of

i
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discharges should be usd asi a critrion for identifying Rural

Referral Centers. Accordingly, no =dischargeO criterion should

bn included in the implementi-ng regulations.

We believe that, if the mandatory *number of discharges-

criterion were eliminated, the other criteria included in the,

current regulations would adequately identify hospitals

entitled to tho Rural Referral Center designation. A Rural
1

Referral Center is distinguished from a typical community

hospital by its technical sophistication and complexity of

services. These attributes are reflected in such factors as

the hospital's case-mix index, the range of medical specialties

represented on the medical staff, the'scope of services
/ .

/ offered, the number of referrals from- physicians not on the

medical staff, and the distances travelled by patients. All of

these criteria are already incorporated into the current

regulations.

Specifically, under the current regulations even if the

discharges criterion were eliminated, a rural hospital would be

required to meet the same median case-mix index as urban

hospitals in its census region. HCFA:has recognized that the

case-mix index reflects the scope of services and the mix of

medical specialties -- two of the most important "operating

characteristics" required to-be considered under the governing

legislation. Therefore, any rural hospital which meets the
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median case-mix requirement provides the scope and range of

services provided by larger urban institutions and incurs costs

atypical for rural hospitals.-

In addition, however, i order to be entitled to Rural

Referral Center status, a rural hospital must meet at least one

three additional optional criteria: (1)-at least 50% of its
medical staff must be specialists who are either Board

certified or Board eligible; (2) at least 40% of its patients

must be referrals from physicians not on the medical staff; or

(3) at leas 60% of its discharges'must be of patients, residing

more than 25 miles from the hospital.

We believe that these criteria adequately identify those

hospitals entitled to Rural Referral Center designationA,,and

that, therefore, the Odischarges" criterion is superfluous-and

serves only to prevent rural hospitals which are providing

-sophisticated services from reCeiving the fair and adequate

-compensation which they need to continue to offer specialty

care.

If, however, if-it is determined that a hospital's number

of discharges should be considered in determining the

hospital's entitlement -to Rural Referral Center status, a

number of alternatives are available:

0
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* The number of discharges could e used as an!

"optional" rather than a "mandatory" crit,!ion. Under current

regulations a hospital must meet both the .Amber of

dischargesO and the case-mix criteria, alqngj with one of three

optional criteria. As discussed above, by far the most

important criterion is the "case-mix" criterion. -If a rural

hospital 'ets this criterion,, ithas demonstrated that it

provides ssentially the same range and sophistication of

services provided by larger urban hospitals. Accordingly- the

regulations could be modified such thai thecase-mix criterion

is the sole mandatory-criterion and the "discharge" criterion

could be retained as an optional, rather than a mandatory,-

standar

* The "discharges"- criterion could be retaineqI as an

"optional" criterion, and the "medical specialists" standard

could be used as a "mandatory-" criterion. As discussed above,

the purpose of the Rural Referral Center criterion is to

identify rural hospitals which provide'more sophisticated

services and a wider range of services, than-the typical small

rural hospital. Discharges clearly are not an accurate measure

of these characteristics. The'range of medical specialists

represented on a hospital's full-time medical staff, however,

is-an appropriate measure of the range of services provided by

the hospital, and,. accordingly, we believe that it would be

appropriate to upgrade the criterion relating to the medical

t
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staff to a "mandatory* criterion, while making the OdischargeO

criterion optional. In our view, such a change would result in

criteria which more accurately reflect the purposes underlying

tQve Rural Referral Center regulations.

I If the "discharaes- criterion is to be maintained as

a mandatory criterion, hospitAls currentlX designated as Rural

Referral Centers should be2 arandfather2d. As explained at some

length in the testimony of Caylor-Nickel Hospital, rural

hospitals which have been already designated as Rural Referral

Centers continue to provide the same range of services and

specialized care in the same rural area; however, due to a

combination of factors unrelated to the sophistication of the

care provided or the range of services offered, the number of

discharges for Rural Referral Centers has dropped. Reductions

are due, in varying degreestoO the general effects of the

prospective payment system, advances in medicaT technology

which reduce the necessity of inpatient care, and depression-in

the rural economy causing loss of income and population in

rural areas. Because these factors do not affect the range of

services or the sophtitication of services provided by

hospitals which-have already qualifiedas Rural Referral

Centers, Congress should recognize that so long as such Rural -

Referral Centers continue to meet other relevant criteria, they

should be permitted to maintain,their Rural Referral Center

designation,
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We respectfully submit that any of the foregoing options

would be preferable to retaining the current "discharges"

requirement. This criterion, as currently applied, precludes

rural hospitals entitled to Rural Referral Center status from

being reimbursed for the more sophisticated and wider range of-.

services which they provide to their communities in outlying

areas. Hospitals which can demonstrate that, in fact, they

provide a wide rang9 of-secondary and tertiary services should

not be deprived-,of the payment-they need to continue to provide

these services to rural America.
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may Z7, 1986

United State Senate
Committee on Finance
Attention: Shannon Salmon
Washinsston, D.C. 2M510

Dear Ms. Salmon:

This is in response to your letter of May 15,1986.

-1,. No. In fact it has Improyed recently. The second part

of question 91 does not- apply. The third part - yea. In

particular sitUations Where a ComAunity loses it's only.

physician or there is a reduction in the number o" physicians

occurring in that community. Occasionally a specialist will.

leave a Comuity, thus losing the expertise in health

care previously supplied. The main reason-for a speclist

leaving a small community is usually related to the cost or

liability Insurance.

2. This is certainly possible. You could label this as

"diagnosis creep". In Montana and Wyoming it is not recognized

as a major problem and so far very few denials have been made

by the PRO.
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There ib a definite need for a DGR for

"social* admissions. If this were budget

neutral to the hospital, it would eliminate

any tendency to abuse.

As for the criteria distinguishing the

appropriateness of a "social" admission, this

would not be a problem for AMPRA to develop.

The criteria would have to be very flexible

and must:rely largely on the attending

physician's judgment. The attending physician

should be required to document on the chart

the number of "social" days and the reason

why.
Q.

I would strongly recommend another category

DOR -- again budget neutral. This would apply

when a patient reaches the outlier status in

the small rural hospital,. eItber in length of

' stay or financial.

Sincerely,.

S ERLING 1R. HAYWAD9M.
mj S

f
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Follow-Up Questions from Senator Durenberger for Sterling

Hayward. M.D.

I.. As a member of a medical peer review orcQnization, but

also 3s a physician who has practiced medicine in the

Wyoming-Montana region, have you detected a decline in

the quality of medical care delivered to. patients in

rural hospitals? .

If you have noted such changes, attype of patient

is most at-risk' To what do you attribute this

decktie l

Lastly, do you feet that it is now mdre difficult-for

some rural residents to obtain medics care in their

communities'

2. In-your written testimony you very effectively

-explained how a lack of alternative services in a

rural community puts pressure on doctors to aimit

patients to hospitals or to keep them the e longer.

You state that thisoresults in attempts to justify

admissions on insuportable grounds, putting the

hospital at risk to PRO review . As a solution, you

advocate establishing a "social" DRG which would

permit a low level of r-4bursement to cover these

instances.

.4,
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I understand the dilemma you. have outlined, but my

concern is that the criteria for specifying what a

"social" admission is would be nebulous and subject to

abuse. 4ow would you define.the criteria so that

physicians, hospitals, and ultimately PROs can

appropriately distinguish between . justified social

admission and one-which is not justified.

(Co543)

a
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tuqene C. Beck
Director, Office of Rural Heakth '

Intermountain Health Care, In4 rorated
36 South State Street K 00
22nd Floor .
Salt Lake City. Utah 94111

Dear 4r. Beck:

To follow-un on your testimony at the 4ay 9, 1986
Subcommittee on Health hearing on the status of rural
hospitals under the 'edicare-orogram. Senator Ourenberger
would-like you to answer the attached questions.

Your response should be typed on letter-size paper and
double spaced.' To meet our printing schedule. please "
provide your answer no later than Jun" 6, 1986. Send the
response to:

United States Senate
Committee on Finance

Attention: Shannon Salmon
Washington. D.C. 20510

If you have any
at 202/224-4515.

questions. 4s. Salmon may be reached

Sincerely.'

EDMUND J. iIHhLSKI, C.P.A.
Deputy Chief of Staff

for Health Policy

62-009 0 - 86 - 14
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Follow-Up Questions from Senator Durenberger for Eugene C.

Back

I. This Committee is interested in innovative solutions

to the problems of providing health care .n sparsely

settled, rural areas. Would you provide a brief

account of the network of satellite facilities

Intermountain is developing, including physician

clinics or ambulatory care centers.

What impact are these *satellites having in rural

areas? Do you expect this kind of satellite approach

to eventually replace rural hospitals in Western

States? In all States'

2. 1 understand that LDS Hospital operatesa helicopter

and fixed wi medical evacuation service. How does

that fit in with servinq rural areas ind your system

of linked hospitals*

3. To what extent do you believe a-medical evacuation

network can be used to provide remote areas with

access to hospital care'

- (C0557)

0
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1. -This Committee is interested in innovative solutions to the,

problems of providing health. care in sparsely settled, rural

areas. Would you provide a brief accdunf of the network

of satellite facilities Intermountain is developing, including

physician clinicsor ambulatory care centers.

Intermountain Health Care is working from a strategy that

provides for both horizontal and vertical integration within

a given geographical catchment arek (market service area).

The system of satellite facilities - clinics and ambulatory

care centers7- is located in a radiating hub and spoke concept

from the rural hospital into the extremely remote cdlrnunities

of Utah, .Idaho and Wyoming.

What impact are these satellites having in rural areas?

Do you expect this kind of satellite -approach to eventually

replace rural hospitals in Western States? In all States?

The-impact that these satellite facilities are having is

in providing a key access area for basic primary services.

These services are having a difficult time to economically

justify their own existence. However, the network that they:

provide will help assure flow of patients into the system's

hospitals; I do not expect this approach to eventually replace

rural hospitals. Their function and the services they provide

wil l continue to -change as new definiti-ons -ofU appropriate --

levels of services are determined.

!N

/1
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Geisinger Foundation

-Response to Questions by

Subcommittee on Health

Committee on Finance

United States Senate

"RURAL HOSPITALS UNDER THE MEDICARE PROGRAM"

Presented by

Frank 4 ,. Trembulak

Senior Vice President and Treasurer

June 6, 1986

Geisinger has been requested and is pleased to respond to several

questions resulting from our May 9, 1986 testimony before the Senate

Subcommittee on Health concerning "Rural Hospitals Under the Medicare

Program". This presentation sets forth each of the questions forwarded

by Mr. Edmund J. Mihalski,.CPA, Deputy Chief of Staff, for Health Policy,

in his May I5,°1986 correspondence which are followed by our individual responses.;

QUESTION: Would you provide a brief account Of the factors which were

weighed and the options considered during the planning and development

of the array of facilities and services now contained in the. Geisinger

system?

RESPONSE: From inception, Geisinger's founder set forth the organization's,

role as providing services-to the peopl throughout the Northcentral.

and Northeastern.region of Pennsylvania. Therefore, we welcomed the

1978 challenge from the Pennsylvania Secretary-of Health to actively

develop a regional system of quality health care as a condition-of approving-

a major facility expansion. Geisinger has responded to regional need
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by establishing facilities in over-30 communities within our service

area. As we entered this phase of rural regional system evolution,

many Issues Influenced our planning and development process. Some of

these issues were:
I

* Our service area, although having certain areas of significant

* population density, is for the most part comprised of many

underserved rural towns and villages linked by narrow winding

secondary roadways which weave their way through the countryside.

e Approximately 70% of the Geisinger Medical Center's patients

are self-referred, traveling an average distance of SO miles

to receive services in Danville.

There are many smaller community hospitals throughout our region

with varying capabilities, quality. equipment/technology, financtal

resources and medical s-taff expertise. Community pride and

association with their respective hospital runs deep for in -

many of these locations the hospital represents a significant,'."

if not the largest, employer-And economic influence.

* The rural community hospitals are very competitive In seeking

to represent being a full service health care provider. Additionally-,

each provider is protective of their Ljocal- health care delivery.

Historically, the local community providers and physicians

have always referred patients to-Getslnger for tertiary care

services. However, the providers and physicians were and are

concerned about closer affiliation with Geisinger for fear

of losing the.r, Outonomy.

* " The local dedication to/quality of'primary andsecondary care

is very good. However, many of the local delivery systems

lack coordination and are frequently inappropriately controlled

.. . . . " bycovetous phis s -. .. ....... ........

(J •
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* The Prospective Payment System has negatively impacted the

small rural providers by both reducing patient volume and the

economic return necessary to maintain viable and effective

operations.

0 When considering the foregoing factors in conjunction with our

strengths in physician services, management and tertiary careservices,

pursuing an integrated regional system of health care comprised of the

following components seemed most appropriate.

e* Take Geisinger quality care to the patient communities by developing

a network of physician office practices built around a series

of multispecialty group practices ranging in size from 20.to

50physicians, each with a cluster of remote satellite physician

offices of one to five practitioners..

* The remote physician satellite offices.provide primary and

some secondary care referring patients as needed to the larger

multispecialty group practice and in turn, if required, to

the Geisinger Medical Center f6r tertiary care. In essence,

it is important to place the pr~waVs._kd secondary care into

the community with a tertiary care physician service element

located within reasonable Oroximity ar4 the sophisticated physician

and hospital tertiary care technology amassed at the Geisinger

Medical Center in Danville.

* The physician practice network is being developed by organizing

existing local quality physician practices into group models.

If not practical to arrange such local physician amialgamations,-

we supplement the local physicians with others we recruit or

develop the office practice de novo

a
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o Our physician network functions proactively with all local

hospital providers and their medical staffs. We attempt to

enhance and support the .coordination aI~d quality of the local

health care delivery system, both clinically and managerially,

by being able to'gwovide backup support as necessa"

* We investigated the ramifications of the significant number,

of tertiary transfers received by the Geisinger Medical Center.

We found the burden of such transfer activity fell on the local

rural ambulance services. Frequently a community was being

left unserved while its sole ambulance transported a critically

Injured or Ill patient to the Geisinger Medical Center. The

significant rural regional distances involved, patients not

being transferred due to lack of transport resources, and the

critical time consumed In such transfers (with patients inappropriately

attended while in transit); weighed heavily in Geisinger's

evaluation to develop a helicopter critical care rapid response

program ("Life Flight"). This program is supported &Lan economic

loss as part of our regional. commitment.

* In an attempt to provide more medical and surgical services

on an outpatient basis, we-were faced with the dilemma of distance/

for the elderly patients and those requiring next day observation/

follow-up. Being unsuccessful in having the fiscal intermediaries

support and accept payment for overnight ambulatory accommodations,

Geisinger developed, with significant community support, a

Ronald McDonald House and an adult facility known as the "House

of Care*. These pilot programs have been extremely successful

in meeting the needs of patients receiving outpatient services

and are at risk in making.the long trip home and back for follow-up

care. Also, the physician network makes available more sgphisticated .. .
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outpatient services convenient to the patients' homes, thus,

eliminating risky long distance travel.

* In an additional attempt to support the local community providers,

we developed and marketed a full range of both clinical and

managerial health care services as full'service or fee-for-service

contracts. Typically, we require all elements of the local

provider, i.e. administration, medical 'staff and board of Directors,

to concur and accept whatever involVement we are being asked

to provide.

e We promote and sponsor educational programs for the communities,

local provider Board members, physicians and media as it relates

to various health care issues covering such topics as governance,

medical staff bylaws, cost of technology, quality of care,

and capital financing.

e Geisingqr is committed to support and enhance, not compete

with, local health care delivery systems. In that regard,

we have not diversified into competitive business lines solely

for economic gain but rather work to assist providers, physicians

and allied health services to improve and complement their

operations. Only if we deem such'services inadequate or their

quality of care irreversibly unacceptable, do we pursue direct

delivery invol-vement.

Generally, we find the more infor, ed and progressive local providers

and physicians seeking out and requesting our services and other relationships.

- QUESTION: How does the Geisinger system differ from other medical networks

operating in rural areas?
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RESPONSE: Otisinger offers significantly from-other rural medical

networks, primarily for the following reasons:

e Gisinger, although comprised of various types of facilities

and services, is primarily a physician organization, the core.

of which is a multispecialty group practice of over 345 full-time

salaried physicians. The group practice model provides the _

professional interaction, stimulus, and availability of consultative

support which allows for the continuing enhancement of our

clinical program. Additionallysthe group practice model allows

the remote satellite physician practice access to this same

professional interaction and backup support as needed.

e Geisinger actively pursues a triple mission of patient care,

education and research which was established from its inception.

- The organizational commitments to research and education are

substantial, for these programs are not supplemental but rather

.4 Idtegral parts of our overall comprehensive clinical activity.

Naturally, the research and educational programs also-enhance

the professional environment, providing stimulus and opportunity

* not typically found in a rural environment and add to our professional

Y recruitment abilities.

e Geisinger's.approach has been to amass the sophisticated physician

* and provider technology in its rural referral tertiary care

center as the hub of our delivepy system while distributing

quality physician care into the rural communities within our

service area. This networking and coordination provides a

significant integration of primary, secondary and tertiary

Z care. It appears thatimost other rural medical networks are

provider based with numerous local community hospitals functioning

in a less integrated and perhaps more Competitive fashion.

. .. . ...-
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* Geisinger's integrated health care system provides for a high

volume of clinical activity/iaterial necessary to-maintain

physician proficiency and justify the costs of new technology.

QUESTION:. To what extent do the problems of the rural East differ from

those of the rural West?

RESPONSE: Many of the problems facing rural providers are the same'

regardless of location. Some of these problems-nuuddt[eT[
Most rural service areas are characterized by an aged population

and economically depressed regions with high unemployment.

..The recruitment and retention of physicians and specially skilled

technicians and cqgpetent administrative/managerial personnel

is extremely difficult especially when having to compete for

these professional positions in a national market with urban

centers.

* The significant distances patients must travel without the

benefit of public transportation hampers the transitioning

of services from an inpatient to outpatient setting. Those

services which technically could be accomplished in an outpatient

setting but-require next day follow-up do not make it medically

efficacious to have patients traveling home and then back to

the provider for such care. Providing outpatient services

on an inpatient basis even under such extenuating circumstances

is neither accepted nor paid for by the Medicare Program.

This payment policy thus adversely discriminates against thep

rural provider and beneficiary.

*The availability of eligible physicians-readtly accessible

to patients in order to comply with second surgical opinion

requirements 9f the Medicare program. The restrictions governing

physician eligibility for providing a second opinion impose
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a difficult burden since physicians In rural areas are often
"affiliated" with each other and thus ineligible to provide

a second opinion.

* Rural providers frequently must pay premiums for service contracts

on sophisticated medical equipment and technology based solely

on their location.

. Low clinical volumes adversely affect physician proficiency

and the ability of the rural provider to Justify the cost of

sophisticated technology.

* The current Prospective Payment System and other proposed legislative

and regulatory amendments thereto unfairly and illogically

discriminate against all rural providers as compared -to urban

providers by failing to take into account the unique problems

facing rural health care providers. -

The foregoing examples of rural provider problems are tremendously

affected by the rural West's sparsely populated, vast geographical areas.

Additionally, the rural Western health care system is comprised for

the most part of small, local, unrelated. unaffiliated and significantly

disperse community providers. These two demographic variables are

_the ta- significant difference between rural East and rural West health

care %:c.,l"vry problems, as the degree to which these two conditions

exist portionately affect and amplify problems-as previously stated.

Under extreme conditions, these two elements in and of themselves become

the most difficult problems to be addressed in the rural West.

An additional item of interest 'o~jhe Subcommittee appears to

be the topic of a uniforw'or single hospital payment system regardless

of provider location. Geisinger would support a single rate hospital

I --
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payment system for the reimbursement of clinical care if it incorporated

an appropriate measurement for the severity of illness. Indigent care

could be established on a uniform reimbursement basis which in turn

would be multiplied out based on Individual provider volumes. However*

capital and educational costs would need to be dealt with s4 rarely

from either the clinical or indigent care components.

We would be pleased to respond to any additional questions the

Committee may have or to provide additional information as requested.

-- A-
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June 5, 1986

United States Senate
Committee on Finance
Attention: Shannon Salmon
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear As. Salmon:

Enclosed are the answers to the questions developed from
my testimony on May 9, 1986.

Sincerely,

-GREAT PLAINS HEALTH ALLIANCE

Curtis C.EiicksoD
President & CEO

anl

Enclosure

V
I
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Answers to follow up questions from SelratorfDurenberger for

Curtis C. Erickson.

1. Jm.your written testimony you assert that , "It is imperative

to maintain small hospitals if access to quality primary cae

(in rural areas) is to be preserved." Later, you state that

rural communities would be receptive to demonstration projects

to address primary care alternatives. Does this indicate a

willingness on your part and others to contemplate having

entities other than hospitals as sources of health care, or

should we concentrate all efforts on hospitals alone?

ANSWER:

Our organization operates 25 rural hospitals in Kansas and

one in Nebraska, all of them having less than 50 acute beds. In

almost half of these facilities, we have long term care units

which are attached as distinct part units and also we provide

swing beds (skilled nursing care) as part of the acute-hospital.
V

In some of the facilities, we also provide home health, clinic

management# perform the public health for the community, and

provide school nursing, etc. It is our conviction that in many of

these rural areas even further changes will have to be made

in the pattern of services of these facilities even

--Tb tbe discontinuance of acute care. rhis facility might offer

emergency services, lab, x-ray and the other divdrsifiea service-

which I have mentioned above that are ecessary to meet the

communities needs.
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Curtis C. Zrickson

Page 2

We would be very interested in and do indicate our willingness to

attempt demonstration projects to address these primary care

problems in rural areas of Kansas and Nebraska.

2. Regarding rural referral centers, shou the

B8S be required to adjust'downward the 6,000

criteria consistent with the average decline

which has occurred since PPO implementation?

criteria be more appropriate?

Secretary of
discharges

in admissions

Or, would other

I believe the Secretary of HH5 should adjust downward the

6,000 discharges criteria for the rural referral centers/

although I. do not have any data to substantiate a certain

number. The changes under the Consolidated 'Onibus Budget

Reponciliation Act of 1985 used 3,000 discharges per year.

This certainly would seem more appropriate\particularly for

the type of facility I discussed in my testimony which-

serves an area in which there is a population density of

10 people per square mile.

I

I A

/

V
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T16 MEUM CW4MMA SYSTEM
..2810 fiftySevenlh *snue Noth • Mneopohs MN 55430-2496
612/574-7800

hay 23. 1986

United States Senate
Committee on Finance
Attention: Shannon Salmon
Washington, D.C. 20S10

Dear Ms Salmon:

Attached are my answers for the Senate Finance Committee as 4
folloV-%yp to the heating that was held regarding ruralhospitals
and the PPS Vyste. I hope these will be helpful to you.

Sincerely.

Carol J. Kiecker -
Regional Vice Presideat.

Attachment (1)

CJK:kmw
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Volow-Up Questions from Senator DurenbetQer for Carol Kiecker

1) During the heating you stated that rural hospitals suffer

from Medicate reimbursement rates which are lower than those

for urban hospitals. While I concur that the evidence seems

clear-that PPS has fallen disproportionately harder on small

hospitals in rural communities I 'would like to ask a basic

question: Would the elimination of the urban/rural payment

differences ensure the continued survival of small, rural

hospitals?

Certainly the elimination of the urban/rural payment

differences would not nsure the continued survival of 

small rural hospitals. Nor:do I feel that'a small rural

- J hospitals need to survive to continue.the fine provision of,

health care services in the rural areas in our country.

Certainly many of the difficulties stem from changes in

practice of, utilization of inpate_n cute care setices. the

shift to ambulatory settings. HQ influences, PSRO outcomes.

etc. However. this urban/\aral payment difference is so far

reaching and is so weakening hospitals that have been strong

focal points in the rural aceas that I think the system is "

endangered. Therefore, I would say that the elimination of

the urban/rural payment difference will ensure the continued

survival of the necessary network of hospitals (but not all

hospitals), all other circumstances being equal.
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2) There has been some discussion today o alternatives to

hospitals in rural areas. Do you-think that there are, indeed,

viable alteratives? Would anything less than a hospital place

rural residents at too great a risk?

I do 'believe there are viable alternatives to hospitals in

rural areas. These would be/could be ambulatory care centers

-that perhaps could provide emergency care, lab, x-ray and

outpatient services, health promotion, services tor the

elderly, outpatient surgical services, etc. Sone of the

difficulties in converting to sch a system are simply inherent

in the emotional nature of that conversion. On the other hand.

the government could be ot help in cases where there is long

term debt outstanding that simply couldn't. be paid tor by this.

decreased Intensity service--it would simply not generate

enough revenue. This places the local governing boards in a

bind since they probably have influenced their ftriendf and

neighbors to buy soce bonds in the past to support the local

hospital. As Medicare develops its capital reimbursement

system, perhaps a certain pool of dollars could be made

available in certain selected cases to pay otf some of these

bonds so that barrier could be removed and those appropriate

--- Institutions could be converted to a community ambulatory

health center. So" grant money tor piloting these programs

/

0 "
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2) Answer continued

might also be helpful. ,,Certainly multi-hospital systems will

attempt to develop some of these alternatives along with theic-

physicians.

The risk question depends largely on distances involved. In

sparsely populated areas it probably is very important to

maintain hospitals that are truly hospitals. It is difficult

to have an intensive level emergency room that is viable

without the rest of the expertise and backup systems that come

with an acute inpatient facility.- The high risks of the

agricultural, uining and lumbering industries certainly need to

be taken into consideration here.

But in the case where there are other hospitals nearby (note

question 1--and the importance of focal hospitals in the rural

areas). I believe these ambulatory"centers could provide the

health care necessary.

Positive incentives for these appropriate-conversions from the

federal government would be very helpful. These would largely

have to do with paying off outstanding debt and grants or loaw

for conversion money. -

'10hope these answers have been helpful. - :

/
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February 2, 1985

MEMORANDUM.....

*Tot

FKN: Ronald L. Purdum, President
Albany General Hospital

aa~jur: M r SK
Rs M1Y LE =OFULJANARY 16, 1985

IA
I offer this aacrand and its attachment as further illustration of
Albany General Hospital's situation, and as support for the need to
change our Hospital's iurrsn t rate.

The attachment provides additional information about -our Hospital in
ooaparison to other hospitals in Oregon and across the nation. It also
illustrates how this Hospital has responded to what is beczning national
health policy relating to utilization of hospitals' inpatient versus
outpatient, and the desire to improve productivity in our hospital
system.

Albany General Hospital, with a medical staff of 60% specialists; a case
mix index equal to or greater than neighboring hospitals; with the
lowest cost per stay; the highest percentage of outpatient services:
paying wge rates and other oosts essentially the sawe; with levels of
service almost identical; finds itself being reimbursed approximately
300 less for the same case than in the neighboring hospitals. Those
other tals are our cea titors. We cannot compete, over the long
term, if our end of the playing field is consistently low and theirs is
consistently high. I relish the business opportunity to coipete and I
can't believe that Congress intends that I do so in such an cbviouk!y
distorted system.-

hiile this problem may have rafa ications for other hospitals or other
states, my ooncern is for Albany General Hospital only, and I seek
relief for our" relatively unq~situation.

I will provide- you with any information that we hare available on Albany
General Hospital in support of ur request, or for substantiating our
particular situation. I will max&-myself available to your office, your
staff, your committee, and to the Executive Branch* at your
conveniene.

your assistance is gwetly appreciated.



ALBANY GEMIA HOSPITAL COMPARED TO HOSPITALS IN STATE, NATIONAL AND IRJURL-4UBAN

SOURCE: HAS/MO24ITRE2D.
November 1984

Group Medians Three Month Average
Select Indicator AGH National State of Oreon Special Rural State of Oregon

S3 month 100-149 Beds 100-199 Beds 100-169 Beds eAll Bd Sizes
average 193 Hospitals 15 Hospitals 90 Hospitals 60 Hospitals

Aver. Length of Stay 4.55 5.28 4.40 5.27 4.25
FTE/ADJ. occupied Bed 3.63 3.88 4.31 3.96 4.54
Inpt Rev/Patient Day 570.21 474.02 606.68 463.72 632.50
Inpt. Rev./Stay 2592.55 2552.32 2828.45 12515.12 2725.57
Exp/Adj Discharge 1945.87 2073.22 2151.22 1983.05 2135.04
Outpatient Revenue % 26.84 .17.90 18.51, 17.92 . 21.15

O iPCNDER POINTS

V

I..

1980

Medicare. Reimbursenent Rate
(As % of Inpatient Charges)
Outpatient Surgery % of Total
,Delivery In/Out 8 Hours, or Less
Outpatient Revenue as % of Total
1K.T.E.'s Eploe~d. 310

1983

79%
45%

25%

11984

82.2%
46%
13%
28%
252

Current Year To Date
(3 months)

52%

Fiscal Year End - Septeffbor 30

i
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SUMM ARPY

The Revenue Deficit and ijs Implicatio!ss:

1. During the 185 federal fisciat ye i(FY8S), Albany
General Hospital" (AGH) will "be paid'.only 7&,Iro 80
percent of the DRG payment *teived V~by hospitals in the
nearby Metropolitan Statistica Areas (NSA) for the
some patient illnesses.

2. However., AGH is faced with unit resource costs, such as
hourly wage rates, that are e4ual to or above the mid-
ranee of the MSA hopttaTls. Also,-Al-&ny--ene&e-T's
Medicare case mix index, which reflects average patient
acuity of Illness, is greater than 7 of the 9 NSA
facilities. -

3. In effect, the federal "urbap"/"rural" rate differen-
tial results in a projected revenue deficit for AGH in
FY85 ranging between about $490,000 and $670,000. This
represents the difference between the estimated actual
Medicare revenue to be received by AGH versus the
amount.that would be paid to hospitals in the HSAs for
exactly the same patients.

4. 'To make up for the revenue deficit, AGH must shift
Medicare costs to other payors and/or provide
comparatively lower levels of patient care than As,
counterparts 4n the nearby MSAs; the deficit is fai
too great to be offset by improved efficiency alone
(the hospital is already relatively efficient.)

5. Ultimately, because of the Medicare "urbann/"rural"
rate differential. Albany General Hospital will be
forced to provide a lower standard of care to its
patients than will be available in hospitals located
the nearby MSAs (for the same illneses).

in

The "Urban"/"Rural" Fallacy -

1. The main purpose of the federal Prospective Payment
-. System (PPS) is to limit Medicare costs by providing

hospitals with incentives to become more efficienT.

2. The basic concept of PPS is to provide all ho/pital:s
with equivalent payments for the same kinds of
patients. In theory, the less efficient hospitals
(. e., those whose costs exceed the Medicare rates)
either will reduce their costs or go out of business.*

-3- PPS recognizes that all hospitals-do not face the same
resource costs; the "urban"/"rural"'DRG rate different

-'4
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tial is intended to provide equivalent Medicare pay-
ments taking account of these varying resources costs.

4. This basic concept is sound: namely that, everything
else being equal, hospitals faced with higher resource
costs need larger Hedicare payments to provide equiva-
lent patient care. The problem lies with the method
being used to implement 1U Rr gram. .

5. The Health Care Financing Administration (HCFA) calcu-
lated historical Medicare costs and found that th6
average cost per patient was significantly higher for
hospitals located in NSAs than for those outside PSAs,
even after adjusting for case mix differences (L, a.,
HCFA attempted to compare costs for the same types of
patients). HCFA established DRG rates based on the
average historical costs per patient for NSA and non-
NSA hospitals, adjusted for inflation. The presumption
(unproven) was that these average cost differences
reflect resource cost variations between "urban" and'
"rural" areas, such as higher wage rates in the citiesQ
(If their greater costs imply lower efficiency, then
paying higher rates to the NSA hospitals would be
directly contrary to the purpose of PPS.)

6. The reason why the HCFA method breaks down is as
follows: Metropolitan Statistical Areas were defined
for purposes of counting population and. reporting demo-
graphic data (U. S. Census). NSA boundaries follow
county lines and usually contain large rutal areas and
many small towns.(in Oregon, at least). Having been
established for entirely different purposes, one should

,not expect NSA boundaries to bear a consistent rela-
tionship to the resource costs incurred by individual
hospitals. In fact, they do not. (If two hospitals
are in similar adjacent cities on either side of a
county line that also happens to be. a NSA border, is it
logical to expect that nurses' salaries will be a lot
higher on the NSA side?) Moreover, the HCFA calcula-
tions identified averages over large multi-state.areas
and did not provide forothe fact that there are large
deviations from the averages, in terms of the resource
-costs faced by individual hospitals.

7. Since we are fortunate to have good data on hospital
wage rates and other'costs in Oregon, it is easy to
show that many of the so-called rural hospitals face
higher resource'costs than do many so-called urban :_
ho pitals. The large differences in base DRG rates
re resent-an undbeserved windfall profit -for the hospi-
ta s that happen to lie within NSA boundaries but have
relatively low resource costs, and a large windfall-
loss for hospitals like Adi that face high resource
'costs but are not located ft an.MA.

'I"
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8. Thus, there is no rational relationship between the
method chosen by HCFA to establish base ORG rates for
"urban" and "rural" areas and the basic purpose of the
Medicare Prospective Payment System. In faqt, the
rates are directly contrary to this basic purpose in
many cases. They reward inefficient hospi als that
have relatively low resource costs but happen to lie in
NSAs and they penalize efficient providers like Albany
General Hospital that have high resource costs but are
not located in an NSA.

The data to support the above statements are contained in the
attached exhibits. Each exhibit Is preceded by a brief descrip-
tion of its contents and salient points.

.3
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EXHIBIT 1 HIGHLIGHT;

Area Hap

The highlighted ar'a contains the following cen-
tral western Oregon counties: Salem M.SA - Marion
and Polk; Eugene-Springfield NSA - Lane: area in-
between (includes Albany General Hospital) - Linn
and Ber*on. The cities identified on the nap are
hospital locations.

Observations - The driving distance along Interstate 5 from Salem
in the north to Eugene in the south is 64 miles.
Albany is about one-third of the distance from
Salem to Eugene. It is approximately 8 miles
south of the Salem NSA boundary and 30 miles north
of the Eugcne-Springfield NSA boundary. The area
population as of July 1, 1983 was officially esti-
mated at 675,800 (Salem NSA. 250.450; Linn and
Benton Counties, 157,450; Eugene-Springfield NSA.
267,900). The large majority of this population
is concentrated within a few miles of the Inter-
state highway which bisects the area from north to
south. Government, agriculture, and forest pro-
ducts are the principal employers. Salem is the
State capitol. There are major State universities
in Corvallis and Eugene. as well as several"
smaller colleges and universities in scattered
cities in the area.

The distance along 1-5 from the northern border of
Clark County (Washington) to the southern tcrcer
of Lane County (Oregon) is about 180 miles. Of
this distance, only the 36 mile stretch between
Marion ana Lane Counties lies outside an NSA.

Title -
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Exhibit I

AREA HAP
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EXHIBIT 2 HIGHLIGHTS

Area Hospitals

Contents - The exhibit lists the hospitals, bed capacities,
location and city population-for Linn and Benton
Counties and the adjacent Metropolitan Statistical
areas. (Aibany General is in Lipn County.)
Bed/population ratios are also provided.

Observations - Most of the NSA hospitals have lower bed capacity
and/or are located in smaller communities than the
non-MSA hospitals, Including Albany General. -Use
of the NSA borders to dist t oguish-urban and rural
hcspitals does not accurately describe many of
these hospital communities.

'2~~.

9

l
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Exhibit 2

AREA HOSPITALS

BED
/,CAPACITYHOSPITAL

Salem NSA:
Salem Hospital
Santiam Memorial,
Silverton. Hospital
Valley Community

434
40
38
44

CITY/COUNTY

Salem/Marion
.Stayton/Harion
Silverton
Dallas/Polk

CITY
POPULATION

90,720
4,615
5,180
8,140

NSA Total: beds - 556; population - 250,450;
beds per 1000 population - 2.22

Eugene-Springfield NSA:
Cottage Grove
Eugene Hospital

... cKen~ie-Nlllamette

Sacred Heart
Western Lane

35
57
104
460

32

Cottage Grove/Lane
Eugene/Lane

">Springfield/Lane
Eugene/Lane
Florence/Lane

NSA Total: beds - 688; population - 267,900;
beds per 1000 population - 2.57

Linn-Benton Counties: (the area between the two XSAs, see
Albany General 106 Albany/Linn
Good Samaritan 188 Corvallis/Benton
Lebanon Community 96 Lebanon/Linn

7,090
103,100
39,925

103, 100

Ex. I)
27,500
41,570
10,380

Linn-Benton Total: beds - 390; population = 157,450;
" beds per 1000 population - 2.48

Sources:

1/ HAS/Monitrend Reports: August, 1984

2/ "Population Esinates of Orego -Counties and
Incorport~eo Cities: July 1, 1983", Center for
Population Research and Census, Portland State
University

4____ 1 -1 __
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EXHIBIT 3 HIGHLIGHTS

Medicare Base DRG Rates, "Urban' and "R'uralh

Contents - The "base DRG rates" and method of calculation are
shown, for Albany General Hospital and for the '
hospitals in the two MSAs. The base rate is the
average DRG amount per patient that Medicare will
pay hospitals during federal fiscal year 1985,
assuming a case mix index of 1.0 and 100%
reimbursement based on DRGs. Jhe actual average

.... eiftbursement per patient will be based 50% on
DRGs and will be adjusted to reflect, each,
hospital's accLual case mix index.

Observations - The base DRG rates for hospitals in the Salem and
Eugene- Springfield MSAs are greater than the base
rate for AlbanyGeneral Hospital by $783.68
(32.7%) and $575.21 (24.0t), respectively. The
rate differentials are intended to reflect
differences in the unit resource costs (e., g.,
average nursing salaries per.hour) faced by each
hospital. The federal figures are national
averages; the regional numbers are' averages for.
all MSAs and non-MSA areas in -Alaska, Hawaii,
California, Oregon, and Washington. The urban
wage indexes were determined for each NSA; the
rural index vised in computing.the AGH base DRG
rate is a statewide average for all areas not in
an MSA. There is no provision to adjust DRG rates
for individual hospitals vhose'uhit resource costs
may deviat-e significanilyfrm the. large
geographical area averages used, to determine the
various raXes.

--

: - A
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MEDICARE BASE DRG RATES, "URBAN" AND "RURAL" /1
Fiscal.year ended 9/30/85

ALBANY GENERAL HOSPITAL: (based on rural rates)

Labor component-
Regional (75Z)
Federal (25%)

$ 1999.49 x. 0.75 . $
$, 1943.21 x 0.25 =

x Wage index factor

* Non-labor component -
Regional (7.5%)
Federal (25%)

$
$

1499.62.,<,
485.80

19 85-74"

x 0.9543

$ 1894.69

521.49 x 0.75 = $ 391.12
438.18 x 0.25 1 !09.54

S 500. 66

TOTAL BASE DRG RATE $ Z395.35
--------------------------------------------------- - - -

HOSPITALS IN SALEM MSA: (based on urban rates)

Labor component-Region _a (75Z $ 1325.13" x 0.75 . $ 1743.85

Fede ral- 2j ;$2320.61 x 0.25 - 580.15

" 2324.00

x Wage index factor x 1.0559

-- ............ $ 2453.91
Non-labor component -,_8 & I-,{Z,_Z ____,745.34 x 0. 75 =,$ 559.0.

Federal (25%) $ 664.44 x 0.25 =1 166.11

. -". .. € ... - $'" 725 12

TOTAL BASE DRG RATE $ 3179.03
--------------. ~--------------------------- ---------- ---------

HOSPITALS IN EUGENE-SPRINGFIELD NSA: (based on urban rat)e)

Labor component-
Regional (-75%)
Federal (25%)

$
$

2325.13 x 0.75 =
2320.61 x 0.25

x Wage index factor

Non-labor component - /
Regional (75%) S 74 ,34 _x
Federal (25%) $ 664.44 x

TOTAL BASE DRG RATE

'/1 DRG weight A 10

1743.85
580.15

2324.00
x 0:9662

$ 2245.45 .*

0.75 = S 559.00
0.25 - 166411

$ 72q 12

$ 2976 .56

Exhibit 3

A
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1BIBIT 4:GHLGTS

Title -Compar s~n of Albany Genea Hsital Waje Rates
with Ra s, d-by-Hospitals inNearby MSAs

Contents -,r, The exhibit shows the, average hourly wage rates
paid by Albany General Hspital and by 5 hospitals.
in the nearby HSAs for the 12 payroll categories
with the largest number of hospital employees
statewide. The-data Vere taken from the fall 1984
wage and salary survey conducted by the Oregon
Association of Hospitals. The fovrTrther
hospitals in the HSAs are omitted ram the exhibit
because they eithtr did not participate in the
survey or could not be identified from the coded
data. However, the excluded hospitals are quite
small (average 40 beds) and are not located in the
principal urbanized areas of the NSA$. .

Observations - The relative-rankings of the hospitals vary among
the twelve categories, reflecting differences in
average sbniority as well as some- variations in
pay scales. Ranking the hospitals from low (1) to
high (6) on the average:hourly wage rate paid in
each category, Albany General has an average rank
of 3.5, which is the median rank-of the group
(half above, half below).. */ AGH is above the.
median in 5 categories, at the median in 2, and

- :--bebow the median in-.5.' In'terms of dollar
amounts, the average Albany rate is 1.1% above the
median across th; 12 categories. Thus.-Albanv
General's unit r source costs for labor-are at
the same level as the hospitals'in the nearby

ot 77 to 844 of these levels, as implied bv
the labor ,, P°e of their respective. DRG rates.

-... - Emplo9yee salaries and benefits normallytcomprise
. more than "half of all hospital costs. Wage rates
are primarily determined by the marketplace and
are subject only to minimal control by the hospi-"
tal. Albany General cannot be expected to lower

- its'salaries by 20 percent or so, as would be
° .requitel t6 offset the Medicare urban/rural rate

In computing the aver e rankings,, ihe ranks were adjusted by a
factor of 1.2 in the cat-gories where only 5 of the 6 hospitals
reported. This maintains a consistent base of 6 for all the
categories.

: /
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Exhibit 4

COHPARfSON OF ALBANY GENERAL HOSPITAL
WAGE RATES WITH RATES PAID BY HlOSPITALS

IN NEARBY XSAs

,The.Tvelve Payroll Categories With The Host Eaployees Stateuide
(Rankings: 1 a lowest; 6 a highest)

HOSPITAL

Albany Salem McKenzie, Sacred "Eugene Western
General. Hospital Will. Heart Hosp.ital - Lane

Rank

Rank

-Aide/
Orderly
. Rank

Rousekeeper'l
Rank

Kitchen Worker
Rank

Medical
'TechnologistRank

Unit., ierk

Rank-

Admitting Clerk

Rank

Housekeeper II
Rank

Radiology Tech.
(regular staff)

Rank

Trarnscriber
J__Rank

Rank

10.75
2

8.23
5

5.97'
2

6.02
4

5.69
5

11.64
4

6.33
" 2

4

6.73
3

9.39
2

7.51
3

14. 11
3

11.39

7.50
I

6.63
6

6.27
5

5.76.

6

11.84
6

7.11
6

6.57
5

7.12
4

9.68
4

7.'72-
6

14.19
"4

11.03 11.04
3 4

8.17
4

7.58
2

11.62 10.66
6. 1

7.75
3

NA
NA

6.01 6.04 6.01 5.62
4 5. 3 1

5.70 5.36 5.57 NA
3. 12 -2NA

5.43 5.23 -... 04 4.96-
4 3 2 . 1

11.66
5

6.52
4

6.36
3

6..41
2

11.25
2

11.47.3 10.92

6.37 6.76 .. 6.07
3 5 . I

6.28
2

NA
NA

NA 9.49
NA 3

7.71
5

7.34
2

13.72 - 14.26
2-

6.98
6

7.32
. 5

9.05'

7.68
4,

11.81
1"

5.37.

5.13,

.9.87
5,

701

NA
- NA

Note: The other four hospitals in the Salem and Eugene-rSpingfield MSAs
either did not participate in the survey or could not be identified
from the coded results. These are small hospitals (average 4 0 beds)
located outside the major urbanized areas of the 'SAs.

Source: Oregon Association of Hospitals Wag.e and Salary Survey Fall, 1984

62-000 0 !-.86 - 15

RN

LPN

Head RN

J
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EXHIBIT 5 HIGHLIGHTS

Comparative Hospital Statistics, Resource
Costs, and Productivity Indicators

Contents -

C -

0

The exhibit has one column for Albany Geneial
Hospital and one for each of the,.9 hospitals in
the nearby XSAs. The "General Statistifs" section
includes bed size, various utilization measures,
case mix index-, and base DRG rate fir each hospi-
tal. The "Resource Cost Indicators section shows

**unit costs for various kinds of expenses: wages,
employee benefits, utilities, laundry,.dietary,
and liability insurance. The "Produtflvity Indi-
cators" section provides data to indicate the
amount of "sources used by each.hospital in pro-
viding various units of service (e. g., nursing'"
hours per, patent day).

bservations - Albany General Hospital is larger and has a higher
case mix -indqx (i. e'., a greater average acuity of,
patent illness) than 7 of the 9 NSA hospitals.
Its unit resource costs are above the median in 5
of the 7 categories listed. Its productivity is
bet-ter than' the median for 4 of the 6 indicators.

I. -

- 0

a

Title -

C
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EXHIBIT 6 HIGHLIGHTS

Revenue Impact on Albany General Hospital

Contents - The exhibit shows how much less Medicare revenue
AGH is projected to receive this year than any
hospital in the two nearby HSAs would get for
exactly. the same patients.

Observations - The projected revenue deficit varies from about
$490,000 to $670,000, depending on which MSA one
uses as the basis for comparison. In effect,
Albany General HApital - although having to pay
about the same auount-for salaries and other
resource costs - is Leing asked,'to care for
Medicare patients in return for amuch lower
payment..

WI

/ 4
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Exhibit 6

ALBA" G1.;EPAL lilSPUTAL FSTIATLD REF'WE.,r
D!.FICIT DUI 10 EI , 1'RPA!,/P AL RATE MIFF I,(..,

(Federal Fiscal Year 19h5)

DEr!CIT COMPARED TO SALEM kSA RATES:

Pf oje( ted Rate
Number of Difference Fraction Projected
Medicare per Case Mix DRG-based Revenue
Patients x Patient X Index /* x Payment D DefIcit

5.0O x 783.68. 1.11Q12 x 0.9 0 $ 669,884

DEFICIT COMPARED TO EU ,:E-MPINCFIE4,) MSA RATES:

"Projected. Rate "'
Nunte of Diff ere:.. Fract ion Projected
Medicare per Case ".ix DEG-I-a-,rd Revenfe
Patctnts x- Pat Ient x Index /* x Pa yne n t Deficit

1540 x 57-5-.1 x 1.11012 x 0.50 - $ 491,685

The deficit projections represent th+i amount by which Albany General
Hospital Medicare payments uilI fall short of the payment that any
hospital in the two MSAs would receive for exactly the same patients.

(
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HEARING ON RURAL HOSPITALS UNDER
MEDICARE, MAY 9, 1986

I am the Vice-President of the Board of Trustees of Alpena

General Hospital, in Alpena, Michigan.

Alpena is a rural community, located over 140 miles, and at

least 2 1/2 hours drive, from any city with a population over

50,000 people. It Is the shopping., employment and medical center

for all of Northeast Michigan. Alpena General is th'e only

hospital in the County and is the primary source of specialized

care for the three. surrounding counties, as well as parts of

three other counties. Small community hospitals and clinics in

surrounding counties refer patients to Alpena Genera-l .Hospital-

* for the specialty care that is available there. It Is truly a

medical referral center for its region. The Hospital Board and

Administration has encouraged this status by active recruitment

of specialists. For example, A]pgna has the only gynecologists,

optha'molog ist, cardiologist, urologist, pathologist,

pulmonologist and psychiatrist within 100 mile radius.

In fiscal 1985 we were reimbursed by Medicare as an ordinary

rural hospital. We went through massive layoffs, lost large sums

of money and faced a community uprising'. -In fiscal 
19 86, we were

reimbursed by Medicare a!; a Regional Referral Center and we arq

operating at a comfortable level, with community support and

approval.

, Alpena General Hospital, along with nearly every other

hospital that I know of, has felt a declining number of:-

i -' $6
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Page ?

admissions over the' past several years. Again, the Hospital

Board and Administration has encouraged this trend by the

provision of new facilities and equipment for outpatient surgery

and careful monitoring of admissions. The trend to lower numbers

of admissions serves the patients, the economy and the taxpayers..

However, as this trend continues downward, it becomes

unlikely that our hospital will attain the 6000 annual discharges

necessary to retain our status as a Regional Referral Center for

medicare reimbursement. Loss of this status will result in

further massive layoffs and at retrenchment in the quality of

medical care in this area.

I am not sophisticated enough to know the basis for the

establishment of 6,000 discharges as a qualification for Regional

Referral Status. I know that we are a regional referral center

whether we are. reimbursed on that basis or not. I know hat we

will not be able to provide, our present level of care without the

Medicare reimbursement status as' a REgional . Referral Center. I

believe that, if 6,O000 discharges was an appropriate level three

years ago, some lesser number. of discharges i-s an appropriate

level now.

I am aware of the need to reduce the cost of the Medicare

system and I support this goal. I am also aware of the ease' of

drawing simple but "arbitrary criteria which determines

qualifications for very complex issues. I believe that'thTis
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*easy way out' approach may have been used with regard to the

discharge standard for Regional Referral Status. If a standard

couched in terms of an absolute number of discharges is needed,

then. tite existing standard is too high. If it operates to...

deprive the people of Northeast Michigan of a referral facllfty-,

it works an injustice. I cannot believe that Alpena General

Hospital is alone in suffering this injustice.

There is no policy reason why areas with small populations

should be forced to drive substantial distances in order to

receive the benefit-o' medicall care, which has become the

standard of care based upon an arbitrary number of admission.

Since re1¥,

JatitL 1pdh Azrum

JLM:pdh_
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Amercan
Healthcare
Institute

Ardoml wA Amneca Healhtafr Syuems

RURAL HOSPITALS UNDER THE MEDICARE PROGRAM

Finance Committee Subcommittee on Health

May 9, 1986

Mr. Chairman, I am Merlin K. Duval, president of the American

Healthcare Institute, and I am pleased to offer the views of the

Institute on Medicare payment of rural hospitals.
ha

/'

ThAerian Healthcare Zlstitute is -the research, education and

policy arm of American Healthcare Systems, which represents 35

large not-for-profit multi-hospital systems. In the aggregate,

they own, lease or manage approximately 500 hospitals and render

services to another 950 hospitals through affiliate

arrangements. In the aggregate, this encompasses almost 100,000

bedsd, over 300,000 employees, and $14 billion in revenue. This

makes the organization the largest network of not-for-profit.

hospitals in'the world.---

We suggest to the committee that among the public policy

objectives of Medicare payment to rural hospitals should be:

- to encourage the continuing restructuring of rural and,

urban health care in ways that both contain national

costs and provide reasonable access to adequate .health

care to rural Medicare beneficiaries.

1919 Pennsylvania Avenue * N.W. • Suite 703 • Washington. D.C. 20006 * 202 293-2840
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THE PROBLEM

Hospitals of all types today find themselves in a period of

profound change that holds great prQmise forlowering the costs

and improving the access and quality of care for most Americans

for the vast majority of services. This change ultimately also,

holds great promise for many rural communities. However, the

constraints on rural hospitals' capacity to respond to the

economic pressures associated with this period could-result in
p

cutbacks in services, closures, and loss of the rural hospital's

unique role in assuring, accessible and quality care to rural

communities. -

-THE POTENTIAL 694OMPETITION FOR IMPROVING HEALTH

CARE IN RURAL AMERICA

We want to stress that we are supportive of the competitive

market developing in health care and believe that it holds great

promise for our health care system and those it treats. The-

availability of new technologies that allow more care to be

given in ambulatory settings,, increasing availability of

non-hospital sources of care, and new third party payment

systems (such as Medicare's prospective payment system) are

-W
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among the factors creating constructive market pressures and

opportunities for providers to move-health care out of the

hospital into more accessible ambulatorz¥.settings and hold down

costs to patients and their insurers. Market forces are likely'

to produce an improved health care system that has fewer

hospital beds, but still offers accessible and economical care.

These forces are also operating in rural communities. Like

1 heir urban competitors, rural hospitals are offering more of

their services on outpatient and ambulatory bases. They are.

reducing their inpatient capacity, and have cut their operating,

costs drastically during recent years. They are also exploring

joint ventures with physicians and other hospitals to establish

networks of care and even HMO's and other capitated systems of

care. Mr. Chairman, many of these changes would have been

thought unlikely or impossible in rural areas just a few years

'ago.

THE THREAT Or COMPETITIONN TO RURALOHEAATH CARE

In 'the short run, however, these market forces can cause

deterioration in the accessibility of care In rural areas.

--.In order to survive and continue their missions in this

competitive market, all hospitals must raise enough revenues

.- 1_
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to invest in and cover the initial operating losses of new ways

to organize and deliver care. We believe that rural hospitals

disadvantaged in this competition for revenue to support

change by their ver nature and mission.

Like most other hospitals, rural hospitals today find their

inpatient volume and revenues shrinking-faster than they can

reduce costs, or otherwise restructure their services. Part of,

this reduced volume is due to the changes in technology and

sites of care mentioned above and part is due to the efforts of

other hospitals, particularly urban hospitals,'to reach out for

rural patients to bolster their own falling patient volumes. In

addition, revenues are shrinking because public and private

third party payer's new payment systems(including the.Medicare

DRG system) do not take accQ~nt of the special role and cost

environment of rural hospitals, and underpay these

institutions." Finally, public payers--pressured by budgetary-

concerns--have chosen to take advantage of the growing "buyer's

market" in hospital care to reduce~their paymentlevels well

below the competitiveoprices originally envisioned as

appropriate incentives in the new prospective payment and*

capitation systems. Medicare, now reinforced by the deficit

reduction imperative of the Gramm-Rudman Act, has embarked on a

budget cutting pattern that promises to pay more and more

constrained DRG prices to hospitals during years to come. -

.- ",.----.xk, r- -__--.'- -
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These financial pressures catch rural hospitals at a time when

theyare especially vulnerable.

Indeed, the current hospital market will not permit many rural

hospitals to continue the unique role they play in rural

communities and at the same time raise revenue to restructure

their services, cut prices to compete with urban hospitals, and7

accept inadequate and even arbitrarily reduced payments from

Medicare and other public payers. Many rural hospitals are

bbing forced by inadequate payments to consider closure, radical

reductions in services, or types of joint venture or

consolidation with urban hospitals that they believe will

compromise services to their ruraL communities.

Inadequate payment levels are making rural hospials easy-

targets for urban hospitals seeking more patients, and, in the

end, can-cause less accessible and lower quality care for the

rural community as well as the loss of many rural hospital

functions.

Let us spell out in more detail the special characteristics of

rural hospitals that Medicare #nd other payments fail' to take

into account.

, .....
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THE UNIQUE ROLE AND COSTS OF THE RURAL HOSPITAL

Rural hoppitals must offer a broad range of services responsive

to the needs-of the community and its physicians, and yet they

are small in stze.

Smallrural-hospitals serve ad the primary source of hospital

and laboratory services in their communities. Indeed inmany

communities they serve as the focal point of community concern

and action with regard to the health needs of their people, and

are governed-by boards and supported by community groups that

think of them as community resources. This leads them to be

involved in a range of activities not always expected of

hospitals operating in urban markets. Rural facilities may well

conduct school health, community health education and health -

promotion, and a variety of outreach programs responsive to the

particular needs of a widely dispersed farmingipopulation. In

addition, they are obliged to take any citizen who needs help

regardless of his or her ability to pay- for all practical

purposes, there is nowhere else for the patient to go and the.

ethic of the community requires that care be given.

_f
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This unique role of-the rural hospital also results in it

providing a far broader array of services than would normally be

associated,with its small size. "These servIces include all of

the front line hospitAl and laboratory services that the.

community and its physicians feel people should not have to

travel .long distances to obtain in larger urban facilities.

They may also ofter more specialized services when the needs of

the community clearly support these needs,- -For example, some

rural hospitals have developed special skills i4icaring for

farming accident victims
I/

Rural communities and their physicians would agree that for many

sophisticated services travel to an urban hospital is not a

major problem and is the best assurance of economical and high

quality care. But--for many other services, quicker aceess to

first lire or primary hospitalbased services is critical to

successful treatment, o to stabilization and referral of the

patient to a more completely equipped but distant facility. In

still other cases they would argue,'-patients seek treatment

earlier and follow through with treatment, regimehs (including

post inpatient care) more consistently, when hospital qare is

nearer to their homes. Finijly, rural ' ucohimi-n-tes teoftif nd

more difficult to attract adequate physicians into their area if

they are not able to offerthe primary or first line hospital
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and laboratory services that physicians ftel they need available

to offer adequate care.

All of which is to say that for Americans in rura areas .

primary or first line hospital services, and i se cases more

specialized services, are critical to timely, effective, and

quality health care.

Because rural hospitals are necessarily small due tq the widely

dispersed small population they serve, these unique roles give

rise to higher than usual costs and greater vulnerability to the.

financial pressures of the current competitive marketplace.

Rural hospitals face unpredictable variations in patient volume,

higher stand-by costs, lower economies of scale, and greater

difficulty fn obtaining capital than their larger urban hospital

counterparts.

LOWER ECONOMIES OF SCALE AND HIGHER PTAND-BY COSTS

While the patient volume and size of the rural-hospital is -

small, the hospital is nevertheless expected to offer a broad

range of health services. Consequently, such a hospital must

make available facliities, personnel, and equiftnent that are not

'A?
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always utilized to their full capacity. For example, diagnostic

equipment (such as x-ray) must be available to iagnose a

variety of conditions,,including many injuries,/ but is unlikely

to be used as fully as it would be in a larger hospital.

Similarly, minimum nursing staffing levels.must be maintained.

around the clock, regardless of the actual number of inpatients

or night-time admissions.

In fact, rural hospitals must maintain some equipment and

facilities on a stand-by basis because they are of critical

imtbrtance, even though they are very seldom used. While all

hospitals must do this to some degree, rural hospitals must

finance the costs of such resources across a smaller revenue

baso because they are the only source of care for a small and

often dispersed population. "

This means the costs of many rural hospital services are-spread

-over a fewer number of patients, raising the per patient or per

case costs. Larger hospitals with higher patient volumes can

more fully utilize their resources, spreading their fixed or

stand-by costs over more patients or cases, and lowering their

costs per patient or per case.

A
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GREATER FLUCTUATIONS IN VOLUME .

In addition to these higher costs, -ural hospitals must maintain

higher reserves or be prepared to borrow operating capital to

carry them through greater fluctuations in their patient volume

than larger hoOpitals. It is an accepted rule of probability

that greater fluctuations and variations occur in smaller

populations than in larger ones. These fluctuations add to the

hospitals' costs and the likelihood of fu .ture var tions must be

taken into account in thd hospitals charges and r serves

levels. Because the likelihpod of these unanticipated.

variationss is greater for rural hospitals than for larger

nospitals, a higher increment must be added to charges to create

adequate reserves than is usually needed in a larger urban

facility. -

. These variations in patient volume must be distinguished from

longer term declines in volume that may occur over time and,

indicate that a hospital may eventually consider downsizing or

even closing. The increasingly price competitive market

ultimately will prevent some hospitals from increasing'their

charges enough to cover-such long-term declines, and it is in'"-

the best.interest of the health care system for such'hospitals

to downsize or close. However, price competition a~so makes it

"I
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very difficult for rural hospitals to create'adequate deserves

to cover their inevitable situations in volume unless

consideration of.thil phenomenon is.built into third-;party"

payer's payment rates includingg Medioare).

GREATER DIFFICULTY OBTAINING. ,APITAL

Finally, rural hospitals are handicapped in obtaining capital to

finance -their restructuring activities by their small size and.

their consequent vu.lnerability to variations in volume and

revenue. They find it harder than' do their urban counterparts

to generate capital internally or establish credit worthiness

for long--toL low iDtrest financing from lenders to cover such
desirable changes. For exa unlike urban hospitals they
cannotspecialize 'in service, pn patients that are especially

profitable under the DRG system, 'Or market, only to higher paying

segments of the privately, insured populations in their areas.

They are, after all, the only care practi lly, available. They

are bound'by, tbeir mission and governance'lo offpr all neded

primary services to all resid6nts.

Mr. Chairman, we believe these problems of rural hospitals must

be taken account of in the way Medicare pays for their services

if rural Americans are to receive adequate health care. The
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need to make changes to accommodate to these needs is urgent.

The health care systeA is changing rapidly. If we delay foF too

long the fate of the rural community will pe sealed in ways that

will take a long time to correct. Let me repeat that we want

solutions to these problems that are consistent with the

competitive market. We would like to work with the committee to

this end.

Thank you for this opportunity to present our views.

I I
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ALBEMARLE HOSPITAL ""
~~~~~~~.......... .... : .......... P' " ....

may 19, 1986

Ms. &tty Scott-Bo3lm
Caiimittee on Finance
219 Dirksen Senate Office Buildin
Washington, Dr- 20510,,

"l1karinq on Rural lbspital Under Medicare - May 9, 1986"

Albuarle Hospital supports, the testimony given* by Caylor-Nickel WspitAl

before the Senate Finance Ccpumittee, subxxw= ttee on health, on May 9, 1986.

Like- Caylor-Nickel Hospital, Albcvkarle Hospical is a designated Rural

Referral Center urder the Medicare prospective payment system. Albxrle

Hospital provides medical services to a seven-ounty area of northeastern

orth ,Carolina. fkbiver, we must pxzrpete with the urban ar6a of Tidewater,

Virgiria for professional personnel and manner. Our various operating

supplies and materials are just as costly in our rural setting as it is in

an urban one. We provide many specialized services to otw community beyond

a hospital our Size.

We. face loosing our designated Rural Referral Center status, like Caylor-

Nickel 116spital by doinq a job too well. In responding to, the prospective

payment mechanism, we have hqd our admissiors decreased to a point where

we will not be eligible in' thk future for this program. Our inpatient

" adissions have shown the folloing decreases from 1980-1985:

%41
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WkariNl on Rural lIbspital Under Medicare
May 19, 19864.
Parr, '1\4

Admtssionx

1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985

6,966 7,240 7,097 6,957 5,950 5,642

This tkKretse has bm-n offset by outpatient procxdur"s, like our

7wbulatory Surqvry Progran init.latod in 1 982. The following figures

rcfl(t~ this increase:

1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985

0 0 294 706 892 958

'"is switch to out.1-t ient delivery of nmxical care is also seen in the

"mcillary ckxirtmnts of the ht spital. For instance, in 1980 in Radiology

5).4% of all procedures were done on an ctpatient basis. By 1985, this

had rnvcd to 63.4%. In Physical Tjfrapy, our percentAqe of outpatient

prc<lures wtre 28.21. By 1985, this percent had moved up to 58.6t."

AIb^iJrle hospital has respided .to its ccurmunity health needs by providing

and increasing the dvaLlability of a broad scope of specialized medical

services. Our costs continue to increase. And we hlve rspo-ded to the

general thrust of the Meicare's prospective payment system by switching

any medical treatments frxim an inpatient setting to an outpatient Mne.

ltwover, if the criteria to remain a Rural Referral Center is not changed,

Alriuarle hospital will rv)t-qualify in the Wars to omw.-. This loss of

revenW Ca apnsatinq us for our specialized rwdical care will be a serious

revenue loss to our institution, jeopardizinq those services we now provide

to our cxcrnunity. We, along with Caylor-Nickel .bspital, request your

4
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Hearing on Rural Hospital Urder Mdicare
May 19, 1986.
Page Three-

serious ccniidfttI.on in having the N2FA requirant of adnissxons

criteria chan for Rural Referral Centers.

Yours very- ruly, -.

Rctrt G. Jef ie ,'
Administrator

RG3/bs

a:: The Honorable John P. East
The lonorable Jesse A. Helms"

OWN& -
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The American Psychiatric A#Oociationo a medical specialty society
represeezting over 32,000"physicians nationwide, is pleased to have the
opportunity to submit testimony ncerning rural hospitals under the Medicare
Program. -

Our testirme-focuses on oonLrns about the mental health needs of rural
elderly Americanst "availability-of hospital beds for psychiatric care in rural k
aeeasj and problems that rural hospitals may be'facing in vasting, the-mental-t--.
health needs of their elderly population. As with all aspects of the health -
oyatem,.the mental health delivery system ftuctions boot for patients when
" i.. Otb4tal, hospital, and poathospi1tacare are coordinated. Our consistent
pattetn of anecdotal information about the problems encountered in rural areas
is substantive evidence of areas of concern. The Medicare Program's
discrimination against psychiatric service provision may further exacerbate
the problemsof rural. elderly*pople. (The 190 day limit on hospitalization
in psychiatric facilities And the $250 Limit (after deductible and opayment)-
on outpatient care., -

tesinRuta Area

Concerns about the mental health'pf rural &pericanr.fmilies have resulted
.in hearings held by Senator Durenberger in, Minnesota &d in a Rural Stress
Policy Forum oondpcted by th6 National-Institute of Mental Health on April 4-
and S 1986 in Chicago, Illinois. Attendees.at the HNM conference include#
key government officials, national organizations, providers and researchers.
Bot . the hearing and the forum found increased utilization of mental health
servie#sva4 increases in suicide and suicio, attempts in Fural areas.

Studies reported at the HWIN "Policy" Forum on Rural Stress demonstrate the
increasing mental health problems in rural areas From the studies conaueted
on younger populations, we can ipfer some of the problems the elderly may be
facing. First, research at the University of Minnesota in three Minnesota
communities has documented the increasing stress, depression, and suicides in
the adolescent population. 'Depression is approximately two times the national.
average in the 15-19 year 4Od population. Out of every 100 adolescents
surveyed, three had attempted suicide in the month preceding the survey. In
addition to self-reported depression, on a standardized measure of depression
(Beck scale) adolescents living in rural homes had higher average D eck -
depression scale sootes- than adoleauents- hospitalized at the UClA
Nouiopsychiatric Instkituto. Compared to a similar study'in Now York twice the
number of adolescents were moderately or severely depressed.

Second, a study conducted at the U'iversity of Missouri examined fin-
families forced out of farming or financial reasons. A l women and the
major [ty of men in the 42 families studied indicated tey had experienced
depression at some time during the course oftthe financial problems with their
farms.- Many (oves half themen and 3/4 of the women) continued to experience
depression even after some settlement was reached. Increased substance abuse,
vthdr #wal, and physical aggression weore also noted.

g Htiates of mental health problems of the elderly indicate that 15 to 20
percent -- between 3 and .5, million -- of our nation's more than 25 million

-- elderly Americans have.significant mental health problems. In addition,

-, .
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twenty to thirty percent of older Americans labeled =4enileo actually have
reversikle, treatable conditions. It is well recognized that general assaults
on the self esteemof elderly people put them, in general, at. significant
emotional risk. Thid is evident in the fact that in 1982, individuals over
age 65 accounted for 10% of the population, but 17% of death by suicide.
Additional financial problems in rural areas and the self-sufficiency of
eloerly individuals may produce extreme stress, but the self-sufficency of'
rural Americans and the dispersion of services may result inan unwillingness
to seek service until mental health problems produce a major'crisrs.
Estimates also indicate that thm. elderly population receive as much as half of
all prescribed barbituates and sedative medication. Given that the population
of elderly rural Americans has grown 30% since 1960 (while the general rural
population has grown 10%), it is probabl that the need for use of mental .
health services inc udinq hospitalization has also increased significantly.

In addition t6 the statistics cited above, one study conducted at Kansas
State University found that between 12 and 23% of a mostly rural elderly
population showed significant psychiatric symptomatology (Scheidt and
WLndley). Thousands of elderly people in 18 mall towns (not all of which
were rural) located in rural counties were interviewed and administered three
standardized scales (Langler screening scale, Bradburn affect Balahce Scale,
Philadelphia Geriatric Morale, Scale). Fifteen - twenty percent of the study.
group demonstrated psychiatric problems on the st ndardized scales. Only one
percent of this frail eloerl]y population had sought out mental health services
for their concerns. °Many of the el~2erly people interviewed had physical as
well as emotional problems and felt isolated from family and friends.

volailityof Paybixtric Ded in Rurual Area,

- Data from the American Hospital Association's 1984 Annual Survey of
hospitals indicates that- in non-SM1SA area, of the country; there are a total
of-.13,320 beds for psychiatric acute cart (less than 30 days), and 12,987 beds
for psychiatric long-term care (over 30 days). In addition, there, are 4,142
Acute care"alcohol/chemical dependency beds and 1,546 lond-term
alcohol/chemical dependency beds (Chart 1) in 2,4137 hospitals in registered
hospitals. The total beds for these services are approximately 14S of rural
beds and may not be adequate given the tremendous current rural beds. Chart
II demonstrates that 304 hospitals provide acute psychiatric care and 54
provide long-trm psychiatric care. One hundred- fifty-six hospitals provide
acute alcohol/chemical dependency services, and 51 provide long-tem alcohol
and chemical*-dependency services. (Chart III includes the definitions of
psychiatric setvicee used. by the American Hospital Aosociation. Chart IV
deleneates requirements for becoming a registered hoepita).

Because the majority of hospitals are not dedicate( psych Iatric
facilities, one must Wxaatne service delivery capabilit 4n t "spital,.
Kiesler and. Sibulkin--fe84) report on the, dipa.ity -ofiat4 -t the episodic
rate of mental-hospitaliza-ion. Although the rate of flptalization has.

Some of the hospitals may provide both acute and long-term services.

! . .•
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remained stable (1.8 million) ,fafl recent years in-psychiatric hospitals,
admissions for psychiatric Lnpatient episodes in general hospitals increase
the total to 3 million, thus, inoicatLng a steady increase in hospitalization
rates for mental health episodes trom 1965 to 1979. Discharges from general
hospitals without psychiatric unitsioccur much more frequently than discharges
from hospitals which have distinct-part psychiatric units. (This fact may be
even more apparent in rural areas). One study compared .te number of people
receiving services in the specialty mental healt61sector versus the Genieral
Mental health Sector. Psychiatric units in General Hospitals accounted, foc
over 300 of the inpatier, episodes, however, there were kw ice as many
inpatient episodes it) general hospitals,,jithout psychic Ac units (Regier et.

While. AA data theoretically would exclude "scattei beds" from.
definitions of servi-e delivery, it is possibii that- so o--q--e -- the-e progr ...as

/ listed may, in fact, be scatter beds, as hospitals self 'report service
delivery and some scatter beds, in fact, may1fepresent organized programs but
not units per's. Very little is known Tabout scatter btds except that
patients admitted to these beds have shorter lengths of .say (7.9 days) than

' those admitted to separate units (17 days). Their diagnoses are more
frequently alcoholism and neuroses, in contrast to diagnoses of schitophrenia"
and personality disorders in psychiatric unites and the patients tend to be
older and represent a higher percentage of 'men than those admitted to

-,,psychiatric units (Kiasler and Sibulkin, 1983). Services provided to these
Oa4ento are not well-do uented, however, one tural'area created a scatter *
bed*pogvram because-there were not sufficient resources to set up a separate
unit (WeiheI, 9norr and Stack 1977-7f.

Lenox Hill' ikOIpktal in-New York formulated a detailed aa forgal protocol
Stot. a scatter bed .pro" in1978. Vinditgs f rtom the program indicated that

patients with .mixed psycht- ic medical diagnoses wer mst appropriate for
those scatter beds, but indivi l with substance abuse were inappropriate.
By, using a formal screening system# inically appropriate patients were
aditted to the unit in a manner consistan' with the openness of the unit"
(Collins and Skiest)'.

Because the potential for existence of scatter s is large in rural
areas, questions may be raised about the extent to which anised program
exist and the extent to which access to the appropriate hosplta& treatment.
m odality is available ihrural aread. Well-orginized scatter beodprogras may
provide appropriate psychiatric supervision, for patxents, but less ftok
programs may have questionable quality of care for the treatment of mental

- illnes..

Rural hospitals are more' likely to be financially vulnerable because of
-fluctuations in case mix and volume (PROPAC Report to Secretary of HH, April /
1986). Patients with mental illness problem in rural areas are also likely

-to be more vulnerable.. .ervios delivery may be more regionalized, and yet
" ... frtion too mental health problems may require family support.

"-. a .. ,3
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Patients may seek out psychiatc services only* when they are having a
crisis or they may not know how to seek out these resources when needed. Some
problems psychiatrists have notes include:

1) In a rural community in Texas (25,000 people)# one
psychiatrist overs five counties. There is one 12
bed inpatient psychiatric unit. Slowdowns in
payments to the psychiatrist (member oi multi-
specialty group with 40t Medicare patients) and to
hospitals are a significant problem. Rural
hospitals cannot ,bear the financial risk of
inconsistent-payment. 

%

2) In a rural are&L.f Michigan, the nearest psychiatric
- hospital --was-100- miles .away- Mand -the nearest state. . .

mental hospital was 200 miles away. When hospitali-
zation is required fgr major disorders, (Pot

- possible to handle in a general unit) there io
significant disruption for elderly beneficiaries and
their families ad potential for further.alienation

'of the elderly patients.

S - 3) Xnsome cases, while partial hospitalization or 'day,. . treAtment maybe a' proprist'e sidalities, distance "-

fro a facility in rutal areas may be, so great (and
Medicare coverage so poor), that the only choice ..
would be to hospitalize a patient.

4) Some rural art iqf the country o nb6thave a
"psychiatrist wh en cover-a'hospital scatter bed
program or a rural inpatient psychiatric unit. 5.

5) One state 'has delayed the transfer of designation of
certain hospital units as psychiatric units, because
of . delays in developing a state health plans.

-- Because of thsee.delays, appropriate well-staffed
units cannot be developed.

Reports from psychiatrists in rural, areas also indicate that tA}-.-
distances from the facilities in rural arias has, at times, resujkavdtin
situation- w ere community mental health service follow-up is halr"
implement on a consistent basis.

Concern about mental healthissues in rural areas hs lead the chair of
#he American Association oUGeneral hospital psychiatrists to begin examining
cosponsorship of piogiams with the-Ameriean Psychiatric Association, the
American Hospital Association's rural hospital committee, and the Hospital and
Community psychiatry group.

-- 4- --
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Rural elderly people ae undet significant stress. Financial
difficulties in rural areas produce problem. for e elderly and for*
appropriate service delivery. Due to thi distan to appropriate facilities,
hospitallzation at a facility may further alienate elderly. Rurel
hospitals experiencing financial difficulties way not able to allocate
necessary funoing for distinct-part psychiatric units. i i organized
'scatter-bed" program may serve certain patients wells o her patients benefit
only from hospitalization in a oistinct-part psychiatric Lt of a general
hospital or in-a psychiatr%.c facility. The discrimina rlow-level of
coverage for psychiatric Aervices under Medicare say ether exacerbate the
mental health problem of our rural elderly American
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1984 ANNUAL SURVEY OF B0SP IWA

IbmA* UNITE STAIS RGISftRZ AM MS auIrTER UDSPITA'1" S

Psychiatric
Acdte Long4 Term

Total United Sstes

Federal
Nonfederal

Psychiatric 1
TB & Other Resp.

disease .. ,..
~ong- erm ser . & Other

Special
Short-Term Gen. & Other

Special

"Nongovernment Not-For-
Profit

lnvostor-Owned .
State and Locil
Government

Hospital 9.nits of
Inst.44utionv

:Community. Hospitals

Nongove r nent Not-For-
Profit

Investor-Owned

State and Local
Government

mWMa Or

13,120 12,987

1,726 1,067
11,594 11,920

7,550 11,476

357

3,687

.2,782
295

'444.

.Alcohol/Chemical,
Acute -long-Term.

4,142 1,546

620
3,522

1,885

189
1,357

675

109 160

1,528 522

1,082

610

33
3,654

"2,782
295

Number of
Hodpetals

2,998

112

2,886

L12

2

24.

2,748

413 1, 298
261

109 1,189

1,528 522

1,082
-195 :-

577

11
.,737

413 1,297
261

251 109 1,179

6 - 24 BEDS
25. -'49

-50 - 99
100 -199
200 - 299
3004 399
400 499
500.'or More

20
319

1,475
1,004

'59
118

SlWXJxt Ametican Bopital Aqsociation

3
156
2A3
-603
357
171

10
15

1984 _AmuSI

75'
119
196
98
10

_24

Survey

194
821
936
609
131

" 34
6

of Sospitals

Noni SMSA areas of country

1 May include state -mental hospitals .i

2 Include. children's and orthopedic hIppitals

3 Includes state ontal hosplais.

6

/
4.
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WEAL UNL STAYM =le meNOM IN '',' oSKTMa

NUM or SOSITALS

Psychiatric
Acute 'tnglerm

Total Unitea States 304 54!

Federal 31 8
monfederal 273 46

Psy9hiatric
TB &.€Other esp.

Diseases
Long-Term Gen. IOther
Special

Short-Term Gen. & Other
Special

Hongovernment Not-For-
Profit

tnvestor-Ovned
State and Local

Government :

Hoe ital Unit of
.Institutions

Cimunity Hospitals

.ongoverneent Not-For-
/'Profit

lovestor-Owned
State and Local

Government

57 42

6. 4

210

154
13

Alcohol/Chemical
Acute Long-Term

156 51

17
139 42

43 12

2 1

94
-4

65
11

1843

209

29

Number of
Hospitals

2,990

' 112
2,886

112

2'

24

2,740

21. 1,290.
261

0

-94 29

65 21154
13

14189

oil737

1,297
11 26i

I

24 BEDS
-49
- 99
- 199
- 299
- 399
- 499
or mbve

3
23
96
54
23
6
4

I

12 6
18 9
34 * 7
19 5

8 1

1.

M Is American Rolpital Amociattin IMU AdMa 8mrey of
Non SMA area of the oauntsy.-

194
821
936
609
131

34

6

Some hospitals may have both acute and long-tetm beds therefore some of the
54 hospitals with long-terM bedf may aI* be counted in the 304 beds
under acute hospital.

S-~, . .

* I:

6
25
50

100
200
300
400
500

I
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ACL W/CMMIXCAL DOMIMCO s Provided medical care and/or cehabilitiative

services to patients for thom the primary aiagnovias i dacoh li or other

chemical dependency. Beds must be set up and 'Staffed in a unit specifically

oe.dgnated tot this service.

YMT!AMX.Ct Proviae.q care to emotionally disturbed patients, incluatng

patients admitted for alagnosia and for treatment ol psychiatric problems, on

the basis of physicianse orders and approved nursing care plans. Way also

include the provision of medical care, nursing service., and>supetvision to

the chronically mentally ill, mentally disordered, or other mentally

icompetent persons. Beds must be et up and staffed in unit(*) specifically'

cesignated for this service.

900142: I ital 8 tistios, 1985 Edition#e Ametaw oai pital
Associatto 19815

tt

____ 1'I -- -
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CHART IV

This lst 'i cludes both hospials registered by $he Amnerica Hospital
Association and osteopathic hospitals listed by the American Osteopathic

'Association. Idemtsficauon codes for both types of hospitals are explained fully
on pas A2.4. For the reader's convenience, the codes for osteopathic
hospitals are also summarixed in the notes at the top of each page, of this
setion. Beginning in November 1970, osteopathic hospitals became eli ible to
aply for re 'tration by the American Hospital Association. Reistre .
osteopathic o Is car the same codet as all other hospitbls reissrW by
Wh Ampcim's ospital Assocwation.

AHA.RegItred Hospitals
Any istituton that can be
classified as a hospital according to
the rox s may be reistered ifk i so desim Membership in the

Ama#* Hospital Association is not

fqusmms foe e ns gi

uncdoom The primary function of

foes ariayof uwdcaioodoon,.
t The ision shl p ai nta-

leas six inpatient beds, which
shall be continuously available
for the care of patients who &rp
nonrelated and who my on the
average in exce of 24 hous,

" 2. 1instition shau be
conmsczed, equipped and
_aintaied. to ensure the health
an uty of patients and-to
provide uncrowded, Unitary
facilities for the treatment of

ipatietss

0, S. re: shall be an identifiable
governing authority legallrand.
morally responsible for the
condua of the hospital 

4. There shall be a chief ecutive
to whom the 6oe00ing
authority delegates the
continuous responsibility for the
operation of the hospital in
Accordance with established

s. hri shall be ao organized
medical staff of physicians that
may include. bur Shall nor be

Tiuqnm HQ I !J s-A d by d of

oDf Oc.kw ft. sapI5- loss. ANIedJse,
IM16; Mwe197f; Acm 1191 Mev 1631
May-It4 hb"aY 1*96; FVssae, 1#70. a"
Aeua i1.

-limited to, dentists. The meuical
saff shall be accountable to the
governing authority for
maintaining proper standards of
medical cae and it shall be

overned by bylaws adopted by
said staff and approved by the
governing authorl .

6. Each patient shallbe admitted
. on the authority of a member of

the medical staff who shall be
.directly responsible for the

- patient's diagnosis and
treatment. Any graduate of a
foreign medical school who is
permitted to assume
responsibilitn for patient care
shall possess . valid license to
practice medione, or shall be
certified by the Educational
Commission for Foreign Medical
Graduate,, or shall have
qualified for and have
successfully completed an
academic yearof supervised
dinical training under the
direction of a medical school
approved by the Liaison
Committee on Medical
Education of the Amercan
Medical Association and the
Association of Ameican
Medical Colleses.

.7. Registered nurse supervision and
other nursing services are
c continuous.

11. A current and complete
medical record shill be
maintained by the institution foe.
each patient and shall be--
available fr reference. -

S. Pharmacy service shall be
maintained in the institution and
shall be supervised by a
regist.rr .harmacist.

t tarmim-T,,m seds dau* aal ase m dsal

Wikh *a MD or DO d"p. who. a hy hm d
so prom" WOW isdmn man M As

10. The institution shall proVide
patients with food service that
meets their nutritional and
therapeutic requirements; special
diets shall also be available.

11. The institution shall maintain
diagnostic x-ray service, with
facilities and staff r e variety
of procedures.

12. The institution Sal mainan
dinicil, laboratory serve, with
facilities and staff for a variety
of predures. Anatonmci4
pathology services shaU be
regularly and conveniently
available.

i1. The institution Shanl maintain
operating room ervic with
fadlities and staff.

'The American Hospial
Association may.at the sole
discretion of its board 6f Trstees,
$rant, deny or withdraw she
registration of an insution..

hsureots foe oepOng uPelda
hospios for rhsgutod
Function: the primary function of the
institution is to provide diagnotic
and treatment services for patints
who have specified medical
conditions, both surgical ad
nonsurgical.

1. The institution shall nintain at
least six inpatient beds, which
Shal be contiuosly available
for the car of patiens who are
*nonrelated and who stay on the
average in excess of14 hours
pet amission

2. The instituon sha'be
constrcted eqwppeda.d
maintained to ensure the health
and safety of patients and to
provide uncrowded, sanitary

"faciliei for thetreatmou of
patients.

se iee ih hlm de pernu's uduImg~
dM "h mma him". m , , IamS -, d
atm phcal m p5" p egp
Of, or"w Oasew.8 Aunts'11 inm,

x-ray enW 1ass~ "Poe. ds"We OW&
&Rd "ea -Sw

Health Care Institui o ......

Source: AHA'Guie:American Hospital Association Guide to the
Health re Field, 1984 EditJo --
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3. There shall be an identifiable 8. A current and comrl netgoverning authority lepsly andJ medical recordjalb

morally respoms-ble for the, maintained by the instiuton for
conduct of the hosaL each patient and shall be

4. There shall be e chief executve available for reference.
to whom the governn . . Pharmacy service shall be
iuc-,Oriry ddegaes e.. maintained in the institsuon and
continuous responsibility fto the shall be supervised by a
operanon of the hospital in registered pharmacist.

accordance with established 10. The insttution shall provide
policy, patients with food service that
There shall be an orgpanied mees their numuonal and
medical staff of physimt d " therapeutc requirements; special
may indude, but shall not be diets shall also be available.
limited to. desias. The medical 1.. Such diagnostic and treaunem
staff shall be accountable to de services as may be determined
Sovernin# aud ity for by the Board of Trustem of the... numUuuaS pe p muuu inda.r-dsu oeiu Associa ...

medical ca-and it sha be . o be ap&ropae fr the
pvremed by bylaws adopod by specified medip €oncditions for
said staff and approved by, the which medical services am
Soverning autbonty. provided shall be maintained in

S. Each patient shaU be admitted the nimtu with suitable
on the iuhority of a member of facilipm and staff. f such

'the medical taf who shall be coditions do not normally
directly responsible for Oe require diagnosic x-ray service,
patient's dialposis and laboratory service, or operating
treatment. Any graduate of a room service, and if any such
foreign medical school who is services are therefore not
permitted to assume maintained in the institution.
responsibilities for patient care there shall be wnten
shall possess a valid license.to anan tmo to make h m
practice medicine, or shal be avalable so patients requiring.
crtifiedby the Educational them.
Commission for Foreign Medical 12L When the institution Orovides
Graduates, or shIll lave Op mCV Y teminaion services,
qualified for and have clinical laboratory services shall
successfully completed an include the capability to provide
academic yesr of-supervised sisti digsis.
clinical training undet te M AhiiiiomHospitl
direction of a medical school Association may, at the sole
approved by the Liaison dcre oris Board of Trustees,

mmitme on Medical , t, deny or withdrew the
Education of the Amia moi.a o an situt.
Medical Association and d
Association of American AOAIIS hapspIft
Medical Coles. The list of osteopathic hospitals t

7. Registered nurs supervision ad furnished by. the Amerian ,
other nursing service* are - Osteopathic Asoociation includes
continuous. both mesbees and members of

the Ameria Osteopathic Hospital
Anociao. . -

tPIryuc--T"i. Wad so dinm - mue
*A " qMD W Aww wewaehMY br

so pe~ssmin~s A is Aftowu

ID O- o Cu Ai hleim forpma' .dmm
at ew dre lbw teams -. mAd

am. or n6M080e. "wow *m ,eMS~

-10-.. Health Care Insittions
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1Community Health/Center

of Branch County!
Cokdwoo, MI 49036-2088 * Phone S17/27S.7361

May.16, 1986

Ms. Betty Scott-Boom
Conifittee on Finance - ,
219 Dirksen Senate

Office Building
Jashington, DC 20510

HEARING ON RURAL HOSPITALS UNDER MEDICARE - MAY 9, 1986'

Attached you will find the Testimony of the experience of the Community Health

Center of Branch County under the Prospective Payment System. The Health Center

is very concerned about the outcome of these hearings and any changes to the

Prospective Payment System which would enhance the viability of rural hospitals

would be greatly appreciated both by the hospital and by the people that -we

serve.

I would like to emphasize that if the hospital were eight (8) miles north, we

,would be classified as an urban hospitSl. I think thatfIitt-gleographical

distance really does not aff the cost of health care, but if reimbursement

pIlicies are not changed, it will definitely affect the.qualityof health care

to the people of Branch Couniy.

Thank you for your cooperating" in this matter. /

t.- ' , -t

David J. AWmeen
Chief Executive Off icer,

.DOJA/d '. /
'Attachments
'cr: Senator Carl Levin

Senator Donald Rieqile
Representative Mark Siljander

)

U
/
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TESTIMONY OF COMMUNITY HEALTH CENTER OF BRANCH COUNTY

We appreciate the opportunity to inform the Committee of the experience of

the Community Health Center of Branch Counly ("CHC") under the Meditare Prospective

Payment System (PPS"). /

The Community Health Center is a 130 bed, county hospital located in Coldtater,

Branch County, Michigan. CHC is 35 miles from the nearest metropolitan area of

Battle Creek. Michigan and is a major regional provider of health care services.

LHC's full-time active medical staff represents 16 different specialties and sub-

specialties. The staft is 70% Board Certified or Eligible in a recognized specialty.

Most of the specialists are other than g.nerol Family Practifloners, *ich is the

most common comniunity hospital specialty. Our case mix index, which is the Medicare

formula to measure the complexity of medical services performed in a hospital is

1.1046. This greatly exceeds the median urban index for our region, indicating

that CHC is performing more specialized redtcine than most urban hospitals in the

six-state region encompassing Minnesota, Wisconsin, Illinois, Michigan, Indiana

and Ohio.

CHC has been in the forefront of those institutions taking an active role in

reducing health care costs to the consumer. We have increased utilization of non-

invasive high technology diagnostics; such as, ultrasound and fiber-optic equipment

to help reduce the need for hospitalization and invasive surgery. Our ambulatory

surgery program, which did rot exist in 1980, each year has exceeded annual projectioi-s.

We served 758 patients through the program fiscal year 1982; 1,174 in fiscal year

1983; 1,938 in fiscal year 1984, 2,672 in fiscal year 1985. Currently, 57% of the

surgeries performed at CHC are performed on an out-patient basis. Infiscal year

,II
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i. ARlAL A[FrARAIt C(WTtt RGUtATIO#45

to~ R."o Oag A Y4 pfulbp I r Patrwntcgs s a t !on. tor~qress ipec if 4 a IIVP pov'ad

that q0,11 tu,%4414al, W4* 540 of rst+e btdv w(Oald Ute dt4ai+f ed as Atgaral Reterral

(,+'tV1 -*- L W ti-v ,*Aiw"4tt tIhat taral *Nsptalip of that nrgnt e aue a ld be providng

mf~Uat *Oih4* -i.4 ead ocI vA 4% I haf4 1 OrI w ~aI i^1 I It a I~ ho~ptta I, ano should tlere-

treb, rePc~.fstJ at a h4jirt e. 1har Aj#AI~ Aefrorral (Croatr pavKnI retbuciots

I rw now patal at the o ara 4*1 os~-e - e tanont 14te adjustedI to tt (Ural Art*aS

#V4 44t Idta Ans ,t*'e 44tv (c*-jrt** afer4 ttr legasl,340 aur n 194 to Peovide

a'. pq'tv'tr .vll(. 1w-r, t11LI 4141INft.ialt (i.e.. V00 to A104) beds) to de #ntratv

Itat thr all%: . "I urt4 jl,:ed ita r anad hia uld qualify as referral centers.

, 't re- Oted hi, tc -ue.l 14 jitharat ,A ,reaa tuo rdal.fy rur.l hospitals

t % d ttale aid yarn d 14 tuhar ,4 tre oera. 1hrtcrr, at 0( A Rural Referral

Isft~ he typr'.. . r((i44Yfrt. O(cttj I*4 to 4utus Can in M'aing this

.arr.iffat(.n r(.n JIde. IVr tat :e A weala. service area and the range of

I ~ I44 .ti.h itt Ic altr Cate F inancahaq A araa-stration (6CFA).

" l~ alterla, 4*v(.e f flhterra for ho pital% to qualify as Rural Referral centers.

1i, tiualify undoer jhi altetziative riwthr-,d. HCFA nas required a hospital to mwet two

! dtr a3"d tsne 0 thitt optional crateri a. The two mandatory criteria are:

(l) that the rhobj),-a dti vn.Iatv its ui'v'eaaty of services by showing a sper-if med

ffrrnIM Lase MIXz index. ar~d (2) that it riet a rraa#:rwpj nuriber of dasctdrges. A

"discharge" is counted each time~ the hiipitaI daicharges a patient .o #a 46Mrtted

for ar il-pdtie.t (a.e.. overn.ght) stay. Initially, CFA required the hospital to

show that it either had 6,COO discharqe% in 1981 or 6.000 discharges for its rost

recent cost reporting period,. Subsequently, HCFA eliminated the option to use

-3-
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1W -Sri 4%' it~ 'Wi 46.d o R fr tw ff(~n

14 " I OtL 0 t~r j 1 4 t ,ht I i - it~ A iII I S , w qklf c thV 'e ht ts I. 01 ' R t%'I per al' ii C Ir C'

Ifq #' ! r 10$ rtf$ wef1 ca'jt4. dfir da~i t4AIrC %4Ne redt c? ",' Uf 840&0hr 1i r

(~'V'rfl Iru C 0t'c' t O . i tv $ T dfv !rra fV%'j1 o ltr4$0184O sin d Jyyhwr9.s

4h e vrai l- n;Iatv iz- 0uuispit 11, oburqerave~ ad l anc #r,ccu*we il ,ini pq% md hIng

1 401% .Ilt t'4sC~ r .*aIel V tray *t , . a Iopid ttvc tuip rncdl'l aq tprrenta

i~hsft fr9,r *r ,,ti~ to V t 4 4.! to -IVr #4 e 'W- t f V c cu. TeIedcSC po

(if I~~~ It-a Ur I'v~t Ihqc y~ RUqirn 14a 1e~~ pRoe r r (~~ a nt a

the dir cuir *niic'ew 1 tvpit-l,hJt- establies anId nuh r.oceue whiichie Wand have

health agencies Aihih ire fo*atir .U wi forarfy would have bten cared for in a
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I9 corrly .. %,l, flp 41 !4( t~.9 r" "I or' . r~vl A tar -0 bar Rr t0

oil. tt r9 i

I'V 4~t 1 1 -. It~ R '$~r I 19'9 j- A t ri J~. 'L. V

tic V r o I e jlit d 9. 4 1.A.sAt ui.'?l s.jicof C.-t V ~ k; J#. "IL ! 1. 040$ * .I Cof !*9.1. Its

99bA 1 j I (inln ~hi '. ic.4t9 "t t9% lo #Lo thfco. v#At"Ad bi.Jy Ito: uv'.t911I

ubilrt. los ufBN,,A ft<.1 TINn IA9 ,p .I

The praotbl'.r- f...v Riut Re! 0.1 (a cvrnte if Vn' 'l~ 4'.st aspv t ff the t'ver atI

do %Iifl~ti't ap,.,j9lctyI bat~d on .19 ,.4.rftt,"~ th.)t the c.jre pro~vided ina rural

h9u.tpitas -4 ptuiu~dte a i alu~rr (.4ist. than the' ctqu avsefl1 j~t ina Utb1an hkSidS

#Ai(.h %rc Referral Lere9.
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1 isl have tiev" dfmo dovat ig e CEt-1,E toan~t iandd tft hospitals within

tbcrr" as -ob~n' h Ir l- t .Iatt4 (court its, aft (onsidtred "'uas and s~b trc to 4

'S'Utitant 4,411y I-is jvr# ' I tIV. The result of this~ % that vver *#Ijt he ItaraI

kroef ral ejvrw'tk* . 4 l)P' tl po4'Vu tjir;g CQIEVlCD iw..alty .aft 41, 4 rurialI toAst Ai.

I t4O e 1 v IF ft 414 1A P1WTt It-n a L,?IVc #%sialt A PI W dng I Cef *Ov V ,V%

44d-4 ,rLd" 1-atidy', eve %ita tat 1,kaou -ay bre atlited by 4Aity a feii,

tnfie% tt.- ,tir ufW
t

I 41a 4 like Cise tit (C ar'a -tlcr see'.lar t*efcrtal

Lirtclef% -i-o ,, srvj~.3tv and viit rtnrg datonae Of "t, bAse s fol tl1a'

J4tii( 11A. 1 1'A - url Rvfvreal Cectqv o i'.Luttd nlu le%%cr ,. j tfnar urban

)4"e % I IaI*fk f IOC d(O ia t6 0 4- I t~f Of 'k I sq . o, pplI -id 4.a toitJl a I decd. int

i. ct~fti. J10l rte'' 40-*1 Af "YecaI pers,,nvmeI and %uppart staff

fI,,f ht: Rutjl~ RVIt f'al Cvit- ra! be -otife C4c*fl'I than that for the ur ban hkospiltl.

Rwlal net.A!,44al . ht~a dittI *;tII V.U1n ia'aVA,! 'St'.111tt away f fu:f tf'-* 4; sty. Frequently

m 4'st ; -Adlr etio, s. Ive es, ina pr.voe* .,aliV anti IsenvAe ts greater

1l4aft tttt pf-i, ird tiv v (toal N- 'Wtal S in (-I 1te tu at trat. arid retain rUordical

1,. I a I 1 6 1 (HE rtkjt cuete m Nalar f ,ald bencl iti with I irge state and

* IV fan s h. , At a I K~a ai~ it'ad 8a II I C (ck:&. rhte sarv is true for ;v~thnical

,,- f'Jf5i1 9 %taff. Althtsi.gh .uch %ataff arv !cot generally recruited through" the

ae f t~atkt1, Referral Center-. Tvutt ctAvete with urtean hij~gritals for persotnnel

dild often -ku!t ,t-wkh pnsta, and bcef~e( . (14C'% owage ralvs for nurses.

"K:dICal t twlAUgist.. arnd either riedocil pvtiiinel are ct)'4pjraboe to and in sotW

ois.tanLc% hqhef than ttiC ,,aqve tales applicable or' Calhcoun Ctownty. the adjacent

(.ttunty vi it, aasifiad tj! uttoa. CHC rust co~vtte tw~ih hospotalti ilk Kalamazoo

and Lau..,sg, fur petstim,u It-i state 0. Michsgan vpetie two new pz i-ons and a

goreiathe. psychiatria. tac~it) it' Coldwater. Thaeir wages are identic~al to State

-7 -
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INPUT TO THR RECORD OF THK IIRALT4 SUBCOMMITT6I OF THR SENATE
FINANCE COMMITTEE REGARDING THR MEDICARE PROSPECTIVE PAYMENT SYS-
TE AND RURAL HOSPITALS

Our purpose is to comment on the following erfects of the PPS
System on rural hospitals in California:

* tinder payment of costs as a result of statistical fluctua-
t iois.

* Cash flow deficiencies.
5 Probable restrictions on renovation and modernization as a

result of proposed capital costs reimbursement policies.

Further, we will comment on the need for more flexible criteria
for participation in the swing bed program.

Under payment of costs as a result of statistical tli~9#,!AqnA

PI'S is a scheme of reimbursement which sets a fixed price for
each 'if the 471 Diagnostic Related Groups (DRGs) based on the
historic national average costs per case for that DRO. The system
is predicated on the assumption that. although any individual
case may require treatment which is considerably more expensive
(or considerably less costly) than the DG price, costs will
average out over time to levels comparable to the PRO prices in
effictently asunged hospitals. This assumption is likely to break
down when a hospital treats few cases within some or all DRGs,
and the. "law of averages" no lor-ger applies.

Most California rural hospitals have relatively low utilization
levels in terms or number of cases. This leads to under-payment
of costs, especially in the short run. as well as situations
where the hospital may gain revenue on a particular case. While
this could even out over the long term, (even with a small number
of cases), we are concerned about the ability of many rural
hospitals to continue to function in the short term if there is
significant under payment either in a few large cases or the ag-
gregate of smaller cases. Recently, a number of California rural
hospitals indicated that under reimbursement of costs, (which are
not concurrently being offset by cases where there are gains in
revenue). is a serious problem.

Given, the fragile nature of small rural hospitals, and their in-
portant role in the health care delivery system, this concern
cannot be put aside by the typical bureaucratic comment that
"the system will work out over time" especially when the amount
of time needed for the "system" to work cannot be defined.

I
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The problems of under--payment are exacerbated by other factors-

(i) The mix of patients admitted to the acute rare hospital are
generally sicker then patients admitted prior to the advent
of PPS. This leads to a greater intensity of service which
incurs greater costs even though the length of stay may now
be shorter.

(2) Because of the lack or skilled nursing facilities (NFs), or
the inability or some rural hospitals to quality or switnl
beds. patients ready fur discharge from acute care - but
still needing skilled nursing care are often difficult to
pies. Rural phyasians tend not to discharge patients as
readily when the only alternative ts placement in a skilled
nursing facility at a great distance from the home cum-
aunity.

Further. rural physicians tend to be aware of a patient's
home situation and, therefore, as appropriate, retain the
patient in the acutt. setting if only a few additional days
can make the difference between the patient going home or
going to a killed nursing facility in another community.
Any increase in the length of stay will increase costs to
sum' degree.

(3) Rural hospitals with a higher portion of their case load
falling into certain speciality areas may be penalized be-
cause of total lack of volume in all other speciality areas.
For example, rural hospitals which serve a number of or-
thopedic patients will invariably lose significant dollars
on those cases. Because of relatively low volumes, losses on
orthopedics will not be offset through a broad mix of other
DRGs which includes "winners" such as urology and
paychatry, etc.

Recossendat ion -

Lower outlier thresholds.

Increase the amount of outlier payinent (as a percent of the
underpayment).

Assure thut an appropr tote percentage of total outlier pay
aento, for all facilities, flow to rural hospitals.
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With the recent HCFA mandates to fiscal intermediaries (Flo),
there has been a significant increase in the turnaround time for
payment of roasting claims. Fos, example, one typical rural
facility on 902 (Direct Oato Entry) has had its turnaround Ime
int-rease from 3 days to 28 days. This well managed 33-bed hospi
tel. fortunately, has a good line of credit with its local bank
because it has had to borrow (at 10 percent interest) to meet
payroll. For hospitals not on DDE, the situation (and turnaround
time) as father compounded.

For small rural hospitals on I'll's tPeriodic Interim Payments,
there as a different '!'bblem. Certain Flo fail to tie PIP pay-
meets mode to services provided. This often results in the rural
hospitals being plared on "withhold" or reduced payments until
quarterly adjustments are finalized. This also causes a cash flow
problem.

Recommendat on

Assure that all routine claims are paid within 15 days of
submisaion.

Assure that the PIP progrere ts 4antaine-d to smooth out cash
flow for hospitals with seasonal flurtuat ions; reIax
requirements for part acipnt ion.

trptbable' eticin oenaton- and- moder,"1_atj9P_

In addition to limiting the magnitude of capital payments, the
Administration also proposes to link the distribution of Medicare
capital dollars to the hospitals Medicare admissions and case mix
rather then to its overall pattern of investment. This would be
accomplished by adding an amount to the non-labor portion of the
Standardized Payment for each case. Such an approach ta espe-
cially inappropriate for small rural hospitals because under such
a scheme, the average facility could never attract (or
accumulate) the capital necessary to carry out any significant
modernization or renovation.

This is a critical point because most small rural hospitals in
California were built over 2O years ago. Using "average asset
age" as surrogate for physical age, California small rural hospi-
tals. as a class, are 80 percent older than their small urban
counterparts. With few exceptions, California small rural hospi-
tals cannot be in any way characterized as surplus or unneeded
facilities which should be phased out. For the most part, these
facilities are the "hub of health" in remote areas, not only
serving the resident populations but also the tourists from urban
settings were access to health care is taken for granted.

3
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Using what appears to be the logic in the Administration's ap-
proach to capital payments, it can be deduced that a 50-bed
hospital would receive atout one half the capitol dollars as
would a lO0-bed hospital -- all things being equal. Carried one
step farther, this same "linear logic" implies that to replace,
f(r example, the dietary unit in a 50-bed hospital would cost one
half of what it would cost to replace the dietary unit in a 100-
bed hospital.

Because of utilization patterns in smaller hospitals, it is un-
likely that the 50 bed hospital would receive even half of the
capital dollars as the 100 bed hospital but more importantly,
this approach to capital payments ignores the concept of
"economies of scale" and the realities of costs of construction
which meet various life - safety codes. (in California seismic
codes have increased construction costs 10 to 14 percent in the
past few years. Rven hospitals undertaking modernization and
renovation - as opposed to new construction - must meet the seis-
mic safety requirements.)

Rerommendation -

Retain the current sy-ste of pass through costs for rural
hospitals.

#~ r 9 JS_. 9,P( f Jle x ibl erio r _Sr r ~iai pj~

The criteria for participation in the swing bed program should be
expanded to allow hospitals with more then 50 beds to par-
ticipate. In California we have as many as 20 facilities which
are located in rural areas serving rural populations and yet can-
not qualify for participation because of the 50 bed size limita-
tion.

For a variety of reasons, the rural health care system often
lacks a continuum of care. The swing bed program could be a
major factor in alleviating this problem by improving the system
link between acute inpatient care and the patient returning home.
Such a linkage is critically needed in many rural communities
where there is typically a higher proportion of elderly persons.

It is important to note that the swing bed program cannot be con-
strued as a threat to the skilled nursing industry since it is
not supplanting any opportunities for that industry to par-
ticipate. If, in rural areas, the skilled nursing industry can
(a) afford to to build facilities; and (b) provide appropriate
levels of care, then they can also participate in meeting %hat is
currently an unmet need.

Recoaaendat ion: Set AaxiAue bed sise at 75.

4
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KIMBALL
HOSPITAL
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Hi. -He.r Iiq ,)t 'R jr., I 1tupi t 41 Undelr lMhdI %:are -
H.%% 9 ). 1. 6"

14t e ou 1i I Ik" to t adle this opportuli ty to ir JICate

our conrwjrretwe with and support of the testinois) to De presented

to you by Caylor-10-ckel Hospital on Hay 9, 19S6.

Ihe U.)y Kimball Hospital Is a 146-bed 501 (c)(3) charl-

tablIe esitity located In Putnam. CT. The Hospital serves an

area of ipproximatel) 400 square miles which has been designa-ted

by the federal Covernment as medically underserved. It has

also been granted Sole Community Provider status by HCFA.

Like C.jvlor-tlickel Hospital we hive an extremely high

percentage of Board Certified or Board Eligible Specialists

and ha~e been agqressiely promoting outpatient care as an alter-

native to Inpatient spccialiiation. Our current case mix |Index

Is 1.1660 indicating a high degree of complexity of medical

services performed.
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Page tso

Irltl e had commented to HCV A and to our legislature

represretatties regardlng the inappropriate assumptions which

mere mnide lee drselopitioj the tirbanirural distit.-tion in ,tfi peo-

spectie payment s)stem, which resulted irn a reA1,,tioun of abost

410% in the rooral rate. 4ttdched Is a top) of a letter Swit

by Coreqressm.tn Siamoel ( ejdenson. which we feel awcurarely t -

presses tth. o e-rali irrationality of the tjrban/rural distinction,

whirh Is also epre se x In pales 10 th.rougt 14 of the Ca)lor-

taiackel tvst I m f% . 41%. . ttt - PPS enabling legislation called

for a stljd ad tep.rt. It the end of 190, from H.H.S. addressing

the f(a'.ilb ilttv , I i m iiat I nj separate urbans and rural rates.

, *, s.E,-, h l 7/ J/! -. regulat ions %ere published

relatle to qtu. I iflcat 'un for "RNural Referral Center Status".

these regulations allowed huupitals such as Day Kimball and

Ca)lor-Nickel to qssalifo (or an "alMost urban" rate (still ad-

Justed for a "rural'" sage rate) and allowed HClA to avold facing

the ivitiaII ssues raised by the arbitrary urban/rural split.

Although thtie thrust of the Congressional direction

to develop these Rural Referral Center criteria appeared to

be related to sages, scope of serices, servicc area and medical

specialties, a required number of 600i) discharges was also added

by HCIA. This number has been carried forward from 1981, without

regard to changing mealcal practice patterns. A hospital such

as Day kimball which has cooperated aith the goals of the pro-

spective payment system and aggressively promoted outpatient

services as an alternative to inpatient hospitalization finds

itself In danger of losing about zo0 of an already inadequate
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f~sqe flre-

re.'bi,t. cri.tit dnut , t,6) (al I inj below the 6000 discharge figure.

e awprccida )our consideration to our concerns as

vjiv ki 1f1, t I% correspondev'e and to the more detailed Infor-

nsI t cf k t l tId Iti the test imony of CA) Ior-tickel Hospital.

Charle,- I. S.,'hsicider, I CIIA
Lkec4Aitv lDirveLtor

VOIC .
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CONOJWES8 OP Tile UNITEr SrATES
* "4" HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
C00"t~o WASHINGTON. 0 C. MSIS *

August 2S, 19$4

Ms. Carolyne Davis, Administrator
Health Care financing Administration
Department of Health and Human Services
Att.nt iont BERC-279-P
P.O. Box 26676
Baltimore, Maryland ?1207

near Xs. Davis:

I an taking the liberty of writing in regard to the proposed rules
tssied in the Tuesday, July It 1914 Federal Pegister relating to Hospitals
in Areas Podsignated as Pural.

I believe that the arbitrary designation of a hospital as a rural
hospital sir4rly because it (all* in a county that has been determined
to be rural by the Office of Hanagenent and Budget is inaccurate and
unfair. oPi makes Its designation based on the 1980 census data for
a particular county -- for Wdlcare purposes. however, this designation
does not take into consideration th" special problems due to a
county's particular location in relation to "urban" designated areas. It
would bo~more appropriate to designate a hospital as being rural on
an individual basis, and not by which county the hospital may be located
in.

Two hospitals in my district, Windham Hospital and Day-Kipball
Hospital, both of Windham County, have been designated as rural hospitals
because of the desitjnation of the county. These hospitals have been
faced with an abrupt, an drastic, change in their level of Medicare
reimbursement as a result of this designation. In the State of
Connecticut, there is no economic support to differentiate these hospitals
from other hospitals in the area that have been given an urban
classification.

Windham Hospital, for example, is located within one mile of two
towns which are part of the Hartford PHSA. If Windham Hospital were
located just one mile to the west, they would have been designated as an
urban hospital. The hospital draws its patients from q rban towns, which
represent 35t of the total population for the service area, and a large
percentage of Windham's employees come from urban towns. Day-Klmball
is in an area that is proximate to Worchester, Massachusetts and Providence
Ihode island, and competes with hospitals in these urban-designated areas
for patients and employees. Both hospitals, according to the Connecticut
Hospital Association's survey of wages, pay wages in the same range as
most of the hospitals in Connecticut.

. t WC a ye m WCWV I .
awI& UW so& am N&440~~.

YIS GIATIONCOVY9S 001 PAPILM UASS WITH Ft(CT@A IF1490
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Frthoitire, costs for non-salary items such as office supplies,
mdical and sr9.cal s* plhes. equipmnt repairs, wedlcal equiosnt,
etc., are atQther ma)or portion of the total oporating.costs of these
hospitals. They -must pay the sap* prices for these qoois and services
as those hosptals that have been dtesiqrated as urban. because they moist
purchase frca the sa.-we vendors. In addition. in an effort to contAin
costs, the ho pitas participate in the Cnnnecticut Hospital Assoctation's
qroup purchstnj ptogra. .tst of Connecticut's hospitals purchase
usinj this pro,3:am, and all who particitate pay the sap* priu.e

I an certain that tt.tro -ire other hospitals thtcujh..ut the United
St4tos that hav .. stilar to these two hospitals. I woull.
therefore, l.0e to jrqe th.%t 1ICFA evaluate a hospital's desination on
an indiva~ual btsi4. tather than on the desi:.aiuon of the cwonty in
whtch it IS locatel. I stmply feet that there are too twAny h4dtleaal
c~r¢o.tan.s OrwolVcd With a h#sjital's operations to vako such a
coAtly eva!. .von on such a simpltsti basis.

Thank y u for Ylur 4ttertiOr. this PAtter.

Mvtr.l'r Of re I s
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1E~~MA1A4Y OF AikSTUD HOSP17AL
YaY 9, 1966

ialcoad o .;alol.ded In iialsttvad, ),anelds, is a Rural Peferral Center

under the Medicare prous;,ettive pa)yrent system. Rural Referral Center desigr.ation

toriv-zs rural ho pitals hhicn provide a broad scope of si.ecialized care,

and Medicare ")s such hospitalss at a higher rate thin t e standard rural

hospital rate, in ovc 'gniti.on of the fact that cor4)lex services entail higher

costs.

halstead Hospital qualified as a Rural Referral Center in 1984, with the

desigt.ation taking effect in Octobver of that year. The hospital qualified

under Health Care Financing Administration (11CrA) guidelines which stipulated

that referral centers must have at least 60 percent or more of their Medicare

patients coming from more than 25 miles away, that at least 60 percent of

Medicare charges are attributable to those patients, and that more than half

of the hospital's Medicare patients are referred to the hospital by either another

hospital or a physicLian not on the hospital's staff. At the time Halstead

hospital qualified, there was no mention of a minimum size or number of

inpatients treated annually.

It is our understanding that HCFA is requiring Rural Referral Centers to

treat at least 6.000 inpatients annually. Of those hospitals which qualified

as Regional Referral Centers initially, nearly 20 percent no longer have annual

admissions of 6,000 or mure, due to the switch from inpatient treatment to

outpatient treatment. This development, we feel, is a direct result of

insurance programs and government plans (such as the prospective payment

system), which encourage outpatient treatment. Indeed, we in the health

care industry are struggling to make adjustments to a more cost-effective

manner of treatment, and have adapted many of our previous inpatient procedures

to outpatient basis, and are now facing the possibility of being penalized

for this accomplishment.
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:f Corgress doc-s cut 1te fit to change this requirement with regard to

adnissiats of urro ur rore a all), r.any hospitals will be unjustly penalized

ard lose their status as Rural Referral Centers. This will amount to an

annual lcvs of $S ,Iu0 to j ,00,000 for talstead hospital alone. Such a severe

cut in atn;al inrcw wouldd force drastic cuts in the .ervices available at
jtaiste,6d ilospital.

ishttead nospitail is 3 190-t-ed acute care hospital located in South Cetitral

aansa%, a;,prvirately 3S riles northwest of Wichita. 'he hospital is closely

affiliated witth the nataoral ly-noted Iiertzler Clinic, a rmulti-specialty

paiysician qroup. Death year, the fiertzler Clinic sees nearly 50,000 people

from all counties in tar-ii% and nearly every state in the Union.

t.alstvad lopital and the kertzler Clinic have been regarded as the

'rural alternative" to r*tropolitan tertiary care since the 930's. The

two facilities offer specialty care on a level comparable with that found

in many metropolitan hospitals, but with a personal touch and in a small

town setting of on!y ,O00 people. To many rural Lansas residents, the

presence of these facilities in a small town helps alleviate the worries

of travel to a metropolitan area when they are already in a situation rife

with stress.

It should be noted ttat Halstead Hospital does not receive similar

compensation to its urban counterparts for similar services. The structure

of the prospective pricing system has establishtd urban medical care at

a higher rate of reimbursement, even though Hlalstead Hospital must match

the salaries paid in Wichita, frequently has to pay more for supplies and

freight, and in, general has similarr overhead. Hospitals such as Halstead

have already been penalized for their rural locations, and, indeed, if Rural

Peferral Center status were to be revoked, would not be able to offer the

same high quality of specialty care as is currently the case.
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Halstead Hospital and the Hertzler Clinic have been in the forefront in

assuring the continuation of the availability of primary health care in rural

locations. 'Vie hospital and clinic currently operate clinics in 10 Kansas

corvwnities, helping to underwrite the expense of maintaining those practices

in remote rural locations. This is a benefit to the primary care physicians#

to rural hospitals. and to the residents of western 1ansas. The clinic and

hospital have also instituted a program of visiting physician consultants.

witt orthopedic surgeons, psychiatrists, ophttalnlogists and cardiologists

flying to remote Kansas locations to awke specialty services available.

In addition, the hospital and clinic are currently working on the

feasibility of establishing a preferred provider organization (PPO),

which would provide comprehensive health care at rates much lower than the

current market. Halstead Hospital and the hertzler Clinic con provide

nearly all the comprehensive services of the major metropolitan hospitals,

but at a much lower cost--a benefit that is directly provided to the government,

to insurers, and to private payors. If a facility such as Halstead Hnspital

ceased to exist, the services provided wculd be available elsewhere, but in

a metropolitan setting and at a cost much higher than is presently the

case.

tialstead Hospital had 5,0?Z discharged in 1965, and 4,535

outpatient procedures and/or treatut-nts were performed. This is in addition

to the 50,000 outpatient visits at the Hertzler Clinic.

Halstead Hospital's current CdSe nix index, which is the Medicare formula

to measure the cwplexity of medical services performed in a hospital, is

1.Z305. Ihis i% certainly comparable to the metropolitan tiospitals in this

region, proving that Halstead Hospital is performing specialized nedicine cn a

basis equal with any retropolitani hospital in the area.

-3-

62-009 0 - 86 - 17
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It cannot be stressed too strongly that the present prospective payment

system is unequitable in its treatment of hospitals. Halstead Hospital, for

example, is located six miles north of the edgwfck County line, thus missing

by six miles the ability to qualify for the payment structure of the

metropolitan statistical area (MSA). Those six miles have been responsible

for the loss of over $1 million annually in reimbursement to Halstead Hospital,

which is how much higher urban hospitals are compensated than rural hospitals

are. To now face the loss of a half-million dollars, which would be the

result of a loss of Rural Referral Center status, is almost staggering--

especially when such loss would be caused as a result of policies pushing

toward higher outpatient utilization which the federal government has strongly

supported. All hospitals have lower inpatient utilization as a result of

these, and other market conditions. Many hospitals are struggling to come

up with new and innovative ways of providing high quality health care at

lower costs. And many hospitals, such as Halstead, are engaged in an active

program to salvage the availability of primary care in rural settings, and

to provide the option of tertiary care in a rural setting. It is vitally

important that all of these options be maintained--not only for the benefit

of Halstead Hospital and the patients it serves, but for the good of all

rural Kansas residents.
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IIOSPIIAI. IS IN IEAWARl)Y 0i ImlN llI 4IR PfFIRKAl. t+ER STATES IsECALUSE OF
THIS llitH IIPATII '! i S1 . ,

lIIIS INST11UIOI'N IS A VER" VI 'AI. PARM ofll II tO.I.'NITy ANI COGR;lAIPHICAL
AREA IT SERVICES, A. %1 4,i lI4.I1 0 CONTINUE 11W (Ruk111 (OF Thl. AREA. THREE
COUNTIES WIl1 SVEKA!. SMALL. COMMUNITIES IVFtM,%AI SOI+Y ON TillS HOSPITAL FOR
THEIR lIHEAlTH CARE NEFIiS. IE ALSO HAVE AN A8t.5I AVEKA.E POI,.ATION OF
SENIOR VITIZNENS. TU LOSE REFERRAl. SIAIUS WOU) BEt ECONOMICALLY I AMAGIN TO
ALPENA AND EILUNt4. lits ITSTITUTIoN ).N'o EVf'NTI'AI. bANKRUiPTCY.

I FEtl. It IS IN lift lIEST INTIRfSTS FOR AII. o'NCIlNED THAT AIGMISSIONS COVNT
HIE LOWERE-. AI+PlNA HAS MA14E A BIG INVESIMENT ASP o MI NE I TO Tt I S
HOIS'IIAI AND DVSlRVFS FoR 11 Te toONTIUE. BECAUSE (OF LOCATION AND TRAVEL.
IISIANE TO ANY OTHER KAJOR 110SPIIIALS, WE iffE.l VERY STRtoNLY THAT THE
MINIMUM AILMS.I'ION R[QI'IRE4ENTS iF LOWERED Io ENABLE TO MAINTAIN OUR
REGtIONAL. REFFERAi. -E. lFk SlATUS.

S l ,CEREI.X, / / ,

SHIRLEY AN) GUY H USTON

1261 bow DRIVE
ALPENA, MHIGIC AN 49707

CC: U.S. SENATOR DONALD W. KIFGLE, JR.
U.S. SENATOR CARI. LEVIN
U.S. REPRESENTATIVE ROBERT W. 'IAVIS
STALE SENATOR CONNIE BINSFELD
STATE REPRESENTATIVE JOHN PRIDNIA
ALPENA GENERAL HOSPITAL
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Hearing on Rural Hospitals Under edicare-May 9# 1906.

in May of 1944 my first trip to Alpena General Hopital--Irigernay

surgery saved my life and that of my unborn son. He wes born in

tkvember of 1944.

in the cnsuing years "tor Iosital" has been there for my husband

and myself several times when needed.

We live 27 miles from the city limits of Alpena. Hundreds of other

people from small surrounding towns also depend on Alpena General

Hospital.

Small towns are not imune to high cost of health care it to

nationwide.

Alpena General Hospital serves the public vith surgery and how

the same day to help cut cost to patient and insuranat carriers.

They should be complLmented not penalized for cutting costs. TM

count of all these people should be as one vith the impatient for a

total count of those served.

My husband and I are both volunteers at Alpena General "epLtal.

It is worth the comutLng for us to sarve at the hospital.

PLxASs leave Alpena General Hospital " a Rural Referal Center.

PLSA-3 92 bE)? ?AS( AMA OUR LU' IPS

Sncecelyp

Helen (Mra. Sanford) Josephson

3030 Richland Drive

Lincoln, Michigan 48742
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for ~jflv4ilaho t., At,,, Vor!t^tr of~ ut ti J;itwets ho~pit41 ized1

in , 001i" ace~ .'t 10' t ,Jqf t'dv~ '4TV3 440; and Texi.s. Most of
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tiro5ttott(I~yj' atO (4Utter Of~ty~ ver 60. of the physician
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of mpd~t Je is fofi.t~t r v nql1e, in t-ipecij~d Orthopedic care,

jatkson County Me-'qria! tiospital perform, oae ma~or joint replacements procedures
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with ~t~ -h',tdiegnosttL etipret. 04or outpatient surgtery volume has

increased over 63, tti.L year, jur outpatient referred volurt, for 0iroostic

&rvites tias 011er411 increased vrjrte thar b9 ttij )ear 1%ith servi(e increases

in outpdtsert dcivity u.,Utidinq 13?, ino utpati'rt Iat1ooryr. P3 in outpatient
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in cf~ipfttient, Stre2ss Testmrq. 4nd new kcom Ca3re Ser~i.e's Wit) a3 rnthly volie

of uver 100 visits. Ail Mtese_%olum ! iintreasts in outpatien~ts Are the result

of 6 inreae in 1h$nOtic and surgical service,, w-thctu! ttk necessityo

overnight hospita3lization.
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Page ?

Hearing 3n Rural tiospitals

Effective July 1, 198S Jackson County Memorial Hospital was designated

by the Deprtzont of health and Human Services as a "Rural Referral Center".

As a result, Jackson County Memorial Hospital has received a significantly

higher prospective payment rate than is given generally to rural hospitals

although the rate does remain below urban hospitals for the same services.

Congressional intent was to base qualifying criteria on the qualit

and nature of the hospital as a 'Rural Referral Center. The quality and

,ture of the operating characteristics of Jackson County Memorial Hospital

as a Rural Referral Center is unchanged from last year. However. there has

4:vn a shift in inpatient admissions oue to the greater utilization of outpatient
. J .rlcedures, and other diagnostic technology which does not necessitate

overniOht admission! Within the last year Jackson County Memorial Hospital has

established a Skilled Nursing Facility and an active Home Care Agency for care

of patients.As previously mentioned, we have experienced a tremendous shift from

inpatient to outpatient during the last year. As a result of all these factors,

Jackson County Memorial hospital's number of discharges has decreased from the

6,000 minimum criteria. All of our speciality characteristics have remained the

sane.

Loss of Jackson County Memorial Hospital's Rural Referral Center status will

have a direct effect on the care our hospital will be financially able to provide

in Southwest Oklahoma and Ncrthwest Texas.

I sincerely request consideration to lowering the minimum number of discharges

criteria for determination of Rural Referral Center status. The character and

scope of services provided in Jackson County Memorial Hospital remains the same.

The cost of such services is no less than those same services provided in urban

areas. The cost of staffing and equipping is the same or more than the urban areas.

The quality of our services are no less than the quality provided in the urban area;.
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STATCHENT OF ThE MONTANA HGSPITAL ASSOCIATION
BEFORE THE

SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE
ON

T"E IMPACT OF THE PROSPECTIVE PAYMENT SYSTEM iA
SMALL AND RURAL HOSPITALS

MAY i. 1I86

AmerICa's small 3no rural hospitals are literally anO tiguratvely at
a crossroad. These hospitals stand In communities that serve rural
Aoerica as local and regional trading and service centers. The hospi-
tal is the focal point of rural health services. created by the com-
aunity it serves through the donatior of son*j', energy and talent.
After World War il the Unite States eupertenved a boom in now hospi-
tal construction, spurred on, in part, by the Hill Surton procra.
Many small and -ural hospitals vere built during this period, bringig
the benefits or mao4rn medical technology closer to an underserved
population. The vocc is over. Small and rural hospitals, as a roup.
are beginning a c)cse of occline. They stand today at a crossroad of
another sort. Dou one r.', toe pattern of decline will continue.
Small as'd rural hospitals Wiil close. According to the American
hospital Asso.;atio". mote tt an 70 Fercent of tne 61 hospitals that
closed in ; i4 h&a1 te.er tan 100 beds. Down the other road. there is
hoe. Sere is 'o gu&artee against closure. but down the zcad is the
promise that ttr", t cCuaht1f strategic planning and ou4 flnanial

ianagesent a3nV * cf swrviv~a are enhAnced.

On behalf of the tixt+/ trort stay non-federal, non-state owned hospi-
tals 4" Monta-4. fifty of which are *A AOer one-hundred beds in st:e,
the Mntana "obpital Asseciation welcoes the opportunity to present
this stat~vant to the Senate Finance Cosmittee. We would like to
eap,&In i mall ano rural hospitals case to this crossroad and the
neanrng anjd roeqjuece of the tuo possible paths they can follow. To
iliastrate cur discussion we will use the utilization and financial
information of the thirty Montana hospitals tat have tewer than
thirty beds.

Tte aooption of the prospective payment s)stes (PFS) in Oztober 1903
was a landmark event in the history of American hospitals. Draaatic
changes in utilization and finance can be marked from ttat oate. For
e~aple, in 1561 the average length of sta) at these sawipe tA.upitals
was 4.54 days. There was no charge In length of stay vetwer 1981 and
1482. In 1903, the last year before PPS. average length of stay
declined to 4.48 days, a modest 1.4 percent decrease. in 1V. the
first year of PPS, the average length of stay plvmmeted ta 4.C.S da)s,
a one year drop of 9.7 percent. It as oriCinally (et ilt ta* tis d rop
represented a medical practice ao.ustzent to PPS. Tfie privarN incen-
tive of PPS Is for hospitals to treat patients core ellicient;). 6ith
such a low letigth of stay after the first PPS year it uas a ufled thit
all of the practice Inefficiency had been wrung out of hospital utili-
-ation. tThe national average length of Stay In 14o4 was '.3 A
However. in 198S length of stay fell again, this time below 4 43)S to
3.68 jais. In two years, the average length of stay has drzi-ei 1.
percent. Although length of stay tas exhibited a 0own4ard trnd fn

recent years, it has been rapidly accelerateJ by PPS.
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of t tit Mont ara "tjpjta4- Asgoc I

I%* otter S ;e of the LtII1."tion eqUatI On is 4cm SI OnS per Vebr. n
1081 tota 44m ets tons woert iQ 6 the tI 1OwA nC vexr. 1 *'6. v
C 44 teo atIo I , n 111 3 .r..y r eturnlea to Apf:c . .4..'
or 1... 1. ,n to.e I Irvt ar of PFS. li,606. tie), le .
13.716. a recuction %I t-7. percent. once aCa n it U4a Seto 4 4 0 .
the 4#c 1 1n# ropros*lltod A Ore t iAe pracC T~ ace. 34 k t ff AI0 ,V*
review orjansjiat 4 on cr teria, out again ttJ.t sst.r. proved
wrong. in 196S. aisisos- droFped to 11,667. A at-s dect e ol
1*.8 percent. 14. the two years of the PPS system, a mission% in the
sample hospitals have fallen by 19.6 percent. Cecutit~r. iutaigratin
of patients Irom rklral hospitals to seCoa44.y Aia tortiart IACycitkaes
.S a trend that has been occurri g in recent years. t ut the rapid
decline in the last two years on hospital a+mssnons can larfoly be
accounte for ty the adoption of PPS.

A Shrter .0er th of stay and reduced admissions conspire to produce
the ti,;ra nea*%jrt of utilization. inpatient days, ovr the co.vrSo of
lowt seer*, the sample hospitals lost approximatehI) on*etirc: at their
patient Gays, In 19d2 the:- provided 67,749 d.ys of case; in 1403,
66.13 cAY% :.f care were provided, or 3.9 percent teier than
prey .s re.t i n tt+e t srst ear rA PPi. pat tent +-.)' h l ., t+
1.6.d P.er,.vrt to d ays of care. In Otls. thve dropvovd tv. a~nther
Ia.. #4ret to Ts. The tuo year PPS ctfect ot shortened lengths
of st~si+s anad fewer admissions resulted in a recuci ton in patient days
of 30.3 percent.

Declining itilization has its effect on hospital finance. hospital
expenses are unable to oectl.e in direct proportion to reductions in
utilization. Small hospitals must contend with fixed costs. A stan-
dard oefinztion of fixed costs is difficult to obtin ill tlte hospital
industry. There is widespread agreement on expense elements such as
8eprec.ation. interest. insurance, and rentals. There at lefs agree-
Ment Cn the aroun t:i expense in atejortes such as %4;aries. tene-
tits, supp+;es an4 utilities that can ie ccnsidered faked. Some
estimate that as much as 75 to e0 percent. of all hospital exaense
exhibits a fixed cost behavior. Certainly in small hospitals the
percentage is somewhat greater. When a hospital employs only one
pharmacist, it is difficult to reduce his time; when only one night RN
and her weekend coverage are on the payroll. it Is difficult to imp:e-
eont creative staffing strategies. Smaller hospitals have less flexi-
oilty than larger hospitals. Many of their fixed expenses are the
result Of meeting licensare and Medicare participation regulations.

All expenses. whether fixed or variable, are increasing in terms of
unit cost. In 1984. despite a decline of 14.13 percent in patient
days, total expenses increased by 4.3 percent. In the face of an 18.2
percent patient day decline In 1985, total expenses dropped by only
t.6 percent. Because expense cannot decline in proportilt tt ttil a-

tion. it Y.eo .ss;Arily follows that the cest per unit +)t ervit-. ,7ott
per case. .s- r;s . Ftrst there are fever units over which to spread
fixed costs and second tr+e price of variable costs continues to race
as suppliers coand rnr !or gatcd aind setr..ces, !, . .- '
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i tle average cost per case tnCreased by 14.: pec:e.N. Tr-; *W#4
ro 4rr*6 was Mac* Vcs', bio OnrJ) Vv A~es~s tneta' ~A~~..
;-r9 A.at10gor #S. T!"Qre? a S %try 1. it ei# '* t. I

The first IFa )*ar. :i6% was is tAt )#&r 1cr smasI~ a-,o rijra. !$fPt.4~
in M~ontaa Trte tocand PP:; year W.I *VonI wort*. 1 1' tAI % I a; j
tint revenue 1..i 0' :c rvsv d straight ye*Ar to tf'i- Jvtf ievel
since 191 . ;n 1 , tte cudy hospital post** a O~S lrum zpera-
t tons of S2.20i9.16o . :n tW&S. tt~e loss increaseda I i 11#et
patient revenue of 42i,06,d24.

Many of these sea l and rural hospitals beeftit from n~n-operating
revenue. Non-operating revenue comes from two major sources. First
there 4s government appropriations from counties and tautng districts.
then thee is i. te*e'% income on investments and donations. In )0.,
ta-b4ased non-operatirg revenue equaled Si,t48,27Z. In loss, reacting
to the plight of small and rural hospitals, that figure increased a
generous S3.8 peicent to $1.76 , *9. In 198, other non-cper.%ting
revenue equaled S2.i27.Z8O0. In 1965 it lll by 63 percent te
$787.523. Non-operating revenue fell because interest rates were
lower in 1985 than i986. The sample hospitals also had less money to
invest in IOS as the permanent investment in larger accounts recei.va-
bie took away the opportunity to invest in interest bearing accounts,
and as hospitals spent their reserves on operations. In 1984, non-
operating revenue offset the loss from operations to allow a
$1,066,369 surplus for the thirty hospitals. In 1805. non-operating
revenue also offset the loss from operations, but the loss was greater
and the non-operating revenue was less than in 1984. In 1985. the
sample hospitals showed a surplu% of 5320,714, or an average of less
than 1t,000 per hospital.

These hospitals are clearly on the edge. They have taken the steps
that can be taken. They reduced staff; they eliminated waste; they
deferred discretionary expenses. Slower payments from hedscare due to
billing complexity and programmed slow-downs threatens solvency and
credit worthiness. The sample hospitals had an average payment period
of 86.7S days in 1985. This Is an extremely long time, when one
considers that over one-half of a hospital's expense is payroll and it
Is paid every two weeks. (The national median average payment period
in 1984 was 53.25 days.) How long Is it before suppliers refuse to
sell goods to these hospitals because they do not pay promptly? Cash
flow is a m*jor problem.

Thirty communities across hontana depend on these hospitals. From
Ekalaka to Libby, from Plentywood to Dillon these small hospitals
provide needed services. Despite their number, in the aggregate they
are still small. The total operating revenue of the thirty consti-
tutes about fifty percent of the operating revenue of gA of the
state's larger hospitals (250 bed range).
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HEARING ON RURAL HOSPITALS UNDER MEDICARE - HAY 9, 1986

WRITTEN COHMFNTS OF RUTHERFORD HOSPITAL, INC.

Before The Senate Finance Committee

:ubcommittee on Health

Wt- greatly appreciate the opportunity to inform the Committee

of the expjrten:ce of kutherford Hospital under the Medicare

Pro3pective P3yint System (PPS) and to suppcrt the testimony A

Caylor-Nickel Hospital, poinltig out the remarkable similarities

between our thospiatls.

hutherford HI3ptill Is IbS t .'d, S01(c)(3) charitable entity

located in ku'herforlton, Rutherrord County, North Carolina and

is the only acute care' hospital in Rutherford County. We ofrqr a

broaJ range or services and currently have a 30 physician

multi-specialty staff. Ruth".rfordton is one hour or more driving

time from the nearest metropcIatau areas of Charlotte and

Asheville in North Carolina, and Spartanburg in South Carolira

and is a major regional provider of health care services. Cur

active, rull time medical staff represents thirteen separate

specialties and subspecialtios, the majority or which are other

than General Family Practitioners, the most common community

hospital specialty. Over 90$ or the stafr is board certified or

eligible in their recognized specialty. Our current case mli

index, the Medicare formula to measure the complexity of medical

services performed, is 1.1332 which greatly exceeds the median
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of total cases. Rutherford Hospital currently serves over 40,000

outpatients,. an increase or' 6,000 over one year ago. These

developments reflect our dedication to provide increasingly

sophisticated diagnostic and surgical services while decreasing

the neceasity for overnight hospitalization.

Hoapitals in rural areas are paid under PPS at a

substantially lower rate than urban hospitals. In 198#4,

Rutherford Hospital Was officially designated as a "Rural

Referral Center" by the Department of Health and Human Services

In recognition of the ract that its operational characteristics,

SCOPe Or services and resulting Costs are more s1ilar to those

or sophisticated urban hospitals than to those or typical rur'll

community hospitals. This rural referral cent'ir designation has

enabled Rutherford Hospital to receive a higher prospective

payment rate than that generally applicable to rural hospitals,

although the rate remains below the payment rate applicable to

urban hospitals.

As testified by Caylor-Mickel, "Ti ern drse h

impact of PPS on the stability of rural hospitals and whether

access to quality health care in rural communities is being

ereserved.0 go support Caylor-Mickel's contention on experiences

of othe" rural referral center nospitals and offer ourselves a3

only one example which very nearly mirrors the Caylor-Niccel

situation. In conclusion, Rutherford Hospital 1s being seriously

threatened by Medicare policies regarding rural referral center

designation and differentials3 In urban and rural payment rates.

The access to high quality care provided by small rural referral
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ME

__OEN3\1

L.mette oe linante

Z19 DIrLas& Senote Office Rull41ng
Vauhtwntou, D.C. 1O'O1

te: Seate finance Committee ittarlot on Ituol hospitals
t'"*r Xt4lcare - Key 9. l9##6

t~eot Iesewo;

The Soughvetevrn Yerwmnt M4dal Center a ofRnWton, vermont woJl4 like to
buppv,%t the te .nkov give"r o Kay 9, 19l6 by representatives of the Coylor-
Nicktl N.%Ptal1 In bluftton., IAdiana.

The Siwthvestevn vir ont hedi4cal Center was designated a klral Referral Center
because It provides a very high level of tare eevn thoUah it is l-Ocated i a
rural setting. his 14% 0 s absht because of a 1edirai staff educated to the
highest level of medliie which ake it possible for them to render are of
Medical center quality In a rural setting. our hospital ftters a full ran&e f
%sovi#s In oshsttrtcs, gvnectlogy. general And Va4,rular surgerv. pediatrics.
utology. otolaryrgolo~y. .,phthalwilogy. and internal medicine, Including pulmo-
uary diseases6. tnvo1~gv. atwoonteoogt,4, dffuato. ,Ay and Teurolqgy, ao4 highly
qualified phvsCclans doing emergenCy medicine. $4vmnty-sil percent of tor wedi-
Cal staff are tertIfted In their respective fields 4f specIaltsation.

uhen M~s began. our hospital quali(ied as a Rural Relerral Center because of
the c<qrlexItv of patterns we are eartng for and also beooe we had more than
6.000 #dfsto". The quality of our staff and Care has not caged. but the
tumter of lnpate'lt admiuslons has dropped remarkedlv. This drop cos abfut be-
sauer of a medical staff And a hosptal that yas seeking note elective and lebs

expensive vavs ti- provide care co our pat fents. A very acts.-e And succesful
fame day surgery pri ram yas Introduced tut this reduce4 our ads*tssfo by ap-

w.riximately I.000 each year. This change alone 4a. brought kur anmal aden.-
Sion* below the 4,00 level ad this Vill Oake us ineligble to rontinue as a
Rural Referral (Ceater unless the 6,000 rule to changed.

Ue feel this is %try unfortunate because woe ar, doing a better job than ever be-
fore provding mre care at proportionately less cost. However, we conti ue to
lace the same disparity that eristed prior to the re.o&nitton of the Rural Re-
ferral Ceter Stoitu*.
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wo stro'ngIv *u~o tte ijostiftv of tht CaylOf-I'.IAcke tVaPItel Ift tl e*MdeaVtr
it 1#4,4- the lftpaulvnt a01*01I6#t and 4tIrf4.ugV retIe~tt to Ateth t:.w
a.tI#.fft'Or to aafItin tt.# 4%eutet~~a to Whit qw.a!I11.06 for kwaI WeTrvIl
Ceters.

I'lantk vt~u veow ws(h I&# tie ,p~tnl X^ plot* tkib it% tht Iter-4 :-? the Korf-

tat o"tf: ov.IO4dtKe~se
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lVrrsent a t o the Stoate #lnan;t~ Comeuit tee
!-Ucouastte On Health

%4AV 161 1441b

satt~t 41cael'% ttspttAl is A 181 bedW (cO ~13) chattAhte entity located

SteMvenas F,-tnt , P,,rt~Apte Count v. Wistonsin. Saint Mchael 's Hlospital is the

,oalv health ale ani' 4tut'a to lcated Withtin l rtler C'Ountv. 1asonsin 341d loerves

,k potpulataaton n excaesi of 6%,.A40~ resotS within the count AS Itr pflaJry

service area. The encliOSed map. labeled Attachment A. Shows the location 0f

Sa..t )4achael'. Hospital and Stetvous Point to relationship to a urban designated

Acea (Wausaua. Wtsconstn4 located I'% highway ilies to the north via a four-lane%

1edera4 highway. The ptiamary service area of Wausau is .n marathonn County.

Wisconsin-. the southern county line is IS miles to the north of the city of

Stevens Point.

kin CActober 1. 1464~ the Dtepartmient of filS J1ad recognize that Saint Hichaci's

Hospital was not A typical rural hospital and classified Saint 1iachael's Hospital

4s A Rural Rteferral Center because: Saint Michael's is located in a rural area,

the hosptAl's 1981 case max index as published to the 1981 Federal Relister

was 1.04a?. our case mix index as of March It. 1986 is 1.229", Icase Oix index

as defined as filS's methodology used in measuring the complexity of the medical

services performed in A hospital)., the number of discharges for our fiscal year

ending September 30. 1q83 was 0304 And as percent of the hospital's active

medical itaff are %pecialists.

Saint Hithael*s has greatly increased its uttli;Ation of high technology

diagnostics. such as CAT scanner, updated mammo~graphy liagnustac testing.
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stationary and mobile non-invasive vascular lob equipment with a satellite in

the ciY of Wisconsin Rapids. ultrasound. nuclear inedicin* and high tech oqutp-

sent used in the screening for osteoporosis. The goal of using this technology

is to reduce the need for hospitalitation and invasive surgery. further proof

of Saint Michael's as progressive leader in efforts of cost containment and

foroshen the inpatintioutpatient shift is our ambulatory surgery department,

which was Opened in 19,. Volume within the department has eceeded ut pro-

jectiones each year. and currently. 2.$0 or 90 percent of the surgeries performed

at Saint Nichail's ore performed oan& outpatient basis. tn VY19S0 Saint NichacI's

tested And served 66,000 Outpatients, a 19 percent increase over fli9S). withi

a continued 5-10 percent growth being projected. Conclusiont 'The above develop-

ents show Saint Michaelis continued efforts to provide ever increasingly

sophisticated diagnostic and Surgical Services without the necessity of overnight

hospital lotion.

Saint Michael's placement in Group q. the second highest rated peer group

of Wisconsin hospitals under the Wisconsin Rate-Setting nomisston. indicates

the wide rane of special services and intensity of care being offered by the

hospital. Of the 1 Wisconsin hospitals an Peer Group t. Saint tichael's s the

ONLY hospital with a RURAL otaus. yet finds itself in direct cope tition with

one of the UlSI classified hospitals (Wausau) in recruitment and retention of

msedcal personnel and support staff. We also find competition for nursing and

technical staff, those qualified people that or* a necessity in providing the

many high technology programs being offered by Saint Nicheel's.

With the above statements providing a background on Saint Michael'*, my

suAry co ents focus on two areas; (1) the problema with rural rferraal ceter
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(r~teria l~t ltm- referral enterio withi .00 or !v~e beJ1 4 r, 'h Prblem.

Al the vtAl nIJtr, 416 4 CtnU14der t he pre-p%.IfIve p~at~ifrt S, ,et

Alt r erasi 44 4('V% n~ot TC.'JIFVr P.arsl Reter*I rntvr tA be A .1

6*O 4npsi irnt io4n an Annual tois I . ifraoxn ; r- t he jore~l low thoiv tua

hapta itA tile ltvZOO b#4 '441 At'a~V While "W* tP1%.P~tsihX 'Ot,4 Ornin-

L~ave hid P I o r, s% 4ve Ir c tIo"S "'W . lip'st, Ot 4.U .101h i tne t he t-0 g ann Ig n

PPS ISCC Aladwit #RI the%* 4~iuans are even greater ;-% thou# referral

iettt likse ,.int 4i tafl% which have tatite An Act've leadershi-P role in

esntiming oii 'i ta~rgiral pwocedurres le %ttal'b"t t). Ot uaintig sn4

expandinig si-invasive, high tehnolog equtpw'.i and pursuing mtasuges, art cost

tontalerment. The r,,4rret regolattons 1r4iC aio provision for the %hilt of pat ients

$Oh Aft now aPP: rrtateiv being treatedtl.in an Outpoitient baSis. It Congress

4OVS not Add~ress tile .Ar;trarv C(O4shrcthreshold. the 100-200 vej

rtferAl iVntrrs 4411 lose their raral reterrul center design~ation 3n4 the oeedell

14464% 13t ProvI.5es. with the 4'06a Of this nectsuary funding. %etvices aiid itafting

will be tjt. reducing the qualitv and utope of care in rural omasttes. not

nP iUis- nsin btr throughout the nturon.

t'rba"'Itural Dist inct ion

Current rtSulatiowfts relAtIng tO rei barseenin of health LArr providers are

based skw4Ply on the faulty Preatac that health 'Care 1s less costly, in rural
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America than in its urban counterpart. This is a part icularly misleading

assumption (or those rural hospitals which are Rural Referral Centers.

Contained within these regulationS are lines designating certain counties

and the hospitals within them as URSAN vh-i!* connecting or "borderline" counties

and their hospitals are classified RURAL and therefore subject to a substantially

lover rate of reimbursement. Result: Given even a rural referral reimburseisent

rare, a hospital providing a variety of complex speciality tare tn a RURAL

location receives A lover rate of rebarsement than a hospital providing the

same or rtmY services in an URIAJ location even though the hospitals are only

a few mtiles &port. Costs to these Rural Wufrral Centers in the areas of staff.

services. supplies and capital acquisition are no less than those of an urba

hospital and may. in many instances, be greater.

In sugary. the current reimbursement system is indeed inequitable because

it reimburses those primary hospitals providing fever services than a secondary

or tertiary hospital providing more complex and intensified services simply

because one is classified urban and one is classified rural.

Thank you f or the opportunity to submit this data,
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SAINT Nt IIA~EL*S I I( SPITAI.____
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Valley View Hospital

"HEARING ON RURAL HOSPITALS Vt4DZR MEDICARE"

MAY 9. 1986

I would like to have the following become part of the official

record with respect to the May 9, 1986, "Hearing on Rural

Hospitals Under Medicare". Thank you.

This brief paper deals with the issue of nine (9) rural Oklahoma

Regional Medical Centers maintaining their status as Rural

Referral Centers at determined by the Medicare Prospective

Payment System. They are: Jane Phillips Zpiscopal Memorial

Medical Center, Bartlesville; Stillwater Medical Center, Stillwaters

St. Joseph Regional Medical Center of Northern Oklahoma, Ponca

City; Muskogee Regional Medical Center, Muskogeel Jackson

County Memorial Hospital, Altuss Grady Memorial Hospital,

Chickasha; McAlester Regional Hospital, McAlesteri Memorial

Hospital of Southern Oklahoma, Ardmore; and Valley View Hospital,

Ada.

Each "Center" received their determination because of offering

a broad range of specialized health care services, which results

from each having specialized medical staffs and higher costs

associated with-providing advanced levels of patient care.

Zach hospital actively pursues out-patient services: One-Day

Surgery Centers, Home Health Care Services, Hospice Services

associated with three of these hospitals, etc., and a commitrment

to control costs.

1300! I- .F 1 I! %'1 ADA, ()KI.AIIONIA 74t20 405-332-2323
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Page Two.

Admissions to seven (7) of these hospitals have declined signifi-

cantly under the Medicare Prospective Payment System (the other

two will be at risk in fiscal year 1986-87). This decline

threatens our Rural Referral Determination Status.

Should we lose this determination, revenues would fall an

the average of SbO0.00.M per hospital.

This will M7 save dollars This will cause price increases.

This will cause job lay-offs. This will cause out-patient

services to be limited. This will cause our patients to be

without needed cost effective services. Plus, our ability

to recruit medical specialists will be greatly compromised.

The requirement of maintaining 6,000 patient discharges annually

simply should be dropped. This number has no meaning in determining

the impact and importance of these hospitals in terms of providing

health care to the Medicare patient in a rural community.

Please do everything possibile to allow us to maintain our

Rural Referral Status. We are truly the major focal point

for health care services to the evergrowing Medicare population

in rural Oklahoma.
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Page Three.

hank you for this opportunity to communicato with you.

-incerely,

Philip H. F'I her
President
Valley View Hospital
Chairman
Oklahoma Hospital Association

PHF/dq


